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A driver textural warming 23. such as the conventional
textural warning “objects in mirror are closer than they
appear”, may be included in the outermost more curved
partion 55 of an electrochromic mutlti-radius exterior mirror
according to this invention. (See FIG. 13.) Alternatively, a
driver textural warning may be included in the innermost
less curved region 65. Heretofore. such warnings have been
established through sandblasting or as described in
O'Farrell. Alternatively, textural warnings may be applied
by silscreening onto a surface of one of the substrates 23
of the mirror assembly or by other suitable techniques. such
as laser ciching. onlo the reflective clement of the micror
which is coated onto a surface of substrate 3.

On demand displays 14 may be positioned behind the
reficctive clement of the mirror (sce FIGS. 9 and 16) and
become activated by user input of by input from a scascr,

po:
detector, hazard detector of the like, In addition, a vehicle
function (such as a turn signal. hand brake. foot brake, high
beam selection. gear change, memory feature selection and
the like) may ectivate the on demand , The on

38
overcoat layers likepaints. lacquers. of other oxide coatings.
Nevertheless, such overcoat layers may. of course. be used_
Also, a high reflector such as silver or alumiotim may’ be
used, if desired. The window 13. now being only partially

3 opagne in light transmissivity, is substantially light reflect-

This partially transmitting/substantially reflecting win-
dow may be established through cvaporating or sputtering
(using vacuum techniques) chrorsium metal over

10. the wiodowto a thickness ofup 10 about750 A. By so doing.
light transmittance within the range of about 1% to about
10% may be achieved, while also achicving light reflectance
within the range of about 40% to about 65%. This method,
however, [nirodnces increased manufacturing costs (¢.g.. by

line-costed rearmost
surface of substrate 3 and then vacuum iting thereover
the thin film of chromium). Also, the differences in refiec-
tivity between the higher reflectance off the silver reflective
element and the lower refiectance off the partially

15 first creating the window in the silver li

An alternative method involves the use of a partially
transmitting (Le.. light transmission within the range of at
least about 1% to about 20%). substantially reflecting (ic.display.

demand display may also be activated by a function such as 25 light reflectance within the range of 10 Jeast about 40% to
a compess. clock, a message cenier. s specdometer, an
enginerevolution per unil meter and the like. In the context
of their use in conjunction with rearvicw mirrors for motor
vehicles. an on demand display, when not active or
activaled, should desirably remain af least
unobservable or undetectable by the driver and/or passon-
gers. Similarly. in other applications with which these on
demand displays may be desivubly used. they should remain
at least substantially unobservable or ondetectable when notactivated.

On demand displays 14 should be an emitting electronic
display, such as a vacuum fluorescent display. = light cmit-
ting diode, a gas discharge display, a plasms display, a
cathode ray tube. an electroluminescent display and the like.

Conventionally. the reflective clement ip electrochromic
mirrors is constructed by coating the rearmost (noo-inward)
Surface of the second subswate 3, with a refiective element
using a wet chemical silver line mirror coating. This rear-
most surface is typically coated with a layer of silver 8, and
then protected with a thin film layer of copper 19 which
itselfis overcoated with & protective material 2, typically =
paint such as « lead-based paint In this construction, the
light transmissivity through the misror is substantially
opaque—ie.. substantially less then about 0.01%. To place
8 display, camera. sensor or the liice behind such a conven-
tional mirror, a “window™ 13 through which light may pass
must be created as described hercinafter.

With reference to FIGS. 8. 9 and 10. it may be seen that
on demand display capability may be introduced to 4 mirror
through the window 13 that has been previously aeated
therein (typically. by sandblasting, mechanical erosion (e.g.
with a spinning rubber). leser etching. chemical etching and
the like) by coating a layer of reflective material, such as a
thin film of a metal 16 (e.g.. a medium reflector. such as
chromium. titanium. stainless steel and the like. having a
thickness preferably Jess than about 750 A). onto the rear-
most (nop-inward) surface of substrate 3 at the portion of the
substrate where the window 13 cxists. (See FIG. 14.) It may
be preferable to use a medium reflector, such as chromium,
titanium. stainless stee] and the like, because such medium
reflectors are durable. seratch resistant and resistant to
environmental degradation without the néed for additional

greater than about 70%) metal foil or reflector-coated poly-

“MYLAR” film (commercially available from Dupolyester
30 Pont). Such a foil, or sheet or film 15, reflector coated with

a thin film of metal 16 may be contacted with. oradhered to
using an optical adhesive 18, preferably an index matching
adbesive such as described hereinafter. the window 13 in the
Layer of reflective material on subsuate 3.

Likewise. an appropriately sized glass cover sheet 15 (or
a polymer cover sheet) which is coated with a thin film of
metal 16 that is partially light transmitting (preferably, about
1% tw about 20%), and yet substantially light reflecting
(preferably, at least about 40% to greater than about 70%)

40 may be contacted with, or adhered to using an optical
adhesive 18 as described herein. the window 13 in the layer
of reflective material on substrate 3. (See FIG. 9.)The glass
cover sheet 15 may be any desired shape and should be
sufficicntly large to at Jeast cover the cotire window 1345 created jn the silver-comed. rearmost surface of substrare 3
(which may be suitable to accommodate. for cxampilc.
compass displays, like the compass displays described in
O'Farrell and Larson).

it may be convenient to coat glass lites with a high
$0 refiector, such as 4 thin film coating of aluminum or silver.

to a thickwess that achieves the desired partial light trans-
mittance and substantial Night reflectance. Alternatively, a
medium reflector, such as a thin film coating of chromium.
Stainless steel, titanium or the like. may be used to coat the

55 glass lites.
An inorganic oxide coating. such as silicon dioxide,

Utanium dioxide, zinc oxide or the like, may also be over-
conted onto the thin film metal reflector coating to impart
resilience, resitance against environmental degradation.

60 enhance scratch resistance and enhance opticalperformance.
Likewise. a thin film of magnesium fluoride. or a combina-
Gon of thin films of diclecttic materials such as described
supra, may be used to overcoal the thin film metal reflector
coating. A clear coat of a lacquer. such as an acrylic- or a

65 urethanc-based lacquer of the like, is still another choice
which may be used to overcoat the thin film metal reflector
coating.

Copy provided by USPTO from the CSIR Image Database on 06-26-2000 ~ a
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Once formed. the partially transmitting/substantally
reficcting giass lites may be subdivided into a multitude of
smaller sized cover sheets to cover the window in the
reflectoron the reammost (non-loward) surface of substrate 3.
More specifically. a equare. circle or rectangle may be cut to
dimensions of about 1 to about 6 mm or lerger than the
dimensions of the window for the display. ‘The square- or
rectangular-shaped glass cover shecis may then becontacted
with, or adlcred to, the rearmost (non-inward) surface of
substrate 3 to cover the previously established window for
the display.

An optical adhesive 18 that is index matched to the
refractive index of glass (ic. about 1.52) may be used to
adhere the glass cover sheet 15 to the reanmost (non-inward)
surface of substratc 3. Such optical adhesives maximize
optical quality and optical index matching. and minimize
interfacial reflection, and include plasticized polyvinyl
butyral, various silicones. polyurethanes such as “NOR-
LAND NOA 65° and “NORLAND NOA 68",and acrylics
such es “DYMAX LIGHT-WELD 478". The giass cover
sheet 15 may be positioned with its semitransparent metal
reflector costing 16 closest to the rearmost (non-ioward)
surface of substrate 3 so that the micros construction com-
prises an assembled stack of the glass cover shect
15/semitransparent reflector metal coating 16/optical adhe-
sive 18/rearmost (non-inward) surface of substrate 3. In this
construction. the optical adhesive is usedas both an arlhesive
and a5 a protectant for the semitransparent metal reflector-
costing 16 of the glass cover sheet 15. Such a use of
semitransparent reflector-coated glass cover sheets 15/16
lends itself to cconomical and automated mssembty. Also, the
cover shect may be made from glass that is coated with a
dichroic mirror or made from polymer reflector material
(“PRM”). as described hereinafter.

As an alternative to localized reflector coating with a thin
metal film as shown in FIG. 10. or localized use of cover
sheets, foils, films, and the like as shown in FIG, 9. at the
non-inward surface of substrate 3 at window 13, similar
localized reflector means can be at the inward
facing surface of substrale 3 at the location of window 14.

An emitting display 14 may also bepositioned behind the
rearmost (non-inward) surface of the glass cover sheet 15
(which itself is positioned behind substrate 3 of the electro-
chromic mizror assembly). In this regard. it may be desirable
to use a thin glass for the cover sheet 15 to minimize
multiple imaging and/or double imaging. The thickness of
the cover sheet need not be thicker than about 0.063", with
sultable thicknesses being about0.063"; about 0.043"; about
0.028"; abour 0.016" and about 0.008". However. if desired
the thickness of the cover sheet 15 may be greater than about
0.063".

Again with reference to FIG. 5. where the layer of
refiective material is costed onto the inward surface of
substrate 3. improved optical performance may be observed
without reducing the thickness of substrate 3. In such
constructions. a relatively thick glass (having a thickness of
greater than about 0.063") may be used for substrate 3 with
a thin glass (having a thickness of about 0.063" or less) used
for substrate 2 while maintaining good mechanical =
tics due to the relatively greater stiffness of substrate 3.
Improved optical performance may also be observed dueto
the relative closeness of the layer of reflective material
(coated onto the inward surface of substrate 3) and the
fronemost (non-inward) surface of substrate 2.

An illustration of this aspect of the present invention may
be seen where substrate 3 is fabricated from “TEC 10” glass
(havinga sheet resistance of about 10 ohms per square). with

=n nrow SPTO irom the Cs
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a thickness of sbourt 3 mm, and substrate 2 is fabricated from
soda-lime glass (coated with HW-ITO baving a sheet resis-
tance of about 12 ohms per square a5 a substantially trans-
parent conductive electrode costing 4), with a thickness of
about 0.043", In this construction. the fluorine-doped tin

may also be used as a reflective clemeat$ conted ontocithersurface or the inward surface of

commonly assigned co-pending patenl application
No. 07/700.760. filed May 15, 1991 (“the "760
application”), the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated
herein by reference, Where it is desired that the high
reflectance off the elemental semiconductor reflector be
within the range of at least about 60% to greater than about
70%. an undercoat of = thin film Layer of silicon dioxide
between a thin film layer of silicon and the surface of the
substrate onto which it is coated may be used to cnhance
reflectivity performance [seec.g...te 760 application. and
U.S. Pat. No. 4.377,613 (Gardon) and U.S. Pat. No. 4.419.
386 (Gordon), the disclosures of esch of which arc hereby
incorporated herein by reference}.

In addition, the layer of silicon and/or an undercoat of
silicon dioxide may be deposited using techniques soch as
vacuum spray CVD.pyrolysis aad
the like, For in-line ona float gizss linc.

be employed to deposit
dioxide thin filmstacks onto float glass to provide a reflector
for substrate 3 that is both highly reflecting and partially
transmiiting. A further advantage of these clemental semi-
conductor coatings is that they are bendable.

For example, a glass coated with 2 reflective clementmay
be constructed by depositing omto a glass substrate a first

of elemental silicon at an optical thickmess of about

é
74% after heating and bending. A substantially transparent
conductive electrode coating. such 2s doped tin oxide (e.g.
fluocine-doped tin oxide) and the like. may be coated over
the third layer of elemental silicon to construct a highly
reflecting, electrically conducting glass substrate suitable foruse in electrochromic mirrors and electrochromic devices

propertics.
Preferably, refiectar-coated substrates constructed using
multi-layer stacks. such as a glass/silicon/silicon dioxide/
silicon stack (with or without additional undercoating or
overcoating stack Layers). may be deposited in-bath. on-line
onto glass being manufactured on a float glass line.

It may also be advantageous to employ bendable
reflector-coated substrates and techniques formanufacturing
the same as taught by and described in the "760 application.
and rowlti-layer stacks. such as the glass/silicon/silicon
dioxide/silicon stack as described supra. with oc without an
additional overcoating of a substantially transparent conduc-
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tive electrode coating such as fluorine-doped tin oxide and
the like. Bendable coatings may be advantageous in mini-
mizing manufachiring requirements since depositing a thin
film of metal generally requires the steps of first bending the
non-reflector costed substrate and then coating the bent
substrate with the layer of reflective material.

As described supra. it may be advantageous to constructelectrochromic mirrors whose reflective element 9 is located
within the laminate assembly. This may be achieved by
coating the imward surface of substrate 3 with a layer of
effective ousterial &. such as silver. so that the ailver coating
(along with any adhesion promoter Isyers 11) is protected
from the ouwide environment For example, a layer of
reflective material 8 may be vacuum deposited onto the
inward surface of substrate 3 in one and the same process
step as the subsequent deposition ofthe electrochromic solid
film 7 onto substrate 3. This construction and process forcoonomical

Optical performance uniformity
the entire surface area of the mirror is enhanced. The thin
film stack [which comprises the electrochromic solid film 7
(e.g.. tungsten oxide), the layer of reflective material 8 (e.g...
silver of aluminum) aod any ondercoat layers between the
layer ofreflective material & and substrate 3} should have a
fight reficctance within the range of at Ieast about 70% to
greater than about 80%. with a light transmission within the
range of about 1% to about 20%. Preferably. the light
tansmission is within the of about 3% to about 20%,
and more preferably within the range of sbout 4% to about
8%. with a light reflectance greater than about 60%. The
inward facing surface of substrate 3 may be coated with a
foulti-layer partially transmitting/substantially reflecting
conductor comprising a partially (preferably, in
the range ofabout 1% to xbout 20%Wsubstantially reflecting
(preferably, greater than about 70% reflectance. and more
preferably, greater than about 80% reflectance) metallayer

Darronbo hakretuity coembacsingsthorcencoceenanswith an at jesst partially conducting transparent conductor

eeeat ordeattitiesceelayer. 2 doped or undoped indium oxide lsyer (sich as
indium tis oxide) or the Hike]. Opcionally. an undercosting
metal oxide (or another at least partially transmitting metal
compound Isyer, such as a metal nitrideHe titanium nitride)
may be included in the sack which comprises the muiti-
layer conductor. This multi-leyer conductor functions as
reflective clement 8, and can be overcoated with electro-
chromic solid film 7 during fabrication of an electrochromic
mirror incorporating on demand displays. Alternatively. the
multi-layer conducter described supra may be used on the
inwant surface of substrate 3. with the electrochromic solid
film 7 coated onto the inward surface of substrate 2

A light reflectance of at least 70% (preferably. at least
80%) for the reflective clement to be used in an electrochre-
nic mirror incorporating on d=mand displays is desirable so
that the bleached (uspowered) refiectivity of the electro~
chromic mirror canbeaf Jeast 55% (preferably. at least 65%)
as measured using SAE J964a. which is the recommended
procedure for measuring reflectivity of rearview micros for
automobiles. Likewise, a transmission through the reflective
clemeot of. preferably, between about 1% to 20%
fansmission. but not much more than about 30% tansmis-
sion (measured using Iuminant A. a photopic detector. and
at near normal incidence) is desirable so thet emithng
displays disposed behind the reflective clement of the elec-
techromic mirror are adequately visible when powered
even by day but when unpowered and not emitting. the

a3
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displays (along with any other components. circuitry. back-
ing members, case structures. wiring and Lhe like) are pot
substantially distinguishable or visible to the dover and
vehicle cocupants,

With reference to FIGS. 9 and 16. emitting displays 14.
such as vacuurn fluorescent displays. light cmitting diodes.
gas discharge displays. plasma displays, cathode ray tubes.
clectroluminesceat displays and the like may also be placed
in contact with, or adhered to using an adhesive 17. 18 such
as an cpozy. the rear of substrate 3, Generally. such emitting
displays may only be observable when powered soas to emit
light

A variety of emitting displays 14 may be used in this
connection Including, but not limited to, double heterajuac-
tion AlGaAs very high intensity red LED lamps, such as

releceapertomrrina rela atesafepamherssuberdouble heterojunction AVGaAs/GaAs material technologyiconeeunecioy available from Hewlett Packard Corporation.
Palo Alto. Colif. under the designation “T-134 (5 mm)
HLMP-4100-4101"}.

Alternatively, vacuum fluorescent displays, such as 12V
battery driven high luminance color vacuum fluorescent

designations S-2425G. SIAC. 525900 ood
§2397G]- It may also be advantageous to use displays 14
that operate edficiently at about 12V or lower since these

from NECElectronics Incorporated. Mountain View. Calif..
such as under the designation Part No. FIP2OM&S.

Tt may also be desirable. particularly where the reflective
clement is at least partially light transmitting,to use a light
absorbing mezus, such as a biack-. brown- or blue-colored
or other suitably colored absorbing costing. tape, paint,
Jacquer and the like, on portions of the rearmost (non-
inward) surface of substrate 3 where displays are not
mounted. It may be desirable to use substantially opague,
and preferably dark colored tape or plastic film and the like.
across the sutface of substrate 3. such as by adhering to
protective material 20. preferably across substantially the
entire rear surface. except where any displays are to be

Eeeyeeeeeor sestheti-cally non-sppealing mirror Gael Shimsinakiowdats Ser anny
light emittance from the display may be reduced

Piacement ofapertures or cutouts in 2 tape or film backing
may expedite the assembly of such mirrors by guiding the
assembler to the point where the desired display or displays
is to be mounted. The tape or film backing may also serve
Bs an anti-scatter means to enhance safety and prevent injury
by retaining amy giass shards which may result due to mizror
breakage. for example caused by impact frora on accident.

Suitably colored paints, inks, plastic films or the jike may
be applied to the surface of substrate 3 where the display 14
is to be placed to change or effect the color of the display.
Also. the display 14 may be adhered to a surface of the
substrate using an adhesive 18, such as an index matching
adbesive 17. 18. that may be dyed to effect color and/or
contrast cnhancement in the display (see ¢.g.. Larson. the
disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein by
reference],

Generally. and particularly when the electrochromic ele-
ment is in its bleached, uncolored stale, it may be desirable

Opy prov 7 aqe Da eon
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for the image of the display—e.g., an information display.
auch as a compass display, a clock display, a hazard warning
display or thelike—to have a Inminance within the range of
at least about 30 foot lamberts to about 80 foot lamberts

, Within the range of af least about 40 foot
lamberts to about 60 foot lamberts), as measured with the
display placed behind. and emitting through, the electro-
chromic mirror and with the electrochromic element in its
fully transmitting, bleached state. With this level of
luminance, sach a display may be read easily even with
bright ambient levels of light. Also, the clectronic circuitry
taught by and deseribed in Larson may be used to appro-
peiately dim the display to suit nighttime driving conditions
and/or to compensatefor any dimming ofthe electrochromic
element. Generally, at night the luminance of the display is
about 15-40%. preferably about 20-35%. that of the day-
time value.

During daytime lighting conditions. drivers of motar
vehicles mounted with an clecrochromic mirror (interior.
exterior of both) benefir from relatively high reflectance (at
jeast about 55%. with st Jeast about 65% typically being
pacferred) when im the bleached “day” state. Any display
positioned behind the electrochromic miror should have «
sufficiently high luminance topermit the display (which may

i or combinations thereof) to

a motor vehicle (ar outside. where electrochromic exterior
rearview mirrors are used of where the
interior rearview mirror is mounted in a convertible with it
top down) are bright, such as midday on a runny. cloudless
day. The mirrorsof the present invention may achieve a light
reflectance of at least about 55% for the high reflectance
state where a high reflector in the form of a thin film metal
costing is used with a sufficient thickness to allow for light
to transmit through the electrochromic clement 1, preferably
within the range of about 1% to about 15% transmission. but
not exceeding about 30% (as measured using Mluminent A
and a photopic detector. with near nomnal incidence). More

. Where silver is used as o high reflector, the
mirrors of the invention may achieve 2 light reflec-
tance ofat Jeast about 65% for thehigh reficctance state with

supra). The thin film metal costing
within the range of about200 A to about 1.500 A, preferably
within the range of about 200 A to about 750 A.

Tt may also be desirable. particularly when used in con-
junction with highly selective light emitting
diodes and the like, to usePRM as a reflectorplaced between
the display 14 and the rearmost (non-inward) surface of
substrate 3. PRM is a spectrally selective, substantially
reflecting (greater than sbout 50%) and significantly tran:-
parent polymer reflector material [see T. Alfrey. Jr ct al.
“Physical Optics of Iridescent Mi Plastic Films”.
Polym. Eng’g. & Sci. 46). 400-04 (1969); W. Schrenk et
al.. “Coextruded Hlastomeric Optical Interference Film",
ANTEC °88. 1703-07 (1988); and see generally U.S. Pat
No. 3.711.176 (Alfrey. Ix); U.S. Pat, No, 3.557.265
(Chisolm) and U.S. Pat. No. 3.565.985 (Schrenk). PRM is
commercially available from Dow Chemical Co., Midland.
Mich. such as under the designation PRM HU75218.03L.
which is a 0.125" thick shesting made of multiple polymer
layers (e.g.. 1305 layers), having differing refractive indices
and transparenVtransparent CAP layers. This PRM exhibits
a light reficctancs ofabout $8% and a generally neutral light
transmittance. Another PRM. designated as PRM

10

2

25

40
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65

a4,
HU75218.08L also is 2 0.125" thick sheeting. made from
multiple polymer layers (c.g. 1305 layers). with # light
reflectance of about 58%. However, this PRM has

CAP Isyers which results in a transmission
whichhas a distinctlyred tint. Ar such, it may beparticularly
well-suited for use in conjunction with the mirrors of the
present invention that employ in their construction red light
emitting diodes. such as those typically employed in hazard
warning devices.

An say of light emitting diodes may be positioncd
behind « window 13 in 2 mirror with ao appropriately sized
piece of PRM positioned between the emitting displays 14
and the rearmost (non-inward) surface ofthe substrate 3. By
choosing a PRM with a selective transmissionwhichpermits
the passage of the bandwidth of light cmitted by the emitter
but that substantially mttenusics other wavelengths not
within that bandpass of light. optical efficiency may be
enhanced. Indeed, PRM itself may be an appropriate refiec-
tive element behindwhich display emitters may bedisposed.
While PRM may be vulnerable to scratching and
vo degradation from environmental exposure, substrates 2.3
offer desirable from such damage. Use of PRM
where the piece of PRM is larger than amd covers the
window created in the reflective element on substrate 3 (but
is smaller than the entire surface area of substrate 3) is

(commercially
Labs, Santa Rosa. Calif.)) as the reflective element because
of economic benefits.

Should it be desirable to use a PRM/emitting display. =
substrate with or without a thin film of metal refiector
coating that is substantially transmitting may be positioned
in front of the PRM. Suitable optical adhesives. preferably

adhesives as described supra, may be used
ight emitting element

which emits light through a sheet of PRM. which is posi-
tioned behind 2 glass substrate through which the emitted
Light also passes. Such a mirror would reflective
when the light emitting element (¢.g.. a red LED such as
described supra) is unpowered, yet would efficiently display

ing i ii fight emitting clement is
powered. strobed of flashed. Also. PRM being 2 polymer
material is relatively casily formed by molding, slumping.
bending and similar polymer forming methods, so conform-
ance to a compound curvature or convex curvature isfacilitated.

In that aspect of the present invention directed to exterior
rearview mirrors for motorvehicles it may be advantageous
to use in conjunction therewith signal lights. security lights.
flood lights. remote actuation and combimstions thereof as
taught by and described in commonly assigned co-pending
U.S. patent io Ser. No. 08/011.947. filed Feb. 1.
1993 (“the "947 application”). the disclosure of which is
hereby incorporated herein by reference.

The electrochromic mirrors of the present invention may
also include an anti-reflective means. such as an anti-
reficctive costing, on the front (non-inward) surface of the
outermost or frontmost substrate as viewed by an observer
(see e&g.. Lynam V); an anti-static means. such as a con-
ductive coating. particularly a substantially transparent con-
ductive coating.ITO. tis IMO. tin oxide and the like; index
matching means to reduce internal and interfacial
reflections, such as thia films of an appropriately selected
optical path length: and/or light absorbing glass. such as
glass tinted to a neutral density. such as gray
tinted glass (commercially available from Pitsburgh Plate
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Giass Industries) and “SUNGLAS” gray tinted glass
(commercially available from Ford Glass Co., Detroit.
Mich.). which assists in sugmenting contrast enhancement.
Moreover, polymer interlayers, which may be tinted gray.
such as those used in electrochromic devices as taught by
and described in Lynam 1 may be incorporated into the
electrochromic micrors described herein.

The mirrors of this present invention. particularly rear-
iew mirrors intended for use on the exterior motorvehicles,
may also benefit from an mrtiliary beating rocans used in
Connection therewith such as those taught by and described
in U.S. Pat No. §.151,824 (O'Farrell) and U.S. pateot
application Ser. No. 07/971,676, filed Nov. 4. 1992 (“the

polymer or blend within which is
filler like carbon black. graphite. a metal and a metal oxide,
{see c.g.. U.S. Pat. No. 4.882.466 (Fricl)]. The heater pads
exhibit 2 positive ltemperamre coefficient; that is, their
resistance increases when the temperature
increases. Thus. the heater pads may be used as a self-
regulating heating element.

As an alternative to a heater pad. a heater means, such as
a resistance layer or heating film, may be deposited (such as
through vacuum deposition. thick film printing, screen
Printing. dispensing. contact printing, Sow coating and the
like)onto theoutward facing surface of substrate3 (Le.. onto
the rearmost surface ofan electrochromic minror assembly).
Suiteble beater means include a PTC moterial. a metal thin
film layer (such, chromitim. molybdenum, a nickel-based
alloy like Inconeland Hastelloy. stainiess steel, titaniumand
the like), and 2 transparent conductor thin filrm (such as tin
oxide (doped or undoped) andindiurntin oxide). Such beater
means are disclosed in the "676 application.

The heater means referred to above function both to
assure rapid coloration and bleaching of an electrochromic
searview mirror when operated at Jow temperatures, and to
remove any frost or dew which may accumulate on the
outward facing surface of subswrate 2 (i¢.. the outermost
surface of the rearview mirror that is contacted by outdoor
elements like rain, snow. dew and the like), Por example. 2convex or multi-radius electrochromic outside mirror for an
automobile may be fabricated by forming substrarc 3
through bending a fuori tin oxide coated glass
substrate (such as a “TEC-Glass” product like “TEC 20°,
“TEC 12" ao “TEC 10”) so that the transparent conductor
doped tin oxide thin film coating is located on the concave
surface of substrate 3. The opposite, convex surface of
substrate 3 is coated with a metal reflector layer (such as
silver. optionally being undercoated with a chromium adhe-
sion promoter layer) and the reflector in tum is contacted
with an electrochromic layer. such as tungsten oxide, This
convex surface reflector coated/concave surface transparent
conductor coated substrate 3 is then mated with an cquiva-
lently bent substrate 2 that is coated on its concave (inward
facing) surface with a transparest condactor (such as fluo-
rine doped tin oxide), and with an electrolyte between themated substrates to forma an electrochromic exterior rear
view mirror. Next, bus bars (c.g... a conductive frit, solder or
the fike) are formed on opposing sides of the transparentconductor thin film heater on the rearmost. concave surface
of substrate 3. When connecied to the 12 volt battery/
ignition electrical supply of 4 vehicle. the transparent con-

&
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4%
ductor thin film beater on the rcarmost, concave surface of
substrate 3 heats the electrochromic medium and defrosts
the front, outermost. concave surface of substrate 2.

¥f a display fs to be mounted behind the reflective element.
an appropriately sized and shaped aperture through the
auxiliary beating means ahould be used fo accommodate the
display but not leave portions of the mirror unheated for
de-icing or de-misting purposes. Likewise. should » heat
distribution pad be used. suchas an aluminumor copper foil
es described in the "676 an eppropiiately sized
and shaped aperture should also be provided therein to
accommodate such displays. Where apertures are to be
included in 2 PTC heater pad. a pattern of resistive cloc-
trodes which contact the conductive polymer, which may
typically be applied by a silk-screening process as described
in FricL. should be designed to accommodate theapertures in
the ped In addition, such a pattern may also be useful to
thermally compensate for the apertures in the pad.
Altematively, the resistive electrode/conductive polymer
combination may be applied. for example. directly onto the
rearmost (non-iowsrd) surface of substrate 3, or onto # heat
distibution pad that is contacted and/or adhered thereto,

Ir may also be advantageous to provide misrors in the
form of a module, which module comprises the mirror itself
and its clectrical commection means (¢-g.. electrical leads);

pay hatespeetape: including a beat distribution pad)and associated clectrical commection means; bezel frames;
retaining members (e.g.. a one-piece plate) and electrical
connection means (sec c.g. O'Farrell); actuators [¢.g..
Model No. H.16-49-2001 (right-hand mirror) andModel No.
Hié49-8051 (icft-hand mirror). commercially available
from Matsuyama. Eawoge City. Japan| or planctary-gear
actyatars [see. US. Pat. No. 4.281.899 (Oskamo) and the
"O47 application, the disclosures of cach ofwhicharehereby
incorporated herein by reference] or memory actuators that
include memory control circuiry such as Small Electrical
Actor #996/001 which includes a 4 car arljusting ring. 25
degres travel andan add-on memory commol and is available
from Industrie Koot B. V. (IKU) of Montfort. Netherlands;
20d brackets for mounting the module within the casing or
housing of = mimor assembly such as taught by and
described in the ‘947 application. Electrochromic mizrors
may be assembled using these items to provide modules
suitable for ose with a mixror casing or housing that includes
the electrochromic clement, which incorporates the reflec-
tive clement aod any associated componcats such as heater
means, bezel means, electrically or manually operable actua-
tion means. mounting means and electrical connection
means. These components may be pre-assembled into o
module that is substantially sealed from the outside envi-
fonment through the use of sealants like silicones. epoxies,
epoxides, urethanes and the like. These components may
also be formed and/or assembled in an integral molding
process, such as with those processes described in U.S. Pat.
No. 4.139.234 (Morgan) and U.S. Pat. No. 4.561.625
(Weaver). cach of which describe suitable molding pro-
cesses in the context of modular window cacapsulation. An
added-valuc electrochromic mimor module. inciuding the
actusters which allow adjustment and selection of reflector
field of view when mounted within the outside mirror
housings attached to the driver-side and passenger-side of &
vehicle, may be pre-assembled and supplied to outside
vehicular mirror housing manufacturers to facilitate case and
economy of manufacturing.

Meny aspects of the present invention, particularly those
relating to the use ofPRM and emitting displays: glass cover
sheets. foils and the like; and thin film metal coatings that are
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applied locally and that arc substantially reflecting and
partially transmitting. may of course be employed with
non-clectrochromic rearview mirrors for motor vehicles,
such as conventional prismatic mizrors. For instance, with
exterior rearview mirrors for motor vehicles. 2 driver-side
rearview mirror and a passenger-side rearview mirror may
be mounted in combination on 2 motor vehicle to be used to

one another and enhance the driver's rearward
field of view. One of such mirrors may be an electrochromic
mirror and the other mirror may be a gon-clectrochromic
mirror, such as 8 chromed-glacs mirror, with both exterior
mirrors benefitting from these aspects of the present inven-
tion. In addition, these of the present invention may
be employed in comnection with « display window that hiss

Likewise, substrates 2.3 may each be of such a laminate
assembly in = glazing. window. sun roof. display device.
contrast filter and the like.

‘Also,the outermost surface of substrate2 (Lc. the surface

etting property. For
example, the outermost glass surface of an exterior eleciro-
chromic rearview mirror can be adapted so as to be hydro-
phobic. This reduces wetting by water droplets and elps to
obyiste loss in optical clarity in the reflected image off the
exterior mirror when driven during rain and the lile-, caused
by beads of water ing on the outermost surface of the
exterior electrochromic mirror assembly. Preferably. the
outermost glass surface of the electrochromic mirror assem-
bly is modified. treated or coated so that the contact angie
(which is the angle that the surface ofa drop of liquid water
makes with the surface of the solid anti-wetting adapicd
outermost surface of substrate 2 it contacts) is preferably
greater than about 90°. more preferably greater than about
120° and most preferably greater than about 150° The
outermost surface of substrate 2 may be rendered anti-

coating incorporating silicone moieties (such as described in
Lynam IL the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by
reference) may be used. Also. to enhance durability.
diamond-like carbon coatings. such as are deposited by
chemical vapor deposition processes. can be used as anelectrochromic mianti-wetting means on, for example. mirrars.
windows and devices.

It is clear from the teaching herein that should a glazing,

be desirably constructed. the reflective element 8 oced only
be omitted from the assembled construction so that the Light
which is transmined through the transparent substrate is not
further assisted in reflecting back therethrough.

Jn the aspects of the present invention concerning clec-
trochromic devices. particularly electrochromic optical
attenuating contrast filters. such contrast filters may be an
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integral part of an electrochromic device or may be affixed
to an already device. such as cathode ray tube

that the contrast filter may color fo a suitable Jevel upon the
introduction of an applied potential thereto, and no unde-
sirable spectral bias is exhibited.

Also.an electrochromic reflector according to this inven-

(typically. the driver of a motor vebicle). Arefracting means
suitable for use in accordance with this invention is
described in U.K. Patent GB 2.254.8328 for“A Rear View
Mirror Unit”. the disclosure of which is hereby incorporaied
herein by reference.

A synchronous process. such es the one
represcoted in FIG, 15, may be used for the production of
both interior and exterior electrochromic rearview mirrors.
For example, uncoated glass shapes (which may be fat
shapes, curved shapes or multi-radius shapes) already cut to
the desired shape and size of the substrate 2 are loaded into
the evaporative coster 1500 and a transparent conductor
(such as indium tis oxide) is deposited thereon such as by
electron beam evaporation at 2 rate of about3-5 sec using
an Ox backfill pressure within the range of from about
5x10~ torr toabout9x10 torroxygen partial pressure and
with the substrats beated to a temperature within the range
of about 200° C. to about 450° C.]. Synchronous with this
deposition, uncoated glass shapes alrcady cut to the desired
shape and size of the substrate 3 are loaded into. the

ive coater 191. An adbesion layer of chromium.
followed by « reflector layer of aluminum. followed by an
electrochromic solid film layer of ningsten oxide are then
deposited thereon. After substrate coating is complete. the
substrates 23 pass to a seal di station 1520 where
a high campiter- automatic fluid dispens-

of the transparent conductor coaicd surfacc
2. Next, and with the substrates 23 held in fixtures.

surfaces are mated. with the
iding hold to

kccep the mated surfaces in place. ‘The sandwiched parts are
then moved to a conveyorized oven or lebr 1534, where the
latent curing ageat in the latent cure is uctivated by
exposure to a temperature of at least about 110° C. Upon
exiting the conveyorized oven of lebr 15. the now per
manently mated cell is removed fromthe fixtures (which are
themselves reusable) and the cell is filled and finished at the
fill/assembly station 1540, Usc of such a synchronous manu-
facturing process. and particularly when a laicat cure cpoxy
is used which is dispensed by an automatic fluid dispenser.
with the epoxy cured in m conveyorized oven or lebr. is
well-suited for economic, high volume. lean manufacturing
of products, such as intcrior and exteriar electrochromic

Many aspects of the present invention. especially those
concerning mirror construction. use of elemental semicon-
ductor layers or stacks (with or without an additional under-
coat of silicon dioxide and/or an overcoat of doped tin

$$§$$—rarrrrriedBeUSPTOrerTheCRTnieSREBSRORB‘OPV provi fram the mace mon DSDa UT
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oxide). PRM, aati-wetting adapialion. synchronous
- localized thin film coatings, multi-layer

taumsparent conducting stacks incorporating a thin metal
layer overcoated with 4 conducting metal oxide layer, con-
ducting scals, variable intensity band pass filters, isolation
valve vacuum backdilling, cover sheets and on demand

from that which is taught and described herein, such as
electrochromic solution technology of the electrochemichro-
mic type (¢.g-. Byker L. Byker IL, Varaprasad I and Vara-

element [see e.g. U.S. Pat. No. 4.473.693 (Wrighton)].
Also, an electrochromic solid film may be used which is

formed of an inorganic metal oxide. such asa semiconductor 20
yerystallineelectrode of transparent pol: titanium dioxide

(TiO). to which is attached a redox species (such as a
viologen) using a chelate (spacer) such as salicylic acid
Chemizbsorbed to the TiO, by chelation to surface Ti**
atoms. When such a solid film [such as is described in

etal,J. Am, Chem Soc. 116,2629-30 (1994),
the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein by
reference) is deposited (preferably with a thickness ofabout
0.1 jm to about 10 jum) upon an electronic conducting layer,
sach as fuoriee-doped tin oxide, an electron donor (TIO)

TlO.:)—electron
acceptor (the viologen bound to the salicylic acid) hetero.
dyad is formed that is capable of eficient electrochromic
activity. Such dopor-spacer-acceptor complexes can include
snultiple acceptors. such as may be formed when 2 second
acceptor (such as a quinone like anthraquinone)is linked to

employed in the electro-
ctromic rearview mirrors, windows. sun roofs and otherdevices of this invention.

active

sites. For example. an electrochromically active
Phthalocyanine-based. and/or phthalocyanine-derived. moi-
ety that, preferably. is color-fast and UV stable in both its
reduced and oxidized state. can be included in the electro-
Chromic medium. preferably as part of a solid film Elcc-
wochromically active phthalocyanines thal can be incorpo-
Fated in a solid. and/or formed as a solid_ include transition
metal phthalocyanines such as zirconium phthalocyanines
and molybdenum phthalocyanines, such as described in J.

by K Beltios et al.. J. Polym. Sei.: Part C Polymer
Lemters, 27, 355-59 (1989). the disclosure of which is hereby
incorporated herein by reference; silicon phthalocyanine-
siloxane polymers such as described in J. Davison et al..
Macromolecules, 11(1). 186-91 (January-February 1978),
the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein by
reference; and lanthanide diphthalocyanines such as lute-
Gurn diphthalocyanine such as described by G. Corker ct al.,

OBV Bro iv m the
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J. Electrochem. Soc, 126, 1339-43 (1979). the disclosure of
which is bereby incorporated herein by reference. Such
phthalocyanine-based electrochromic media, preferably in
solid form and, most preferably, UV stable in both their
oxidized and reduced states. may be advantageously
employed in the electrochromic rearview mirrors, windows,
sunroofs. and other device of this invention.

Once constructed, the elecrochromic device, such as an
ic mirror. may have a moldedcasing or housing

Placed therearound. This molded casing or housing may be
pre-formed and then placed about the periphery of the
assembly or. for that matter, injection molded therearound
using conventional + ined: iny o moldingofthocmepiantie Materials. such penLarietle or
polypropylene. or reaction injection molding of thermoset-
Ung materials, such as polyurethane or other thermosets.
‘These techniques arewell-known in the art [sce e.g., Morgao
and Weaver, ively].

Also. where it is desirable to dispense a fluid medium,
such as a potentially air-sensitive electrolyte, into the cell
cavity (or interpane spacing) formed between substrates 2

empty electrochromic rearvicw cell and a second chamber,
separate from the first bell-far chamber. The second chamber
includes a container, such as a crucible. which holds the
Potentially air-sensitive electrolyte to be filled into the
crmpty interpanc cavity of the electrochromic mirror cell in
the bell-jar chamber. The second chamber is initially main-
tained at an atmospheric pressure of inert gas (such as
nitrogen). An isolation valve (such as a Gate valve) separates
this second inert gas-filled chamber from the first bell-jar
chamber, that itselfis initially at an atmosphericpressure of
ordinary air. After loading an empty cell into the first bell-jar
chamber, a vacuum pump is used to evacuate the air there-
from to create a high vacuum (ic...a low partial pressure of
the components of air such as oxygen, water vapor, carbon
dioxide. nitrogen. etc.) within the first bell-jar chamber. A
high vacuum is also created within the interpane cavity of
the rearview mirror empty cell in the now evacuated first
bell-jar chamber. Next. and only when the air within the
bell-jar chamber has bern removed. the isola-
tion valve between the bell-jar chamber and the
containing crucible in the secoad chamber is opened. The
vacuum pump now purnps on the second chamber to pump
away the inert gas therein. As @ result. both the bell-jar
chamber and the second chamber are brought to a highvacuum.

Procedures described in Varaprasad IV for backfilling are
now followed. During the venting step, thebell-jar chamber/
second chamber is vented to an atmosphericpressure of inert
gas (such as nitrogen), The isolation valve is thea closed,
once again isolating the second chamber (now refilled with
inert gas) from the bell-jar chamber. Once the second
chamber is again isolated, the bell-jar chamber is opened to
an ordinary room air atmosphere and the now-filled mirrorcell is removed.

In such a vacuum backfilling technique using an isolation
valvemeans, backfilling occurs using an inert gas but the use
of an isolation valve (such as a gate valve, sittice valve. port
valve, slit valve or equivalent isolation valve) isolates the
potentially air-sensitive electrolyte from the air atmosphere
at those times when the empry cell is inserted, and the filled
cell is removed. from the bell-jar chamber. Such use of an

mane ace on 2A?
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isolation valve means during vacuum backfilling using en
inert gas allows for the bell-jar chamber to be loaded and
unloaded in an ordinary room sir envirommest while pro-
lecting the potentially air-sensitive clecolyte from expo-
sure to air. In such an isolation valve vacuum backiilling

chamber with lmert gar when the isolation valve is closed (so
as to isolate the electrolyte in the second chamber from
contact with air), 2 vacuum can be established (and/or
maintained) in this second chamberwhen the isolation valve
is clopecL

Bach of the documents cited herein is hereby incorporated
by reference to the same extent as if each document bad
individually been by refarence.

In view of the above description of the instant invention.
it is evident that 2 wide range of practical opportunities is
provided by the teaching herein. The following examples of
electrochromic mirrors and electrochromic devices are pro-
vided to Uustrate the utility of the preseat invention only
and are not to be construcd 50 #5 to limit in any way the
teaching herein.

EXAMPLES

Example 1
Ap dlectrochromic interior rearview mutomotive mirror

cell having a shape commonly used for interior rearview
mirrors was constructed from clear HW-ITOQ-coated glass as
the first substrate (having 2 sheet resistance of about 12

3B

52
between the coated inward surfaces of the subsirates. The
first substrate was also laterally displaced from the second
substrate to provide « convenicnt area for bus bar attach-ment.

‘We formulated an electrolyte for this mirror cell contain-
ing ferrocene (about 0.015M), phenothiazine (about 0.06M).
lithium perchlornte (about 0.05M) and “UVINUL” 400
{about 5% (w/v)] in a solvent combisation ofteramethylene
sulfone and propylene carbonate [in a ratio of about 50:50
(w)).

Upon application of about 1.4 volts, we observed that the
mirror dimmed uniformly aod rapidly to a neutral gray
colored static. . We observed that the misor
dinamed from about 70% reflectance to about 20% refiec-
tance im a response time of about 3.2 seconds. In addition,
we observed that the mirror exhibited a high refiectance in
the unpowered, bleached state of about 74.7% and a low
reflectance in the dimmed state of about 5.9%

We made and recorded these observations following the
J964A of the Society of Automotive

equipped with a light
Tluminant A) and a photopic detector assembly.

Spectral scans were recorded using a convestional spec-
(rophotometer in refiection mode in both the
bleached state [see FIG. 1 andTables D(a) and Ii(b)) and the
colored state at an applicd potcatial of about 1.5 valts (see
FIG. 2.and Tables Iil{a) and M(b)).

 
(also baving a sheet resistance of about 12 ohms per square)
‘with the ITO coated onto its inward surface was used. A
reflective element was formed by coating = layer of silver
onto the rearmost (opposite. non-inward) surface of the
second substrate of the mirror cell The HW-ITOwas coated.
onto the glass substrates at a thickness of about 1.500 A; the
tungsten oxide electrochromic solid filmwas coated over the
HW-ITO coating of the first substrate ata thickness ofabout
5.000 A: and the silver was coated onto the rearmost surface
of the second substrate using conventional wet chemical
silver line deposition asknown in the mirror art. The first
substratc was positioned in relationship with
the second substrate to form a 88 jim interpanc spacing

[Ara mre
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aod ity to ultraviolet light. Specifi » We subjectedthe miror1about 1300 Eeofaesyosated
y nTee — Electric. Chicago, , equipped a Xenons lamp emitting about 0.55 w/m?intensity at about 3ay

After accelerated outdoor weathering. we observed that the

8

a

:
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Fz

114~~ee)5 a) can]oS ais af Bs Qla fi #‘fiiHneir fl

eseSE8s y u § & $‘ é
| these observations using the SAHSf 480 48 47) 48 48 48 43 42 45 Procedure referred to in Example 1. supra.

Sa ; : Example 3
iThe electrochromic mirror cell of this exampic was con-

structed from clear HW ITO-coated glass as the first sub-
strate as in Example 1. supra. However, the sccoad substrate

 
We also cycled the mirroras described in Table IV below. film. The layer of chromium was costed onto the second

TABLE Iv silver Was coated over the chromium at a thickness of about
Hetetar oe Gye Coler/Bleach 1,000 A; and the tungsten oxids was coated over the silver

Cycles Temperamre ((C.) Cycle (seca) Voliags silver so undercosted with chromium was about 0.4 to 0.5aaesohms per square, As with the mirror cell of Example i,8
40,000 room aS

lemperstuns ; i with the second substrate to form an 8830,000 a 3S Lavo, 35 interpane spacing between the coated inward surfaces of thesavoc0 = cate fond substrates. The first subsstrate wus displaced from
After subjectingthismiror to such cycling conditions, we We used the electrolyte of Example 1. supra. and dis-observed the reflectance of the mirror to decrease fromabout 40 Pensed it into the mizror cell using the vacuum backfilling

In addition. we observed the mitror to have a high reflec. We introduced an applied potential of about 1.4 volts totance in the unpowered. bleached state of about 78.6% and the mirror and observed the change from a high reflectance2 low reflectance in the dimmed state of about 6.4% when of about $1.6% to a low reflectance of about 5.9%. which@ potential of 1.4 volts was applied thereto. We made and 45 decreased from about 70% reflectance to about 20% reflec-recorded these observations using the SAE procedure ‘ance in « response time of about 1.9 seconds.referred to supra. We made and recorded these observations using the SAEWe observed that these mirrors exhibited excellent sta- Procedure referred to in Example 1. supra.bility to ternperanire extremes. For example. after storage at We also cycled the mirror as described in Table V below.temperatures in the 80° C.-110° C. range. for periods 50
ranging from about 2 hours to in excess of 336 hours, TABLE Vperformance remained excellent, and, indeed. in aspects Se

iti i Number of Cycle ColorBlesch
55 Cycles Temperature: (°C) Cycle (aca) Voltage

Example 2 30,000 so s/s Lawv/0.0
Jn this example, we used the same electrolyte formulation “mm ‘ects = itand an electrochromic mirrar constructed in the same man- ene

per as in Exampie 1. supra. oo - = .
Weintroduced an applied potential of about 1.4 volts to observedIeFeSeancoeotangcomationsweagnlmtor and observed its center portion to change from a bleached state to be 77.3%, and the mirror dimmed to 6.2%high reflectance ofabout 75,9% to a low reflectance ofabout reflectance with 1.4 volts applied thereto.6.3%, which decreased from about 70% reflectance to about

20% reflectance in a response time of about 3.5 seconds. 6s Example 4
Wethen subjected this mirror to an accelerated simulation We used an electrochromic mirror cell constructed in theof outdoor weathering conditions to investigate its resilience same format and with the same shape and dimensions as in

Py pro y TO from the image Database on =
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Example 1. supra. except thar a mngsten oxide electrochro-
mic solid film (having a thickmess of about 5.000 A) was
costed over the HW-ITO coating on the inward surface of
the second substrate.

56°
Example

In this example, we constructed an electrochromic mirror
suitable for use as an exterior rearview mirror for = mower

We formulated an electrolyte containing ferrocene (about 5
0.025M). phenothiazine (about 0.05M). lithium perchlorate
(about 0.05) and “UVINUL” 400 [about 10% (wiv)] ina
solvent cornbination of tetramethylene sulfone and propy-
lene carbonate [in a ratio of about 25:75 (viv)]. We dis- u
pensed the electrolyte into the mirror cell using the vacuurn 10
backfilling method [as described in Varapeasad IV].

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 14
volts, we observed the mirror to dim uniformly and rapidly
to a neutral gray colored state. Specifically. we observed the
mirror to have a high reflectance in the unpowered.bleached 1s
state of about 70.7% and a low reflectance in the dimmed
state of about 7.3%. We made and recorded these observa-
tions using the SAE procedure referred to in Example 1.

Thereafter, without breaking
a thickmess of about 1.000 A was coated onto the layer of
chromium as a reflective clement, and tungstem oxide at a
thickness of about 5,000 A. was then costed/again. without

that the mirror continued to function inatanner suitable f breaking vacuum) over the layer of silver as anuse in a motor vehicie. each - mic solid film. The first substrate and the second substraicwere then in ip so that the
Example 5

In this eouumple. we fabricated an electrochromic glazing
cell of a construction suitable for use as a window or a sun
roof for a motor vehicle. The glazing ccll was dimensioned
to about 15 cm about 15 cm, with an interpeee spacing
between the oxide coating on the inward surface of
the second substrate and the HW-ITO costing on the inward
surface of the first substrate of about 105 pm.

‘The glazing cell was coastructed using spacers to assist in
defining the interpane spacing. The were sprinkledoxide-coated

surfaces of the substrates wus 88 mm.
For this exterior mirror. we formulated an electrolyte

ferrocene (about 0.025M), pheaothiazine (about
35 9.06M). lithium tetrafluocroborate (about 0.05M) and

“[JVINUL" 400 [about 5% (w/v)] in propylene carbonate.
We dispensed this electrolyte into the mizror osil using the
vacuum backfilling method [as described in Varaprasad IV).

Blectrical leads were then attached to the mirror, The
notch on the second substrate un electrical lead to
be attached af«pointcontact on the silver frit bus bar formed
around and substantially circumscribing the of the
HW-ITO-coated inward surface of the first substraic.
‘Another electrical lead was attached to the postion of the
chromium/silverfangeten oxide costing on the inward sur-

applied using a silk-
screening technique. While the epoxy was still uncured. the
first substrate and the second substrate were off-set from one
another by a lateral displacement and 8
placement. The epoxy was then cured into a seal for the
‘lectrochromic glazing cell using 2 vacuum bagging tech-
nique (as is knowa jn the laminating at) af a reduced

ic pressure of about 10” of mercury and a tcm-
of about 110° C. for a period of time of about 2

hours in order to achieve substantially even pressure while
curing the cpoxy into « seal.

‘We formulated an electrolyte containing ferrocene (about
0.015M). phenothiazine (about 0.06M). lithium perchlorate
(about 0.05M)and “UVINUL" 400 [about 5% (wiy)) in 8 55

of tetramethylene sulfone and propy-
lene carbonate [in a ratio of about 50:50 (v/v)]. We dis- t
penced this electrolyte into the electrochromic glazing o<ll
sing the vacuum backfilling method [ss described in Vara-
prasad IV).

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about L4
yolts to the electrochromic glazing. we observed the (rans-
missivity change from a high transmittance of about 78.6%
to a low transmittance of about 12.9%.

We made and recorded these cbscrvations using the SAE
procedure referred to in Example 1. supra. except that the
yeflectometer was set in transmimance modc.

a high reftectance of about 77.5% to 8 low reflectance of
about 10.6%.

We also cycled the mirror for about 50.000 cycles at a
emperature of about 50° C.. and observed that the mirror

cycled well and continued to function suitably for use in s
motor vehicle.

Example 7

In this example, we used the same electrolyte formulation
and on ic mirror cell of the same shape as

; described in Example 1. supra. After filling the electrochro-
65 mic mirror cell using the vacuum backfilling method [as

described inVaraprasad IV], we removed the tungsten oxide
coating from the peripheral edge of the first substrate using

ov provid iv e
CavprovidedbyUSEssa
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a dilute basic solution of potassium hydroxide followed by
water, We then connected the bus bars to this new!

epoxy, with about 2% of the silane coupling agent A-186
(OSI Specialties Inc., Danbury, Conn.) combinedwith about
1% of the photoinitiator “CYRACURE™ UV1I-6990.
Thereafter, we cured this material by exposing itto a suitable
source of ultraviolet light to form @ secondary weather jgbarrier.

Once the seoondary weather bartier was formed. we
inteduced an applied potential of about 1.3 volts to the
mirror and observed the reflectance change from o high
refiectance of about 77.8% to a low reflectance of about
7.1%.

‘We made and recorded these observations using the SAE
procedure referred to in Example 1. supra.

‘We also mounted this electrochromic mirror in the cabin
of a motor vehicle and found the mirror to operate in a
commpercislly acceptable manner.

Example 8

We used an electrochromic mirror cell having the same
Shape as described in Example 1. supra, constructed from 35
clear ITO-costed glass as the first substrate (having » shect

Tesistance of about 80 ohms per square). As the second
substrate of the miicror cell. we used ordinary soda-lime
glass. The first substrate was dimensioned about 2 to about
3 jam larger im both length and width than the second
substrate. A layer of chromium, as an edhesion promoter,
was coated directly onto the inward surface of the second
glass substrate at a thickness of about 1.000 A.A thin film
of silver. as a reflective element. was thereafter coated onto
the layer of chromium at a thickness of about 1,000 A and
tungsten oxide. as an electrochromic solid film, was then
coated over the layer of silver af a thickness of about 5,000
A. These thin films were coated in a vacuum deposition
Process by electron beam evaporation and were deposited in
a unitary deposition process without breaking vacuum dis
ing deposition of the chromitm/silver/tungsten oxide stack.

Also, when a transparent conductor costed substrate (for
example. flitorine doped tin oxide coated glass, such as
“TEC-Glass” described supra, that is bendable in an ordi-
nary air atmosphere)is used for the substrate 2, and/orwhen
a bendable refiector-coated substrate (for example. the com-
bination of a silicon based reflector overcoated with a tin
oxide transpareot conductor described supra). is used forthe
substrate 3. the process autlined in FIG. 15 can be appro-
priatcly modified. Fer example. = convex oc aspherical
exterioe mirror shape suitable for usc as the substrate 2 cah
be cut fram a best minilie of “THC-20" glass comprising =
Suorine doped tin oxide transparent conductor of about 20
ohms per square sheet resistance and with the tin oxide
coating Jocated on the concave surface of the bent minilite,
Use of such air-bendable transparent conductors, as are
conventionally known, is an alternate to transparent con-
ductor coating the concave surface of a bent. plain glass
surface, as illustrated in FIG. 15. Also. use of a bendable.
elemental semiconductor reflector layer that is itself ren-
dered conducting. or that is overcoated with a jansparent
conducting layer such as tin oxide. may be used (in licu of
coating metal layers of aluminum silver. chromium and the
like that are typically non-bendable) on the convex surface
of bent substrate 3.

The first substrate and the second substrate were posi-
tioned in spaced-apart relationship to form a 88 pm inter-

We, formulated an electrolyte containing ferrocene (about
0.015M). (about 0.06M), lithium perchlorate
(about 0.05M) and “UVINUL” 400 [about 5% (w/v)] in a
solvent combination of sulfone and -

state of about 9.5%. We made and recorded these observa-
tions using the SAE procedure referred to in Example 1.
supe.

Example 9

. we used the decirolyte formulation and

substrate having a sheet resistance of about 55 ohms pa
squares. In addition. the first substrate and the sccond
substrate were positioned in spaced-apart relationship to
form 2 63 pm interpane spacing between the ITO-coated
surface of the first substrate and multilayered surface of the
second substrate.

After dispensing the electrolyte into the mirror cell usingthe vacuum backfilling scthod [as described in Varaprasad
Iv}. we observed themirror to have a high zeflectance: of
about 75.7% and a low reflectance of about 8.6% when a
potential of sbout 1.4 volts was applied thereto. We made
and recorded these observations using the SAB procedure
referred to in Exaropie 1, supra.

Example 10

In this example, we fabricated an electrochromic glazing
device of a constriction suitable for usc as a Window ora sun
roof on # motor vehicle containing a solid electrolyte. "The
glaring device was dimensioned to about 15 cmxabout15
em. with an interpane spacing between the tungsten oxide
coating on the inward surface of the first substrate and the
HW-ITO costing on the inward surface of the second
substrate of about 74 jum.

‘The glazing device was constructed using spacers to assist
in defining the interpane spacing. The spacers were
sprinkled over the tungsten oxide coated surface of the first
substrate and an cpoxy was spplied inward from the periph-
eral edge of the HW-ITO costed scoond substrate using a
silk-screening technique. While the epoxy was stil] uncured.
the first substrate and the second substrate were off-set fom
one another by a lateral displacement and a perpendicular
displacement, The weather barrier of the electrochromic
glazing device was then formed by thermal curing using a
vacuum bagging technique (as is known in the laminating
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art) at a reduced mtmospheric pressure of about 10° of
and.a temperature of about 140° C. for a period of

time ofabout | hour in order to maintain «substantially even
pressure when curing the epoxy into a weather barrier.

We prepared « formulation of starting ents con-
taining ferrocene [about 0.3% (w/w)]. phenothiazine [about
0.8% (whw)], Uthium {about 0.4% (wiw)l.perchlorate
“SARBOX™ aczylate resin (S00E50) [about 27.9% (wiw)].
propylene carbonate (as a plasticizer) [about 673% (wiw)]
and “IRGACURE” 184 (as a photoinitiator) [about 33%
(wiw)|. We dispensed this formulation into the electrochro-
mic glazing device using the vacuum backfilling method [as
described in Varaprasad IV].

‘We then in situ polymerized the formulation by exposing
it to ultraviolet radiation to form a solid-phase electrolyte.

We then affixed busbars along theperipheral edges of the
electrochromic glazing device, and connected electrical
leads to the bus bars.

We introduced an applied potential of about 1.5 volts to
the electrochromic gluzing for a period of time of about Z
minutes, with the positive polarity applied at the sccond
substrate (the surface of which having tungsten oxide over-
coated. onto its HW-ITO-coated surface) and observed it to
have a high transmittance of about 73.0%. Thereafter. we
reversed the polarity, and observed the transmission to dim
to a low transmittance of about 17.8% when a potential of
about 1.5 volts was applied thereto.

Example 11

In this example. we constructed an electrochromic mirror
device having the same shape described in Example 1,
supra, with an interpane spacing of about 74 am and using
a solid-phase electrolyte.

‘We prepared a formulation of starting camponents con-
taining ferrocene [about 0.2% (w/w)]. phenothiazine [about
0.5% (w/w)), Lithium perchlorate [about 03% (wiw)]. poly-
ethylene glycal dimethacrylate (600) (PEGDMA-600)
[about 17.9% (w/w)]. propylene carbonate (as a plasticizer)
{about 76.5% (w/w)]. “"IRGACURE™ 184 (as 4
ph [aboot 2.1% (w/w)| and “UVINUL” 400
{about 2.5% (whw)].

The mirror was constructed using spacers to assist io
defining the interpanc spacing. The spacers were sprinkled
over the HW-ITO coated inward surface ofthe first substrate
(whose opposite. non-inward surface had been coated with
a layer of silver uring conventional wet chemical silver line
deposition) and the formulation, which would be trans-
formed into a solid-phase electrolyte, was dispensed therc-
over. The second substrate, whose imward surface was
comed with tungsten oxide at a thickness of about 5.000 A,
was positioned over the spacer-sprinkied HW-ITO coated
surface of the first substrate to allow the formulation fo
spread evenly across and between the coated surfaces of the
first substrate and the second substrate.

We temporarily held the first substrate and the second
substrate together using clamps and in sim ized the
formulation located therebetween through exposure to ultra-
violet radiation to form a solid-phase electrolyte.

ly. we placed the mirror onto the conveyor belt of
a Fusion UV Curing System F-450 B, with the belt advanc-
ing at a rate of about fiftecn feet per minute and being
subjected to ultraviolet radiation generated by the D fusion

obV Dro iv Tom the
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lamp of the F450 B. We passed the mirror under the fusion
lamp fifteen times pausing for two minute intervals between
every fifth pass.

We then affixed bus bars along the peripheral edges of the
S device. and attached electrical leads to the bus bars.

potential of about 1.5 volts to

reversed the
2 low reflectance of about 7.1% when a potential of about
1.5 volts was applied thereto.

‘We made and recorded these observations using the SAE
procedure referred to in Example 1. supra

Example 12

2©Ih this example. we constructed an electrochromic mi
mirror

cell baving the same shape described in Example 4, supra.
We formulated an electrolyte containing ferrocene (about

0.025M), phenothiazine (about 0.06M). lithium perchlorate
(about 0.05M) and “UVINUL™ 400 [about 5% (w/v)] in a

lene carbonate and propy-
lene carbonate [im a ratio of about 50:50 (v/v)]. We dis-
pensed this electrolyte into the mirror cell using the vacuum
backfilling method [as described in Varaprasad TV].

Upon introduction of an applicd inl of about 1.4
30 yolts to the mixror, we observed the high reflectance change

from about 72.0% to a low reflectance of about 6.8%.
We also cycled the mirror for about 50.000 cycles at a

temperature of about 50° C_. and observed it to cycle well.
# Example 13

In this example, we again constructed an electrochromic
mirror cell having the same shape described in Example 1.
supra.

40 For this mirror cell, we formulated an clectrolyte con-
taining ferrocene (about 0.025M). {about
0.06M), lithium perchlorate (about 0.05M). Lithium tet-
rafluoroborars (about 0.0SM) and “UVINUL™ 400 [about
5% (w/v)] in propylene carbonate, and it imo the

45 mirror cell using the vacuum backfilling method [as
described in Varuprasad TV].

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 1.4
volts to the mizror. we observed the high reflectance to
change from about 72.0% to # low reflectance of about

3 6.7%.
The minor demonstrated excellent cycle stability and

stability to ultraviolet light.

Example 14

In this example. we constructed an clectrochromic mirror
cell having the game shaps described in Example 1. supra.
with an on demand display. For illustrative purposes. sce
FIG. 9.

55

oo To provide the on demand display to this mirror cell. a
display window (with dimensious of about Yc"4") was
laser-etched through an overcoating of silver/ i
on the rearmost (opposite. non-inward) surface of the secondsubstrate of the mirror cell.

65 Over and within the display window, we applicd an
optical adhesive |“IMPRUV" LY potting compound
(commercially available from Loctite Corporation.
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Newington, Conn.)] so that a ginss cover sheet, having a
thickness ofabout 0.075", may be disposed over and affixedthereto.

‘The glass cover shects suitable for use in this context were
Prepared by previously exposing # Jarger glass sheet to a
Vacullm evaporation process in which « thin film layer of
silver Was coated onto one of its surfaces. The thin film layer
ofsilver was substantially reflecting (havinga reflectance of
about 53%) and Gansmitting (having « transmit-
tance of about S%), The silver-coated glass cover sheet was
thea cut to size—e.g.. about 1"x%4"—, and the silvered-
surface disposed over. and

glass cover sheet, we placed a layer
of epoxy [UV I574RI (commercially available from Master

vacuum fluorescent display [Part No.
Electronics Incorporated, Mountain View, Calif.)).

Into this mirror cell, we dispensed the electrolyte of
Example 1. supra.

Example 15

Tn this example. we constructed an electrochromic mirror
cell having the same shape described in Example 1. supra,
with am on demand display. For illustrative purposes, secFIG. 16.

In this minor cell. like the mirror cell of Example 14,
supra, 2 display window (with dimensions ofabout 7is"%4")
was laser-etched through the silver/copper/paint overcoating
of the rearmost (opposite. nan-inward) surface of the secondcell

Athin film layer of silver was then coatedoverthe display
window so formed by electron beam evaporation in a
vacuum chamber as described supra. The thin film layer of
Silver was substantially reflecting (having a reflectance of

partially wansmitting (having a transmit-

‘Over and within the sil ¥ window, we applied
a layer of epoxy [UV15-74RI (Master Bond)] and affixed
thereto ® vacuum fluorescent display [Part No. FIP2QM8S(NEC Electronics)].

Inte this mirror
Example 1, supra. cell, we dispensed the electrolyte of

Example 16 :
In this example, we constructed an electrochromic mirror

cell using as the first substrate and second substrate clesr
HW-ITO-coated glass. Over the inward surface of the sec-
ond substrate. we coated a layer of chromium at a thickness
of about 100 A as an adhesion promoter. We then coated a
thin film ofsilver at a thickness ofabout 450 A oato the layer
of chromium as a reflective element, and a layer of tungsten
oxide at a thickness ofabout 5.800 A over the layer of silver
as an electrochromic solid film. The first substrate and the
second substrate were positioned in spaced-apart relation-
ship to form an 88 Him interpane spacing between the coated
inward surfaces of the substrates,

We placed an

A vacuum fluorescent display was affixed to this mirror
cell as described in Example 14. supra, but dispensing with
the reflector coated cover sheet, The display provided com-
pass directional information and, dependent on the vehicle

20

35

435
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direction when driving. displayed N. NE. E. SE. S$. SW. W
or NW when any one ofwhich coordinates was activated by
Compass circuitry included in the mirror housing and assem-
bly into which the electrochromic mirror clement was
mounted for driving in a vehicle. and such as described in
commonly assigned U.S. Pat. No. 5.255.442 (Schierbeck).
Turn signal indicia [JKL NEO-Wedge Lamps T2-1/4
(commercially available from JKL Components

‘on, Paloina. Calif.)] were also located behind the
rearmost surface of the second substrate, with appropriately
shaped apertures cut into the opaque tape at the location of
the turo signal indicia. The turn signal indicia was activated
through a triggering mechanism from the particular turn
signal, For an lustration of the use of orn signal indicia 21
in an electrochromic mirror, see FIG, 12.

Into this mirror cell, we dispensed the electrolyte of
Example 1, supra.

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 1.4
volts to the mirror, we observed the high reflectance to
change from about 74.1% to a low reflectance of about
7.0%. We also observed the ranamittance to be about 4.5%in the clear state.

‘This mitror was installed in a vehicle and tested under a
variety of actual day and night driving conditions, and was
found to operate for its intended purpose.

Example 17

Th this example. we constructed an electrochromic mirror
suitable for use as an interior rearview mirror for a motorvehicle.

The mirror was constructed from clear ITOQ-coated glass
as the first substrate (having a sheet resistance of about 80
ohms per square). As the second substrate of the mizror cell
we nosed ordinary soda-lime glass. Both substraies were
Sized and shaped to identical dimensions. A notch was cut in
the middle of the top edge of the first substrate and another
notch was cut in the middle of the bottom edge of the second
substrate. A thin metal film bus
edges of the first substrate by first affixing a nask over the
central region leaving most of the perimeter: region
unmasked, and then depositing by a vacuum evaparalion
process a thin film ofchromium havinga thickness ofabout
2.000 A followed by a thin film of silver having a thicknessof about 5.000 A_

Alayer of chromium at a thickness of about 1,000A was
coated directly omto the inward surface of the second glass
substrate as an adhesion A thin film of silver au a
thickness of about 1,000 was then deposited onto the layer
of chromium as areflective clement and tungsten oxide at a
thickness of about 5.000 A was then coated over the layer of
silver as an electrochromic solid film.

The first substrate and the second substrate were then
Positioned in a spaced-apart relationship so that the 15 edges
of the substrates were flush and a seal was applied to form
a cavity between the substrates. In this fush design. the
interpane spacing between the coated inward surfaces of the
substrates was 88 pm.

For this flush design interior mirror. we formuilated an
i as in Example 1. supra We dispensed this

electrolyte into the mirror cell using the vacuum backfilling
Method [as described in Varaprasad TJ.

Electrical Jeads were then attached to the mirror, The
notch in the second substrate permitted an electrical lead to

attached at a point contact on the thin metal film bus bar
on the bottomedge ofthe first substrate. Similarly, the nowch
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in the firet substrate caused a portion of the top edge of the
inward surface of the second substrate to be exposed.
permitting an electrical lead tobe attached at « point contact
on the chromium/silver/tungsten oxide coating.

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 1.5
volts to the mirror. we observed a reflectance change from
a high reflectance of about 85.3% to a low reflectance ofabout 7.5%.

Example 18

In this example. we constructedan aspherical electrochro-
soie mizror cell using as the first substrate a 0.063" thick
clear. HW-ITO-coated glass shape and as the second sub-
Strate a 0.093" thick clear HW-ITO-coated glass substrate.
The second substrate was silver costed on its rear surface
(Le.. the fourth surface of the assembly) using « conven-
tional wet chemical silveriime process, as is well-known in
the automotive silvering art. The first and second substrates
were individually bent to an aspheric radius using a multi-
radivs design commonly used for driver-side cxtcrior mix-
rors on vehicles in Europe. This design includes an inboard
spherical curvature region of about 2.000 mm radius of

ing radius, aspherical

about$60 mm throagh about230 mum to about 160 mm.The
bent. multi-radias substrates were individuallypress bent. as
an oversized lite, in a bending press mold. as previously
described, by first beating the glass to a temperature of al
feast about 550° (C followed by press bending to conform to
a precision mold.

After bending and annealing the oversized multi-zadius
lite. the multi-radius shapes (of the size and shapes used as a
driver-side exterior mirror on 4 Peogeot 605 vehicle manu-
factured by PSA of Pramce for model. year 1994). were cut
from the oversized. bent. multi-radius lite. The inward
facing, ITO-coated surface of the second substrate was
coated with a layer of tungsten oxide of thickness about
§.500 A_ using electron beam evaporation and using a rapid
cycle process. 2s previously described. whereby evaporation
of the tungsten oxide when, curing initial

the chamberpressure reached about 2x10 torr
(mm Hg). The first substrate and the second substrate ware
positioned in spaced apart relationship to form an interpane
spacing of about 88 pm between the coated inward facing
surfaces of the substrates. The seal material used was EPON
8281 epoxy that was cured with ANCAMINE® 2014FG as
8 latent curing agent.

To enhance uniformity and conformity of matching a
local radius of the first substrate to [ts comesponding local
radius on the second substrate, glass beads having a diameter
of about 88 pm were included im the uncured cpoxy a5 well
as being sprinkled over the surface of the inward facing
surface of the second substrate. Using a computer numerical
contro] (*CNC™) controlled ASYMTEE dispenser and a 20
gauge needle. the uncured epoxy was applied around the
perimeter of the inward surface of the first substrate. The
first substrate was then carefully aligned over the corre-
sponding local radii of the sccond substrate and was tem-
porarily affixed thereto using simple clamps. This assembly
was placed ina “MYLAR” vacuum beg and a vacuum was
established so that atmospheric pressure impressed upon the
surfaces of the assembly to force conformity between the
local radii of the first and second substrates. Next, and while
under vacuum and thus still under atmospheric pressure. the
vacuum bagged assembly was based in an oven and exposed
fo a temperature of about 140° C. for a period of time of

‘ODV provi We m the
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about one hour te cure the epoxy. Once cured, the assembly
was removed from theoven. the vacuumbag was vented and
removed, and the empty cell. so formed, was filled with the
electrolyte of Example 1. supra, using vacuum backfilling.

Once cell fabrication was completed, we introduced a
voltage of about 1.4 volts to the mitror, and observed the
high reflectance to change from about 74.7% to a low
reflectance of about 7.3%, This change in reflectance was
achieved rapidly and uniformly with littic to no double
imaging observed.

‘This mirror was mounted into a bezel. and installed in a
vehicle. The mirror was found to operate for its intended
purpose.

Also. such mirrors showed the environmental. cycle and
performance resilience described supra.

Example 19

In this example. we constructed a moulti-radius mirror.
similar fo that described in Example 18. supra. However. in
this example the second substrate war non-ITO coated clear
glass, and not silverline mirrored on its fourth surface.
Instead, its inward facing plain glass surface was first coated
with a Layer of chromium (adbesion promoter layer) having
@ thickness of about 1.000 A, followed by a layer of
aluminum (reflector) having a thickness of about 2,000 A.
and followed by a layer of mungsten oxide (electrochromic
solid film) having a thickness of about 6.000 A.

Once cell fabrication was we introduced a
voltage ofabout 1.4 volts to themirror and observed thehigh
reflectance to change from ebout 69.7% to a low reflectance
of about 6.4%, This change im reflectance was achicved
rapidly and unifocmly with little to no double imagingobserved ~

Example 20

The minor of this example was fabricated generally as
described in Example3, supra. exceptthat the front substrate
was 3 flat HW-ITO-coated gincs shape 8 thickness of
about 0.043". with dimensions of about 6.75"«12.7". In
addition, the xear substrate was flat. plain glass having a
thickness of 0.063° with similar dimensions. The interpanc
spacing in this mirror construction was about 74 microns.
The electrolyte comprised lithium perchlorawr (about
O.\01M), lithium tetrafiucroborate (about 0.04M), ferrocene
(about 0.04M) and “UVINUL™ 400 [about 5% (w/v) dis-
solved in a solvent combination of tctramethyienc sulfone
and propylene carbonate [in a ratio of about 60:40 (v/v)).
The electrochromic mirror cell so formed was suitable for
use in an exterior mirror assembly on a large. Class 8.
Kenworth T600 heavy truck manufacored by Kenworth
Truck Company. Scattle. Wash.

Once cell fabrication was we introduced a
voltage of about 1.4 volts to the mirror (using around-the-
perimeter bus bars). and observed the high reflectance to
change from about 81.2% to a low reflectance of about
16.5%. This change in reflectance was achieved rapidlyand
uniformly with little to no double imaging observed

Example 21

In this example, we report results of rearview mirror
constructions otherwise similar to that described in Example
1, supra, except for the use of tungsten cxide doped with tin
instead of undoped tungsien oxide, Electrochromic solid
filmsof the tin doped tungsten oxide type were deposited
both by physical vapor deposition (specifically. electron
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beam evaporation) and by non-vacuum deposition
[specifically, by wet chemical ition with the dip/fire
technique, see U.S. Pat. No. 4.855.161 (Mosez)].

In the physical vapor deposition approach, the procedure
and construction described in Example 1. supra, was used e
but with evaporation ofa mixture of tungsten oxidestin oxide
(in a ratio ofabout 95:5% w/w) to form 2 tin-doped tungsten

10

is
Compared to similar mirror cells fabricated using

undoped tungsten oxide, but without other intended
differences, Hin doping of the tungsten oxide film produced
a noticeably morc ncutral coloration when the mirrors were

2

of devices using. for example. » vacuum
oxide-based electrochromic film. and

the like. We also observed a higher bleached state %

Again. rearview mirrors cells Were cOmsiructed as
described in Example 1. supra, except that this dipvfire tin
doped tungsten oxide coating was used.

‘The performance characteristics of such rearview
are reported in Tables Vi(a) and VI(b) below:

TABLE Vi(a)
Room Temperamre, 1.5 V,

——————smiscpeie

milrors

PY provided

66

TABLE Vib)
a50° CL 15 V, 5 neces
i

Manber ‘Transition Times
of —__—_i)

Cycles % BR 61R 70-20% 10-40%
Initial 78.7 8.0 a7 62
25,000 Ti2 a2 46 55
30,000 716 8.1 46 52
80,000 76.6 V7 47 54

120,000 753 a. 44 32

Sol-gel forraulations dipping formulations with differcnr
So/W0O, weight ratios were coated on transparent conductor
coated glass substrates. We found desirable a coating with a
ratio between about 0.1 and about 0.5. Different firing

were also used. and we found desirable a firing
temperature within the range of about 120° C. and 300° C

Example 22

In this example, we constructed a continually variable
transmission bandpass filter. The spectral content passed by
4 bandpass filer may be electrically attenuated and thus
Brovide user control over not just the spectral content of
radiation (typically, a spectral sub-region band of visible,
ultraviolet, near-infrared or infrared electromegnetic

electrically control-
of light or other radiation
reflects therefrom.
jable intensity filter, we

modulation of the intensity
which passes therethrough and/or

As an example of such a

length (nm) spectrum is shown as solid curve X in FIG. 17.
This filter was fixed to the glass of the electrochromic
Window cell using an index matching optical adhesive
having an index of abou 1,5.

A plot of % transmission versus wavelength for this
continuously variable intensity filter is shown in FIG. 17 for
Yollages applied to the electrochromic medium within the
Tange of from about 0 volts to about 1.4 volts. In FIG. 17,
light transmission through the band pass filler and the

mic window cell with no potential applied js

mage Database on 06-26-2000
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Tepresroted by curve A. At an applied potential of about 03
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Calcul (%)866-40 4,83 5.46 wLe2 11.70
Found (%) 6655 4.76 5.9 nw =69130

The c AMPT (about 0.035M), fer-
perchlorate (aboot 0.055M)

mirror cell is seported in Table VII below;

“
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TABLE VI

so C1315

Number?————TaniTimes(eco)
of 70-20 60-20 «10-0 10-50
Cycles *®HR LE * % 1] *

Original m6 8667 35 31 13.6 1.6
65,000 14 84 4) 36 5. 3.6

Example 24
The electrochramic mirror cell of this example was cop-

structed as described in Example 3. supra. except that the

electrolyte comprised C-PT(about 0.05M). lithium
Tate (about 0.05M) and “UVINUL” 400 [about 5% (w/v)]
dissolved im propylene carbonate.

With a potential of about 1.3 volts applied between the
evi bus bar around the perimeter of the inward
facing surface of the first substrate and the metal reflector
layer on the opposing second substrate. we observed the
initial high reflectivity stztc [HR (%)] to be about 87.3%,
which dimmed to a low refiectivity state [LR (%)] of about
7.2%. with the transition from 70 to 20% reflectance occur-

about 7.1 seconds.

Example 25
In this example. we constructed an electrochromic misror

suitable for use as an interior rearview mirror for a motor
vehicle, Construction was otherwise similar to that

shape commonly used for interior rearview mirrors. In
addition. the first substrate was glass coated with a layer of
ITO heving a thickness of about 300 A. with a specific
resistivity of about 24x10 ohmcentimeter and a sheet
resistance of about 80 ohms per square. Also. s thin film of
aluminum having « thickness of about 2.000 A was used asa reflective element instead of the silver reflective element
used in the construction of Example 6, supra.

Two filled the electrochromic rearview mirror with an
electrolyte comprising ferrocene (about 0.015M), phenothi-
azine (about 0.06M), lithium perchlorate (about 0.05M) and
“UVINUL" 400 [about 5% (w/v)] in a solvent combination
of propylene carbonate and tetramethylene sulfone [im &
ratio of about 50:50 (‘v/v)].

With about 1.1 to about 1.4 volts applied between the
‘wrap-sround silver conductive frit bus bar on the perimeter

BV Bro v —
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of the ITO-coated. inward facing surface on the first sub-
strate and the aluminum reflector/chromium adhesion Layer
combination on the opposing surface of the second
substrate. the electrochromic rearview mirros was observed
to dim from a high reflectivity state of about 70%45%
reficctance to a dimmed state of about 6%+2% reflectance.

The electrochromic mirrorof this example was tested and
demonstrated to meet the requirements for commercial use
on vehicles. as both interior rearview mirrors and exterior
rearview mirrors. Also, in terms of cycle stability, an elec-
trochromic micror (which demonstrated a high
reflectivity state of about 70.5% reflectance. and which
dimmed to a i of about 7.1% reflectance when a
potential of about 1.4 volts was applied thereto) was repeti-
tively cycled st a temperature of about 50° C. for a tol of 1s
39,463 cycles. with cach cycle consisting ofthe introduction
of an applied potential of about 1.4 volts for 15 seconds and
an applied potential of zero volts for L5 seconds. After
cycling was completed, the mirror retained a high reflectiv-
ity state of about 68.2 reflectivity, dimmed to about 6.6%
reflectivity uoder an applied potential ofabout 1.4 volts, and
continued to be suitable for use on vehicles.Also, after about
14 days of oven bake at a temperane of about 85° C., a
mirror (which initi: had a high % reflectivity state of
about 71.6% reflectance. and which dimmed to about 7.4%
reficctance when an applicd potential of about 1.4 volts was
introduced thereto) exhibited high reflectivity state of
about 76.1% reflectance and dimmed to about 8.5% reficc-
tance when about 1.4 volts was applied thereto.This mirror
continted to be suitable for its intended use on vehicles even
after oven bake at 85° C. This mirror satisfied the perfor-
mance requirements andreliability requirements.
automobile manufacturers, to be suitable for use within the
interior cabin of an automobile, or for use as an exteriogmirror,

provided for lustrativeThese are

or

ascertain using no more than routine petaametionten
equivalents exist to the embodiments of the invention
described herein. And. it is intended that such equivalents be
encompassed by the claims which follow hereinafter.What we claim is:

1. Ao electrochromic rearview mirror for s motor Vehicle
comprising;

(4) a first substantially transparent substrate coated with a
i ansparent conductive electrode coatingon its inward surface; ;

in spaced-apart relationship with said substrate of (ay,
(c) a layer of refiective material costed onto the pon-

inward opposite surface of said substrate of (b);
(d) an ultraviolet radiation vulnerable electrochromic

solid film coated onto said substantially tansparent
conductive electrode coating of said substrate of (b);

(c)a scaling means positioned toward a peripheral edge of
each of said substrate of (a) and said substrate of (b)
and sealingly forming a cavity therebetween:

(f) an electrolyte comprising a redox reaction promoter
and wherein said electrolyte is located within said
cavity in front of said electrochromic solid film forming
an electrochromic clement whereby said electrolyte
shields said clectrochromic solid film from ultraviolet
tadiation: and

Opy pro m the

70
(g) a means for intoducing an applied potential to said

electrochromic element to controllably causc a varia-
tion in the amount of light reflected from said mirror.

2. The electrochromic rearview mirror according to claim
3° 1, wherein said electrochromic solid film comprises a metal

oxide sclected from the group consisting of a Group IV-B
metal oxide. a Group V-B metal oxide. a Group VI-B metal
oxide and combinations thereof. ‘

3. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 2,
wherein said metal oxide is doped with a dopant selected
from the group consisting of molybdenum, rhenium. tin,
rhodium. indium. bismuth, barium, titanium, tantalum.
niobium, copper, cerium, Ianthanum. zirconium. zinc and
nickel.

4. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 3.
wherein said metal oxide comprises tungsten oxide.

5. The electrochromic minor according to claim 4,
wherein said dopant comprises a tin dopant.

6. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 5.
wherein said electrochromic solid film is deposited by a
non-vacuum deposition method.

7. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 6.
whercin said poo-vacuum deposition method comprises aWet chemical method.

8. The clectrochromic mimor according to claim 7.
wherein said wet chemical method comprises 8 dip/fireamecthod.

9. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 1.
wherein said sealing means is deposited with a computer
bumerical control controlled dispenser.

10. The cloctrochromic mitrar scconding to claim 1,
wherein said first substrate and said second substrate are
bent so as to farm a comvex mirror.

UL The electrochromic mirror according to claim 1
wherein said first substrate and sald second substate are
bent so as to farm a multi-radius mirror.

12. The electrochromic mirror to claim 1
wherein said mirror is prepared using a vacuum baggingtechnique.

13. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 12
wherein said cavity includes rigid. spacer means.

, 14, The electrochromic mirror according to claim 13.
whorcin said spacer means comprises glass spacer beads.

15. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 1.
wherein said layer of reflective material comprises a silver
thin film coating,

16. The electrochromic misror according to claim 1.
Wherein said layer of reflective material comprises an alu-
minum thin film coating.

17. The electrochromic rearview mirror according to
claim 1, wherein said reflective material comprises one ofsilver or aluminum.

18. The electrochromic rearview mirror according to
claim 1. whercin said electrochromic solid film comprises an

19. The electrochromic rearview mirror according to
claim 18, wherein said electrochromic solid film comprisestungsten oxide.

24. The electrochromic rearview minor according to
claim 1. wherein said redox reaction promoter comprises ametallocene.

21. The electrochromic rearview mirror according to
claim 1, wherein said redox reaction promoter comprises aphenothiazine.

22. The clectrochromic rearview mirror according to
claim 1, wherein said electrolyte further comprises an ultwa-
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INVENTOR(S): DESARAJU V. VARAPRASAD, ET AL. Page 1 of 5

It is cartified that error appears in the above-identifiad patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby
Corrected as shown below:

ONTHETITLEPAGE

AT_[56]REFERENCESCITED/OTHERPUBLICATIONS

"Maleval" should read —Materialgs—- and

“Lynom" should read --Lynam--.

COLUMN2

Line 20, "single-compartment" should read
--single compartment--;

Line 23, "has" should read --have--; and
Line 45, "U.S. Pat. No. Re. 30,835 (Giglia)"

should read --Re. 30,835 (Giglia)--.

COLUMN6

Line 24, "eye glass" should read --eyeglasses--.

COLUMN10

Line 32, "caRbon" should read --carbon--;

s O CHg
Lines 47-49, * Hb "2

Hshould read -- 0 GMslot
—(CH2)n—O—-C—C=CHe

-=—-F
.

Line 62, "—(CH,) --N+(CH,), X-, wherein,n" should read
-- —(CH,) -N*(CH,); X, wherein n--;

Line 63, "Cl-, Br-, I-," should read --Cl, Br, I,--; and
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COLUMN10(cont. )

Line 64, "C10,- or BF,-" should read ~-Cl0O, or BF,-- "
and M should read --Me--.

COLUMN11

Lines 62-63, " \ Ul
OCCH;

Oo
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occHa

COLUMN12

Line 49, "trillate” should read --triflate--.

"3-methysulfolfane" should read
--3-methylsulfolane--.

"include" should read --includes--
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corrected as shown below:

COLUMN20

Line 46, "outgase:
Line 66, "outgas:

  
 
 

=

should read --outgassing--; and
-SHould read --outgassing--.

 
   
  
  *assisttsbould: read --assists--. 
 
  Line 5, "O£" should“read---of--; ana

Line 60, "mmcroencapsulated" should read
~-microeicapsulated--.

   

 COLUMN25.

Line 2, "be" shanti: --be achieved--; and
Line 61, "to* should bedeleted.

COLUMN29

Line 50,

   
 

  
 
 
  

  
 "10" shodia’ bedeleteas

Line 13, "curved® Should read --curved) --;
Line 37, "Bee" should: read ~-see--; and
Line 55, "coatinga®.should read --coatings 4,4°-

    
  Line 1, "textural" should read --textual--;

Line 2, "textural" should read --textual--;   
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COLUMN38
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should read --at least--.

COLUMN44

Line 62, "ITO, tis" should read --such as--.

COLUMN45

Line 9, "exterior" should read --exteriors of--; and
Line 34, "such," should read --such as--.

COLUMN46

Line 3, "concave" should read --convex--.

COLUMN52

Line 43, "75.1 75.9" should read --78.1 78.9--; and
Line 44, "75.S" should read --75.8--.

COLUMN56

Line 25, "coated/again" should read --coated (again--.
COLUMN586
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Line 34, "sq
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COLUMN61

Line 17, "FIP2QMSS" should read --FIP2QMS8S--.

COLUMN62

Line 54, "15" should be deleted.

COLUMN65

Line 11, "10" should be deleted.

COLUMN66

Line 15, "formulations" (first occurrence)
should be deleted.

COLUMN68

"Number?" should read --Number--;
"@" should read --A--; and
"two" should read --We--.
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FIG. 171A
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1

ELECTROCHROMIC MIRRORS.AND
DEVICES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

L. Technical Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to electrochromic devices
for continuously varying the transmissivity to light suitable
for use in. for example, electrochromic rearview mirrors.
windows and sun roofs for motor vehicles, manufactured
from electrochromic solid films and electrolytes containing
redox reaction promoters and alkali ions and/or protons.

2 Brief Description of the Related Technology
Prior to the introduction of electro-optic mirrors into the

automotive marketplace. prismatic rearview mirrors were
available w drivers of motor vehicles to determine the
whereabouts ofneighboring motor vehicles to their rearward
surroundings. By using a manual lever located on such
mirrors. a driver of a motor vehicle, especially ot dusk or
later. would be able to employ a prismatic feature on the
mirror to vitiate the effect of headlamp glare (the principal
source of incoming electromagnetic radiation from the rear
of the motor vehicle) framthe low beam. and especially high
beam. lighting elements of other motor vehicles travelling
posterior thereto. Should the leverbe flipped to the nighttime
position. the driver would be able to view an image in a
Tefiection from a giass-to-air interface on the first surface of
the mirror. The light reflected from this first surface would
exhibit non-spectral selectivity. That is, the background of

mirrors are still used on a majority of motor vehicies in the
United States today.

With the advent of electro-optic technology, such as
electrochromic technology, it has become possible to
achieve continuous variability in reflectivity in rearview
mirrors far motor vehicles, This continuous variability has
been achieved. for example, through the use of reversibly
variable electrochromic devices. wherein the intensity of

light (¢.g.. visible, infrared, ultraviolet orother distinct or
ovedapping electromagnetic radiation) is modulated by
passing the light through an electrochromic medium. In such
devices, the electrochromic medium is disposed berween
two conductive electrodes and undergoes electrochromism
when potential differences are applied across the two elec-
trodes.

Some examples of these prior art electrochromic devices
are described in U.S. Pat. Nos, 3.280.701 (Donnelly); 3.451,
741 (Manos); 3.806.229 (Schoot); 4.465339 (Baucke);
4.712.879 (Lynam) (“Lynam I”); 4.902.108 (Byker) (“Byker
I”); Japanese Patent Publication IP 57-30.639 (Negishi)
(“Negishi I"); Japanese Patent Publication JP 57-208,530

aera (“Negishi If"); and L F. Chang, “Electrochromicand Electrochemichromic Materials and Phenomena™. in
Nonemissive Electrooptic Displays, 155-96, A. R. Emew
and F K. von Willisen, eds., Plenum Press, New York
(1976).

Numerous devices using an clectrochromic medium
wherein the electrochromism takes place entirely in a liquid
solotion are known in the art (sce c.g.. U.S. Pat. Nos.
5.128.799 (Byker) (“Byker II"), Donnelly. Manos. Schoot
and Byker I; and commonly assigned U.S. Pat. Nos. 5.073.
OL2 (Lynam) (“Lynam 1”); 5.115.346 (Lyoam) (“Lyoam
TT"); 5.140.455 (Varaprasad) (“Varaprasad I); 5.142.407
(Varaprasad) (“Waraprasad II”); 5.151.816 (Varaprasad)
(“Varaprasad 00"); 5.239.405 (Varaprasad) (“Varaprasad
TV"); and commonly assigned co-pending U.S. patent appli-

35

60

65

5 (Kamimori) ("Kamimori
4.671.619 (Kamimori) (“Kamimori II”);

9=

cation Ser. Nos. 07/935.784 (filed Aug. 27. 1992). now U.S.
Pat. No. 5.500.760, and 08/061.742 (filed May 17. 1993),
now U.S. Pat. No. 5,424,865]. Typically. these electrochro-
mic devices, sometimes referred to as electrochemichromic
devices, are single-comparumcat. self-crasing. soludion-
phase electrochromic devices. See e.g.. Manos. Negishi IL
Byker I and Byker IL

In single-compartment, self-erasing, solution-phase ¢elec-
mochromic devices, the intensity of the electromagnetic
radiation is modulated by passing through a solution of the
color-forming specics held in a single-compartmeot. The
color-changing reaction occurs only in this solution-phase.
That is. there is no solid material present in the devices that
has the color-changing reaction in it, During operation of
such devices. the solution of the color-forming species is
liquid or fluid. although it may be gelled or made highly
viscous with a thickening agent. and the components of the
solution do not precipitate. See ¢.g.. Byker I and Byker IL

Numerous devices using an electrochromic medium
wherein the electrochromism occurs in a solid layer are also
widely described in the art Among such devices are those
that exoploy electrochromic thia film technology [sec e.g... N.
R. Lynam. “Hlectrochromic Automotive Day/Night
Mirrors”, SAE Technical PaperSeries, 870636 (1987), N, R-
Lynam. “Smart Windows for Automobiles", SAE Technical
Paper Series, 900419 (1990); N. R. Lynam and A. Agrawal,
“Automotive Applications of Chromogemic Materials",
Large Area ics: Materials d& Devices far Trans-
mittance Control, C. M. Lampert and C. G. Granquist. eds..
Optical Eng’g Press. Washington (1990); C. M. Lampert.“Electrochromic Devices and Devices for Energy Efficient
Windows”, SolarEnergy Materials 11, 1-27 (1984); Japa-
nese Patent Document IP 58-30,729 (Eamimori)

iI”); U.S. Pat. Nos. 3.521.941 (Deb); 3.807.832
(Castellion); 4.174.152 (Giglia); Re. 30.835 (Giglia), 4338.
000 It"); 4,652,090 (Uchikawa);

4.702.566

(Tukude); Lynam I and commonly assigned US. Pat Nos.
5.066.112 (Lynam) (“Lynam IV) and 5.076.674 (Lynam)
(Lynam V™)).

Ty thin film electrochromic devices, an anodic eleciro-
chromic layer and/or a cathodic clectrocirromic layer. each
layer usually made from inorganic metal oxides or polymer
films, may be separate and distinct from one another. In
contrast to the single-compartment, self-erasing. solution-
phase devices referred to supra, these thio film electrochro-
mic devices modulate the intensity of elecrromugnetic radia-
tion bypassing through the individual anodic electrochromic
layer and/or cathodic electrochromic layer.

In certain thin film electrochromic devices, a thin film
layer of a solid electrochromic material. such as a tungsten
oxide-type solid film, may be placed in contact with a liquid
electrolyte containing redox promoters, such as ferrocene
and jodide. and a solvent. Sec cg.. Kamimori U1. In these
electrochromic devices. the intensity of electromagnetic
radiation is primarily modulated by passing through the
solid electrochromic material. When dimmed to a colored
stake, these mungsten oxide-type solid films typically dim toa blue-colored state.

Having grown accustomed to conventional prismatic rear-
view mirrors for motor vehicles, some consumers of motor
vehicles may show a preference for rearview mirrors pos-
sessing substantial non-spectral selectivity. That is, some
consumers may prefer mirrors which present a substantially
gray color when dimmed to a colored state; in other words.
a mirror that exhibits a viewing background comparable in
spectral reflectivity. to. that of conventional prismatic mir-rors,
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On another note. the reflective element of the micror is
often constructed from silver and is typically simated on the
rearmost surface of the mirror,That is, the reflective clement

is placed onthe surface of 2 glass substrate farthest fromthat
surface which first comes in contact with incident light
However, such placement has certain disadvantages. For
instance, potasng,a Sect agnypes em. in suchmitror construction. In addition. in its path to reaching the
reflective clementofthe mirror. incidentlight must first pass
through ach of the glass substrates of the mixror assembly.
Therefore. in these mirror constructions. to achieve goad
optical performance. higher quality glass should be used for
both substrates. Moreover, these mirror constructions rypi-
cally require the use of a thin film ransparent conductive
electrode costing on the inward surface of each substrate in
order to apply a potential to the electrochromic element
Requiring each substrate of the mirror to be of such higher
quality glass and the use of two such wansparent conductive
electrodes increases material and production costs. Further,
placement of the reflective clement on the reanmost surface
of the mirror requires an additional manufacturing scp.
which also increases production costs. Amd. such placement
increases material and production costs due to necessary
measures taken to protect the reflective element (typically. a
highly reflective material, such as silver of aluminum)
against environmental degradation. such as through the use
of a paint or the like. Frequently. lead-based paints have
been used for this purpose, thereby presenting enviroamen-
tal concerns.

It has been suggested and attempts have been made to
place the reflective element af the mirrar. such as silver. on
the inward facing surface of therear substrate so as to act as
a conductive electrode coating as well as a reflective ele-
ment See eg.. Donnelly. Negishi I, Byker I and Byker IL
‘This configuration isplainly attractive since it eliminates the
need for a separate Wansparent conductive coating on the
rear substrate. thereby seducing the cost of manufacture.

In order to function in the dual role of reflective elemeot
and conductive electrode, a coating must (1) be clectro-
chemically stable so as not to degrade during operation of
the device. (2) remain securely adhered to the rear substratc
to maintain the integrity of the device. and (3) be highly
reflective so that the mirror as a whole will have ap accept-
able level of reflectance. However, no known mirror con-
struction mests all of these requirements—for example
silver. commonly used as the reflective element in conven-
tional mirror constructions. is highly reflective but is not
electrochemically stable and is difficult to adhere to the
surface of a glass substrale. Other materials. such as
thedium or Inconel. which have been used as a combined
reflective element and conducting electrode in prior art
mifrors are not sufficiently reflective to provide a highly
reflective electrochromic mirror. Perhaps for these reasons,
the prior art suggestions and attempts have not resulted in
any commercially successful electrochromic mirror in
which a single coating is used as both reflective element and
conducting electrode.

Electrochromic devices. such as those using a solid film
electrochromic marerial. like mingsten oxides, may also
exhibit deleterious performance when exposed to ultraviolet
radiation over prolonged periods of time (¢.g.. conditions
typically encountered during outdoor weathering). This del-
eterious performance may be linked to any of a variety of
sources. including 1 potential propensity for photochromismto Occur.

On yet another note. displays. indicia and sensors. such as
phorosessors. motion sensors. cameras and the like. have
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heretofore been incorporated into certain electrochromic
mirror constructions [see eg. U.S. Pat Nos. 5.189537
(O'Farrell) and 5.225.060 (Larson)]. In these constructions.
the reflective element of the mirror has been locally removed
to create a highly transmissive local window. However. such
use of displays and the Like positioned behind the refective
element of electrochromic mirrors bas been Limited. Ouc
reason for this limited use is due to diminished rear vision
capability in that portion of the reflective clement of the
mirror which has been removed. Moreover.the displays and
the like known to date may be distracting as well as
aesthetically non-appealing to the driver and/or passengers
of motor vehicles insofar as they may be visible and obscrv-
able within the mirror mounted in the motor vehicles when
in the inactivated state. In addition. the known methods of
incorporating such displays and the like into mixrors have
been only partially successful. labor intensive and economi-cally unattractive from a maoufacturing standpoint

Further. although it has been suggested to use semi-
transparent reflectors in rearview mirrots [sce ¢.g.. U-S. Pat
Nos. 5.014.167 (Roberts) (“Roberts I") and 5.207.492
(Roberts) (“Roberts II”)], previous attempts have included
the use of dichroic reflectors which are complex to design
and expensive to fabricate. Also. where use of metallic
reflectors has been suggested [see ©.g-. US. Pat. No. 4.583,
267 (Pastore)). it has been in the context of conventional
mirrors such as prismatic mirrors. These suggestions fail to
recognize the problems that must be overcome to provide a
highly reflecting and partially transmitting electrochromicrearview micros.

Therefore, the need exists for an electrochromic mirror
that provides substantial non-spectral selectivity when
dimmed to a coloted stafe. alin to that exhibited by con-
ventional prismatic mirrors when im the nighttime position.
along with continuous variability in reflectivity, ease and
economy of manufacture and enhanced outdoor weathering
resilience. Tt would also be desirable. particularly in this
commection. to have an electrochromic mirror constuction
that reduces material andmanufacturing costs by employing
as only one ofits substrates a high quality plass as a substrate
and also as only one of its electrodes a thin film. substan-
tially Wansparent conductive electrode coating. In addition,
it would be desirable for amitror to have display-on-demand
capability where a display could become activated to be
viewed on demand. and where the display is (1) acsthetically
appealing and not distracting in its inactivated state, and (2)
is manufactured with case and economy.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

‘The present invention meets the needs expressed above
concerning the desirabiliry of a substantially non-spectral
selective electrochromic mirror by providing such an clec-
trochromic mirror that exhibits substantially noo-spectral
selectivity in the form of a substantially neutral or neutral
gray appearance when dimmed to a colored state by the
introduction of an applied potential, The electrochromic
element of this mirror comprises an electrochromic solid
film and an electrolyte, which itself comprises redox reac-
tion promoters and alkali fons and/or protons.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a com-
mercially practicable electrochromic mirror having a novel,
comstruction. More specifically, this novel mirror construc
tion provides a layer of reflective material coated on theinward surface of the second substrate which also serves as

a conductive electrode coating. The layer ofreflective mate-
tial is overcoated with an electrochromic solid film and may
also be undercoated to promote its adhesion to the substrate.
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This construction employs a higher quality glass for only
ouc of its substrates and employs for only that substrate
made from a higher quality glass a comductive electrode
coating that is substantially transparent That Is, the con-
struction permits the use of (1) a lower quality glass as the
secood Or rearmost substrate while maintaining good optical
performance in the mirror; (2) a higher resistance, and hence
more economical. conductive electrode coating for the first
or frontmost substrate which is made from a higher quality
glass; and (3) only one substantially transparent conductive
electrode coating (to be used on the inward surface of the
first substrate made from a higher quality glass), which
further reducesmaterial costs incurred in the manufacture of
such mirrors.

In addition, the layer of reflective matcrial in this novel
construction reduces further still the material and production
COSts associated with such mizrors since it serves the addi-
tional role of a conductive electrode coating thereby obvi-
ating manufacturing costs associated with « separate sub-
stantially transparent conductive electrode coating.
Morcover,in this construction, the reflective element of the

reflective clement of the mimor is thus protected from
degradation through environmental exposure withouthaving
to resort fo the use of protective materials, such as lead-

Reeeeteas 6 RieTile Tie Selcarethis electrochromic mirror also enhances the resistance of
Er RReaRIy ceteial BOMORE Huawad tootsie
chemical degradation. Further. the construction so provided
also reduces image separation which can lead to the recog-
nized problem of double imaging.

In addition, another aspect of the invention provides an
“on demand display" for mizrors, as described hereinafter.
The mirror construction referred to supra and described in
detail hereinafter, facilitates placement of displays. indicia
and sénsocs and the like behind the misror element so thar
they may be viewed as an “on demand display”.

As stated supra. the electrochromic mirrors of the present
invention cahibit a substantially gay appearance when
dimmed to a colored state upon the introduction of an
applied potential The coloring capability of these mirrors
determines the extent to which glare may be reflected from
the mirrors. As with other electrochromic mirrors, this
coloring capability may be continuously varied by control-
ling the magnitude, duration and polarity of the applied
potential introduced thereto. 'The appearance of the substan-
Gally gray color may be appealing to consumer preferences
(especially to certain drivers of motor vehicles which
employ these mirrors) and to cammercial design and manu-
facture concems by virtue of its substantial color neutrality
relative to the color of the housing, casing. structure.
machine, instrument or vehicle with which it is to be used
That is. even when dimmed to a colored state, the electro
chromic mirrors of the present invention are often aestheti-
cally complementary to the color of the other component(s)
with which they are to be used,

The electrochromic mirrors of the present invention are
suitable for use as electrochromic rearview mimors (¢.g.
truck mirrors. interior and exterior mirrors for motor
vehicles), architectural mirrors or specialty mirrors. like
those useful in aeronautical, periscopic or dental and medi-
cal applications.

In addition to clectrochromic mirrors. clectrochromic
devices. such as electrochromic glazings (e.g-. architectural
glazings. like these useful in the home, office ar other
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edifice; aeronautical glazings. such as those which may be
useful in aircraft; or vehicular glazings. for instance.
windows. like windshields. side windows and backlights.
Sun roofs, sun visors or shade bands); electrochromic opti-
cally attenuating contrast filters. such as contrast enhance-
mentfilters, suitable for use in connection with cathode ray
tube monitors and the like; electrochromic privacy or secu-
rity partitions; solar panels, such as sky
lights; electrochromic information displays: and electro-
chromic lenses and eye glass, may also benefit from thar
which is described herein, especially where substantially
nop-spectral selective coloring is desired

‘Thus. the present invention exemplifies an advance in the
art that will become readily and more greatly
appreciated by a study of the detailed description taken in
conjunction with the figures which follow hereinafter

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

FIG. 1 depicts a spectral scan ofpercent reflectanceversus
wavelength in nanometers of an electrochromic minor
according to theprescot invention whenin its bleached stare;

FIG.2 depicts a spectral scan ofpercentreflectance Versus
wavelength im nanometers of an electrochromic mirror
according to the present invention when dimmed to a neutral
colored :

FIG. 3A depicts a perspective view of am electrochromicmiror—i.¢., ap interior rearview automobile mirror—
according to the present invention;

FIG, 3B depicts a cross-sectional view of the elecrrochro-
mic mirror of FIG. 3A;

FIG. 4 depicts another cross-sectional view of the clec-
trochromic mirror af FIGS. 3A and 3B;

FIG. 5 depicts a cross-sectional view of another electro-
chromic mirrorconstruction according to the present inven-
tion. In this construction, a secondary weather barrier 12 has
been applied to the joint at which sealing means 5 joins
substrates 2.3;

FIG. 6 depicts a crosssectional view of still another
electrochromic mirror construction according to the present
invention. This mirror construction is similar to the mirror
construction ofFIG. 5, except that an adhesion promoter 11
is coated between substrate 3 and conductive electrode
coating 4";

FIG. 7 depicts a cross-sectional view of yet another
electrochromic mirror construction according to the preset
invention;

FIG. 8 depicts a perspective view of an electrochromic
mirror constructed with an on demand display;

FIG. 9 depicts a cross-sectional view ofan electrochromic
muror constructed with an on demand display using a glass
cover sbect over the display window in the mirror consmuc-
tion;

FIG. 10 depicts a cross-sectional view of another clec-
tochromic mirror constructed with an on demand display;

FIGS. 11A. 11B and LIC depict the orientation of thesubstrates in difforcmt constructions of the electrochromic
mirrors and electrochromic devices of the present invention
FIG. DLA depicts a perpendicular displacement of the first
substrate and the second substrate. FIG. 11B depicts a lateral
displacement and a perpendicular displacementof the first
Substrate and the sécond substrate. FIG. LIC depicts an
@trangement of the first substrate and the second substrate.
Wherein the dimensions of the length and width ofthe first
substrate are slightly greater than those of the second
substrate. In this arrangement, the peripheral edge of the first
substrate extends beyond the peripheral edge of the second
substrate;
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FIG. 12 depicts a perspective view of an electrochromic
moiror constructed with tum signal indicia; and

FIG. 13 depicts a perspective view of a muiti-radius
electrochromic mirror according to the present invention.

The depictions in these figures are for illustrative pur-
poses only and are not drawn to scale. Unless otherwise
indicated, in the following detailed description of the inven-
tion the clement numbers discussed are descriptive of like
elements of all figures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

Tn accordance with the teaching of the present invention,
there are provided electrochromic mirrors. such as electro
chromic rearview mirrors for a motor vehicle. These mirrors
are constructed from a first substantially tansparent sub-
strate with a substantially transparent conductive electrode
coating on its inward surface and a second substrate. which
may or may not be substantially manspareat with a conduc-
tive electrode coating. which also may or may not be
substantially nt, on its inward surface. Whether the
second substrate and the conductive electrode coating
thereon are of are not substantially transparent will depend
on the particular construction of the mirror.

‘Thefirst subsixate and second substrate may be positioned
in spaced-apart relationship with one another. being sub-
stantially parallel or substantially tangentially parallel]
depending upon whether the substrates are flat or bent
‘These substrates may also be laterally displaced from. orin
a substancally flush relationship with. one another, The
substrates may also have respective dimensions such that
one of the substrates is sized and shaped to have a slightly
greater length and width than the other substrate.Thus. when
the substrates arc positioned in central alignment with onc
another. the peripheral edges of the slightly langer substrate
extend beyond the peripheral edges of the slightly smallersubstrare.

The mirrors have a layer of reflective material coated
either onto (a) the reammost (mon-inward) surface of the
second substrate. where it serves a single role as a reflective
element ofthe mirror oc (b) the inward surface of the second
substrate. where it serves 2 dual role as a conductive
electrods coating and a reflective element of the mirror.

In these mirrors. an electrochromic solid film is coated
either onto (a) the transparent conductive electrode coating
of the first substrate, (b) the layer ofreflective material when
acting a§ a conductive electrode coating on the inward
surface of the second substrate or (c) the substandally
tanspartot conductive electrode coating on the inward
surface of the second substrate. when the layer of reflective
material is placed on the rearmost (non-inward) surface of
the second substrate,

A sealing means is positioned toward the peripheral edge
of cach of the first substrare and the second substrate to form
a cavity, in which is located. cither in a liquid-phase or 8
solid-phase. an électrolyte comprising redox reaction pro-
rooters and alkali ions and/or protons. In the cavity. the
electrolyte is in contact with the electrochromic solid film
(which itself is in contact with a conductive elecrode
coating on the inward surface of one of either the first
substrate or second substrate) and a conductive clecirode
coating (on the inward surface of the other of the first
substrate or second substrate) to form an electrochromic
element.

Finally, a means for introducing an applied potential to the
e@lecrochromic elementis also provided to conrollably vary
the amount of light reflected from the mirror,
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Decreased Light transmissivity in the electrochromic

devices of the present invention (and reflectivity in the
electrochromic mirrors) is primarily provided by the color-
forming reaction that occurs in the electrochromic solid film.
This electrochromic solid film may be a thin film Jayer of an
inorganic wansition metal oxide. Stoichiometric and subs-
toichiometric forms of Gansiltion metal oxides. such as
Group [V-B. V-B or VI-B oxides like aungsten oxide.
molybdenum oxide, niobium oxide. vanadium oxide. Gta-
nium dioxide and combinations thereof. may be used. Other
conventional inorganic transition metal oxides, such as those
recited in Kamimari IL may also be employed. Preferably.
however. gingsten oxide or doped tungsten oxide. with
suitable dopants including molybdenum, rhenium. tn.
rhodium and the like. may be used as the electrochromic
solid film. A beneficial effect of the addition of the dopant
may be to move the spectral absorption edge of the doped
tungsten oxide coating farther into the visible range of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

Where doped tungsten oxide is used. the dopant should be
present in a concentration within the range of from about
0.1% (by mole) to about 20% (by mole) or even greater.
Preferred doped ningsten oxides include those where a
molybdenum dopantis used within the range of about 0.5%
(by mole) to about 10% (by mole).

The electrochromic solid film may bea stack of thin films,
such as a layer of mingsten oxide overcoated and/or under
coatedwith a thin filmlike silicon dioxide, titaniumdioxide,
tantalum. pentoxide or cerium oxide. Such overcoats and/or
undercoats may help promote enhanced adhesion of the
tungsten oxide electrochromic solid film to its substrate
and/or, passivate it from the electrolyte which it contacts inthe electrochromic element.

The thickness of the electrochromic solid film may be
within the range of from about 0.05 pom to aboor 1.0 pm or
greater. with about 0.25 pm to about 0.75 pm being
preferred, and about 0.3 ym to about 0.6 pm being more
preferred.

The electrochromic solid film may have a microstructure
that is amorphous, crystalline. polycrystalline or combina-
dons thereaf. In electrochromic devices where the occur-
rence ofphotochromismis a concern. itmaybe desirable for
the electrochromicsolid film to possess a microstructure that
is at least partially crystalline. Such a crystalline microstruc-ture is belicved to minimize the effect, which
may be deleterious to the ion of the electrochromic
devices. It may also be desirable for the electrochromic solid
film to possess a microstricture that is porous. In this
connection. it may be desirable for the electrochromic solid
film. such as mngsten oxide ordoped tungsten oxide. to have
a density ofless than about 90%. preferably less than about
80%. of the density of the bulk oxide.

The electrolyte useful in the electrochromic element of
the elecrochromic mirrors of the present invention should
comprise redox reaction . and alkali ions and/or
protons. The electrolyte may be in a liquid-phase or in a
solid-phase.

The redox reaction promoters of the electrolyte comprise
two individual species. a metallocene and a phenothiazine,
used in combination.

‘The metallocenes suitable for use as a redox reaction
Promoter in the present invention are represented by the
following structure:
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wherein R and R, may be the same or different and each
may be selected from the group consisting of H; any
straight- or branched-chain alkyl constituent having from
about 1 carboa atom to about 8 carbon atoms. such as CH3.
CH,CH,. CH,CH.CH,, CH(CH,),, C(CH,), and the like;
acetyl; vinyl; allyl; hydroxyl; carboxyl, —(CH,),—OH.
wherein n may be an imteger in the range of 1 to about 8;
—{CH2),—COOR2, wherein n may be an integer in the

—(Cih)w~0—C—CH=CH,

wherein o my be an integerin the range of 2 to about 3. or

fi CH
(Ck)—0—C—c=ce,

wherein n' may be an integer in the range of 2 to about 8;
i—OR,, Wherein o may be an integer in the range

of L to about § and R, may be any straight- or branched-
chain alkyl constituent having from about 1 carbon atom to
about 2 carbon atoms.

i a T°—C—CH=CH,and —C—C=CHy

oa —(CH,),—N"(CH,), X,wherein n may be an integer in
therange of 1 to about 8 and X may be Cl. Br,.T. Cio,”
or BF,”; and M,is Fe, Ni, Ru. Co, Ti. Cr and the like.

The phenothiazines suitable for use as a redox reaction
promoter in the preseat invention include, but are not limited
to. those represeuted by the following stricture:

By
tt !

R, iN Rs

; S. | 4 5, Re
Ra ‘Sens Ryphenothiazines

wherein R, may be selected from the group consisting of H,
any straight- or branched-chain alkyi constituent having
from about 1 carbon atom to about 10 carbon afoms; phenyl;
beazyl; —(CH,),—CN; —(CH2)z—COOH;

o
a

—C—CH;;allyl;

10

iB

20

10
continueda

ll ll
—(CHizp—C—O—(CRa}y—0 —C—CH—CH=Ci,

ae
—(Ch).-C—0—(Cg),0—C—CH=CH,

wherein n' may be an integer in the range of 2 to about 8;

t
—(Cis:—C—-O—Rz,

wherein R, may be any straight- or branched-chain alkyl
Sonstituenk having Bons about 1 carbon atom to about §
carbon atoms; and Rs. Rs, Ry. Be Be BaneBd may beselected from H, CL. Br. CF,, CH,. NO,. COOH. SCH, or
OCH.

Preferred among phenothiazines TI is phenothiazine I ax
depicted in the following strucure:

H
|

yoCo,
phenothiacine

Combinations of redox reaction promoters may be sclec-
tively chosen to achieve 2 desired substantially
selectivity when the electrochromic element (and the mirror
in which the electrochromic clement is to function) is
dimmed to a colored stare.

The redox reaction promoters may be present in the
electrolyte in a total concenmation ofabout 0.005M to about
0.5M, with a total concentration of about 0.02M to about

0.1M being preferred. The ratio of this combination (Lt..total metallocene to total ic) should be within
the range of abont 1:1 to about 1:10. with a preferred
combination of redox reaction promoters being ferrocene
and phenothiazine (OD) in about a 1-2 (by mole) to aboot a
1:4 (by mole) ratio and, more preferably, having a total
concentration of about 0.07M to about 0,.09M.

A source of alkali ions may also be included in the
electrolyte. Suitable sources of alkali ions are lithium salts,
such as lithium perchlorate (“LICIO,”), Lithium tetrafluo-
roborate (“LIBF,"). lithium iodides (“LI”), lithimm hexafluo-
rophosphate (“LiPP,”), Lithium hexafivoroarsenatc
(“LiAsP,”), lithium styrylsulfonate (“LISS”), lithiumtrifiate
(“LiCF,SO,”). lithium methacrylate. lithium halides other
than LL such as lithium chloride (“LiC1*), lithium bromide
(“LiBr”) and the like. lithium trifluoroacetate
(“CF,COOL") and combinations thereof. Of these. LICIO,
or combinations of LiC1O, and LiBF, are preferred, These
sources of allcali ions may be present in the electrolyte in a
concentration of about 0.01M to about 10M. with a con-
centration of about 0.05M to about 0.1M being preferred.

A source of protons may also be included in the
electrolyte. by. for example. incorporating into the electro-
lyte water [for example, in a concentration ofless than about
5% (v/v), preferably in a concentration within the rangt of
about 0.5% (v/v) to about2% (v/v), or by Incorporating into
the electrolyte organic acids, inorganic acids or other pro-

' tonic sources suitable for use in conjunction with organic
solvents as are known in the art.

The electrolyte itself may be in a liquid- or a
solid-phase, however, where the electrolyte ic in a liquid-
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phase. a suitable solvent for use in the electrolyte may
solubilize the redox reaction promoters and alkali ions (and
other cptional components such as ultraviolet stabilizing
agents which absorb and/or screen ultraviolet radiation)
while remaining substantially inert thercto (as well as to any
other optional components in the electrolyte). Any material
that remains in its liquid formover the range of temperatures
to which the devices manufactured with the electrolytes of
the present invention will likely be subjected is suimble for
use as a solvent in a liquid-phase electrolyte [for a non-
exhaustive recitation of such solvents, see ¢.g.. Waraprasad I
and Varaprasad IT]. Practically speaking. the solvent may be
ao organic solvent. preferably a substantially non-aqueous
organic solvent. which is stable to electrolysis and othr
phenomena likely to be encountered during the practice ofthis invention.

Suitable solvents may be selected from acctonitrile.
3-hydroxypropionitrile, methoxypropionitrile.
3-ethoxypropioniwile, 2-acetylbutyrolactone, propylene
carbonate, ethylene carbonate. glycerine carbonate. tewam-
ethylene sulfone, cyanoethyl sucrose. y-butyrolactone.
2-methylglutaronitrile. N.N'-dimethylformamide.
3-methylsulfolane. glutaronitrile. 3.3'-oxydipropionitrile.
methylethyl ketone. cyclopentanone. cyclohexanone, ben-
zoyl acetone. 4-hydroxy-4-methyl-2-pentanone.
acetophenone. 2-methoxyethylether. triethylene glycol dim-
ethyl ether. 4~cthenyl-13-dioxalane-2-one, 12-butylene
carbonate, glycidyl ether carbonates (such as those commer
cially available from Texaco Chemical . Austin.
Tex.) and combinations thereof. preferred of which include
propylene carbonate, 1.2-buryiene carbonate. the combina-
tion of tetramethylene sulfone and propylene carbonate and
the combination of 12-butylene carbonate and propylene
carbonate.

Where the clectralyte of the present invention is desirably
a solid-phase electrolyte. a formulation of starting compo-
peots may be in situ transformed such as by polymerization
reaction through. for instance. caposure to ultraviolet radia-
tion or application of thermal energy. to produce a solid
electrolyte. In the context of ultraviolet radiation activated
polymerization. ultraviolet polymerizable components (such
as those taught by and described in commonly assigned
co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. Nos. 08/023.675.
filed Feb. 26. 1993 (“the '675 application™) and 08/193.557.
filed Feb. 8. 1994 (“the “557 application”)} may be used to

Other components may also be added to the electrolyte,
with such components preferably being in solution in liquid-
phase electrolytes. These components may include. but are
not limited to, ultraviolet stabilizing ageors., infrared radia-
tion reducing agents. color tinting agents (c.g.. dyes or
colorants) and combinations thereof. Suitable ultraviolet
stabilizing agents and colar tinting agents are recited in
Lynam I. the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated
herein by reference. For example. a blue-colored dye of the
phthalocyanine-type, such as “NEOPEN™” 808
(commercially available from BASF Corp.. Parsippany.
NJ.). may be added to the electrolyte as a color tinting
agent,

Because many redox reaction promoters show a substan-
tial absorbance in the ultraviolet region of the ciectromag-
etic spectrum from about 250 om to about 350 mm and the
electrochromic solid film itselfmay be deleteriously affected
by exposure to ultraviolet radiation. it is often desirable to
shield the redox reaction promoters and electrochromic solid
film from ultraviolet radiation. Thus. by introducing an
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ultraviolet stabilizing agent to the electrolyte. or using a
solvent which itself acts to absorb ultraviolet radiation. the
lifetime of the clectrochromic device may be extended. It
may b¢ particularly advantageous to include ulmaviolet
stabilizing agents in the electrolyte for electrochromic mir-
rors and electrochromic devices whose intended use may
result in exposure to outdoor weathering conditions. such as
that encountered by the exterior of a motor vehicle.

Although many materials mown to absorb wltaviolet
tadiation may be employed herein, ultraviolet
stabilizing agents include “UVINUL" 400 [2.4-
dihydroxybenzophenone (manufactured by BASF Corp..
Wyandotte. Mich.)]. “UVINUL” D 49 (2.2'-dihydroxy-4,4'-
dimethoxybenzophenone (BASF Corp.)). “UVINUL" N 35
{ethyl-2-cyano-3.3-diphenylacrylate (BASF Corp.)].
“UVINUL” N 539 [2-ethyl hexyl-2-cyano-3.3'-
dipheaylacrylate (BASF Corp.)]. “UVINUL” M 40
{2-hydroxy-4-methoxybenzophenone (BASF Corp.)].
“UVINUL” M 408 [2-hydroxy-octoxy-benzophenone
(BASF Corp.)). “TINUVIN™ P [2-(2H-benzotriazole-2-yl)-
4-methylphenyl (manufactured by Ciba Geigy Corp..
Hawthome. N-Y.)), “TINUVIN™ 327 [2-(3'5'-di-t -butyl-2-
hydroxypheny!)-5-chloro-beazowiazole (Ciba Geigy Corp.)
J. “TINUVIN™ 328 [2-(3'5'-di-n-penryl-2'-hydroxyphenyl)-
benzotriazole (Ciba Geigy Corp.)], “CYASORB” UV 24
{2.2'-dihydroxy-methoxy -benzophenone (manufactured
by American Cyanamid Co.. Wayne, N.J.)] and combina-
tions thereof. where a suitable range of the ulraviolet
stabilizing agents is from about 0.2% (w/v) to about 40%
(w/v). with about 5% (w/v) to about 15% (w/v) being
preferred.The ultraviolet stabilizing agent should be chosen
with an eye toward avoiding an adverse affect on perfor-
mance and electrolyte function.

In addition. wiraviolet absorbmg interlayers may be
coated onto, or adhered to, the first substrate and/or second
substrate,particularly the first substrate, to assist in shiciding
the electrochromic clement from the degradative effect of
ultaviolct radiation. Suitable ultraviolet absorbing interlay-
ers include those recited in Lynam IL

Moreover. to assist in extending the lifetime of the elec-
trochromic device. the electrochromic solid film may be
Placed onto the inward surface of the second substrate—ti.c_.
coated onto either the reflective element of the substantially
transparent conductive electrode coating depending on the
particular construction. Location of the electrochromic solid
film on the inward surface of the second substrate may be
desirable where an electrochromic rearview mirror suitable
for use on the exterior of a motor vehicle is intended to be
exposed to outdoor weathering,including exposureto ultra-violet radiation.

Tr may also be desirable to employ ultraviolet absorbing
glass or laminates thereof for the first substrate or for the
sécond substrate in an electrochromic mirror, particularly for
the first substrate. or for the first substrate and/or the second
substrate in an electrochromic device. Suitable ultaviolet
absorbing glass include that which is recited in Lynam IV. In
addition. it may be desirable to employ tin oxide. doped tin
oxide. zinc oxide or doped zinc oxide as a substantially
Wansparent conductive electrode coating on the inward
surface of the first substrate. ultraviolet stabilizing agents in
the electrolyte. ultraviolet absorbing interlayers. ultraviolet
absorbing glass and combinations thereof in conjunction
with positioning the electrochromic solid film on the inward
surface of the second substrate. Such constructions. particu-
larly with additional ultraviolet stabilizing agents included
in the electrolyte as described supra. facilitate screening
and/or absorption of ultraviolet radiation by the components
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used in the electrochromic mirror or electrochromic device.
including thefirst substrate, the conductive electrode coating
thereon. and the electrolyte and its components that are
positioned effectively in front of the potentially ultraviolet
sensitive electrochromic solid film.

Addition of ultraviolet stabilizimg agents may be particu-
larly advantageous when the electrochromic solid film 7 is
coated onto conductive electrode 4" on the inward surface of
substrate 3. (See FIG. 5.) In this construction. the ultraviolet
stabilizing agemts may act to screen and/or absorb incident
ultraviolet radiation before it reaches the elecochromic
solid film 7. By so doing, the chance of irradiating the
potentially ic or otherwise ultraviolet radiation
vulnerable electrochromic solid film 7 may be reduced or
even substantially eliminated In contrast. when coated onto
substantially transparent conductive electrode 4 on the
inward surface of substrate 2 (see FIG. 4). the electrochro-
mic solid film 7 may be directly inradiated by any incident
ultraviolet light that passes through substrate 2. The ultra-
violet screening and/or absorbing affect of the electrolyte,
which in this construction is now positioned behind the
electrochromic solid film 7. has less of an opportunity to
shield the electrochromic solid film 7 from incident ultra-
violet light (although the electrolyte may effectively absorb
any ultraviolet light which is reflected from the reflective
dlement on substrate 3).

Those of ordinary skill in the art may make appropriate
choices among the various matezials available as described
bereia forthe substrates, coatings, electrochromic solid films
and electrolyte components —e.g., redox reaction
promoters, sources of alkali ions and/or protons, solvents,
and other camponents to electrochromic mirrors and
electrochromic devices capable of generating a substantially
non-spectral selective pray color suitable for the desired
application. In addition. while glass is a suitable choice of
material from which the substrates may be constructed,
other materials may be used. such as optical plastics like

acrylic, polycarbonate,eeand allyl digtycol car-bonate (commercially available from Pittsburgh Plastic
Glass Industries, Pittsburgh. Pa. under the tadcoame “CR-
39").

Reference to the figures will now be made in order to
more faithfully describe the electrochromic devices. particu-
larly the electrochromic mirrors, of the present invention.

With reference to FIGS. 3A. 3B and 4, itmay be secu that
the electrochromic element 1 includes a front substrate 2 and
arear substrate 3, each ofwhich is typically glass. However,
as described in detail hereinafter, in certain mirror constmic-
tions only the fronr or first substrate 2 needs to be at least
substantially transparent, and in those constructions the rear
ar second substrate 3 nesd not be transparent at all. (Sec
FIG.5.) In fact. substrate 3 may be a polished metal plate,
a metal-coated glass substrate or a conductive ceramicmaterial,

By convention, the first substrate 2 (the fromtmost or
outermost substrate) is the substrate of the electrochromic
device positioned closest to any principal source of incom-
ing or incident electromagnetic radiation and. in an electre-chromic mirror. the second substrate 3 is the substrate onto
which a layer of reflective material 8 is coated. Put another
way, the first substrate 2 is the substrate into which a driver
of or passenger in a motor vehicle may first look through to
view an image. In an electrochromic device, such as a
glazing. a window or a sun roof for a motor vehicle. the first
substrate 2 is the substrate exposed directly to. and often in
contact with, the outdoor environment and is exposed
directly to solar ultraviolet radiation.
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Substrates 2.3 should be positioned substantially paralle!
to one another if planar (or positioned substantially tangen-
tially parallel to one another if bent). or as close to parallel
(or tangentially parallel) to one another as possible so as to
minimize image separation which may lead to double imag-
ing. Double imagingis particularly noticeable when mirrors
are colored to a dimmed state. Double imaging may be
further minimized in mirror constructions as described here-
inafter.

Onto each of the inward surfaces of substrates 2.3 is
coated a conductive clectrods coating 4 or 4’. The conduc-
tive electrode coatings 4,4’ may be constructed from the
same material or different materials, transparent
electronic conductors. such as tin oxide; indiam tn oxide
("ITO"); half-wave indium tin oxide (“HW-ITO"); full-
wave indium tin oxide (“FW-ITO"); doped tin oxides. such
as antimony-doped tin oxide and fluorine-doped tin oxide;
doped zinc oxides, such as antimony-doped zinc oxide and
aluminum-doped zinc oxide, with tin oxide, doped tin oxide,
zinc oxide or doped zinc oxide being preferred where
long-term ultraviolet resilience is desired in the device.

In certain micror constructions, the conductive electrode
coating 4 need not be substantially transparent Rather, the
layer of refiective material that seryes as the reflective
element of the mirror (with any other coatings used to form
a thin film stack) may also serve as conductive electrode

coating 4’. SEeeeeeer aietanr aelectrochromic element 1, Suitable materials for this layer of
refiective material include metals, such as aluminum,
palladium. platioum. titanium. chromium, silver, nickel-
based alloys and stainless steel, with a high reflector (having
a reflectance greater than about 70%), like silver or

medium reflector (having a reflectance within the range of
about 40% to about 70%). like chromium, stainless steel.
titanium and nickel-based alloys. is preferred. As an alter-
native to the use of these metals as a reflective clement,
multi-coated thin film stacks of inorganic oxides. halides.
nittides or the like, or a thin filmlayer of high index material
may also be used

The conductive electrode coatings 4,4' may be thin films
of metal, such as silver. aluminum and the like. with a
thickness of less than about 200 A. which may be as low as
less than about 100 A, so that the conductive electrode
coatings 4.4' are sufficiently conductive yet sufficiently
transmissive. It may be desirable to index match a thin film
of metal throagh the use of a thin film layer of a wansparenr
metal oxide, metal nitride, metal halide or the Like, such as
indium oxide, zinc oxide, tin oxide, magnesium fivoride.
titanium nitride, silicon dioxide, tungsten oxide or titanium
dioxide. either as an overcoat or anundercoat to the thin filma
of metal to assist in reducing its reflectance, and increasing
its transmittance. of incident visible light [see e.g. com-

oa assigued U.S. Pat. No. 5299.406 (Lynam) (“LynamWII.
The sheet resistance of the conductive electrode coated

glass substrates 2.3 should be less than about 100 ohms per
square. with less than about 20 ohms per square being
preferred. (However, as described in greater detail
hereinafter, for reasons of economy it may sometimes be
preferable to use substantially wansparent conductive elec-
trodes having a sheet resistance of greater than about 20
ohms per square.) Conductive electrode coated glass sub-
strates are availabie commercially. For instance. ITO-costed
glass substrales made from a glass substrate having depos-
ited thereon a conductive coating of indium oxide that has
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been doped with tin oxide may be obtained from Donnelly
Corporation. Holland. Mich. In addition. tin oxide-coated
glass substrates. known as “TEC-Glass” cts, may be
obtained from Libbey-Owens-Ford Co,. LOF Glass
Division. Toledo, Ohio.

The “TEC-Glass” products are manufactured by an
on-line chemical vapor deposition process. This process
pyrolytically deposits onto clear float glass amulti-layer thin
film structure. which includes a microscopically thin coating
of flucrine-doped tin oxids (having a fine grain uniform
structure) with additional undercoating thin film layers dis-
posed between the fluorine-doped tin oxide layer and the
undertying glass substrate. This structure inhibits reflected
color and increases light transmittance. The resulting “TEC-
Glass" product is 2 non-iridescent § structure having 2
haze within the range of from about 0.1% to about 5%; 2
sheet resistance within the range of from about 10 to about
1000 ohms per square or greater; a daylight mansmission
within the range of from about 77% to about 87%; a solar
transmission within the range of from about 64% to about
80%; and an infraredreficctance ata wavelength of about 10
um. within the range of from about 30% to about 87%.

Examples of the "TEC-Giass” include “TEC 10"
(10 ohms per square sheet resistance), “TEC 12" (12 ohms
per square sheet resistance) and “TEC 20" (20 ohms per
square sheet resistance) tin oxide-coated glass.

More specifically. “TEC 10". for instance. is made from
an on-line pyrolytically-coated float glass. onto which has
been coated a fluorine-doped tin oxide layer containing as an
undercoat an anti-iridescence means. This anti-iridescencs
means includes a2 double layer composed of a layer of
silica-silicone deposited onto a layer of tin oxide.

‘The specific resistivity of the conductive electrode coat-
ings 4.4 useful in the present invention may be between
about5x10to about 1x10~ obm.centimeter, depending on
the material from which the conductive electrode coatings 3
4.4 ate constructed, and on the method of deposition and
formation of the conductive electrode coatings 4,4. Por
instance, where the conductive electrode coatings 4.4' are
ITO. the resistivity is typically within the range of
about 1*10~ to about 3%10~ obmucentimeter. And where
the conductive electrode coatings 4.4’ are doped tin oxide.
the specific resistivity is typically within the range of about
3xL0~ to about 5107 ohm.centimeter. Where the conduc-
tive electrode coating 4' is a metal, the specific resistivity is
typically less than about 5x10~> obm.centimeter.And where
the conductive electrode coating & is silver. the specific
resistivity is typically less than about 3x10~* ohm.ceatime-
ter. The thickness of the metal should be such that the sheet
resistance of conductive electrode coating 4! is Iess than
about 0.75 ohms per square, preferably less than about 0.5
ohms per square and more preferably less than about 0.25
ohms per square. Preferably, the thickness of the metal ased
for conductive electrode coating 4' should be within the
range of about 200 A to about 5.000 A. with a thickness
within the range of 500 A to about 2.500 A being preferredand a thickness within the range of about 1504 to about
1.500 A being most preferred.

The substantially transparent conductive electrode coat-
ing 4 on the inward surface of substrate 2 is preferably
highly transmissive in the visible spectrum: that is. with a
light transmittance within tbe range ofat least about 60% to
greater than about 80%. Likewise. when the conductive
electrode coating 4’ on the inward surface of substrate 3 is
to be highly tansmissive. similar high light transmittance isdesirable.

The conductive electrode coatings 4.4° shonld also be
highly and uniformly conductive in each direction to provide
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a substantially uniform response when a potential is applied
to the electrochromic element 1. And. the conductive elec-
trode costings 4.4" should be inert (physically. chemically
and electrochemically inert) to the constituents of the elec-
trochromic solid film 7 and the electrolyte 6.

Where the electrochromic solid film 7 is deposited as a
coating onto the inward surface of either of conductive
electrode coated glass substrates 23. it is a barrier coating
berween whichever of the conductive electrode coatings 4.4’
it is deposited on and the electrolyte 6, as well as a barsier
costing between the conductive electrode coatings 4.4themselves.

The electrochromic solid film 7 may be deposited using a
variery of film deposition means including. but not limited
to. vacuum deposition techniques. such as thermal
evaporation. clectron beam evaporation. sputter deposition,
ion plating. laser-assisted deposition. microwave-assisted
deposition and ion-assisted deposition; thermal spraying;
pyrolytic deposition; chemical vapor deposition (“CVD”),
including atmospheric CVD, plasma evhanced CVD. low
pressure CVD andthelike; wet chemical deposition. includ-
ing dip coating, spin coating and spray coating; and thick
film methods such as those used in the application of pastes
and inks. Suitable deposition resulis may be obtained with
wet chemical deposition as taught by and described in U.S.
Pat. Nos. 4.855.161 (Moser); 4.959.247 (Moser); 4.996.083
(Moser); 5.252.354 (Cronin) and 5.277.986 (Cronin), the
disclosures of each of which arc hereby incorporated herein
by reference.

Tt may be beneficial to deposit the electrochromic solid
film using vacuum deposition. with an electron
beam evaporation technique where the electrochromic solid
film 7 is tungsten oxide and is to be placed in direct contact
with. or deposited (for example, with an alternate evapors-
tion filament. crucible, boat or an alternate electron beam
gun asserobly, or the like) as a layer on, the inward surface
of substrate 3. which is already coated with a layer of
reflective material that serves the dual role as a reficctive
element and a conductive electrode coating 4’.

The layer of reflective material, which also serves as a
conductive electrode coating 4’, with or without any adhe-
sion ¢ahancing undercoat layers (discussed hereinafter),
may be deposited on the inward surface of substrate 3. with
nungsien oxide deposited as an overcoat. withoutthe need to
refixture, break vacuum or the like. Thus,it is seen that such
a dual purpose refiective element may be deposited with
manufacturing ease and economy. This is particularly so
when compared with conventional mirror constructionswhere the reflective element is coated over the rearmost
(non-inward) surface of a substrate (which itself is coated
with a substantially wansparent conductive clectrodscoating
on the opposite. inward surface) in one operation. and
thereafter loaded into a vacuum chamber to deposit tumgsien
oxide onto the other surface of the substrate, which is coated
with a substantially wansparent conductive elecrrode.

When vacuum depositing the electrochromic solid film 7
by evaporation or the like, a backfill pressure in a Vacuum
chamber within the range of about 1xL0~ torr to greater
than abour §x10™ torr may be used. This backfill pressure
may typically be achieved by evacuating the vacuum cham-
ber to some Jowerbase pressure (e.g.less than about 5x107*
torr) acd then baclefilling the vacuum chamber with a gas
such as nitrogen. argon. krypton. oxygen. water vapor and
the like. or combinations thereof. to elevale the pressure in
the vacuum chamber to a desired backfill pressure.
Alternatively. the vacuum chamber may be pumped from
atmospheric pressure down to about a pressure within the
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range of about 1x10~ torr to greater than about $x10~ torr.
and fingsten oxide. for instance, may then be evaporated
onto the desired surface of substrates 23, It may be desirable
during such vacuum deposition to monitorand to control the
Pressure within the vacuum chamber using pumps. valves
and closed loop controls as is mown in the vacuum depo-
sition art,

With reference to FIG. 4. the conductive clectrode coat-
ings 4.4' in the mirror construction so depicted are substan-
tially tansparent. Likewise, in the mirror construction
depicted in FIG. 7. conductive electrode coatings 4.4° and
substrate 3 are substantially transpareot

With reference to FIG. 5. however, only the conductive
electrode coating 4 of the first substrate 2 in the mirror
construction so depicted nced be substantially ransparcat
that is. the conductive coating 4’ need not be
substantially transparent. In addition, the second substrate 3
need not be substantially transparent In this aspect of the
present invention, the layer of reflective matcrial may be
coated directly onto the inward surface of the second sub-
Strate 3 to serve as the conductive electrode coating 4! aswell.

Onto one of conductive electrode coatings 4.4° is depos-
ited a coating of an electrochromic solid film 7, such as an
inorganic transition metal oxide, like tmgsten oxide. As
noted herein. where photochromism may be a concern, the
electrochromic solid film 7 should be positioned at the
inward surface of substrate 3 (which surface is coated with
conductive electrode coating 4). By so doing. the electro-
chromic solid film 7 should benefit from the ultraviolet
screeningand/or absorbing ities ofthe components of
the mirror positioned in front of it and closer to incident

Silver or aluminum are suitable chaices for conductive
electrode coating 4’ of substrate 3 because either metal may
serve as a reflective clement for the miror and metal
coatings in general are significantly more conductive than
semiconducting oxides, such as ITO or doped tin oxide. As
a consequence of using a thin film of metal as conductive
electrode caating 4’, the substantially transparent conductive
electrode coating 4 of substrate Z may be chosen with an eye
toward higher shect resistance, such as, for example. about
40 to about 100 ohms per square. This is desirable because
conductive electrode coatings of higher shect resistance are
typically thinner and less expensive than conductive elec-
trode: coatings of lower sheet resistance. ITO or doped tin
oxide are suitable choices for substantially it con-
ductive clectrode coating 4 used in conjunction with a thin
film of metal as a reflective element. such as silver or
aluminum. that is to serve as conductive electrode coating 4.
In addition. the use ofsuch a thin film ofmetal as conductive
electrode coating 4° permits the conductive strip or clip
connectors (mown as “bus bars”) to be reduced in length,
even to a point contact, on conductive electrode coating 4’,
ratber than being used about a substantial portion of the
periphery. That is. bus bars 9 may be attached at only a
portion of the thio filre of metal and still apply am adequate
potential across the conductive electrode coatings 4.4’.

Moreover. use of the reflective element of the mirror as
the conductive electrode coating d' is also appealing from a
production standpoint Such use reduces material and manu-
facturing costs since an additional electrode layer or reffec-
tive clement need not be provided. In addition. this dual
purpose reflective clement/cooductive clectrode coating is
environmentally appealing because it is no longer necessary
to enbanes resistance to degradation, such as environmental
degradation. by applying a paint overcoat, which may be
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lead-based, In addition. such conventional reflective ¢ic~
ments located on the rearmost surface of the mitror con-

struction are rypically opaque. and. as described hereinafter.

such opacity may result in additional manufacturing effortshould an “on demand display” be desirable in a particular
mirror construction.

Between the layer of reflective material, typically silver.
and the surface of substrate 3 to which it is applied. may
desirably be coated a thin film adhesion enhancing means to
act as an adhesion promoter (“adhesion promoter”), (Sce
FIG. 6.) ‘The adhesion promoter 11 enhances long-term
adhesion of the layer of reflective material to the surface of
substrate 3, It is known in the art thal there are certain
difficulties in adhering a reflective material such as silver to
a subswate such as glass, especially where the reflective
material is to be deposited by a vacuum deposition process
such as evaporation, The adhesion promoter 11 of the
present invention overcomes these difficulties and provides
a practical way of applying a coating which will function as
a dual purpose reflective element/conductive electrode in an
electrochromic mirror.

Suitable adhesion promoters 11 include thinfilms of metal
and metal oxides that provide enhanced adhesion over a
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silver to glass interface. such as chromium, stainless steel.
nickel-based alloys (c.g., Hastelloy), titanium. monel,
Richrome, molybdenum, metal oxides (e.g., silver oxide,
aluminum oxide, indium oxide. indium tin oxide, tin oxide.
doped tin oxide. zinc oxide, doped zinc oxide and chromium
oxide) and the like. The use of thin films of metal or
conducting metal oxides (such as indium tin oxide and
doped tin oxides) as adhesion promoters as described herein
is advantageous in View of their low cost (due to the relative
simplicity of evaporating metal onto a surface of a substrate
to form metal or metal oxide coatings), their electrical
conductivity that augments that of conductive electrods
coating 4', and theirmechanicalhardness. In addition. use of
such thin films of metal or conducting metal oxides as
adhesion promoters which undercoat the layer of reflective
material assist in maintaining the conductivity of the bus
bars 9. This is particularly advantageous in the event a bus
bar (¢.g., a.clip connector) should pierce through the layer of
reflective material, because the adhesion promoter is a
conductive material that sustains electrical continuity.

An adhesion promoter 11 may be an undercoat of a thin
film of a single metal, a metal oxide. or a combination of a
metal and a metal oxide. A method for promoting adhesion
of the layer of reflective material to a surface of substrate 3
involves deposition, such as by vacuum cvaporation or
sputtering of a metal, typically silver. initially in an oxygen-
rich atmosphere. In this atmosphere, a thin film of silver
oxide is applied onto a surface of substrate 3. Theo. by
Progressively decreasing the oxygen almosphere to zero. a
progressively decreased amount of oxide is formed with
respect to the metal contentin the thin film deposited on the
substrate 3, Finally, with litte to no oxygen remaining in the
ammosphere. a thin film of silver may be built-up upon the
Previously formed undercoat ofits own oxide/gradicnt oxide
to form an adhesion-promoting layer between the surface of
substrate 3 and the layer of reflective material Likewise.
chromium may be deposited initially as a thin film of
chromium oxide in an atmosphere of enhanced partial
pressure of oxygen. followed by deposition of a thin film of
metallic chromium by depleting the supply of oxygen.
Oxygen may be introduced again to pemmit the deposition of
silver oxide. and finally with deposition of a thin film of
metallic silver following in an inert atmosphere. The sub-
strate may also be heated, such as to a temperature within the
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range of from about 100° C. to about 500° C. (and preferably
within the range of from about 150° C. to about 400° C.).
during reactive deposition of metal to form a metal oxide.
Heating the substrate in this manner may assist reactive
formation of the oxide from the metal and may further
enhance adhesion. Moreover. a metal oxide. such as chro-
moiurn oxide.silver oxide. aluminum oxide. indiumoxide, tin
oxide, titanium oxide or tantalum oxide, may be deposited.
such as reactively deposited in an oxygen-rich atmosphere.
by vacuum deposition (c.g.. evaporation to sputtering) to
form adhesion promoter 11.

The adhesion promoter 11 should have 2 thickness within
the range of from about 10A to about 2.500 A or greater.
with about 50 A to 1.000 A being preferred.

Adhesion Li can be a single thin film coating or
a stack of thin film coatings. For example. the inward facing
surface of substrare 3 can first be coated with a conducting
metal oxide adhesion promoter coating of indium tin oxide.
which in turn is overcoaied with a metal adhesion promoter
coating of chromium. with this stack in tum being over-
coated with a reflective coating of silver.

In addition to mixrors employing an electrochromic solid
film. adhesion promoter 11 of the present invention may also
be used in mirrors employing other types of electrochromic
technology, such as electrochromic solution technology of
the electrochemichromic type (e.g.. BykerL BykerIL. Vara-
prasad I and Varaprasad IT). Thus. adhesion promoter11
may be used to construct electrochromic mirrors containing
an electrochromicsolution in which a single coating or stack
of coatings functions as a dual purpose reflective element/conductive electrode.

For some spplications. it may be desirable to prevent
build-up of deposited materials (such as, tungsten oxide
and/or silver) af a portion or portions of the inward surface
of substrates 2 or 3 inboard from an edge thereof. In this
regard, a magnetizable metal mask may be placed over the
portion(s) where it is desired to prevent build-up of such
deposited materials. The magnetizable metal maskmay theo
be held at that portion of the substrate under a magnetic
influence while the material is deposited. For example, a

ic metal mask may be placed at the desired
jocation on the inward surface of substrare 3 prior to coating
the inward surface thereof with an adhesion promoter (¢.g¢.
chromium). a layer of reflective material (c.g.. silver) and a
jJayer of an electrochromic solid film (¢.g., tingsten oxide).
Amagnet may be placed on the rearmost surface of substrate
3 behind that location on the inward surface of substrate 3
to ensure thatthe mask is held in place. Upon removal of the
mask after completion ofdeposition ofthe chromium/silver/
tungsten oxide stack onto the inward surface of substrate 3.
a deposition-free portion of that surface is formed.

AS Stated supra. the spaced-apart glass substrates 23 have
a sealing means 5 positioned therebetween to assist in
defining the i ing in which the electrochromic
solid film 7 and the electrolyte 6 are located. The sealing
means S may be constructed of any materia] inert
(physically, chemically and electrochemically inert) to the
electrochromic solid film 7 and the components of the
electrolyte 6, as well as to any other material used in the
device. To that end, the sealing means 5 may be chosen fom
the following materials including, but not limited to. various
thermosetting materials. such as epoxy resins and silicones,
various thermoplastic materials. such as plasticized polyvi-
nyl butyral polyvinyl chloride. paraffin waxcs. ionomer
resins, Various inorganicmaterials and the like. For a further
recitation of suitable sealing materials. see commonly
assigned U.S. Pat. No. 5.233.461 (Dornan).
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‘The thickness of the sealing means 5 may vary from about
10 pm to about 1,000 pm. Preferably. however. this thick-
ness is about 50 pm to about 100 pm

In addition, the sealing means 5 may prevent escape of the
electrolyte 6, when in a liquid-phase. from the electrochro-
mic element 1 orpenetration of environmental contaminants
into the clecolyte. whether in a liquid-phase or in a
solid-phase. Of course. when the electrolyte is in a solid-
phase. leakape or seepage of the electrolyte from the mirror
is not a concern. but contamination may be.

To enhance theintegrity of a long-lasting seal in terms of
seal resiliency. any electrochromic solid film 7 deposited
toward the peripheral edges of one of the substrates 2.3 may
be removed so that a scal may be formed directly between
a conductive electrode coating 4 of substrate 2 and a
conducilve electrode coating 4' of substrate 3—Le.. directly
between at least a portion of the conductive electrode coated
giass substrates 23. This may be accomplished. for
example. by depositing tungsten oxide onto larger sheets of
glass and then cutting substrates therefrom. By so doing. the
tungsten oxide coating extends to the cut edge of the
substrate. Avariety ofremoval means maythen be employed
to remove that portion ofthe coating fromthe substratc—up
to less than about 2 mm to about 6 mm or thereabouts—
inward from the peripheral edges of the substrates. These
removal means may include chemical removal. such as with
water or With a slightly acidic or basic aqueous solution,
physical removal, soch 2s with a blade; laser etching;

and the like, The conductive electrode coatings
4.4 at the peripheral edge may also be remoyed in like
fashion along with the tungsten oxide overcoat

Alternatively, substrates 2.3 may be pre-cut to a desired
size and shape prior to depositing an electrochromic solid
film 7 thereon. These pre-cut substrates may be loaded into
a masking fixture to prevent deposition of the electrochro-
mic solid film7 a pre-determined distance from the edges of
the substrates—suchas, inwardfrom the edge upto less than
about 2 mm to abour 6 mm. The masking system may also
allow for small tab-out portions to facilitate electrical con-
nection with the conductive electrode costings 4.4' and the
electrochromic solid film 7 deposited in one and the same
deposition operation. Of course. it may be possible to
employ movable fixturing or to breakvacuum and rearrange
fixtures should tab-outs not be desired

Moisture is known to permeate through electrochromic
solid films. such as tungsten oxide. Thus. where sealing
means 5 is positioned entirely or partially over the electro-
chromic solid film‘7. a secondary weather barrier 12 may be
advantageously employed about the periphery of the joint of
the assembled laminate (see FIG. 5) to optimize seal integ-
rity which may be compromised by such moisture perme-
ation or permeation of other environmental degradants.
Suitable materials for use as 2 secondary weather barrier 12
include adhesives, such as silicones, epoxies, epoxides and
urethanes. which may be ultraviolet curable. room tempera-
ture curable or heat curable.

Commercially available adhesives include the cycloalkyl
epoxides sold under the “CYRACURE™ tradename by
Union Carbide Chemicals and Plastics Co.. Inc.. Danbury.
Conn., such as the “CYRACURE” resins UVR-6100 (mixed
cycloalkyl epoxides). UVR-6105 cpoxycyclohexylmethyl-
3,4-cpoxycyclohexane carboxylate), UVR-6110 (3.4-
epoxycyclohexylmethyl-3.4-cpoxycyclohexane

. carborylate) and UVR-6128 [bis-(3.4-epoxycyclohexyl)65
adipate]. and the “CYRACURE™ diluents UVR-6200
(mixed cycloalkyl epoxides) and UVR-6216 (12-
epoxyhexadecans); those epoxides commercially available
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from Dow Chemical Co.. Midland. Mich., such as DER.
736 epoxy resin (epichlorohydrin-polyglycol reaction
product), DER. 755 epoxy resin (diglycidy! ether of
bisphenol A-diglycidyl ether ofpolyglycol) and DER. 732
epoxy resin (epichlorohydrin-polyglyco] reaction product).
and the NOVOLAC epoxy resins such as D.E.N. 431.
DEN.438 and D.EN. 439 (phenolic epoxides). and those
epoxides commercially available from Shell Chemical Co..
Oak Brook. IL. like the “EPON™ resins 825 and 1001F
(epichlorohydrin-bisphenol A type epoxy resins).

Other commercially available adhesives that are particu-
larly well-suited for use herein as a secondary weather
barrier 12 include those epoxides commercially availableunder the “ENVIBAR” tradename from Union Carbide
Chemicals and Plastics Co.. Inc. Danbury. Conn.. such as
“ENVIBAR” UV 1244T (cycloalkyl epoxides),

Asccondary weather barrier 12 may be formed around the
sealed joint between subsirates 23 at any point of contact
between the sealing means 5 and the electrochromic solid
film 7. using in the case of ultraviolet curable adhesives.
commercially available curing systems. such as the Fusion
UV Curing Systems F-300 B and F-450 [Fusion UV Curing
Systems, Buffalo Grove. Il.j, Hanovia UV Curing Sysm-m
(Hanovia Corp.. Newark N_I.], RC-500 A Pulsed UV Cur-
ing System (Xenon Corp., Woburn. Mass_] and a Sunlighter
UV chamber fitted with low intensity mercury vapor lamps
and a mrptable.

Asource of an applied potential may be introduced to the
electrochromic element 1 of the electrochromic mirror by
the electrical leads 10, which may be wire, solder and the
like. The electrical leads 10 may typically be connected or
affixed to bus bars 9, which themselves may typically be
connected or affixed to the conductive electrode castings
4.4. The bus bars 9 may be constructed from a variety of
conducting materials including metals. alloys, solder such as
ultrasonically: solder (c.g., Cerasolzer™ manufac-
mred by the Asahi Glass Co., Tokyo. Japan), metal ribbon
comneécters, conducting polymers (¢.g., conducting rubbers
and conductingepoxics), conducting frits. such as silver frits
le.g., silver conductive frit #7713 (commercially available
from ELL du Pont de Nemours and Company, Wilmington,
DeL)] and the like. A non-exhaustive recitation of such
conducting materials may be found in Lynam IV. Bus bar
materials such at conducting silver frits or solders may even
ov onto the cut edge of the substrate fo facilitate
compection of electrical Jeads in the flush assemblies of the
invention.

An exposed portion of the conductive electrode coatings
4.4 may be provided through displacement in opposite
directions relative to one another—i.c., latcrally from. bot
parallel to. the caviry which is created by the substrates 2.3
and the sealing means S—of the substrates 23 onto which
the bus bars 9 may be affixed or adhered. (See FIG. 114.) In
addition. substrates 23 may be off-set to provide an exposed
portion of the conductive electrode coatings 4.4 through
displacement in opposite directions relative to one another
followed by dis relative fo one
another. (See FIG. LLB.) The dimensions of substrates 23
may also be soch that. for example. substrate 2 may have a
greater width and/or length than substrate 3.Thus. simply by
positioning substrates 2.3 in spaced-apart relationship and so
that their central portions are aligned will allow for periph-
eval edges of the substrate with greater dimensions to extend
beyond the peripheral edges of the substrate with smaller
dimensions. Thus, a portion of conductive electrode coating
4 or 4 will be exposed, depending oo whichever of sub-
strates 2.3 is dimensioned with a larger width and/or length.
(See FIG. 11¢.)
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An exposed portion of theconductive electrode coatings
4.4 may also be provided in a flush design. where the
substrates 2.3 are sized and shaped to like dimensions. In
such a flush design. the first substrate 2 and the second
substrate 3 may each be notched at appropriate positions
along their respective edges. The notches so provided
present convenient areas for bus bars and/or point contacts
to Which are connected or affixed electrical leads 10 for the
introduction of an applied potential thereto.

It may also be desirable to apply a layer of refiecuvematerial onto the inward surface of substrate 3. and with

substrate3 notched in at least one appropriate position alone
its edges. In this way. direct access is available w theconductive electrode coated inward surface of substrate 2.
Likewise. substraie 2 may be notched al a position appro-
priately spaced from the notch or notches on substrate 3 to
provide access to the conductive electrode coated inward
surface of substrate 3. These aotches provide convenientareas for electrical leads 10 to be connected or affixed. and
allow for such connection ornfiixation to be made within the
overall dimensions of the minor assembly. For example. one
or both of the substrates 23 may be notched along one or
more edges. and bus bars 9 may then be affixed over the
exposed portion of conductive electrode coatings 4.4' of
substrates 2.3. Hlectrical leads 10 may then be joined to the
bus bars 9. The electrical connection may be made to the
inward surfaces of substrates 23 without requiring further
electrical connection on the peripheral edge of the mirror
assembly. As such. the electrical connection to conductive
electrode coatings 4.4° will be hidden from view by the
reflective element and/or the mirror case or housing.

Alternatively, one of more localized lobe(s) may be
provided at positions along the respective edges
of substrates 2.3 to facilitate direct access to the conductive
coated inward surfaces of substrates 23.

The bus bars 9 may also comprise thin metal films.
preferably with a thickness within the range of about 500 A
to about 50.000 A or greater. These thin metal film busbars
may be deposited onto conductive electrode 4 and/or 4’ by
vacuum. such as by evaporation or sputtering,
and typically have a width within the range of about 0.05
mm to about 6 mm (and preferably with a thickness in the
range of 0.05 pm to about 5 jim or greater) and are inboard
from. the perimeter edge of the substrate.

‘To form the thin metal film bus bars. a mask may be
affixed over the central region of the substantially tanspar-
ent conductive electrode coated substrate leaving at least a
portion. and preferably most. of the perimefer region
unmaskerL Then a thin film of metal. such as chromium
and/or silver, or other metals such as copper, titanium, steel.
nickel-based alloys, and the like, may be deposited using a
vacuumdepositionprocess across the entire surface. coating
both the masked central region and the unmasked perimetal
region. Thereafter, the mask may be removed Icaving the
central region of the substrate transparent and with a con-
ducting thin metalfilmbus bar deposited on at least a portion
of the perimetal region. For manufacturing economy. it may
be desirable to establish thin metal film bus bars on the
inward surface of substrate 2. conductive electrode coating
@ and electrochromic solid film 7 in a unitary vacuum
deposition process step. Thus, it may be convenient to
overlay in central alignment. for example, substrats 3 (being
Uncoated glass) onto the substantially wansparent conduc-
tive electrode coated surface of substrate 2. where substrate
3 is sized and shaped about 2 mm to about 4 mm smaller in
both Icngth and width than substrate 2 (sec c.g. FIG. LIC).
A peripheral edge of substrate 2 of about 2 mm to about 4
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mamwill then extend bevond the peripheral edge of substrate
3. In this instance. substrate 2 is made. for example. from
TTO-coated glass. and substrate 3 is made from clear soda-
lime glass. With this configuration. a vacuum deposition
process may be used to deposit a thin metal film and,
optionally. a metal oxide thereover. across the entire surface.

Upon completion ofthe deposition process. the subsirates
23 maybe separated from one another. The formation of a
thin metal film bus bar consisting of a chromium/silver
coating about the peripheral edge of substrate 2 may then be
seen where. because of its smaller dimensions. substrate 3
has served the role of a masic to the major. central region of
substrate 2 during deposition. That Is. when substrate 3 is
removed. the major. central region of substraic 2 has not
been coated during the deposition and the cy of
the major, central region of substrate 2 is maintained.
Because this thin metal film bus bar is highly conductive and
extends about the entire periphery of stibstrat= 2, electric
potential may be supplied by means of a point electrical
contact (optionally with local removal of any metal oxide)
without the need for a large metal clip or ribbon connector
wire as has been conventionally used heretofore. Moreover,
because the thin metal film bus bar consists of a chromium/
silver coating it forms a highly reflective perimeter coating
which may be used to conceal any seal and/or electrical
connection for the elecrochromic cell. [See U.S. Pat No.
5,060,112 (Lynam), the disclosure of which is hereby incor-
porated herein by reference]

In addition. the surface of substrate 3 which was exposed
during deposition is now coated with a chromium/silver/
tungsten oxide stack, which may be used as the inward
surface in forming an electrochromic cell. The cut edge of
substrate 3 is also coated with a chromium/silver coating
during the unitary vacuum deposition process due to the
inevitable overspray which occurs in such a process. This
chromium/silver costing around the cut edge of substrate 3
may itself conveniently be used to establish an electrical
connection to apply potential to electrochromic solid film 7.

The applied potential may be supplied from a variety of
sources including, but not limited to, any source of alter-
nating current (AC) or direct current (DC) known in the art,

ided that. if an AC source is chosen. control elements.
such as diodes. should be placed between the source and the
conductive electrode coatings 4.4' to ensure that the poten-
tial difference between the conductive electrode coatings
4.4 does not change with variations in polarity of the applied
potential from the source. Suitable DC sources include
storage batteries. solar thermal cells. photovoltaic cells or
photoelectrachemical cells. ;

The applied potential generated from any of these sources
moay be introduced te the clectrechromic clement 1 within
the range of about 0.001 volts to about 5.0 volts. Typically.
however. an applied potential of about 0.2 volts to about 2.0
volts is preferred to cause the electrochromic element to dim
to 2 colored state—ie., to change the amount of light
transmitted therethrough. For electrochromicsolid films like
tungsten oxide. the negative polarity of the potential should
be applied onto whichever of substrates 2.3 the electrochro-
mic solid film 7 is deposited.

‘The teaching of the present invention is well-suited for
use in clectrochromic mirrors whose functional surface is
substantially planar or flat. For example. flat electrochromic
mirrors for motor vehicles may be manufactured with the
electrochromic element of the prescut invention.

In addition. the present teaching is well-suited for use in
electrochromic mimars having a curved functional surface,
with a convex curvature. a compound curvature, a multi-
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radius curvature. aspherical curvaturc. an aspheric
curvature. or combinations of such curvature. (See FIG. 13.)
Convex electrochromic minors for motor vehicles may be
manufactured with the electrochromic elementofthe present
invention. with radii of curvature typically within the range
of about 25" to about 250". preferably within the range of
about 35” to about 120", as are conventionally known.

Multi-radius mirrors for motor vehicles, such as those
described in U.S. Pat No. 4.449.786 (McCord), mayalso be
manvfactured in accordance with the present invention.
Multi-adius mirrors for motor vehicles may typically be
used on the driver-side exterior of a motor vehicle to extend
the driver's field of view and to emable the driver to see
safely and to avoid blind-spots in the rearward field of view.
Generally. such mirrors havea region of a higherradius (ie..
substantially planar or fiat) closer or inboard to the driver
that serves principally as the primary driver's rear vision
function and a region of a lower radius (Le.. more curved)
farther or outboard from the driver that serves principally as
the blind-spot detection zone in the mirror.

In forming spherical mirrors, such a5 convex exterior
mitrors, or
44 inFIG. 13. the radius ofcurvauure for the substrates to be
used for the laminate assembly formed by the electrochro-
mic element 1 between substrates 23 should be matched.
Moreover. in ical mirrors. the two substrates23 in the
laminate assembly should bematched so that the Local radius
in one substrate. for example in the first substrate 2. is
located over: and oriented to align with, its corresponding
local radius in the other substrate. for example, in the second
substrate 3, (See FIG. 13.)

To achieve such radius of curvanure matching,a desired
shape for the substrates of the aspherical mirrors may be cut
from 2 flat substrate of dimensions than thal of the
desired moulti-radias shape. This initial flat substrate (“a fiat
minilite") may have a rectangular, square or circular shape.
oc may be of the general shape of the desired multi-radins
shape, or any other convenient alternative shape. Glass Lites
from. which the flat minilites may be cut are desirably
substantially colarless or tinted soda-lime sheets of glass. In
addition, depending on the mirror construction
and whether the desired bent shape derived from the fat
minilite is to be employed as the front substrate 2 ar the rear
substrate 3, glass lites/flat minilites, from which the desired
bent shape may be derived. may be coated with a substan-
Wally transparent conductive electrode coating. such as ITO
or fluorine-doped tin oxide. As noted supra. fluorine-doped
tin oxide coated glass is commercially available fom
Libbey-Owens-Ford Co. unde the “TEC-Glass™ tradename

Onee cut. the oversized fiat minilites may be bent to the
desired multi-radius using either conventional slump bend-
ing or press bending. Also. individual minilites may be bent
to compound ciryanire or two fiat minilites may be bent
together as a matched pair. To manufacture a matched pair
of bent minilites. two flat minilites may be stacked on top of
one another, loaded in a tandem orientation into a bending
press and bent together to the desired curvature (which may
be spherical or aspherical) in one bending process step.

Where individnal bent minilites are to be manufactured
any one bent minilite manufactured in amy one bending
Process step is intended to match any other bent minilite. In
elecrochromic mirrors. it may be advantageous to use the
twin bent minilites manufactured in tandem one on top of the
other in the one bending operation step as a given matched
pair to assemble a laminate construction.

‘The desired substrates may be cut from bent minilites to
the dimension and shape suitable for use in the intended

ical mirrors such as the multi-radius mirror,
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laminate construction of the particular electrochromic mir-
ror. To the extent that the cullet trimmed away from the bent
minilite manufactured as described supra conforms least to
the intended radius design, bending oversized minilites is
recommended. However, and particularly where the bending
operation is to be attentively supervised. the desired dimen-
sioned shape mayfirst be cut from flat glass lites. with the
desired dimensioned shape then bent to the desired multi-radius curvature,

It may be advantageous to cut multi-radius front and rear
substrates from their respective bent minilites to facilimte
proper alignment of a local radius on the first substrate
relative to its corresponding local radius on the second
substrate. In this regard, a matched pair of bent minilites
may be assembled into a laminate construction with the first
substrate laterally displaced from the second substrate. yet
sustaining local to local radius alignment there between. In
addition. should there be an asymmetry in radius. one
perimeter length, LC. of the bent minilite may be identified
as the lower radius (more curved) part of the minilite
compared with its opposite perimeter length. LF. identified
as the higher radius (more flat) part of that same bent
minilite. Likewise. for its twin match in a matched pair of
bent minilites, there may exist comesponding LC and LF"
perimeter lengths.

Suitable jigs or the like may be used to assemble a
laminate construction of an electrochromic mizror with their
corresponding perimeter lengths aligned. For example, LC
may be aligned a few millimeters (¢.g.. 3 mm) inboard
relative to LC so that their local radii are mutually aligned
and the desired electrical connectionis established alongLC
and LF. This may be accomplished by cutting a measured
portion (c.g., 3 mm) of bent glass away from along LC and
LF and using jigs to align the now-cut edge of LC to the
same measured distance (c.g.. 3 mm) inboard from LC’. with
the respective substrates juxtaposed. Because of this
aligument, local radius conformity between the substrates in
a laminate construction may be established.

Alternatively, the bent minilites may be cut from over
sized minilites so that one cut substrate may be laid on top
of another cut substrate aligned im substantially flush rela-
tiomship so that local to local radius conformity may be
maintained and electrical connection may be established
[see Lynam IV,the disclosure of which is hereby incorpo-
rated herein by reference].

While not required, the minilites may be sufficiently
oversized to allow more than one substrate to be cut out from
a given minilite. if the bending tool is appropriately
designed. By so doing, the substrate cutting process benefits
from economies of scale. For example. two substrates may
be cut from the one sufficicntly oversized bent minilite.

- These side-by-side matched twin substrates may be used as
substrates 2.3 to construct the same electrochromic laminate
assembly, or they may be used to serve as a substrate in any
electrochromic laminate assembly.

Also, certain substantially transparent conductive elec-
trode coatings. such as doped tin oxides. are acrobically
inext. and as such may be bentin an ordinary air atmosphere
without taking precautions to exclude oxygen. However,
suitable precautions should be taken to avoid any crazing,
hazing or optical deterioration of the conductive electrode
coatings 4.4" during the bending process. Other substantially
transparent conductive electrode coatings. such as ITO, may
be bent from flat sheet stock using techniques such as those
described in U.S. Pat. No, 4.490.227 (Biner), the disclosure
of which is hereby incorporated herein by reference. After or
during heat treatmentofITO, such as in a bending/annealing
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process which produces spherical and aspherical shaped
substrates suitable for assembling laminate constructions for
electrochromic mirrors or when firing ceramic frit bus bar
material such as silver conductive frit #7713 (Du Pont). it
may be desirable to establish a reducing atmosphere. as
described in Bitter, such as a hydrogen-rich atmosphere. like
that established with forming gas.

Glass lites and minilites may also be manufactured into
spherical and/or aspherical shaped substrates without first
being coated with a conductive electrode. In such instances.
after the spherical and/or aspherical bent minilites or shaped
substrates are manufactured, a conductive electrode coating.
such as ITO, may thereafter be deposited onto the concave
surface of the substrate 2 and the convex surface of the
substrate 3.

Ademarcation means 22 may be used in the multi-radius
mirrors as described herein to separate the more curved,
outboard region 55 (Le. that portion of an exterior driver-side multi-radius mirror outboard and farthest from the
driver) used by the driver principally as the blind-spot
detection’zone fromthe less curved, more flat inboard region
65 (ie., closer to the driver) used by the driver principally
for the primary rear vision function. (See FIG. 13.)

The demarcation means 22 may be a black or darkly
colored continuous line or closely interspaced dots. dashes
or spots (silk-screened or otherwise applied), which divides
the outboard region from the inboard region of the multi-
radius mirror. This black or darkly colored dividing line (or
its aforestated equivalent) may assist the driver of a motor
vehicle to discern the difference between images in the
outermost. more curvedregion from those in the innermost.
more flat region of the mirror. The thickness of thisdividing
line should be within the range of about 0.1 mm to about 3
mm, with about 0.5 mm to about 2 mm being preferred.

The demarcation means 22 may be constructed from an
organic material, such as a polymer like an epoxy; an
inorganic material. such as a ceramic fri, or a mixed
organic/inorganicmaterial. Such demarcation means 22 may
be constructed to include, for example, an epoxy. coupled
with glass spacer beads, or plastic tape or a die cut from
plastic tape. The demarcation means may be placed onto the
conductive clectrode coatings 4.4’ of cithcer or both of
substrates 2.3 by silk-screening or other suitable technique
prior to assembling the device. Also. the demarcation means
22 may be applied to any.or all of the surfaces of substrates2.3—ic.. the inward surfaces of substrates 23 or the
opposite, non-inward surfaces of substrates 2.3. Additives
may be included in the material used as a demarcation means
to provide or enhance color, such as a dark calor, like black,
or dark blue or dark brown; to enhamce stability (c.g..
ultraviolet stabilizing agents such as described herein); or to
increase adhesion (e.g.. coupling agents, such as silane-.
titanium-, or zirconium-based coupling agents).
Alternatively, a dividing line may be established by etching
a surface of substrate 2 and/or 3 (such as by sand blasting.
laser etching or chemical etching) with optional staining of
the etched-surface to develop a dark colored dividing line.

Where ceramic frits are used as a demarcation means

and/or where bus bars are formed by applying a silver
conductive frit [e.g.. #7713 (Du Pont)] around the periphery
and inboard from the edge of the inward surface(s) of
substrate 2 and/or substrate 3, it may be convenient to
silk-screen or otherwise apply the material to cither or both
of the substrates 2.3 prior to bending. In this way. the
bending operation serves the dual purpose of bending and
firing/curingthe ceramic frit onto the substrates. In addition.
where epoxies or other organic-based materials are used as
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the demarcation means and/or materials which act as bus
bars. it may be convenient ro silk-screen or otherwise apply
the material to cither or both of the substrates prior to final
cure of the material used as the sealing means so that the
sealing means. the demarcation means and/or material
which acts as bus bars may be fired/cured in one and the
same operation step..A dividing line may also be established
within the cavity formed between substrates 23.

A driver textural warning 23. such as the conventional
textural warning “objects in misror are closer than they
appear”. may be included in the outermost more curved
portion 55 of an electrochromic multi-radius exterior mixror
according 10 this invention. (See FIG. 13.) Alternatively. a
driver textural warning may be included in the innermost
jess curved region 65. Heretofore, such warnings have becn
established through sandblasting or as described in
O'Farrell. Alternatively, textural warnings may be applied
by silkscreening onto a surface of one of the substrates 23
of the mirror assembly or by other suitable techniques. such
as laser eiching, onto the reflective element of the mirror
which is coated onto a surface of substrate 3.

On demand displays 14 may be positioned behind the
reflective clement of the mitror (see FIGS. 9 and 10) and
become activated by user input or by input from a sensor.
such as a supplementary vision device (¢.g., camera, sensor,
proximity detector. blind-spot detector. infrared and micro-
wave detector), temperature sensor. fuel sensor, Fault
detector, compass sensor, global positioning satellite
detector. hazard detector or the like. In addition. a vehicle
function (such as a tum signal. hand brake, foot brake. high
beam selection. gear change, memory feature sclection and
the like) may activate the on demand display. The on
demand display may also be activated by a function such as
a compass, clock a mestage center. 2 an
engine Teyolution per unit meter and the like. In the context
of their use in conjunction with rearview mirrors for motar
vehicles, an om demand display. when mot active ar
activated, should desirably remain af least substantially
unobservable or wadstectable by the driver and/or passcn-
gers. Similarly. in other applications with which these on
demand displays may be desirably used. they should remain
at least substantially unobservable oc undetectable when not
activated.

On demand displays 14 should be an emitting electronic
display. such as a vacumm fluorescent display, a light emit-
ting diode, a gas discharge display. a plasma display, a
cathode ray tube. an elecroluminescentdisplay and the like.

Conventionally, the reflective element in electrochromic
mirrors is constructed by coating the rearmost (non-inward)
surface of the second subswate 3. with a reflective clement

using a wet chemical silyer fine mirror coating. This rear-
most surface is typically coated with a layer of silver 8, and
thep protected with a thin film layer of copper 19 which
itself is overcoated with a protective material 20, typically a
paint such as a lead-based paint In this construction. the
light transmissivity through the mirror is substantially
opaque—i.c.. substantially less than about 0.01%. To placc
a display, camera. sensor or the like behind such a conven-
tional mirroz, a “window” 13 throagh which light may passmust be created as described hereinafter

With reference to FIGS. 8, 9 and 10. it may be seen that
oo demanddisplay capability may be introduced to a mirror
through the window 13 that has been previously created
therein (typically, by sand blasting. mechanical erosion (¢.g..
witb a spinning rubber). laser etching. chemical etching and
the like) by coating a layer of reflective material. such as a
thin film of a metal 16 (e.g.. a medium reflector. such as
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chromium, titanium. stainless steel and the like. having a
thickness preferably less than about 750 A). onto the rear-
most (non-inward) surface of substrate3 at the portion of the
substrate where the window 13 exists. (See FIG. 10.) Ir may
be preferable to use a medium reflector. such as chromium.
titanium. stainless steel and the like. because such medium
refiectors arc durable. scratch resistant and resistant to
environmental degradation without the need for additional
overcoatlayers like paints. Lacquers. or other oxide coatings.
Nevertheless. such overcoat layers may. of course. be used.
Also, a high reflector such as silver or aluminum may be
used. if desired. The window 13, now being only partially
opaque in light transmissivity. is substantially light reflect-in

This transmitting/substantially reflecting win-
dow may be established through cvaporating or sputtering
(using vacuum deposition techniques) chromium metal over
thewindowtoa thickness of up to about750A. Byso doing.
light transmittance within the range of about 1% to about
10% may be achieved. while also achieving Light reflectance
within the range of about 40% to about 65%. This method.
bowever. introduces increased manufacturing costs (¢.g.. by
first creating the window in the silver line-coated rearmost
surface of substrate 3 and then vacuumdepositing thereover
the thin film of chromimm), Also, the differences in reflec-
tivity between the higher reflectance off the silver reflective
clement and the lower reflectance off the partially
transmitting. lesser reflecting window may be detectable by
or noticeable to an observer,

An alternative method involves the use of a partially
nansmitting (i.e. light transmission within the range of at
Jeast about 1% to about 20%), substantially reflecting (ic.
light reflectance within the range of least about 40% to
greater than aboot’70%) metal foil or reflector-coated poly-
mer sheet or film 15, such as metalized polymer sheet or
film, like aluminum or chromium coated acrylic sheet or
polyester “MYLAR” film (commercially available from Du
Pont). Such a foil. or sheet or film 15, reflector coated with
a thin film of metal 16 may be contacted with. or adbered to
using an optical adhesive 18, preferably an index matching
adhesive such as described hereinafter, the window 13 in the
layer of reflective material on subsirate 3.

Likewise. an appropriately sized glass cover sheet 15 (or
a polymer cover sheet) which is coated with a thin film of
metal 16 that ic partially light transmitting (preferably, about
1% to about 20%), and yet substantially light reflecting
(preferably, at least about 40% to greater than about 70%)
may be contacted with, or adhered to using an optical
adhesive 18 as described herein, the window 13 in the layer
of reflective material on substrate 3. (See FIG. 9.) The glass
cover sheet 15 may be any desired shape and should be
sufficiently large to at least cover the entire window 13
created in the silyer-coated, rearmost surface of substrate 3
(which may be suitable to accommodate, for example,
compass displays. like the compass displays described in
O'Farrell and Larson).

tt may be convenient to coat glass lites wilh a high
reflector. such as a thin film coating of aluminum or silver.
to a thickness that achieves the desired partial light qrans-
mittance and substantial light reflectance. Alternatively. a
medium reflector, such as a thin film coating of chromium.
stainless steel, titanium or the like. may be used to coat the
plass lites.

An inorganic oxide coating. such as silicon dioxide.
Utanium dioxide. zine oxide or the like, may also be over-
coated onto the thin film metal reflector coating to impart
resili¢oce, resistance against enviroomental degradation,
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enhance scratch resistance andenhance opucalperformance.
Likewise, a thin film of magnesium fluoride, or a combina-
tion of thin films of dielectric materials such as described
supra, may be used to overcoat the thin film metal reflector
coating. A clear coat of a lacquer. such as an actylic- or a
urethaoe-based lacquer or the Like. is still another choice
which may be used to overcoat the thin film metal reflector
coating.

Once formed, the partially transmitting/substantially
reflecting glass lites may be subdivided into a muititude of
smaller sized cover sheets to cover the window in the
reflector on the rearmost (non-inward) surface of substrate 3.
More specifically, a square, circle orrectangle may be cut to
dimensions of about 1 to about 6 mm or larger than the
dimensions of the window for the display. The square- or
rectanguler-shaped glass cover sheets may then be contacied
with, or adbered to. the rearmost (non-inward) surface of
substrate 3 to cover the previously established window for
the display.

An optical adhesive #8 that is index matched to the
refractive index of glass (ic. about 1.52) may be used to
adhere the glass cover cheet 15 to the rearmost (non-inward)
surface of substrate 3. Such optical adhesives maximize
optical quality and optical index matching. and minimize
interfacial reflection, and include plasticized polyvinyl
butyral. various silicones. polyurethanes such as “NOR-
LAND NOA 65” and “NORLAND NOA 68”, and acrylics
such as "DYMAX LIGHT-WELD 478". The glass cover
sheet 15 mey be positioned with its semitransparcot metal
reflector coating 16 closest to the rearmost (non-inward)
surface of substrate 3 so that the mirror construction com-
prises an assembled stack of the glass cover sheet
15/semitransparent reflector metal coating 16/optical adhe-
sive 18/rearmost (non-inward) surface of substrate 3. In this
construction. the optical adhesive is used as both an adhesive

and as a protectant for the semitransparent metal reflector-
coating 16 of the glass cover sheet 15. Such a use of
scimitransparent reficctar-coated glass cover sheets 15/16
lends itselfto economical and automated assembly.Also, the
cover shect may be made from glass that is coated with a
dichroic micror or made from polymer reflector material
("PRM"), as described hereinafter.

As an alternative to localized reflector coating with a thin
metal film as shown in FIG. 10, or localized use of cover
sheets, foils. films, and the like as shown in PIG. 9, at the
oon-inward surface of substrate 3 at window 13, similar
localized reflector means can be employed at the inward
facing surface of substrate 3 at the location of window 13.

Ao emitting display 14 may also be positioned behind the
Tearmost (non-inward) surface of the glass cover shect 15
(which itself is positioned behind substrate 3 of the electro-
chromic mirror assembly). In thisregard, it may be desirable
to use a thin glass for the cover sheet 15 to minimize
multiple imaging and/or double imaging. The thickness of
the cover sheet need not be thicker than about 0.063", with
suitable thicknesses being about 0.063"; about 0.043"; about
0.028"; about 0.016" and about 0.008". However, if desired

aoa of the cover sheet 15 may be greater than about063".

Again with reference to FIG. 5, where the layer of
reflective material is coated onto the inward surface of

substrate 3, improved optical performance may be observed
without reducing the thickness of substrate 3. In such
constructions, a relatively thick glass (having a thickness of
greater than about 0.063") may be used for substrate 3 with
a thin glass (having a thickness of about 0.063" or less) used
for substrate 2 while maintaining good mechanical proper-
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ties due to the relatively greater stiffmess of substrate 3,
Improved optical performance may also be observed due to
the relative closeness of the layer of reflective material
(coated onto the inward surface of substrate 3) and the
frontmost (non-inward) surface of substrate 2.

An illustration of this aspect of the present invention may
be seen where substrate 3 is fabricated from “TEC 10” glass
(having a sheet resistancs of about 10 ohms per square), with
a thickness of about 3 mm. and substrate 2 is fabricated fom
soda-lime glass (coated with HW-ITO having a sheet resis-
tance of about 12 ohms per square as a substantially cans-
parent conductive electrode coating 4), with a thickness of
about 0.043" In this construction. the fluorine-doped tin
oxide surface of the substrate 3 fabricated from “TEC 10”
glass is positioned inward (and overcoated with e metal
refiector/conductive electrode coating 4°) and the HW-ITO
coatedsurface of substrate2 is alsopositioned inward so that
the coated substrates 23 face one another.

A Silicon or similar elemental semiconductor material
may also be used as a reflective element 8 coated onto cither
the rearmost (non-inward) surface or the inward surface of
substrate 3. Methods for making elemental semiconductor
mirrors for motor vehicles are taught by and described in
commonly assigned U.S.patent ion Sex.
No. 07/700.760, fled May 15, 1991 (“the "760
application”), the disclosure ofwhich is hereby in ted
berein by reference. Where it is desired that the high
reflectance off the elemental semiconductor reflector be
within the range of at least about 60% to greater than about
70%, an undercoat of a thin film layer of silicon dioxide
between a thin film layer of silicon and the surface of the

substrate oato which it is costed may be used fo eahancereflectivity performance [see the “760 , andU.S- Pat.‘Nos, 4.377.613 (Gordon) and 4419386 (Gordon),
the disclosures of each of which are hereby incorporated
herein by reference).

In addition, the layer of silicon and/or an undercoat of
silicon dioxide may be deposited using techniques such as
vacuum deposition, spray deposition. CVD. pyrolysis and
the like, For example. in-line deposition on afloat ginss line,
andpreferably in-bath, in-line deposition on a float glass linc
(as known in the glass manufacturing art) using CVD may
be employed to deposit silicon layers and silicon/silicon
dioxide thin film stacks onto float glass toprovide a reflector
for substrate 3 that is both highly reflecting and partially
transmitting. A further advantage of these elemental semi-
conductor coatings is that they are bendable.

For example, a glass coated with a reflective element may
be constructed by depositing onto # glass substrate a first
layer of elemental silicon at an optical thickness of about
6.950 A. followed by deposition of a second layer of silicon
dioxide at an optical thickness of about 1,050 A. which in
tum is followed by deposition of a third layer of elemeatal
silicon at an optical thickness of about 1.600 A. Such aconstruction has 4 luminous reflectance ofabout 69% before
heating and bending; and a luminousreflectance ofabout
74% after heating and bending. A substantially wansparent
conductive electrods coating, such as doped tin oxide (c.g.,
fluorine-doped tin oxide) and the like, may be coated over
the third layer of elemental silicon to comstruct a highly
reflecting. electrically conducting glass substrate suitable for
use in electrochromic mirrors and ¢lectrochromic devices
where the coated substrate may be bent without unaccept-
able deterioration in its optical and elecwical properties.
Preferably. reflector-coated substrates constructed using
multi-layer stacks. such as a plass/silicon/silicon dioxide/
silicon stack (with or without additional undercoating or
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overcoating stuck layers), may be deposited in-bath. on-line
onto glass being manufactured on a float glass line-

Tt may also be advantageous to employ bendable
reflector-coated substrates and techniques for manufacturing
the same as taught by and described in the "760 application.
and multi-layer stacks, such as the glass/silicon/silicon
dioxide/silicon stack as supra, with or without an
additional overcoating ofasubstandally transparent conduc-
tive electrode coating such as fi tin oxide and
the like. Bendable coatings may be advantageous in mini-
roizing manufacturing requirements since depositing a thin
film of metal generally requires the steps of first bending the
non-refiector coated caawceie aod then coating the bent
substrate with the layer of reflective material.

As described supra. it may be advantageous to construct
electrochromic minors whose reflective clement$ is located
within the laminate assembly. This may be achicved by
coating the inward surface of substrate 3 with a layer of
reflective material $, such as silver, so that the silver coating
(along with any adhesion promoter layers 11) is protected
from the outside environment For example, a layer of
reflective material 8 may be vacuum deposited onto the
inward surface of substrate 3 in one and the same process
step as the subsequent deposition ofthe electrochromic solid
film 7 onto substrate 3. This construction and process for
producing the same not only becomes more economical
from a manufactiring standpoint. but also achieves high
optical performance since uniformity of reflectance across
the entire surface area of the mirror is enhanced. The thin
film stack [which comprises the electrochromic solid film7
(¢.g.. tungsten oxide), the layer ofreflective material 8 (e-g..
silver ar aluminum) and any undercoat layers between the
layer ofreflective material $ and substrate 3] should have a
light reflectance within the range of at east about 70% to
greater than about 80%,with a light transmission within the
range of about 1% to about 20%, Preferably, the light
transmission is within the range of about 3% to about 20%,
and more preferably within the range of about 4% to about
8%, with a light reflectance ercater than about 80%.

A light reflectances of at Jeast 70% (preferably, at least
80%) for the reflective element to be used in an electrochro-
mic mirror incorporating on demand displays is desirable so
that the bleached (uspowered) reflectivity of the electro
chromic mirror can be at least55% (preferably, atleast 65%)
as measured using SAE J964a. which is the recommended
procedure for measuring reflectivity of rearview mirrors for
automobiles. Likewise. a transmission through the reflective
element of. preferably, between about 1% to 20%
transmission, but not much more than about 30%
Wamsmission, (measured using Dluminant A, a photopic
detector, and at near normal incidence) is desirable so that
emitting displays disposed behind the refiective element of
the electrochromic misror are adequately visible wheo
powered. even by day but. when uspowered and not
emitting. the displays (along with any other components.
circuitry, backing members. case structures, wiring and the
like) are not substantially distinguishable or visible wo the
driver and vehicle occupants.

With reference to FIGS. 9 and 10, emitting displays 14,
such as vacuum fluorescent displays.light emitting diodes.
gas discharge displays. plasma displays. cathode ray tubes.
electroluminescent displays and the like may also be placed
in contact with. or adhered to using an adhesive 17. 18 such
as an epoxy. the rear of substrate 3. Generally. such emitting
displays may only beobservable whenpowered so a5 to emit
light.

A variery of emitting displays 14 may be used in this
connection including, but not limited to, double heterojunc-
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tion AlGaAs very high intensity red LED lamps. such as
those solid state light emitting display LED lamps which use
double heterojunction Al/GaAs/GaAs material technology
[commercially available from Hewlett Packard Corporation.
Palo Alto, Calif. under the designation “T-1% (5 mm)
ALMP-4100-4101"].

Alternatively, vacuum fluorescent displays. such as 12 V
battery driven high Juminance color vacuum fluorescent
displays may be advantageously used [commercially avail-
able from Futaba Corporation of America. Schaumburg. Tl.
under the designations S-2425G. S-24-24G, S-2396G and
S2397G]. Tt may also be advantageous to use displays 14
that operate efficiently at abour 12 V of lower since these
voltages are particularly amenable to motor vehicles. Also.
ultrahigh luminance vacuum fluorescent displays. suitable
for heads-up-display applications in motor vehicles may be
used with appropriate circuitry, such as Type 3-LT-10GX
(commercially available from Futaba Corporation). Suitable
vacuumfluorescent displays are also commercially available
from NEC Electronics Incorporated. Motintain View. Calif...
such as under the designation Part No. FIP2QM8S-

It may also be desirable, particularly where the reflective
element is at least partially light transmitting. to use a light
absorbing means, such as a black-, brown- or blue-colored
or other suitably colored absorbing coating, tape. paint.
lacquer and the like. op portions of the rearmest (non-
inward) surface of substrate 3 where displays are not
mounted It may be desirable to use substantially opaque.
and preferably dark colored tape or plastic film and thelike.
across the surface of substrate 3, such as by adhering to
protective material 20, preferably across substantially the
entire rear surface, except where any displays are to be
positioned. By so doing. amy secondary images or aestheti-
cally non-appealing mirror cas¢ illumination duc to stray
light emittance from the display may be reduced.

Placement of or cutoutsin a tape or film backing
may expedite the assembly of such mirrors by guiding the
assembler to the point where the desired display or displays
is to be mounted. The tape or film backing may also serve
as an anti-scatfermeans to enhance safety andpreventinjury
by retaining any glass shards which may result due to mirror
breakage, for example caused by impact from an accident.

Suitably colored paints, inks. plastic films or the like may
be applied to the surface of substrate 3 where the display 14
is to be placed to change or effect the color of the display.
Also. the display 14 may be adhered to a surface of the
substrate using an adhesive 18. such as an index matching
adhesive 17. 18. that may be dyed to effect color and/or
contrast enhancement in the display [sec ¢.g.. Larson, the
disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein by
reference].

Generally, and particularly when the electrochromic ele-
mentis in its bleached. uncolored state. it may be desirable
for the image of the display—e.g.. an information display.
such a5 a compass display, a clock display.a hazard warning
display or the like—to have a luminance within the range ofal least about 30 foot lamberts to about 80 foot lamberts

(preferably, within the range of at least about 40) foot
lamberts to about 60 foot Jamberts). as measured with the
display placed behind. and emitting through. the clectro-chromic mirror and with the electrochromic element in its
fully wansmitting. bleached slate. With this level of
Juminanee, such a display may be read easily even with
bright ambient levels of light. Also, the electronic circuitry
taught by and described in Larson may be used fo
priately dim the display to suit nighttime driving conditions
and/or to compensate for any dimming of the electrochromic
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element Generally, at night the luminance of the display is
about 15—~40%. preferably about 20-35%, that of the day-
time value.

During daytime lighting conditions. drivers of motor
vehicles mounted with an é¢lectrochromic miror (interior,
exterior or both) benefit from relatively high reflectance (at
least about 55%, with at least about 65% typically being
preferred) when in the bleached “day” state. Any display
positioned behind the electrochromic mirror should have a
sufficiently high Juminancetopermit thedisplay (which may
be digital. alpha-numeric, analog or combinations thercof) to
emit therethrough and bereadable. The display 14 should be
readable even when ambient conditions within the cahin of
a motor vehicle (or outside. where electrochromic exterior
rearview mirrors are used or where the electrochromic
interior rearview mirror is mounted in a convertible with its

top down) are bright. such as midday on a sunuy. cloudless
day. The mirrors of the present invention may achicye a light
reflectance of at least about 55% for the high reflectance
state where a high reflector in the form of a thin film metal
coating is used with a sufficient thickness to allow for light
to Transmit through the electrochromic element 1, preferably
within therange of about 1% to about 15% transmission, but
not exceeding about 30% (as measured wsing Duminant A
and a photopic detector. with near nonmal incidence). More
specifically, where silver is used as a high reflector. the
mirrors of the invention may achieve a light reflec-
tance of atleast about 65% for the high reflectance statewith
a light transmission therethrough within the range of about
1% to about 20% transmission (measured as described
supra). The thin film metal coating may have a thickness
within the rangeof about 200A to about 1.500 A,
within the range of about 200 A to abour 750 A.

It may also be desirable. particularly when used in con-
junction with highly spectrally selective light emining
diodes and the like, to uscPRM as arcflectorplacedbetween
the display 14 and the rearmost (non-inward) surface of
substrate 3. PRM is a specirally selective, substantially
reflecting (greater than about 50%) and significantly trans-
parent polymer reficctor material [see T. Alfrey, Jc ct al.
“Physical Optics of Iridescent Mul Plastic Films”,
Polym. Eng’g. & Sci. 9(6), 400-04 (1969); W. Schrenk &
al, “Coextruded Elastomeric Optical Interference Film”,
ANTEC "88. 1703-07 (1988); and sec generally U.S. Pat
Nos. 3,711,176 (Alfrey. Jc); 3.557265 (Chisolm) and 3.565.
985 (Schrenk), PRM is commercially available from Dow
Chemical Co.. Midland. Mich.. such as under the designa-
tion PRM HU75218.03L. which is a 0.125" thick sheeting
made of multiple polymer layers (¢-g.. 1305 layers), having
differing refractive indices and transparent/transparent CAP
layers, This PRM exhibits a light reflectance of about 58%
and a generally neutral light transmittance. Another PRM.
designated as PRM HU75218,08L. also is a 0.125" thick
sheeting, made from multiple polymer layers (e.g.. 1305
layers). with a light reflectance ofabout 58%. However. this
PRM bas wanspaceotred CAP layers which results in a
transmission which has a distinctly red tint. As such. it may
be particularly well-suited for use in conjunction with the
mirrors of the present invention that employ in their con-
siuction red light emiming diodes, such as those typically
employed in hazard warning devices.

Ag array of light emitting diodes may be positioned
behind a window 13 in a mizror with an appropriately sized
piece of PRM positioned berween the emitting displays 14
and the rearmost (non-inward) surfacc of the substrate 3. By
choosing a PRM with a selective ransmission which permits
the passage of the bandwidth of light emitted by the emitter
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but that substantially attenuates other wavelengths not
within that bandpass of light optical efficiency may be
enhanced Indeed. PRM itself may be an appropriate reffec-
tive element behind which display emitters may be disposed.
While PRM may be vulnerable to scratching and susceptible
to degradation from environmental exposure, substrates 23
offer desirable protection from such damage. Use of PRM
where the piece of PRM is larger than and covers the
window created in the reflective element on substrare 3 (but
is smaller than the entire surface area of substrate 3) is
particularly attractive compared to the use of conventional
dichroic mirrors (such as thin film dielectric stack dichroic
mirrors (commercially available from Optical Coatings
Labs, Santa Rosa. Calif.)) as the reflective clement because
of economic benefits.

Should it be desirable to use a PRM/emitting display, a
substrate with oc without a thin film of metal reflector
coating that is substantially cransmitting may be positioned
in Front of the PRM. Suitable optical adhesives, preferably
index matching adhesives as described supra. may be used
to cansimuct a mirror that comprises a light emitting elernent
which emits light through a sheet of PRM. which is posi-
tioned behind a glass substrate through which the emifted
light also passes. Such a mirror would appear reflective
when the light emitting clement (c.g.. a red LED such as
described supra) is unpowered. yetwould efficiently display
a warning indicia when the light emitting clement is
powered strobed or flashed. Also, PRM being a polymer
material is relatively easily formed by molding, slumping,
bending and similarpolymer forming methods, so conform-
ance to a compound curyamre or convex curvature is
facilitated.

In that aspect of the present invention directed to exterior
rearview mirrors for motor vehicles,itmay be advantageous
to Use in conjunction therewith signal lights, security lights,
flood lights, remote actuation and combmations thereof as
taught by and described in assigned co-pending
U.S. patent n Ser. No. 08/011.947, filed Feb. 1.
1993 (“the "947 application”). now U.S. Pat. No. 5.371.659,
the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated hercia byreference.

The electrochromic mirrors of the present invention may
also include an anti-reflective means. such as an anti-
reflective coating. on the front (non~inward) surface of the
ontermost or frontmost substrate as viewed by an observer
(see ¢.g.. Lynam V); an anti-static means, such as a con-
ductive coating, particularly a substantially con-
ductive coating. such as ITO. tin oxide and the like; index
matching means to reduce internal and interfacial
reflections, such as thin films of an appropriately selected
optical path length; and/or light absorbing glass, such as
glass tinted fo a neutral density. such as “GRAYLITE” gray
tinted glass (commercially available from Pinsburgh Plate
Glass Industries) and “SUNGLAS™ gray tinted glass
(commercially available from Ford Glass Co.. Detroit,
Mich.). which assists in augmenting contrast enhancement.
Moreover. polymer interlayers, which may be tinted gray,
such as those used in electrochromic devices as tatight by
and described in Lynam L may be incorporated into theelectrochromic mirrors described herein.

The mirrors of this present invention, particularly rear-
view mirrors intended for use on the exterior motor vehicles,
may also benefit from an auxiliary heating means used in
connection therewith such as those taught by and described
in US. Pat No. 5.151.824 (O'Farrell) and U.S. patent
application Ser. No, 07/971.676, filed Nov. 4. 1992 (“the
‘676 application”), now U.S. Pat. No. 5.446.576, the dis-
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closures of each of which are bereby incorporated herein by
reference. Preferred among such heating means are positive
temperature coefficient (“PTC”) heater pads such as those
commercially available from ITW Chromomatic. Chicago.
Ol. These heaterpads employ conductive polymers, such as
a crystalline organic polymer or blend within which is
dispersed a conductive filler like carbon black. graphite. a
metal and a metal oxide. (see ¢.g.. U.S. Pal. No. 4.882.466
(Friel)). The heater pads exhibit a positive tempcramre
coefficieor, that is, their resistance increases when the sur-
rounding temperapure increases. Thus. the heater pads may
be used as a self-regulating beating clement.

If a display is to be mountedbehind the reflective element.
an appropriately sized and shaped aperture through the
auxiliary heating means should be used to accommodate the
display bot not lenve portions of the mirror unheated for
de-icing or de-misting purposes. Likewise, should a heat
distribution pad be used. such as an aluminum or copper foil
as described in the "676 application. an appropriately sized
asd shaped apertore should also be provided therein to
accommodate such displays. Where spertures are to be
included in a PTC heater pad. a pattem of resistive elec-
trodes which contact the conductive polymer, which may
typically be applied by a silk-screening process as described
in Friel. should be to accommodate the apertures in
the pad. In addition. such a pattern may also be useful to
thermally compensate for the apertures in the pad.
Alternatively. the resistive electrode/conductiye polymer
combination may be applied. for example, directly onto the
reammost (non-inward) sucface ofsubstrate 3. or onto a heat
distribution pad that is contacted and/or adhered thereto.

It may also be advantageous to provide mizrors in the
form ofa module. which module comprises the mirror itself
and its electrical connection means (¢.g., electrical lezds);
any heaterpad (optionally, including a heat distribution pad)
and associated electrical connection means; bezel frames:
retaining members (¢.g.. a one-piece plate) and electrical
connection msans (sce eg. O'Farrell); actuators [e.g..
Mode] No. H16~49-8001 (right-hand mizroc) and Model No.

H16-49-8051 (left-hand mitror), commercially Pomefom Matsuyama. Kawoge City, Japan] or planetary.

eee [sce ¢.g., US, Pat. No. 4.281.899 icebaee)aadaodthe "947 application. the disclosures of cach of which are
hereby incorporated herein by refercoce) or memory actua-
tors that include memory control circuitry such as Small
Electrical Actuator #966/001 which includes a 4 car adjust
ing ring. 25 degree rave) and an add-on memory control and
is available from Industiie Koot B!V. (KU) of Montfort,
Netherlands; and brackets for mounting the module within
the casing or housing ofa mirror assembly such as taught by
and described in the "947 application. Electrochromic mir-
rors may be assembled using these items to provide modules
suitable for use with a mixror casing orhousing that includes
the electrochromic element which incorporates the reflec-
tive element and any associated components such as heater
means, bezelmeans. electrically or manually operable accua-
tion means. mounting means and electrical connection
means. These its may be preassembled into a
module that is substantially sealed from the outside envi-
ronment through the use of sealants like silicones. epoxies,
epoxides, urethanes and the like. These components may
also be formed and/or assembled in an integral molding
process. such as with those processes described in U.S. Pat
Nos. 4.139.234 (Morgan) and 4.561.625 (Weaver). each of
which describe suitable molding processes in the context of
modplar window jon. An added-value electro-
chromic mirror module.including the acmators which allow
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adjustment and selection of reflector field of view when
mounted within the outside mirror housings attachedfo the
driver-sid= and passenger-side of a vehicle. may be pre-
assembled and supplied to outside vehicular mirror housing
manufacturers to facilitate ease and economy of manufac-
turing.

Many aspects of the preset invention. particularly those
relating to the use ofPRM and emitting displays; glass cover
sheets, foils and the like; and thin filmmetal coatings that are
applied locally and that are substantially reflecting and

transmitting. may of course be employed withnon-clectrochromic rearview mirrors for motor vehicles,
such as conventional prismatic mirrors. For instance. with
exterior rearview mirrors for motor vehicles. a driver-side

rearview misror and a passcuger-side rearview mimor maybe mounted in combination on a motorvehicle to be used to
complement one another and enbance the driver's rearward
field ofview. One of such mirrors may be an electrochromic
mirror and the other mirror may be a non-electrochromic
roitror, such as a chromed-giass mirror, with both exterior
murors benefitting from these aspects of the present inven-
tion. In addition. these aspects of the present invention may
be employed in connection with 2 display window that has
been established in a prismatic mixror.

Substrate 2 may be of a Jaminate assembly comprising at
least two transparent panels affixed to one another by a
substandally transparent adhesive material such as an opti-
cal adhesive as described herein. This laminate assembly
assists in reducing the scattering of glass shards from
substrate 2 should the mirror assembly break duc to impact.
Likewise. substrates 273 may cach be of such a Jaminate
assembly in a glazing. window, sun roof. display device,contrast filter and the like.

It is clear from the teaching herein that should a glazing.
window. sun roof, display device, contrast filter and the like
be desirably constructed. the reflective elemeat 8 aced only
be omitted fromthe assembled construction so that thelight
which is transmitted through the transparent substrate is not
further assisted in reflecting back therethrough.

In the aspects of the present invention concerning elec-
trochromic devices. particularly electrochromic optical
attenuating contrast filters. such contrast filters may be an
integral part of an electrochromic device or may be affixed
to an already constructed device. such as cathode ray tube
monitors, For instance. an optical attenuating contrast filter
may be manufactured using an electrochromic clement as
described herein and then affixing it to a device. using &
suitable optical adhesive. In such contrast filters, the con-
stents of the electrochromic element should be choscn so
thar the contrast filter may colar to a suitable level upon the
imreduction of an applied potential thereto. and no unde-
sirable spectral bias is exhibited.

Many aspects of the present invention, especially those
concerning mirror construction, use of elemental sernicon-
ductor layers or stacks (with or without an additional under-
coat of silicon dioxide and/or an overcoat of doped tin
oxide), PRM. localized thin film coatings. cover sheets and
on demand displays, may of course be incorporated into
electrochromic mirrors and electrochromic devices that
employ electrochromic technology for the electrochromic
element different from that which is taught and described
herein. such as clecrochromic solution technology of the
electrochemichromic cype (e.g.. Byker L Byker TL Vara-
prasad I and Varaprasad TI) and electrochromic solid film
technology (c.g.. the "675 application, the '557 application
and Lynam 1). including electrochromic organic thin film
technology, in which a thin film of organic electrochromic
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matezial such as a polymerized viologen is ed in the
electrochromic element [see e.g. U.S. Pat, No. 4,473,693
(Wrightoo)].

Once constructed. the electrochromic device. such as an
electrochromic mirror. may have amolded casing or housing
placed therearound. This molded casing of housing may be
pre-formed and then placed about the periphery of the
assembly or, for that matter. injection molded therearound

ve conventional techniques. including injection moldingof thermoplastic materials, such as polyvinyl chloride or
polypropylene, or reaction injection molding of thermosct-
fing materials. such as polyurethane or other themmosets.
These techniques are well-lmownin the art [see e.g.. Morgan
and Weaver, respectively].

Each of the documents cited herein is hereby incorporated
by reference to the same extent as if each document had
individually been incorporated by reference.

In view of the above description of the instant invention,
it is evident that a wide range of practical opportunities is
provided by the teaching herein. The following examples of
electrochromic mirrors and electrochromic devices are pro-
vided to Dustate the utility of the present inveation only
and are not to be construed so as to limit in any way the
teaching herein.

EXAMPLES

Example 1
Ag electrochromic interior rearview automotive mirror

cell having a shape commonly used for interior rearview
mirrors was constructed from clear HW-I1Q-coated glass as
the first substrate (having @ sheet resistance of about 12
ohms per square). with a tungsten oxide electrochromic
solid film coated over its HW-ITO coating (which is coated
onto the inward surface of the substrate). As the second
substrate ofthe mirror cell, a HW-ITO-coated glass substrate
(also having s sheet resistance ofabout 12 ohms per square)
with the ITO coated onto its inward surface was used. A
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the second substrate to form a 88 pom interpane spacing
between the coated inward surfaces of the substrates. ‘The
first substrate was also laterally displaced from the second
substrate to provide a convenient area for bus bar attach-
ment

We formulated an electrolyte for this mizror cell contain-
ing ferrocene (about 0.015M). phenothiazine (about 0.06M).
lithium perchlorate (about 0.05M) and “UVINUL” 400
[about 5% (w/y)] in a solvent combination of tetramethylene
sulfone and propylene carbonate [in a ratio of about 50:50
(vv).

We dispensed the electrolyte described above into the
mirror cell by the vacuum backfilling method [as described
in Varaprasad IV].

Upon application of about 1.4 volts, we observed that the
mirror dimmed uniformly and rapidly to a neutral gray
colored state. Specifically. we observed that the mirror
dimmed from about 70% reflectance to about 20% reficc-

tance in a response time of about 3.2 seconds. In addition.
we observed that the mirror exhibited a high reflectance in
the aupowered, bleached state of about 74.7% and 2 low
reflectance in the dimmed state of about 5.9%

We mad* and recorded these observations following the
Standard procedure JOG4A of the Society of Automotive
Engineers, using a reflectometer—set in reflectance mode—
equipped with a light source (known in the art as Standard
TMuminant A) and a photopic detector assembly.

Spectral scans were recorded using a conventional spec-
trophotometer operating in reflection mode in both the
bleached state [see FIG. 1 andTables I(a) and I(b)] and the
colored state at an applied potential of about 15 volts [see
FIG. 2 and Tables Tia) and Htb)].

 

 

TABLE Ia)

Reficctancs Data Ip The Unpowered, Bleachod State
WL
(am) 0 5 10 6 » 25 30 as 40 as
330 145 WA WL 382 «459 «SLT (56.1 S95 «(GIS G42
430 659 «67.6 689 WA %FL6 %%27 736 748 IA T62
so 770 TIT WL WS 95 #802 BUG 807 BOF B09
530 «807 806 80 80.1 794 79.3 78d 785 781 TS
seo 7720: 1690 6S TSM OTSA T4574 TRS) (72S) OTS
80 714 706 701 4s 607 679 GI.2 665 66 Gto
60 645 «636 «629 «620 «(613 (60.6 «(2 9G SBT
RO S71 S66 557 SSD S46 539 S525 S516 S12 SOF
730 «(505

reflective clemeut was formed by coating a layer of silver 55
onto the rearmost non-inward) surface of the TABLE I(b)secood substrate ofthemirror cell The HW-ITO was coated
onto the glass substrates at a thickness af about 1.500 A; the inves - CIE, jon Usi
tungsten oxide electrochromic solidfilm was coated over the . |
HIW-ITO coating ofthe first substrate at a thickness of about gq_Tuma = y DomWave, Ponty =
$.000 A; and the silver was coated onto the rearmost surface A o4d22 04172 547.0 32 TIO
of the second substrate using comventional wet chemical c 03097 03504 49.7 a8 na
silver line deposition as known in the mirror art. The first
substrale was positioned in spaced-apart relationship with
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TABLE M[a)
ec. Coll State ar 15.

WL
(mm) o s 10 ti 2 25 30 35 40 a5
380 14 LG OLS us 106 94 5.6 7 628 64
430 53 5.0 $0 5.1 5.46 56 5.8 60 62 63
480 65 5.7 68 63 7.0 TL V2 72 72 13
530 TA 16 728 80 BI 8.1 8.0 7a 7.6 14
Seo 73 7.0 6.8 66 63 6.1 6.0 57 5.6 S4
eo 34 32 52 51 60 49 49 44 48 48
680 48 44 48 47 4g 44 48 48 43 48
730 43 45 49 30 5.1 3.0 St $2 Su 52
780 i4 

 
 Iluminant x x DomWave Panty ¥

A 0.4373 Oa34z 453 a5 7a
c 0.3098 03499 a3 65 Td 

‘We also cycled the mirror as described in Table III below,

TABLE II

Cyeled——orth
Cyele (sect)=Volmage 

30,000 x iS 14D
40,000 room 3S 140.0

temperanre
30,000 = aS LAD
90,000 x SIS 1.6/0.0
11.000 30 30/730 140.0 

bility to temperature extremes. For example. after storage at

Qer as in Example 1, supra.
We introduced an applied potential of about 1-4 vols to

the mirror and observed its center portion to change from a
high reflectance of about 75.9% to a low reflectanceofabout
6.3%, which decreased from about 70% reflectance to about
20% reflectance in a response time of about 3.5 seconds.

We then subjected this mirror to ap accelerated simulation
of outdoorweathering conditions to investigate its resilience

45

a3

and stability to ultraviolet light. Specifically. we subjected
the mirror to about 1300 KJ/m?ofultraviolet exposure in an
Adas CIS5A Xenon Weather-o-meter (Atlas Electric
Devices Company. Chicago, Il), equipped with a Xenon
lamp emitting about 0.55 w/m* intensity at about 340 om.
After accelerated outdoor weathering. we observed that the
mirror continued to function suitably for use in 2 motor
vehicle, We also observed that the mirror cycled well. In
addition. we observed thehigh reflectance tobeabout 75.2%
and the low reflectance to be about 6.9% when apotential of
about 1.4 volts was applied thereto.

We made and recorded these observations using the SAE
procedure referred to in Example 1. supra

Example 3

The electrochromic mirror cell of this example was con-

beam evaporation in a yacuum chamber, a layer
mium was coated directly onto the inward surface of the
second glass substrate 2s an adhesion promoter. Next. and
without breaking vacuum, a thin film of silver was coated
onto the layer of chromium as a reflective clement. and
Thereafter (again without breaking vacuum) tungstcon oxide
was coated overthe layer of silver as an electrochromic solid
film. The layer of chromium was coated onto the second
substrate at a thickness of about 1.000 A; the thin film of
silver was coated over the chromium at a thickness of about
1,000 A; and the ningsten oxide was coated over the silver
at a thickness of about 5.000 A. The sheet resistance of the
silver so undercoated with chromium was about 0.4 to 0.5
ohms per square. As with the micror cell of Example 1L
supra, the first substrate was positioned in spaced-apart
relationship with the second substrate to form an 8% pm
interpane spacing between the coated inward surfaces of the
substrates, The first substrate was laterally displaced from
the second substrate to provide a convenient area for bus bar
attachment.

We used the electrolyte of Example 1. supra. and dis-
pensed it into the mirror cell using the vacuum backfilling
method [as described in Varaprasad IV].

We introduced an applied potential of about 1.4 volts to
the minor and observed the change from a high reflectance
of about $1.6% to a low reflectance of about 5.9%, which
decreased from about 70% refiectance to about 201% reflec-
lance in a response time of about 1-9 seconds.

We made and recorded these observations using the SAE
procedure referred to in Example 1. supra.
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We also cycled the mirror as described in Table [V below.

TABLE IV

Number of Cyeled Colorbleach

Cycles ‘Temperanre (*C.) (Cycle (sees) Voltage

30,000 a 55 1.4/0.0
40.000 aS LAALO

empernm 

After subjecting the misror to such cycling conditions. we
observed the reflectance of the mirror in the unpowered,
bleached state to be about 77.3%. and the misror dimmed to
6.2% refiectance with 1.4 volts applied thereto.

Example 4
We used an electrochromic mirror cell constructed in the

same format and with the same and dimensions as in
Example 1. supra. except that a tungsten oxide electrochro-
mic solid film (having a thickness of about 5,000 A) was
coated over the HW-ITO coating on the inward surface of
the second substrate.

‘We formulated an electrolyte containing ferrocene (about
0.025M), phenothiazine (about 0.05M). lithium perchlorate
(about 0.05M) and “UVINUL” 400 [about 10% (w/v)] in a
solvent combination of tetramethylene sulfone and propy-
lene carbonate [in a ratia of about 25:75 (v/y)]. We dis-
pensed the electrolyte into the misror cell using the vacuum
backfilling method [as described in Varaprasad IV].

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 14
volts. we observed the mitror to dim uniformly and rapidly
to a neutral gray colored state, Specifically. we observed the
airror to have a high reflectance in the bleachedstate of about 70.7% and a low reflectance in the dimmed
state of about 7.3%. We made and recorded these observa-
tions using the SAE procedure referred to in Example 1,
Supra,

We also cycled the mirror and subjected the mizror to an
accelerated simulation of outdoor weathering conditions m
investigate its resilience and stability to ulraviolet light as
described in Example 2, supra, but ar an exposure of about
over 2.500 EJ/m*. We observed that the mirror cycled well,
and after accelerated outdoor weathering, we also observed
thar the mirror continued to fanction in a manner suitable for
us¢ im a motor vehicle.

Example 5

In this example, we fabricated ao electrochromic glazing
cell of a construction suitable for use as a window or a sun
roof for a motor vehicle. The glazing cell was dimensioned
to about 15 cmxabout 15 cm. with am interpane spacing
between the tungsten oxide coating on the inward surface of
the second substrare and the HW-ITO coating on the inward
surface of the first substrate of about 105 pm.

The glazing cell was constructed using spacers to assist in

and, inward from the peripheral edge of the HW-ITO-coated
second substrate, an epoxy was applied using a silk-
screening technique. While the epoxy was still uncured. the
first substrate and the second substratewere off-set from one
another by a lateral displacement and a perpendicular dis-
placement. The epoxy was then cured into a seal for the
electrochromic glazing cell using a vacuum bagging tech-
nique (as is mown in the laminating ar) at a reduced

65
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atmospheric pressure of about 10" of mercury and a i&m-
perature of about 110° C. for a period of time of about 2
hours in order to achieve substantially even pressure while
curing the epoxy into a seal.

We formulated an electrolyte containing ferrocene (about
0.015M). phenothiazine (about 0.06M). lithium orate
(about 0.05M) and “UVINUL" 400 [about 5% (w/y)] in a
solvent combination of tetramethylene sulfone and propy-
lene carbonate [in a ratio of about 50:50 (v/v)|. We dis-
pensed this electrolyte into the electrochromic glazing cell
Using the vacuum backfilling method [as described in Vara-
prasad TV].

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 1.4
volts to the electrochromic glazing. we observed the trans-
missivity change from a high ransmittance of about 78.6%
to a low transmittance of about 12.9%,

We made and recorded these observations using the SAE
procedure referred to in Example 1. supra. except thar the
reflectometer was set in transmittance mode.

Example 6

In this crample. we constructed an electrochromic mirror
suitable for use as an exterior rearview micor far 4 motor
vehicle.

The mirror was constructed from clear HW-ITO-coated
glass as the first substrate as in Example |. supra.

However, as the second substrate we used ordinary soda-
lime glass. Both substrates were sized and shaped to dimen-
sions of 9.5 cmx15 cm. A notch was cut in one edge of the
first substrate, and another notch was cul in a different
location on on¢ edge of the second substrate..A bus bar was
formed along the edges of the first substrate by silk-
screening a silver conductive frit material [#7713 (Du Pont)]
all around the perimetal region of the HW-ITO-coated
surface of the substrate to awidth of about 2.5 mm. and then
firing the frit at an elevated temperame in a reducing
atmosphere to avoid oxidizing the HW-ITO.

Alayer of chromium at 2 thickness ofabout 1.000 A was
coated directly by vacuum deposition onto the inward sur-
face of the second glass substrate as an adhesion promoter.
‘Thereafter, without breaking vacuum. a thin film of silver at
a thickness of about 1.000 A was coated onto the layer of
chromium as a reflective element. and mngsten oxide at a
thickness of about 5.000 A was then coated (again. without
breaking vacuum) over the layer of silver as an electrochro-
mic solid film. The first substrate and the second substrate
were then positioned in spaced-apart relationship so that the
edges of the substrates were flush, and a seal was applied so
as to form a cavity between the owo substrates. In this flush
design, the interpane spacing between the coated inward
surfaces of the substrates was 88 pm.

For this exterior mirror. we formulated an electrolyte
containing ferrocene (about 0.025M). phenothiazine (about
0.06M). lithium tecrafluoroborate (abour 0.05M) and
“UVINUL” 400 {about 5% (w/v)| in propylene carbonate.
‘We dispensed this electrolyte into the mirror cell using the
vacuum backfilling method described in Varaprasad IV].

Electrical leads were then attached to the mirror. The
notch on the second substrate permitted an electrical lead to
be attached at apoint contact on the silver frit bus bar formed
around and substantially circumscribing the perimeter of the
HW-ITO-coated inward surface of the first substrate.
Another electrical lead was attached to the portion of the
chromium/silver/tungsten oxide coating on the inward sur-
face of the second subswate exposed by the notch cut in the
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first substrate. The point contact was sufficient to apply a
potential across the electrodes because of the low sheet
resistance of the coating on the inward surface of the secondsubstrate.

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 15
volts to the mirror. we observed the reflectance change from
a high reflectance of about 77.5% to a low reflectance of
about 10.6%.

We also cycled the mirror for about 50.000 cycles af a
temperature of about 50° C.. and observed that the mirror
cycled well and continued to function suitably for use in a
motor vehicle.

Example 7

In this example, we used the same electrolyte formulation
aod an electrochromic mirror cell of the same shape as
described in Example 1. supra. After filling the electrochro-
mic mirror cell using the vacuum backfilling method [as
described in VaraprasadIV]. we removed the tungsten oxide
coating from the peripheral edge of the first substrate using
a dilure basic solution of potassium hydroxide followed by
water, We then connected the bus bars to this newly-cxposed
ITO surface, Thereafter we applied a secondary weather
barrier material.The secondary weather barrier materialwas
formed from “ENVIBAR™ UV 1244T ultraviolet curable
epoxy. with about 2% of the silane coupling agent A-186
(OSi Specialties Inc., Danbury, Conn.) combinedwith about
1% of the photoinitiator “CYRACURE” UVI-6990.
‘Thereafter, we cured this material by exposing itto a snitable
source of ultraviolet light i form a secondary weather
barrier.

Once the secondary weather barier was formed, we
introduced an applied potential of about 13 volts to the
mirror and observed the reflectance change from a high
reflectance of about 77.8% to a low reflectance of about
7.1%.

We made and recorded these observations using the SAE
procedure referred to in Example 1. supra.

We also mounted this clectrochromic mirror in the cabin
of a motor vehicle and found the mirror to operate in a
commercially seceptable manner

Example 3
We used an electrochromic mirror cell haviog the same

shape as described in Example 1. supra. constructed from
clear ITO-coated glass as the first substrate (having a sheet
resistance of about $0 ohms per square). As the second
substrate of the mirror cell. we used ordinary soda-lime
glass. The first substrate was dimensioned about 2 to about
3 mm larger in both length and width than the second
substrate. A layer of chromium. as an adhesion promoter
was costed directly onto the inward surface of the second
glass substrate at a thickness of about 1,000 A.A thin film
of silver. as a reflective clement. was thereafter costed onto
the layer of chromium at a thickness of about 1.000 A and
Mingsten oxide, as an electrochromic solid film, was then
coated over the layer of silver at a thickness of about 5.000
A. These thin films were coatedin a vacuum deposition
process by cléctron beam evaporation and were deposited in
a unitary deposition process without breaking vacuum dur
ing deposition of the chromium/silver/mingsten oxide stack

The first substrate and the sccond substrate were posi-
tioned in spaced-apart relationship to form a 88 yum inter-
pane spacing between the I[Q-coated surface of the first
substrate and the multi-layered surface of the second sub-
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Strate. The size and shape differential between the first
substrate and the second substrate allowed the ITO-coated
surface of the first substrate to extend beyond the multi-
Isyered surface of the second substrate. Bus bars were
attached substantially all around the peripheral edge of the
TTO-coated first substrate onto which wese connected the
electrical Jeads. On the multi-layered second substrate. we
attached electrical leads at a smaller portion thereof, such as
at a mere point contact.

We formulated an electrolyte containing ferrocene (about
0.015M). phenothiazine (about 0.06M). Uthium perchlorate
(about 0.05M) and “UVINUL” 400 [about 5% (w/v)] in a
solvent combination of teramethylene sulfone and propy-
lene carbonate [in a ratio of about 50:50 (v/v)). We dis-
pensed this electrolyte into the mirror cell using the vacuum
backdilling method (zs described in Varaprasad TV].

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 1.4
volts. we observed the mirror to dim uniformly and rapidly
to a neutral gray colored state. Specifically, we observed the
mirrorto have ahigh reficctance in the unpowered, bleached
State of about 75.8% and a low reflectance in the dimmed
state of aboot 9.5%. We made and recorded these obserya--
tions using the SAE procedure referred to in Example 1,
supra.

Example 9

In this example, we used the electrolyte formulation and

substrate having a sheet resistance of abour 55 ohms per
squares. In addition. the first substrate and the second
substrate were positioned in spaced-apart relationship to
form a 6 pm interpane spacing between the TTO-coated
surface of the first substrate and molti-Inyered surface of the
second substrate. ‘

After dispensing the electrolyte into the mirror cell using
the vacuum backfilling method [as described in Varaprasad
TV]. we observed the mirror to have a high reflectance of
about 75.7% and a low reflectance of about 8.6% when a
potential of sbout 1.4 volts was applied thereto. We madc
and recorded these observations using the SAE procedure
referred to in Example 1. supra.

Example 10

In this example, we fabricated an electrochromic glazing
device ofa construction suitable for use as a window ora sun
roof on a motor vehicle containing a solid clecwolytc. The
glazing device was dimensioned to about 15 cmxabout 15
cm. with an interpane spacing between the tungsten oxide
coating on the inward surface of the first substrate and the
HW-ITO coating on the inward surface of the second
substrate of about 74 pm.

‘The glazing device was constructed using spacers to assist
in defining the interpame spacing. The spacers were
sprinkled over the tungst=n oxide coated surface of the first
substrate and an epoxy was applied inward from the periph-
eral edge of the HW-ITO coated second substrate using a
silk-screening technique. Whils the cpoxy was still uncures.
the first substrate and the second substrate were off-set from
one another by a lateral displacement and a perpendicular
displacement. The weather barrier of the electrochromic
glazing device was then formed by thermal curing using a

vacuum. technique (as is known in the venieeast) at a reduced atmospheric pressure of about 10° of
mercury and a temperature of about 140° C. for a period of
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time of about 1 hoor ia order to maintain a substantially even
pressure when curing the epoxy into a weather barrier.

We prepared a formulation of starting components con-
taining ferrocene [about 0.3% (w/w)), phenothiazine [about
0.8% (w/w)), Uthium perchlorate [about 0.4% (whwv)],
“SARBOX™ acrylate resin (SO0E5Q) [about 27.9% (wiw)|.
propylene carbonate (as a plasticizer) (about 67.3% (w/w)]
and “IRGACURE” 184 (as a photoinitiator) [about 3.3%
(wiw)]. We dispensed this formulation into the electrochro-
mic glazing device using the vacuum backfilling method | as
described in Varaprasad TV).

We then in situ polymerized the formulation by exposing
it to ultraviolet radiation to form a solid-phase electralyte.

‘We then affited bis bars along the peripheral edges of the
electrochromic glazing device, and connected electrical
leads to the bus bars.

We introduced an applied potential af about 1.5 volts ta

minutes. with the positive polari
substrate (the surface of which having tungsten oxide over-
coated onto its HW-ITO-coated surface) and observed it to
have a high wansmitrance of about 73.0%. Thereafter. we
reversed the polarity, and observed the transmission to dim
to a Jow transmittance of about 17.8% when a potential of
about 1.5 volts was applied thereto.

We made and recorded these observations using the SAE
procedure referred to in Example 1, supra, except that the
reflectometer was set in transmittance mods.

Example 11
In this example, We constructed an electrochromic mirror

device having the same shape described in Example 1,
supra. With an interpane spacing of about 74 pm and using
a solid-phase electrolyte.

We prepared a formulation of starting components con-
taining ferrocene [about 02% (w/v)), phenothiazine [about
0.5% (w/w)], lithium perchlorate (about 0.35% (w/w)], poly-
ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (600) (PEGDMA-600)
[about 17.9% (w/w)], propylene carbonate (as a plasticizer)
[about 76.5% (w/w)J. “IRGACURE™ 184 (as a
photoinitiator) [about 21% (w/w)] and “UVINUL™ 400
{about 25% (w/w)).

The mirror was constructed using spacers to assist in
defining the interpane spacing. The were spri
over the HW-ITO coated inward surface ofthe first substrate
(whose opposite. non-inward surface had been coated with
a layer of silver using conventional wet chemical silver line
deposition) and the formulation. which would be tans-
formed into a solid-phase electrolyte, was dispensed there-
over. The second substrate, whose inward surface was
coated with tingsten oxide at a thickness of about 5.000 A.
was positioned over the spacer-sprinkled HW-ITO coated
surface of the first substrate to allow the formulation to
Spread eveoly across and berween the coated surfaces of the
first substrate and the second substrate.

We tersporarily held the first substrate and the second
substrate together using clamps and in situ polymerized the
formulation located therebetween through exposure to ultra-
violet radiation to form a solid-phase electrolyte.
Specifically, we placed the mirror onto the conveyor belt of
a Fusion UV Curing System F-450 B, with the belt advanc-
ing at a rate of about fifteen feet per minute and being
subjected to ultraviolet radiation generated by the D fusion
lamp ofthe F-450 B. We passed the mirror under the fusion
lampfifteen times pausing for two minute intervals between
every fifth pass.

a
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Wethen affixed bus bars along the peripheral edges of the
device. and attached electrical leads to the bus bars-

We introduced an applied potential of about 1.5 volts to
the electrochromic mirror for a period of time of about 2
minutes, with the positive polarity applicd at the second
substrate (the surface of which having tungsten oxide over-
coated onto its HW-ITO-coated surface) and observed ir to
have a high refiectance of about 73.2%. Thereafter, we
reversed the polarity, and observed the reflection to dim to
a low reflectance of about 7.1% wien a potential of about
1.5 volts was applied thereto,

‘We made and recorded these observations using the SAE
procedure referred to in Example 1. supra.

Example 12 ’

In this example. we constructed an electrochromic mirror
cell having the same shape described in Example 4. supra.

We formulated an electrolyte containing ferrocene (about
0.025M), phenothiazine (about 0.06M),lithium orate
(about 0.05M) and “UVINUL™ 400 [about 5% (w/v)] in a
solvent combination of 1.2-burylene carbonate and propy-
lene carbonate [in a ratio of about 50:50 (v/v)]. We dis-
pensed this into the mirror cell using the vacuum
backfilling method (as described in Varaprasad IV].

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 1.4
volts to the mirror. we observed the high reflectance change
from about 72.0% to a low reflectance of about 6.8%.

We also cycled the mirror for about 50.000 cycles at a
temperamire of about 50° C.. and observed it to cycle well,

Example 13

In this example. we again constructed an electrochromic
miitror cell having the same shape described in Example 1,
supra.

For this mirror cell, we foomulated an electrolyte con-
taining ferrocene (about 0.025M), phenothiazine (about
0.06M), lithiumperchlorate (about 0.05M) lithium tetrafluo-
roborate (about 0.05M) and “UVINUL™ 400 [about 5%
(w/v)] in propylene carbonate, and dispensed it into the
mirror cell using the vacuum backfilling method [as
described in Varaprasad IV].

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 1.4
vols to the mirror, we observed the high reflectance to
change from about 72.0% to a low reflectance of about
6.7%.

The mirror demonstrated excellent cycle stability and
stability to ultraviolet light.

Example 14

In this example. we constructed an electrochromic muror
cell having the same shape described in Example |. supra,
with an on demand display. For illustrative purposes. sco
FIG.9.

‘To provide the on demand display to this micrar cell, a
display window (with dimensions of about V/is"*4") was
laser-etched through an overcoating of silver/copper/paint
on the rearmost (opposite. non-inward) surface of the secondsubstrate of the mirror cell.

Over and within the display window. we applied an
optical adhesive [MIMPRUV™ LV porting compound
(commercially available from Loctite Corporation.
Newington. Conn.)] so that a glass cover sheet. having a
thickness of about 0.075". may be disposed over and affixedthereto.
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The glass cover sheets suitable for use in this context were
prepared by previously exposing a larger glass sheet wo a
vacuum evaporation process in which a thin film Iayer of
silver Was coated onto oneofits surfaces. The thin film layer
of silver was substantially reflecting (having a reflectance of
about 93%) and partially transmitting (having a transmit
tance of about 5%), The silver-coated glass cover sheet was
then cut to size—e.g,, about L"x%4"—_ and the silvered-
surface disposed over. and affixed to using the optical
adhesive, the display window. Over the opposite, non-
silvered surface of the glass cover sheet. we placed a layer
of epoxy [UV15-74RI (commercially available from Master
Bond Incorporated, Hackensack. N.J,)] and affixed thercto a
vacuum fluorescent display [Part No. FIP2QM8S (NEC
Electronics Incorporated, Mountain View. Calif.)], 7

Into this mirror cell. we dispensed the electrolyte of
Example |. supra.

Example 15

In this we constructed an electrochromic mirror
cell having the same shape described in Example L. supra.
weeeeey. For illustrative purposes. see- 10.

In this minor cell. like the mirror cell of Example 14,
supra. a display window (with dimensions ofabout Vie"x34")
‘was Jaser-etched through the silver/copper/paint overcoating
of the rearmost (opposite, non-inward) surface of the second
substrate of the mirror cell

Athin filmlayerof silverwas then coated overthe display
window so formed by electron beam evzporation in a
vacuum. chamber as described supra. The thin film layer of
silver was substantially reflecting (having a reflectance of
about 90%) and partially transmitting (having a transmit-
tance of about 8%).

Over and within the isplay window, we applied
a layer of epoxy [UV15-74RI (Master Bond) and affixed
thereto a vacuum fluorescent display [Part No. FIP2QM8S
(NEC Electronics)}.

Into this mirror cell. we dispensed the electrolyte of
Example |. supra.

Example 16
in this cxample, we constructed an electrochromic mirror

cecil using as the first substrate and second substrate clear
HW-ITO-coated glass. Over the inward surface of the sec-
ond substrate. we coated a layer of chromium at a thickness
of about 100 A as an adhesion promoter. Wethen coated a
thin film ofsilverat a thickness ofabout 450A onto the Inyer .
of chromium as a reflective element. and a layer of tungsten
oxide at 2 thickness of about 5.800 A over the layer of silver
as an electrochromic solid film. The first substrate and the
second substrate were positioned in spaced-apart relation-
ship to form an 88 um interpane spacing between the coated
inward surfaces of the substrates.

We placed an opaque tape on the rearmost surface of the
Second substrate with apertures provided therein at appro-
priate locations to accommodate vacuum fluorescent dis-
plays and other information indicia.

A vacuum fluorescent display was affixed to this mizror
cell as described in Example 14, supra. but dispensing with
the reflector coated cover sheet. The display Provided com-
pass directional information and, dependenton the vehicle
direction when driving. displayed N. NE. E. SE. S, SW. W
or. NW when any onc of which coordinates was activated by
cormpass circuitry included in the mirror housing and assem-
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bly into which the electrochromic mirror element was
mounted for driving in a vehicle. and such as described in
cormmonly assigned U.S. Pat. No. 5.255.442 (Schierbeck).
Turn signal indicia (TKI. NEO-Wedge Lamps T2-L/4
(commercially available from JEL Components
Corporation. Paloina. Calif.)] were also located behind the
reatmost surface of the second substrate. with appropriately
shaped apertures cut into the opaque tape at the location of
the turn signal indicia.The turn signal indicia was activated
through a triggering mechanism from the particular turn
signal. For an illustration of the use of num signal indicia 21
in an electrochromic mirror, see FIG, 12.

into this mirror cell we dispensed the electrolyte of
Example 1, supra.

Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 1.4
volts to the minor. we observed the high reflectance to
change from about 74.1% to a low reflectance of about
7.0%. We also observed the transmittance to be about 4.5%
in the clear state.

‘This mixror was installed in a vehicle and tested under a
variety of actual day and night driving conditions. and was
found to operate for its intended purpose.

Example 17
In this example. we constructed ap electrochromic mizror

suitable for use as an interior rearview mirror for a motorvehicle.

The mirror was constructed from clear ITO-coated glass
as the first substrate (having a shect resistance of about 80
obms per square). As the second substrate of the mirror cell
we used ordinary soda-lime glass. Both substrates were
sized and shaped to identical dimensions. A notch was cu in
the middle of the top edge of the first substrare and another
notch was cutin the middle ofthe bottom edgeof the secand
Substrate. A thin metal film busbar was formed along the
edges of the first substrate by first affixing 1 mask over the
central region leaying most of the perimeter region
uomasked. and then depositing by a vacuum evaporation
Process a thin film of chromium having a thickness ofabout
2000 A followed by a thin film of silver having a thicknessof about 5000 A.

A layer of chromium at a thickness of about 1000 A was
coated directly onto the inward surface of the second glass
substrate as an adhesion promoter. A thin film of silver at a
thickness ofabout 1000Awas then deposited onto the layer
of chromium as a reflective element and tungsten oxide at a
thickness ofabout 5000 A was then coated over the layer of
silver as an electochromic solid film.

The first substrate and the second substrate were then
positioned in a spaced-apart relationship so that the edges of
the substrates were flush and a scal was applied to form 3
cavity between the substrates. In this flush design, the
interpane spacing berween the coated inward surfaces of the
substrates was 88 um.

For this flush design interior mirror. we formulated au
electrolyte as in Example 1. supra. We dispensed this
electrolyte into the mirror cell using the vacuum backfilling
method [as described in Yaraprasad I].

Electrical leads were then attached to the mirror, The
notch in the second substrate permifted an electrical [ead to
be attached at a point contact on the thin metal film busbar
on the bottom edge of the first substrate. Similarly. the notch
in the first substrate caused a portion of the top edge of the
inward surface of the second substrate to be exposed,
permitting an electrical Iead to be attached at a point contact
oo the chromium/silver/tungsten oxide coating.
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Upon introduction of an applied potential of about 1.5
volts to the mirror. we observed a reflectance change from
a high reflectance of about 85.3% to a low reflectance ofabout 7.5%.

These examples are provided for illustrative purposes
only, and it will be clear to those of ordinary skill in the art
that changes and modifications may be practiced within the
spirit of the claims which define the scope of the present
invention, Thus, the art-skilled will recognize or readily
ascertain using no more than routine experimentation. that
equivalents exist to the embodiments of the invention
described herein. And, it is intended that such equivalents be
cucompassed by the claims which follow hereinafter.What we claim is:

1, An electrochromic rearview minor for a motor vehicle
comprising:

(a) a substantially tramsparent substrate with a substan-
tally transparent conductive electrode coating on its
inward surface;

(b) a substrate with a conductive electrode coating onits
inward surface, said substrate positioned in spaced-
apart relationship with said substrate of (a);

(c) a layer of reflective material coated onto a surface of
said substrate of (b);

(d@) an electrochromic solid film coated onto said substan-
tially transparent conductive electrods costing of (a) ar
onto said conductive electrode coating of (b);

ihenealing meee toward a peripheral edgea ot Ct ents of 1) Cad dlae
and sealingly forming a cavity therebetween;

(f) an electrolyte redox reaction promoters,
Wherein said redox reaction promoters comprise a
metallocene in combination with a phenothiazine, and
wherein said electrolyte is located within said cavity to
form an electrochromic element; and

(g) 8 means for introducing an applied potential to said
electrochromic element to controllably cause a varis-
tion in the amount of light reflected from said mirror

2. The electrochromic miror according to claim 1,
wherein said layer of reflective material is silver.

3. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 1.
wherein said electrochromic solid film is an inorganic tran-
sition metal oxide.

4. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 3,
wherein said electrochromic solid film is mungsten oxide.

35. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 1,
wherein said redox reaction promoters comprise ferrocene.

6. The electrochromic mizror according to claim 1.
wherein said redox reaction promoters comprise phenothi-
azine

7. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 1,
wherein said electrolyte further comprises an ultraviolet
stabilizing ageot

8. An electrochromic rearview mirror for a motor vehicle
Comprising:

(a) 3 substantially tansparent substrate coated with a
substantially transparent conductive electrode coating
on its inward surface;

(b) a substrate positioned in spaced-apart relationship
with said substrate of (a);

(c) a layer of reflective material coated onto the inward
surface of said substrate of (b) or onto a thin film or
stack of thin films coated onto the inward surface of
said substrate of (b);

(d) an electrochromic solid film coated onto said layer of
refiective material of (c);

10

45
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35
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(c) a sealing means positioned toward the peripheral edge
of cach of said substrate of (a) and said substrate of (b)
and sealingly forming a cavity therebetween:

(£) an electrolyte comprising a redox reaction promoter.
wherein said electrolyte is located within said cavity to
form an electrochromic element, and

(g) a means for inwoducing an applied potential to said
electrochromic element to conmrollably cause a varia-
tion in the amountof light refiected from said mirror,

9.The clectrochromicmirror accordingto claim §. further
comprising an adhesion promoter coated between said layer
of reflective material of (c) and

(i) the inward surface of said substrate of (b) or
(ii) the thin film or stack of thin films coated on the inward

surface of said substrate of (b).
10. The electrochromic mixror according to claim 9,

wherein said adhesion promoter is selected from the group

SeenSARS hig acta, a ponte Onde eel Wetaog eal
aree electrochromic mirror according to claim 10,
wherein said metal is selected from the group consisting of
chromium. stainless steel, nickel-based alloys. cranium.
monel, nichrome and molybdenum.

12, The electrochromic mirror according to claim 10,
wherein said metal oxide is selected from the group con-

Oe SR eitves, nackic, siecle ante, Gia Staab
The electrochromic mirror according to claim 10,

wherein said conducting metal oxide is selected from the
group consisting of indinm oxide. indium tin oxide, tin
oxide, doped tin oxide, and doped zinc oxide.14. The cectrochromic minor according to claim 8,
wherein said layer of reflective material is silver.

15. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 8,
wherein said electrochromic solid film is an inorganic tan-

16. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 15,
wherein said electrochromic solid film is ningsten oxide.

17. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 8,
wherein said redox reaction promoter comprises a metal-locene. \

18. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 8.
wherein said redox reaction promoter comprises a phenothi-
azine.

19. The elecarochromic mirror according to claim 68.
wherein said electrolyte further comprises an ultraviolet
stabilizing agent.

20. An
comprising:

(a) a substantially wansparent substrate with a substan-
tially transparent conductive electrode coating on its
inward surface,

(b) a substrate with a conductive electrode coating on its
inward surfacc. said substrate itioned in spaced-
apart relationship with said substrate of (2);

(c) a layer of reflective material coated onto a surface of
said sitbstrate of (b);

(d) an electrochromic solid film coated onto said substan-
dally tramsparent conductive clectrode coating of (a) or
onto said conductive electrode coating of (b);

(c) a sealing means positioned toward. but inward from.
a peripheral edge of cach of said substrate of (a) and
said substrare of (b) and sealingly forming a cavity
therebetween;

(£) an clectrolyte comprising:

ic rearview mizror for amotor vehicle
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(1) redox reaction promoters, wherein said redox reac-
tion promoters comprise a metallocene in combina-
tion with a phenothiazine.

(2) an ultraviolet stabilizing agent and
(3) an organic solvent,

wherein said electrolyte is located within said cavity to
form an electrochromic element: and

(g) a means for introducing an applied potential to said
electrochromic element fo controllably cause a varia-
tion in the amount of light reflected from said mirror.

21.An electrochromic rearviewmitror fora motor vehicle
comprising:

(a) a substantially wansparent substrate with a substan~-
Hally transparent conductive electrode coating on its
inward surface;

(b) a substrate positioned in spaced-apart relationship
with said substrate of (a);

(c) an adhesion promoter coated onto the inward surface
of said substrate of (b);

(4) a layerofreflective material coated over said adhesion
promoter of (c);

(¢) an electrochromic solid film coated onto said layer of
reflective material of (d);

(© a sealing meanspositioned toward. but inward from. aedge of each of said substrate of (a) and said
substrate of (b) and sealingly forming a cavity therebe-
tween;

(g) an electrolyte comprising:
(1) a redox reaction promoter.
(2) an ultraviolet stabilizing agent and
(3) an organic solvent,

whercia said clectrolyte has been dispensed into and is
confined within said cavity to form an electrochromic
element; and

(h) a means for introducing an applicd potential to said
electrochromic element to controllably cause 2 varia-
tion in the amount of light reflected from said mirror

22. An electrochromic rearview mirrorforamotorvehicle
comprising:

(a) a substantially wansparent substrate with a substan-
tially Wansparent conductive electrode coating onits
inward surface;

(b) 4 substrate positioned in spaced-apart relationship
with said substrate of (a);

(c) a layer of reflective material coated onto the inward
surface of said substrate of (b) or onto a thin film or
stack of thin films coated onto the inward surface of
said substrate of (b);

(d) an electrochromic solid film coated onto said layer of
reficctive material of (c);

(c) a sealing means positioned toward 2 peripheral edge of
each of said substrate of (a) and said substrate of (b)

and sealingly forminga cavity therebetween:

(2) an ultraviolet stabilizing agent. and
(3) an organic solvent.

whercin said clectrolyte is located within said cavity to
form an electrochromic element; and

(g) 4 means for introducing an applied potential to said
electrochromic clement to commollably canse a varia-
tion in the amount of light reflected from said micror.

23.An clectrochromicrearview mirrorfora motor vehicle
comprising:

55

6s

52
(a) a substantially ransparent substrate with a substan-

tially Transparent conductive electrode coating on its
inward surface:

(b) a substrate positioned in spaced-apart relationship
with said substrate of (a);

(c) an adhesion promoter coated onto the inward surfac=
of said substrate of (b);

(d) a layer ofreflective material coated over said adhesion
promoter of (c);

(e) a sealing means positioned toward. but inward from.
a peripheral edge of each of said substrate of (a) and
said substrate of (b) and scalingly forming a cavity
thereberween;

(f) an electrochromic mediurm positioned between said
substrate of (a) and said substrate of (b); and

(g) a means for introducing an applied potential to said
electrochromic medium to controllably cause a varia-
tion in the amountof light reflected from said mirror.

24. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 23.
wherein said adhesion promoter is selected from the group
consisting of a metal. a metal oxide and a conducting metal
oxide.

25. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 24.
wherein said metal is selected from the group consisting of
chromium. stainless stecl. nickel-based alloys. titanium
moneL pichrome and molybdenum.

26. The electrochromic minor according to claim 24,
wherein said metal oxide is selected from the group con-
sisting of silver oxide, aluminum oxide and chromium

27. The clectrochromic mimor according to claim 24.
wherein said conducting metal oxide is selected from the
group consisting of indium oxide. indium tin oxide. tin

28. The electrochromic mimor according to claim 23.
wherein said layer of reflective material is silver.

29. The electrochromic minor according to. claim 23.
wherein said clecwochromic medium comprises ap electrochromic solid film.

30. The electrochromicmirror according to claim 29.

31 The electrochromic mimroc according to claim 30,
wherein said electrochromic solid film is mingsten oxide.

32. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 23.
further comprising an electrolyte comprising redox reaction
promoters, and wherein said electrolyte has been dispensedinto and is confined within said cavity.

33, The electrochromic mirror according to claim 32.
wherein said redox reaction promoters comprise a metal-
locene in combination with a phenothiazine.

34. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 33,
wherein said redox reaction promoters comprise ferrocene.

35. The electrochromic mimor according to claim 33.
wherein said redox reaction promoters comprise phenothi-azine.

36. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 32
wherein said electrolyte further comprises an ultraviolet
stabilizing agent.

37. The electrochromic mirrar according to claim 23,
wherein said electrochromic medium comprises an elecrro-
chromic solution,

38. The electrochromic mirror according to claim 37.
wherein said electrochromic solution further comprises an
ultraviolet Stabilizing agent.

= = = * .
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INVENTOR(S) : Desaraju VS Varaprasad, et al. =

\t is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patentis hereby

[56] In "T. Alfrey, Jr. et al.," "Fulms", should read
--Films",--;

In "I.F. Chang," “Nonemissi" should read --Nonemissive--

and "(1995)." should read --(1976).--;

In "N.R. Lynam," "Electrochramic" should read
--Electrochromic-—;

and "0870636," should read -~-870636,--.
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PATENT NO. : 5,668,663 Page 2 of 2

DATED > September 16, 1997
INVENTOR(S) : Desaraju V. Varaprasad, et al.

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby
corrected as shown below:

Col. 39, Table II(a), "630 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.1 6.0 ... etc,
should read —6305452525.15.0... ect.—.

Col. 40, line 63, "201%" should read -—-20¢--

Col. 42, line 27, Close up right margin;
line 28, Close up left margin.

Col. 48, line 49, “electochromic" should read
--electrochromic--.

Signed and Sealed this

Sixth Day of October, 1998

ripct Nohtig
BRUCE LEHMAN

Arresting Officer Cammissionee of Patents and Trademarks
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United States Patent 5 (1) Patent Number: 5,550,677
Schofield et al. : [45] Date of Patent: Aug. 27, 1996

[34] AUTOMATIC REARVIEW MIRROR SYSTEM 2513198 31983 France.
USING A PHOTOSENSOR ARRAY 2133182 1/1973 Germany.

saie12ct Luise Germany .(75) Inventors: Kenneth Schofield, Holland; Mark Y «
Larson, Grand Oo2A1 S198 Germany .SInNFS BEEN SF ORR. aLIERBAL 11/1991 Germany -

[73] Assignee: Donnelly Corporation, Holland, Mich. Se iwiee oa
$7-208530 12/1982 Japan -

[21] Appl. No.; 23,918 57-208531 12/982 Japan.58-19941 4/1983 Japan.
[22] Filed: Feb, 26, 1993

(List continued on next page.)
[51] Tent, CL ose GOZB 5/08; GO2B 27/00
[52] TLS. Ch. neneonisimmarnns SSN604; 359/267; 359/601; Primary Exominer—Thong Q. Nguyen

359/603 Attorney, Agent, or Firm—Fitzpatrick, Cella, Harper &
[58] Field of Search ........... Scintosemeusioeners 359264267,

359/601-610, 38, 264-272; 250/204~205,
206.1-206.2, 208.2,210 157) ABSTRACT

A system apparatus, structure and method for controlling a
(36) References Cited plurality of variable reflectance mirrocs (or mirror seg-

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS ments), including s rearview mirror and side view mirrors,
which change their reflectance level in response to a plo-

3,601,614  B/1971 Platzer, Te, esseneees 250/214 AL rality of drive voltages applied ran aw3,612,666 LO1D71 RebMow ssvserspnessereenmeercnerer SSNGO4 hicle. The + incledes a Sats0 aeae3,665,224 S/I972 Kelsey .... 307/311 se é,
31680951 8/1972 Jordanetal. ............. 359/606 control circuit formed as a single VLSI CMOS circuit. The
3,746,430 7/1973 Brean et dh. cirecrenneesim—- 359/604 ‘Hight sensing device comprises @ photosensor array having a
3,807,832 4/1974 Castellion—W-WW... 350267 field ofview encompassing a rear window area and at least
SBIL046 SISTA Lewitk cee,ZS a portion ofat Jeast one side window area of thevehicle. The
3,813,540 S/I9T4 ATBreCht 2.250214 RC logic and contro] cireult detenmines & background light3,862,798 IW197S Hoptinsee. BSS
3,962,600 6/1976 Pittman gisrisg  ‘ignal from photosensor element signals generated by the

 

 

3,915,022 LOMS76 HYRL ceccccsemeeeemeeeenneeeee 250/203 phoiosensor clements in the photosensor array indicative of
4161653 WAST9 Bedini O€ al cecscceescmecsseeenee 2521S light levels incident on the photosensor elements, The circuit
4,200,361 4/1980 Mialvamo ef al. ..eeeeemeee SIN3R also determines apeak light signal in three different zones or
4,249,160 2/1981 sub-arrays of the photosensor array. The zones or sub-arrays

May correspond to three mirrors or mirror segments. The
peak light signals in each of the zones and a common
background light signal are used to determine independent
gud separate control signals, which are then output to
Seperate mirror drive circuits for independently controlling
the reflectance level of the rearview mirror and the Jeft and

4,281,698 8/198)
4,443,057 a/19R4
4,491,390 1/1985
4.512637 4/1985
4,529,275 FBS
 

(List cottlinued on next page.) right side view mirrors, or alternatively the segments of a
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS mirror,

0426503A1 5/1991 European Pat. OF .
O492591A1 7/1992 European Pat Off. . 87 Claims, 12 Drawing Sheets
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4,572,519 2/1986 5.012.082 4/1991 Watanabe —......enssssneee 250/208.2
4,580,875 4/1986 $085,668 2OM9OL Frenchy tecceecsececirneeememnnns 250/208.24,503,946 8/1986 5,064,276 VULISL ALOT cecceremerynessieecrteresvsermee SISGOS
4,614,415 9/1986 Hyatt 5,148,014 971992 Lymm ef ah. 2.)eennmerenernee 359/602 
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4,690,508 5/1987 Jacob ,, 359/38 3284413 12/1991 Japan .
4,697,683 10/1987 Suzuki et al. —ne 359/604 417386 «64/1992 Japan .
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4,727,290 2/988 Smith etal, ~ SIS/R2 2025343 «=WiS80 United Kingdom .
4,741,603—S/I98B Miyagi et th. msemsenecsserrermie 259/270 2119087 11/1983 United Kingdom .
4,793,690 T2/19BS Gahan ef ah. coereencserereneen JSVGDS 2137373 10/1984 United Kingdom .
4,620,933 4/1989 Hong ¢t a. eee SO7T/IOL 2156295 10/1985 United Kingdom .
4,838,650 6/1989 Stewart et al. oa,—. 359/604 59-51325 4/1984 Japan.
4,886,960 12/19B9 Molyneur et al. ....-c-nnnne. 250/206 39-51301 43984 Japan.
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ACTOMATIC REARVIEW MIRROR SYSTEM
USING A PHOTOSENSOR ARRAY

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
This invention relates to an automatic rearview mirror

system for automotive vehicles which automatically
changes reflectance level in response to glare causing light,
and more particularly relates (0 an improved automatic
rearview mirror system using only a rearwardly facingsensor.

2 Description of Related Ast
Avlomatic rearview mirrors and morror systems have been

devised for varying the reflectance Jevel of a variable
reflectance rearview mirror by reducing the reflectance
automatically in responss to annoying plare light, a5 seen
tearwardly of the rearview mirror or mirrors by a driver of
the vehicle, and by increasing automatically the reflecumnce
to a normel or maximum reflectance level when the annoy-
ing glare light subsides, These automatic mirrors have been
eens over the years in an effort to improve their perfor-
eutee characteristics and associated level of glare protec-

Early automatic rearview mizrors used a rearwardly fac-
ing sensor and contro! circuit fo change mirror reficctance.
One example of such a “single-sensor" type mirror is
described in U.S. Pat No. 4,266,856. In these prior art
single-seusor type mirrors, the rear glare light was incident
on & rearwardly facing sensor or photocell, such as a
photodiode, photoresistor or phovotransistor. These mirrors
suffered from various problems, however, including the
problem that these nuirrors would become increasingly sen-
sitive and even “lock~up"in theirminimum reflectance level
or state as the driver encountered significantly higher light
Jevels in town or city driving. This required the driver to
tepeated)y adjust the mirror's sensitivily control to prevent
such problerns.

To overcome the problems of single-sensor type mirrors,
a non-tcarwenily facing photocell for sensing “ambient”
light was added Ii was believed that the desised reflectance
necessary to relive the driver from glare depended not only
on glare light bat also on ambient light. Accordingly, these
“two-sensor’' type mirrors used two separate photocelis, one
generally facing rearwardly and one generally facing for-
wardly (or other non-rearwardly facing direction) of the
mirror or vehicle. The signals from these two photocells
were then compared in some fashion, and when, for
example, the glare light from the rear was comparatively
high with respect to the “ambient” light, a2 control circuit
would apply a control sigma) to reduce mirror mefectance.
Some examples are described in German Laid-Open Patent
No, 3,041,612; 5 Laid-Open Patent No. 58-19941;
and U.S. Pat. Nos, 3,601,614; 3,612,656; 3,680,951; 3,746,
430, 4,443,057; 4,580,875; 4.690.508; and 4,917,477. In
many of these prior art automatic rearview mirrors, light
generally forward of the mirror or vehicle was incident on
the second photoccll.

These arrangements, bowever, also had problems. In
some of these mirrors the forwardly facing or “ambient”
light sensor was inaccurate because it did not correctly
measure ambient light levels since it did noi include light
generally rearward of the mirror or vehicle. Some es
include the devices described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,443,057
and 4,917,477. Other poor art devices overcame these

45

50

2

deficiencies by providing a conwoi circuit which correctly
measured ambientlight as a combination ofboth the forward
and rear light levels. Examples of this significantly different

oeare described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 4,793,690 and48869

‘The prior art two-sensor type systems generally provided
improved performance over prior art single-sensor type
systems bat were also more complex and costly. In part, this
was because using separate forwardly and rearwardly facing
photocells required that the performance characteristics of

Sis SEE PS ES INR CRTOS
Both the prior art single-sensor and two-sensor type

mirrors presented additional problems when they were alsa
used to control the exterior side view mirrors. This ia
because such prior am systems used a common contro) or
drive signal wo change the reflectance level of both the

Seeeeeneyeeeeeemirrors by substantially the same amount In U.S.Pat.

No.4,669,826. for basco4 single-sensor type mirrorsystem used two rearwardly facin= phowsinvientito contro)
Sth on intaior sesrview micror andlihe laft sodfor tight sie
view mirrors based on thedirection ofincident light from the
tear, Another example includes the two-sensor type system
described in U.S. Pat, No. 4,917,477. .

In rearview mirror sysiems, however, each of the interior
Tearview and exterior side view mirrors may refiectdifferent
source light levels. More specifically, the inside rearview
mirroys, left side view mirror and right side view mirror tach
enable the driver to view a different postion or zone of the
total rearward area. OFcourse, there may be someoverlap of
the image information contained in cach of the three zones.
The situation is further complicated with multi-lan¢ trafic
because each of the mirrors reflects different light levels
caused by the headlights ofthe vehicles which are following,
passing or being passed. As a result, in the prior art systems,
when the reflectance level of the interior rearview mirror
was reduced to decrease the glare of headlights reflected
therein, the reflectance Ievel of the exteriorleft and right side
view tnirrors was also reduced by subsiantially the same
amouni, even though, for example, the side view mirrors
might not be reflecting the same level of glare light, if any.
Accordingly, rear vision in the exterior left and nght side
view mirrors could be improperly reduced.

Other prior art two-sensor type systems used a common
amibjent light sensor and several rearwardly facing sensors,
one for cach of the mirrors. An example is the alfernate
system also described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,917,477. This
approach is nol satisfactory, however, because il reducss
system teliability and increases complexity and cost.

Finally, some prioranti-glare mirrors used several sensors
to control the segments of a variable reflectance mirror. One
example is disclosed in U.S. Pai. No. 4,632,509, which
discloses a single-sensor type mitror Using three rearwardly
facing photocells to contro! three mirror segments depend-
ing on the direction ofincident? light from the rear. See also
U.S, Pat No, 4,697,883. These prior mirror systems gener-
ally have the same problems as the other single-sensor type
mirrors. Some other anti-glare mirrors are generally dis-

ue in- U.S, Pai. Nos. 3,986,022; 4,614,415; and 4,672,45

Consequently, there is a need for an automatic rearview
mirror system for an automotive vehicle having improved
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reliability and low cost, which accurately determines or
otherwise discriminates light levels that the driver will
experience as glare without the need fora separate forwardly
facing photocell. In addition, as noted above, there is also a
need for an automatic rearview mirror system of high
teliability and low cost, which accurately determines light
levels that the driver will experience as glare, and which can
control independently the reflectance of a plurality of mir-
rors according to the light levels actually reflected by each
of the rearview and exterior side view mirrors without the
need for additional and separate rearwardly facing photo-
cells. There is also a need for an automatic rearview mirror
Sysiem that can independently control the segments of a
variable reflectance mirror while accurately determining
lightlevels that the driver will experience 2s glare in each
Segment of the mirror without the need for additional and
separate forwardly and rearwardly facing photocells.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention 10 overcome the
problems of the prior art.

Itis another object of the present invention to pravide an
aulomatic rearview mirror system of improved reliability.

itis yet another object of the present invention to provide
an automatic rearview mirror system that accurately deter-
mines light levels thal the driver will experience as glare
without the need for a separate forward facing sensor or
other non-rearwardly facing pholocells.

It is another object of the present invention ro provide an
automatic rearview mirror system of high reliability that
accurately determines light levels that the driver will expe-
rience as glare, and which can independently conwrol a
Plurality ofmirrors or mirror segments according to different
fields of view without the need for additional and separate
Tearwardly facing photocells. .

According to one aspect ofthe present invention, using a
photosensor array and an appropriate control circuit allows
the elimination of separate forwardly facing or other non-
Tearwardly facing photocells, thereby allowing for lower
Cosis and increased reliability since it is not necessary to
match two separatc photocells such as photoresisiors,

According to another aspect, the present invention which
achieves one or more of these objectives relates to a control
system for controlling a plurality of variable reflectance
mirrors or mirror segments which change their reflectance in
response to a signal from a drive circuit. The system
comprises a plurality of variable reflectance mirrors, a
photosensor array and a control circuit receiving signals
from the photosensor array for controlling the mirrors, The
photosensor array is mountable to view rearwardly of the
mirror or vehicle. The photosensor array comprises a plu-
Talily of sets of photosensor elements comesponding to the
plurality of variable reflectance mirrors. The photosensor
elements in each set produce a plurality of photosensor
element signals in response to light incidem thereon, The
control circuit determines control signals, indicative of a
desired reflectance for each of the Pluraliry of variable
reflectance mirrors, in response io receiving photosensor
clement signals from the photosensor clement set for each
view or zone corresponding to the rearview mirror and
exterior side view mirrors and also (or alternatively) the
mirror segments. The control signals contro! the drive circuit
to cause the plurality of variable reflectance mirrors or
mirror s¢ements to assume the desired reflectance.

According to another aspect, the present invention which
achieves onc or more of these objectives relates to an

PV pro’ m the
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automatic rearview mirror system for an automotive vehicle
comprising st least one variable reflectance rearview mirror,
and an array of sensing elements to sense light Jevels in an
area rearward of the at least one variable re fear-
view mirror. Each of the sensing elements is adapted to
sense lightlevels of light incident thereon and to ourput an
electrical signal indicative of the sensed light levels. The
system further comprises a signal processor, connected to
the array of sensing elements, receiving and using the
elecirical signals indicative of the sensed light levels from
the sensing clements to determine a first electrical signal
indicative ofa background lightlevel in the area rearward of
the at least one variable reflectance rearview mirror and Lo
determine a second electrical signal indicative ofat least one
peak light level in the area rearward of the at least one
veriable reflectance rearview mirror. The Sigua] or
determines at least one control signal indicative of the
desired reflectance level of the at least one variable reflec-
tance rearview mirror from the first electrical signal indica-
tive of the background light level and the second electrical
Signal indicative of the at least one peak light level. The
system further comprises at leastone drive circuit connected
to the signal processor and to the at leas! one varishle
reflectance rearview mirror for Teceiving the al least one
contro! signal and ing and applying at least one drive
signal to the at least one variable reflectance rearview mirror
to drive the at least one variable reflectance mirror to the
desired reflectance level.

According to another aspect, the present invention which
achisves one or more of these objectives relates to a contro!
system for controlling a plurality of variable reflectance
mirrors, each of which change their reflectance level in
response to a drive signal from an gssociated drive circuit,
for an automotive vehicle, The system comprises a plurality
of variable reflectance mirrors, and a photosensor array
mountable to face substantially towards a rear ares. The
Photosensor gxray comprises a plurality of photosensor
elementsets, Bach set comprises e plurality of photosensor
elements. Each of the photosensor elements generates a
photosensor element signal indicative ofa Light level of light
incidentthereon, and each of the sets corresponds to one of
the plurality of variable reflectance mirrors. The system
further comprises a contro! circuit, connected to the photo-
sensor array, for determining and applying a plurality of
control signals. Each of the control signals is indicative ofa
desired reflectance level for each of the plurality of variable
reflectance mirrors in response to receiving the photosensor
element signals from each of the plurality of photosensor
elernent sets. The system further comprises a plurality of
drive circuits connected to the controlcircuit and to different
ones of the plurality of variable reflectance mirrors associ-
ated therewith. Each of the control signals is cutput to the
drive circuit associated therewith, to generate and apply a
drive signal to each ofthe plurality of variable reflectance
mirrors causing each of the mirrors lo assume a desiredreflectance level.

According to another aspect, the present invention which
achieves one or more of these objectives relates to a control
system for controlling at least one variable reflectance
mirror for an automotive vehicle. The SYyslem comprises
Photosensor array means for sensing light levels in en area
rearward of the al Jeast one variable refleclance mirror and
generating photosensor array signals, means for determining
@ background light signal from the photosensar array sig-
nals, means for, delermining a peak light signal from the
photosensor array signals, and means for controlling a
reflectance level of the at least one variable reflectance
mirror using the background and peak light signals.
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According to another aspect, the present invention which
achieves one or more ofthese objectives relates to a method
of conrrolling the reflectance of al least one variable reflec-
tance mirror comprising the steps of sensing light levels in
80 area rearward of the at least one variable reflectance
mirror with an array of sensing elements, deiermining a
background light level from the sensed light levels, deter-
mining a peak light level from the sensed light levels, and
controlling a reflectance level of the at least one variable
reflectance mirror using the determined background and
peak light levels.

By using a plurality of photosensor element sets or
sub-arrays On a photosensor array to control a plurality of
mirrors and also (or alternatively) mirror segments, the
mirrors may be controlled independently to vary their refiec-
tance in accordance with the view associated with each of
the photosensor element sets or sub-arrays.

These and other objects, advantages and features of the
present invention will bereadily understood and appreciated
with reference to the detailed description of preferred
embodiments discussed below together with the accompa-
nying drewings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 14 is a drawing of an automatic rearview mirror of
the present invention, including an expanded view of a
rearwardly facing photosensor array located in the upper
center area of the mirror surface;

FIG. 18 is another drawing of an automatic rearview
mirror ofthe present invention, including an expanded view
of the rearwardly facing photosensor array alternatively
located in a bezel or chin of the mirror:

FIG. 2 is a drawing of an automotive vehicle with the
automatic rearview mirror system of the present invention;

FIGS. 34 and 3B sre illustrative diagrams of a rearward
area as viewed by the photosensor elements of the photo-sensor array;

FIG. 4A is 4 generalized diagram of a photosensor array
PA(N.M) having a sub-array SCX);

FIG. 4Bis a generalized diagram of the photosensor
PA(N,M) and sub-arrays S(0), S(1), S(2) and S(3);

FIG. 5 is another schematic diagram of the photosensor
array commonly located on a light sensing and logic circuit;

FIG. 6 is a schematic block diagram of the automatic
rearview mirror system;

FIG.7 is a flow chart illustrating the method ofthe present
invention for controlling the reflectance of a rearview mirroror mirrors;

FIGS. 8A and 8B are detailed flow charts for steps S150,
$160 and $180 of FIG. 7;

FIG,9 is a fow chart of the general logic flow of FIGS.
7, 8A and8Bfor controlling the reflectance of three mirrors;and

FIG. 10 is another schematic block diagram of the auto-
matic rearview mirror system of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

I. The Automatic Rearview Mirror system
FIG. LA illustrates an automatic rearview mirror 1 com-

prising a variable reflectance mirror element Ja and 8 single
rearwardly facing photosensor 2. The photosensor 2 is
mounted facing rearwardly of the rearview mirror 1 so that

ony mrevicied hu Lit
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its field of view encompasses an area comprising a rear
window area and at least portion of cither or both side
window areas. Alsoshown is a switch 3 to allow a driver to
Tmanually control several possible mirror functions, such as
@n on-off control switch, a sensitivity adjustment and a
force-to-day or a force-to-night switch (i.c., forced maxi-
mum or minimum reflectance levels, respectively). An
expanded view of the photosensor 2, which is preferably
located in an upper center area of the variable reflectance
thirror element la as shown, shows a light sensing and logic
circuit 26 comprising a photosensor array 32 and a logic and
control circuit 34 (which is not shown in FIG. 1A but is
shown in FIG. @ as discussed below), A photosensitive
surface of each of the elements 32a (shown in
FIG, 5) of the photosensor array 32 senses light levels or
image information in a predetermined field of view encom-
passing an area located rearwardly of the rearview mirror 1.
A lens 30 images or otherwise focuses the light information
from the predetermined field of view onto the photosensor
array 32. ;

The rearview mirror 1 further comprises a channel mount
1b orother mounting means used to fixedly attach the mirror
1 to the windshield or headliner area of the vehicle. The
Tearview mirror 1 is generally adjustable with respect to the
channel mount la io allow 4 driver to position the mirror for
correct viewing of the rearward area or scene so that the
driver's sightline through the rearview mirror 1 is aligned
approximately with the yvebicle’s centerline.

Preferably, the photosensor 2 is fixedly mounted on the
adjustable portion of the rearview mirror 1 2s shown in both
FIGS. 1A and 18 so that the viewing axis of the photosensor
21s generally aligned with the viewing axis of the mirror 1
which is perpendicular to the glass surface of the mirror 1.
This approach is preferable both because of packaging
concems and because it provides a guaranteed sightline, It
is, however, within the scope of the present invention to
mount the photosensor array 32 so that it is movable with
respect to the variable reficctance mirror element Ja ofthe
Tearview mirror 1.

More preferably, as shown in FIG. 1A, the photosensor 2
is located in the uppercenter area of the variable reflectance
mirror element la. This may be required, for example, if it
is necessary to reduce the bezel size of the rearview mirror
1. If the photosensor 2 is located behind a glass surface of
the variable reflectance mirror element 1a, an appropriately
sized hole is provided in the protective and reflective mate-
tials of the varisble reflectance mirror element la. Addi-
onally, 4 correspondingarea within an active Jayer of the
variable reflectance mirror element Ja may be removed or
otherwise rendered inactive to enable the photosensor2 to
view directly the rearward scene. Altematively, for manu-
facturing reasons, the photosensor 2 may view the rearward
scene through the active layer of the variable reflectance
mirror element la, in which case it is preferable to com-
pensate for or otherwise negate the effects of reducing
reflectance and correspondingly the transmittance of the
variable reflectance mirror element 1a so that the photosen-
sor 2 effectively views the rearward scene directly as will bedescribed later.

Most preferably, a reflective surface is maintained within
the hole to both preserve the cosmetic appearance of the
assembly as viewed by the driver and to maximize the
reflective surface. This can be achieved by providing a very
thin metal reflective layer (100 A thickness or lower) of
aluminum, staini¢ss steel, chromium, or silver, etc., 50 as to
be sufficienly transmitting for incident light to enable
proper operation of the photoscnsor array 32 but also
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sufficiently reflective to appear mirror-like in the erea of the
hole, Altematively, a reflective tape, which is both suffi-
ciently transmitting and reflective to achieve the objectives
described herein, may be adhered at the hole region using
suitable means such as an optical adhesive and the photo-
sensor array 32 may then be mounted behind the optical
adhesive. Additionally, thin film stacks such as a solid state
ti-layer of 4 wave TiO,, 4 wave SiO, and 4 wave TiO, or
some other single thin film of a high index material may be
mounted behind or coated upon the area of the hole, Finally,
since the pholosensor array 32 is responsive (o
both visible light and near infrared, it is preferable to select
a material which reflects a significant proportion of visible
light while being essentially transparent to infrared.

As shown in FIG. 1B,the photosensor 2 may also be
located in the bezel or chin of the rearview mirror I to view
the rearward area directly without any compensation.
Although not shown, the photosensor 2 may also be located
on or near the channel mount 1b so that the axis of the
photosensor 2, which is perpendicular to the plane of the
photosensorarray 32, is in fixed alignment with the vehicle's
centerline regardless of the adjusted position of the rearview“mirror 1.

For other vebicles, such as trucks, the photosensor 2 may
also be located with each of the external side view mirrors
as will be described later.

The lens 30 is preferably a single molded plastic lens
approximately 2 millimeters in diameter and is preferably
bonded to or in close contact with the photosensor array 32.
The Tens 30 may, liowever, include any appropriate image
focusing means such as conventional single component
optics, holographic lens type optics, binary optics or a
microlens. The Jens 30 preferably is also designed to focus
animage ofthe rearward scene within a field ofview defined
by a cone.The cone’s centerline is perpendicular to the plane
of the photosensor array 32 and the cone preferably has an
included angle of approximately 100 degrees. Thus, the
image is focused onto a circular area of the planc of the
Photosensor array 32. Of course, the photosensor array 32
could be positioned in other than a rearwardly facing direc-
tion so long as appropriate lenses or other optics are used to
direct the light or image information from the rearward area
onto the photosensitive surface of the photosensor array 32.

The pre-positioning of the photosensor array 32 in the
rearview mirror 1 depends on whether the automatic rear-
view mirror system 20 is being used in aleft hand or a right
hand drive vehicle. In cither case, the photosensor array 32
is preferably pre-positioned within the circular area of the
focused image so that for cither a left or right hand drive
vehicle and with only driver adjustment of the rearview,
murror 1, the rearward scene imaged onto the photosensitive
surface of the photosensor array 32 includes the tear window
area and at least a portion of the left and right side windowareas of the vehicle.

If a sufficiently large photosensor array 32 is used, then
the pre-positioning of the photosensor array 32 is not vehicle
specific as described above, and a system 20 using a larger
photosensor array 32 may be used for both left and Tight
hand drive vehicles. The larger photosensor array 32 is
positioned symmetrically within the circular arca of the
focused image described above. Using the larger photosen-
Sor array 32 involves using a pattern recognition meansto
determine the approximate vehicle centerline so that the
appropriate portion of the larger photosensor array 32 may
be selected depending on whether the automatic rearview
mirror system 20 is installed in a left or right hand drivevehicle.

‘ObV prov by trom the
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FIG. 2 illusiraies an automatic rearview mirror system 20
for an automotive vehicle, comprising the rearview mirror1,
a left side view mirror 4 and a right side view mirror 5. As
will be discussed below, either or both of the side view
mirrors 4 and 5 may be connected to a control circuit of the
rearview mirror 1. The mirrors 1, 4 and 5 may be constructed
according to any of the methods known to those skilled in
the ert and are generally constructed according to the styling,
preferences and specifications of the sutomotive vehicle
manufacturers. The means for mounting the rearview mirror
i, such as the channel mount 15, and the electrical connec-
tors used to connect the mirrors 4 and 5 to the control circuit
of the rearview mirror 1 and the vehicle's electrical system
may include any one of the many configurations known to
these having ordinary skill in the art. The variable refiec-
tance mirror element1a of the mirrors 1, 4 and § may be any
device having more then one reflectance level corresponding
to a specific control or drive signal. Preferably, however, the
variable reflectance mirror element 1a is an electrochromic
mirror,

As discussed, the photosensor 2 is mounted facing rear-
wardly of the rearview mirror 1 so that its field of view
encompasses an arca comprising the rear window area and
at least a portion of both the left side window area and the
Tight side window area. The horizontal and vertical fields of
view of the rearward area as seen by the photoscnsor 2, and
more particularly by the photosensor array 32, are illostra-
tively shown in FIGS, 3A and 3B,

As shown in FIG.3A, the photosensor array 32 senses a
field of view divided into three separate zones: a center zone
a, @ left zone b (generally corresponding to the left side
window area) and aright zone-c (generally corresponding to
the right side window area). Each zone is sensed by a
separate set or sub-array S(X) of photosensor elements 32a
(described with respect to FIGS. 4A and 4B) within the
Photosensor array 32. The center zone, zone a, generally
receives light from the rear window area of the vehicle. This
Tear window area is depicted by a trapezoidally shaped rear
window figure superimposed on a first set or sub-array 9(1)
of photosensor elements 32a used to sense light levels in
zone a. Zone b includes light from at least a portion of a left
Side window area. This is depicted by a trapezoidally shaped
left rear side window figure and a partially shown left front
side window figure superimposed on a second set or sub-
array S(Z) of photosensor elements 32¢ used to sense light
levels in zoneb. Similarly, zone c includes light from at least
4 portion of a right side window area. This is depicted by a
wapezoidally shaped right rear side window figure and a
partially shown right front side window figure superimposed
on @ third sct or subarray S(3) of photosensor clements 32a
used to sense light levels in zone c. Additionally, all three
zones include light reflected from whatever fixed body work
and interior wim, head rests, vehicle Occupants or other
objects that are within the zones a, b and c.

Also as illustratively shown in FIG. 3A, the photosensor
elements 32a in columns 1 to 4 comprise the third photo-
sensor element set in zone c, the photosensor elements 32a
in columns 6-11 comprise the first photosensor element sct
in zone a and the photosensor elements 32@ in columns 13
to 16 comprise the second photosensor element set in zone
b. Null zones are provided berween the zones a end b and
between the zones a and c to allow for driver adjustment of
the rearview mirror 1. These null zones also ensure that the
center Zone a does not include light or other image infor-
mation from the side window areas of zones b andc.

As will be discussed in more detail below, the logic and
control circuit 34 sclects photosensor elementsignals from
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the first photosensor elementset or subarray S(1) (shown in
FIG. 4B) comesponding to zone a to controlthe reflectance
level of the rearview mirror L Similarly, the control circuit
34 selects photosensor clement signals from the second
pholosensor element set or sub-array S(2) (shown in FIG,
4B) corresponding to zone b to contro! the reflectance level
of the left side view mirror 4, and further selects photosensor
element signals from the third photosensor element set or
sub-array S(3) (shown in FIG. 4B) comesponding to zone c
to controlthe reflectance level of the right side view mirror
5. Additionally, for a variable reflectance mirror element 1a
having segments, such as a center, left and right segment,
appropriately defined zones a, b and c, i.c., sub-arrays S(2),
5(2) and S(3), corresponding to the mirror segments may be
used by the logic and control circuit 34 to control indepen-dently the individual mirror se

FIG. 3B illustratively shows the preferred embodiment
for the zones of the photosensor array 32. In this embodi-
ment, the logic and contro] circuit 34 selects photosensor
clement signals from three overlapping sets or sub-arrays
5(), S(2) and S(3) ofphotosensor elements 322 correspond-
ing to the three overlapping zones a, b and ¢ to control,
respectively, the reflectance level of the mirrors 1,4 and 5.
More specifically, the contro! circuit 34 selects photosensor
element signals fron the photosensor clements 32a in col-
umns 6 to 11 (zone a) to control the reflectance level of the
rearview mirror 1. The control circuit 34 also selects pho-
tosensor element signals from photosensor elements 322 in
columns 10 to 14 (zone b) to control the reflectance level of
the left side view mirror 4, and further selects photosensor
element signals from photosensor elements 322 in columns
3 to 7 (zone c) to control the reflectance level of the rightside view mirror 5.

Additionally, in the FIG. 3B embodiment, the lens 30
focuses or images light information from: (1) the rear
window grea onte zone a; (2) at least a portion of the rear
window and left side window areas onto zone b; and (3) at
least @ portion of the rear window and right side window
areas onto zone c. Contrastingly, in the FIG. 3A embodi-
ment, the lens 3 focuses light from: (1) the rear window
area onto zone a, (2) the left side window area onto zone b;
and (3) the right side window area onto zone c, The
overlapping zones in the FIG. 3B embodiment are advan-
lageous because each set of overlapping photosensor ele-
ments 32a in zones a and b and each set of overlapping
photosensor elements 32a in zones a and ¢, as well as the
logic and control circuil 34, is able to “preview™ the light
information that may, for example, fret appear in the rear
window area (and correspondingly in the rearview mirror 1),
but which may appear shortly thereafter in the left or right
side view mirrors 4 and 5. By examining at least @ portion
of the rear window area, the automatic rearview mirror
system 20 is able to more quickly respond to annoying glare
light from approaching vehicles or other sources. Overlap-
ping zones are also generally preferred because a glare Jight
Source located in a common or overlapping area of the
rearview mirror J and one ofthe side view mirrors 4 or Scaninfluence both mirrors.
IL, The Light Sensing Device

The light sensing device of the light sensing and logic
circuit 26 is preferably the photosensor array 32 shown in
FIG. 5. The photosensor array 32 has sufficient resolution to
view the real image of a scene but may also usc a spatial
distribution of light intensities as an spproximation of the
imaged scene. An example of such a photosensor array is the
VLSI Vision Limited (VVL) Single Chip Video CameraModel #ASIS 1011,
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Since 2 photosensor array 32 of the type described,
namely a VVL Single Chip Video Camera, is capable of
providing image information having sufficient resolution for
displaying an actual image or for some other purpose,it will
be readily understood that additional features or functions
may be incorporated by adding circuitry to provide video
ourput from the photosensor array 32 in addition to the
primary control functions described herein. For example, the
Video output may be output to a CRT, fat LC panel display
or other appropriate display device, located within the
vehicle, to provide a display ofthe imaged scene for viewing
by the driver,

The photosensor array 32 may be Jocated in any of the
mirrors 28 or in any other appropriate location, whether
local or remote, such as on the vehicle's rear bumper,
thereby extending significantly the effective field of view
normally availoble to the drivercitherdirectly or through the
vehicle's mirrors 28, Additionally, the photosensor array 32
may even replace one or more of the side view mirrors 4 and
5 of the automatic rearview mirror system 20, thereby
reducing the asrodynamic drag on the vehicle while provid-
ing sufficient information to the driver comparable to that
available through the side view mirrors 4 and 5,

A video signal from the photosensor array 32 may also be
used by the logic and control circuit 34 to determine the
presence ofa vehicle or other object within the field of view
of the photosensor array 32 to provide a visual signal
warming such as through a display panel, or even an audible
warming, based on certain parameters, such as distance and
speed ofthe object. Additionally, if the photosensor array 32
is Jocated in the rearview mirror 1,the video signal may be
used to monitor the vehicle's interior to detect unauthorized
intrusion into the vehicle. This may be achieved by provid-
ing electrical power to the mirror’s logic and control circuit
34 from a vehicle power supply and by activating a yehicle
intrusion monitoring mode when a signal indicates thar the
vehicle’s door and trunk locks have been activated. The
logic and control circuit 34 may be used to continuously
monitor the image from the vehicle's interior thereby allow-
ing detection of objects or persons moving Within the
vehicle, and if movement is detected, another signal from
the logic and control circuit 34 may then activate an intn-sion alarm.

It is, however, within the scope of the present invention
for the light sensing device to comprise any similarly
appropriate image or array sensor. When the light sensing
and logic circuit 26 is formed as a very-large-scale-inte-
grated (VLSI) complementary-metal-oxide-semiconducior
(CMOS) device, as is known to those skilled in the art, the
light sensing device will share a common semiconductor
substrate with the logic and control circuit 34,

Preferably, for the described three minor system, the
photosensor array 32 comprises a plurality of photosensor
elements 32a arranged in 160 columns and 40 rows (a
16040 array) providing a horizon! field of view of
approximately 100 degrees and a vertical field of view of
approximately 30 degrees. As discussed, FIGS. 3A and 3B
illustratively show a 16x4 photosensor array 32. The pho-
toscnsor array 32 may, however, comprise any appropriately
sized array having an appropriate field of view, For example,
the field of view may be narrower when controlling the
segments ofonly one misror, Each photosensor element 32a

- is preferably about 10 microns square,
As shown in FIG. 4A, the photosensor array 32 generally

comprises a plurality of photosensor elements 322 arranged
in a photosensor array PA(N,M) having N rows of M
colurnms. When viewing the photosensitive surface of the
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photosensor array PA(,M) in a vertical plane, the lower
row is row 1, the top row is row N,the Jef hand column is
column 1, and the right hand column is column M. A specific
photosensor element is identified as E(n,m) and the signal
indicative of a light level incident thereon is L(n,m). Also,
the sub-array SCX), where X=0, 1, 2,...,2Z, is a rectangular
array having P(X) rows of QCX) columns of photosensor
elements 32a and is located such that its lower left hand
element is photosensor element E(T(X)), UCX)).

As shown in FIG. 4B, a background sub-array S(X)
designated 5(0) is used to determine a general background
light level B. Signals from the pholosensor elements 32a of
each peak sub-array S(X), designated S(1), S(2),....S (Z),
art used to determine a peak light level P(z) incident on each
peak sub-array S(L), S{2),..., S(Z). The general back-
ground light level B for background sub-array S(O) and the.
peak light level P(z) for each peak sub-arrey S(X) are then
used to determine a mirror control signal V_(z) for control-
ling at least one mirror or mirror segments associated witheach zone.

FIG. 5 gencrally illustrates a logic layout of the photo-
sensor array 32. The logic and control circuit 34 generates
array control signals to control the photosensorarray 32. As
is well known in the am, thephotosensor array 32 is typically
accessed in scan-line format, with the array 32 being read as
consecutive rows, and within each row as consecutive
columns or pixels. Each photosensor element 32a is con-
nected to a common word-line 33e. To access the photosen-
sor array 32, a vertical shift register33a generates word-line
signals for cach word-line 33e to enable each row of
photosensor elements 32c. Each column of photosensor
elements 32a is connected to a bit-line 33f which is con-
nected to a charge-to-voltage amplifier 33¢. As each word-
line 33¢ is accessed, a horizontal shift register 33b uses a line

23

33g to output the bit-line signals on consecutive bit-lines 33f 35
to an output line 334 connected to the logic and control
circuit 34. Also shown is a voltage amplifier 33d used to
amplify the resulting analog photosensor element signals.
The analog photosensor element signals are then output on
line 33h to the andlog-to-digital converter 44 and convened
to digital photosensor element signals.
TH. The Logic and Control) Circuit

FIG. 6 shows the light sensing and logic circuit 26
comprising the photosensor array 32 and the logic and
control circuit34. The logic and controlcircuit 34 comprises
a logic circuit 46, a clock 47, a random-access-memory
(RAM) 50, or other appropriate memory. and a digital-to-
analog converter 52. The logic circuit 46 is preferably a
dedicated configuration ofdigital logic elements constricted
on the same semiconductor substrate as the photosensor
array 32. Alternatively, the logic circuit 46 may also be a
microprocessor comprising a central processing unit (CPU)
and a read-only-memory (ROM). The logic circuit 46 may
also be implemented using gate array technology or any
other appropriate hardwired logic circuit technology.

Thelogic circuit 46 interfaces with the clock 47, provides
array control signals to the photosensor array 32, manages
dats flow to and from the RAM 50 and converters 44 and 52,
and performs all computations for determining a dipital
mirror contro! signal V,,-4Z) for causing the variable
reflectance mirror clement la to assume a desired refiec-
tance level. As discussed, the analog-to-digital converter 44
converts the analog photosensor element signals to the
digital photosensor element signals processed by the logic
circuit 46. It has been found that an eight-bit analog-1o-
digital converter 44 provides adequate data resolution for
controlling the mirrors 1, 4 and 5. Preferably, the analog-
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to-digital converter 44 is constructed on the same semicon-
ductor substrate as the photosensor array 2 as shown in FIG.5.

The digital photosensor element signals output to the
logic and contro] circuit 34 are generally stored in the RAM
50 for processing. The values of the digital photosensor
element signals for the photosensor array PA(N,M) are
correspondingly stored in an array in the RAM 50 desig-
nated RA(N,M). The logic circuit 46 processes the values of
eachof the digital photosensor element signals, which are
designated Val RA(n.m), to determine an mstantancous or
substantially real-time background light signal B, for a time
period t and at least one peak light signal P(z), The logic
circuit 46 uses these signals, which may also be temporarily
stored in the RAM 50, to determine a digital control signal
VoaclZ) lo cause at least one mirror or mirror segment Io
assume a desired reflectance Jevel. The digital mirror control
signal Vo,{Z) is then output to the digital-to-analog con-
verter 52, which outputs a corresponding analog mirror
control signel Ve(z) to a mirror drive circuit 24, Aliema-
tively, the digital-to-analog converter 52 need not be used if
the logic circuit 46 generates a pulse-width-modulated
(PWM) mirror contro] signal to control the mirror drivecircuit 24,

‘The mirror drive circuit 24 comprises mirror drive circuits
24a, 24b and 24c. The drive circuit 24 drives mirrors 28,
which comprises a rearview mirror 28a (mirror A), a left
side view mirror 285 (mirror B) and a right side view mirror
28c (mirror C). Mirrors A, B and C correspond, respectively,
to the rearview mirror 1, the lefi side view mirror 4 and the
right side view mirror 5 shown in FIG. 2. It is, of course,
within the scope of the presentinvention for the mizror A to
be a mirror other than the rearview mirror 1. It is similarly
within the scope of the present invention for the mirror B to
be a murorother than the left side view mirror 4, and for the
murror C to be a mirror other than the right side view mirror
5. It is also within the scope ofthe invention for the mirrors
A, B and C to be mirror segments or zones of the variable
teflectance mirror element 1a where the peak sub-array S(X)
for each zone corresponds to a segment of the variable
reflectance mirror element Ia. Thur, for example, S(1) may
correspond to a center mirror segment, S(2) maycorrespond
19 a left mirror segment and S(3) may correspond wo a right
mirror segment. Any other appropriate mirror segmentation
acheme may also be used. .

A sensitivity control circuit 42 is used to input a sensi-
tivity signal S to the logic and control circuit 34. In addition,
signals from a force-to-day (maximum reflectance) switch
36, a reverse-inhibit (maximum reflectance) switch 38 and a
force-to-night (minimum reflectance) switch 40 may also be
input to the logic and contro! circuit 34. The switch 3 of
FIGS. LA and 1B may include the sensitivity control circuit
42, a5 well as the force-to-day switch 36 and the force-to-
night switch 40.

The switches 36, 38 and 40 each generate a signal causing
the logic circuit 46 to override its normal ion, as will
be described with respect to FIGS. 7, 8A and SB, and to
oulput mirrorcontrol signals V_(z)to the mixror drive circuit
24 causing the variable refiectance mirror 28 to assume a
Maximum or minimum reflectance level in accordance with
the appropriate signals from the switches 36, 38 or 40.
Finally, the logic and controlcircuit 34 may also be used to
control a vehicle lighting switch 45 to automatically turn on
and off a vehicle's headlights and sidelights. This feature
will be further described later.
TV. Operation of the Invention

FIG. 7 shows an overview of the logic flow chart and
method for controlling the reflectance levels ofany one or all
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of the mirrors or mimor segments 28a, 28b or 28c. {t should
be understood that the reflectance level of each of the
mirrors 28a, 28b and 28e in the automatic rearview mirror
system of the ent invention be commonly or
independently controlled. FIGS. 8A, 8B and 9 provide more
detail on the logic and method of FIG. 7.

in step $101 of FIG.7,light information seen rearwardly
of the rearview mirror I is incident on the Jens 30. In step
Sil0, light passing through the lens 30 is refracted such thar
the light information is imaged or focused onto the photo-
sensitive surface of the photosensor array 32. In sicp 5120,
the logic circuit 46 generates and outputs the array control
signals to the photosensor array 32. In step $130, photosen-
sor clement signals indicative of the light levels incident on
each of the photosensor elements 32a are generated. In step
$140, these photosensor element signals are temporarily
stored in RAM or any other appropriate memory. In steps
S150 and $160, the logic cireuwit 46 determines values for the
background Light signal and the peak light signal for each
zone corresponding to cach of the mirrors 28. In step S180,
the logic circuit 46 uses the background and peak light
signals of step S150 to determine the control signals
required to cause each of the mirrors 28 10 achieve a desired
reflectance level, Also, the logic and control circuit 34 in
step 5180 reads and processes the states of the optional
sensitivity control circuit 42, force-to-day switch 36, force-
to-night switch 40 and reverse-inhibit switch 38. In step
$200, the mirror drive circuits 24 use the control signals
determined in step S180 to generate drive signals to cause
the mirrors 28 to assume the desired reflectance levels in
step $210.

In one embodiment of the invention, the logic circuit 46
determines the background lightsignal B, in steps $150 and
$160 by calculating the average value of the or
element signals, previously stored in RAM in step $140, for
the photosensor elements 32 in a lowest row or rows ofthe
photosensor array 32 corresponding to an area below the
rear window. With respect to FIGS. 3A and 3B, this means
that the background light signal B, is determined from
photosensor element signals generated by the photosensor
elements 32a located in row D of the photosensor matrix
array 32. The logic circuit46 may then output B, to the RAM
50 for later processing. The logic circuit 46 may also
determine B, by calculating an average value of all of the
pholosensor element signals in the entire photosensor array
32. More generally, the background light signal B, for the
rearward scene may be determined by calculating the aver-
age value of X percent of the lowest photosensor element
signal values in the RAM array RA(N,M), where X is
preferably 75, but typically may be in the range of 5 to 100.

Additionally, the backgroundlight signal B, is preferably
change-limited to determine a limited background light
signal B,,. The signal B, may be change-limited, for
example, by limiting changes in the background light signal
B, 0 2% per time frame. A time frame may be, for example.
250 milliseconds or any other time relating to the rate at
which the logic circuit 46 samples the photosensor element
signals from the photoscusor array 32. The logic circuit 46
determines the change-limited value B,, used to determine
the digital mirror control signal V,,,-(z) as follows: By=
BiiaytCxB-B,,1;), where B,=the change-limited
background light signal for a current time frame t, B=the
senial or substantially real-time background light signal for
the chrrent ime frame 1, By...=the change-limited back-
ground light signal for a previous time frame (t-1) and
C,=he change-limit value. Additionally, the background
light signal B, from step $150 may be processed by the logic
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circuit 46 to determine whether the change limited back-
ground light signal B,, is less than or greater than B,,,..»). If
B,, is greater than B,;,_,), then the logic cireuit 46 may use
a higher change-limit value C,,, to determine B,,. If the
background light signal B,, is less than or equal to By,,_1),
then the logic circuil 46 may use a lower change-limit value
Cy, to determine B,,. The values C,,, and C,, are in the
range of 0.01 to 2, but are preferably on the order of about0.02 or 2%.

The logic circuit 46 in step $150 also determines the peak
light signal P(z) for each zone or sub-array S(X) of the
photosensor roairix array 32. The peak light signal P(z) used
to determine the appropriate mirror control signal V-(z) for
the mirror 28 may be determined by counting or summing
the mumber of occurrences where the digital value for a
photosensor element signal is greater than a peak threshold
value F for each zone or sub-erray S(X). For the preferred
analog-to-digital converter haying sight-bit data resolution,
the logic circuit 46 generates digital values indicative of
light levels of light incident on each photosensor element
32a in the range of 0 to 255 (2°-1=255), with headlights
resulting in values in the range of about 200 to 255, so that
the peak threshold value F is selected to be in the range of
about 200 to 255 but is preferably 245. The resulting count
or sum P(z) provides a measureofthepeak light level for the
following reasons.

One design objective of the lens 30 and the photosensor
array 32 combination is to be able to measureire background «
light levels in the approximate range of0.01 to 0.1 lux when
driving on sufficiently dark roads. This is achieved by
ensuring that the lens 30, photosentor elements 32a and
charge-to-voltage amplifiers 33¢ are able to measure such
lightlevels and by providing a maximum exposure time. The
maximum exposure time detcrmines the operating fre-
quency or sampling rate of the system 20. In the case of the
described system, 15 MHz has been found to be appropri-ate

By the exposure time relative to a general back-
ground light level B and using a substantially constant
sampling rate, a wide range ofbackground light levels in the
range of 0.01 to 1000 lux can be measured. Thus, when the
background light level is low, the exposure time is relatively
long such that headlights within the rearward area cause the
affected photosensor elements 322 to saturate, Correspond-
ingly, for higher background light levels, the exposure time
is reduced. Saturation occurs when the incidentlight charges
the photosensor element 32a to capacity so that any excess
charge will leak or transfer to adjacent photosensor elements
32a, This charge leakage effect is commonly referred to as
“blooming.” It has been found that a count of the number of
photosensor clements 32a at or near saturation, i.e., those
having digital values greater than the peak threshold value F,
provides an excellent approximation of the peak light levels
and is further described in FIG. $A. The above described
method effectively extends the range of measurable light
levels for the pholosensor array 32.

Altematively, if an anti-blooming device is incorporated
in the photosensor array 32, such as is well known to those
skilled in the an, then the peak light signal P(z) may be
determined by calculating an average value of Y percent of
the highest photosensor element signal values for each zone,
where Y is preferably 10, but may be in the range of| to 25.
When using this approach for determining P(z), it is also
preferable to include logic to adjust the sampling rate or
operating frequency ofthe logic circuit 46 to an appropriate
value depending on B,,

The general backgroundlight signal B, whether B, or B,,,
and the peak light signal P(z) for each zone of the photo-
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sensor array 32, as determined in steps 5150 and $160, are
then used by the logic circuit 46 10 determine a mirror
control signal V-{z) as a function of the ratio of B” (n
preferably has a value of one but may typically range from
0.8 to 1.3) to P(z), ic, V(z)=f(B"/P(z)). The conwol signal
V-{z) is then output to the mirror drive circuits 24 in step
$180 to drive the misrors 28 or segments thereof to their
desired reflectance level in the steps S200 and S210.
V. The Preferred Embodiment

The genera! lighting conditions of the rearward scene can
be defined as follows: the ad light level of the
viewed rearward scene is B and the peak lightlevel for cach
zone or sub-array S(X) is P(z). A contrast ratio C(z) may be
Sefined as the ratio of the peak light level P(z) for each zone
to the general light level B; thus, C(z)=P(zyB.
Given the background light level B, the human eye can
tolerale varying peak light levels in the viewed rearward
sceiic Up to a particular contrast ratio tolerance C;, Contrast
ralios greater than C, initially cause discomfor and are
georrally known as glare. As the cye adjusts its light
sensitivity to protect itself from the discomforting peak or
glare light levels, vision is reduced and the glare may
become disabling. Thus, the maximum tolerable peak light
level P-of the viewed rearward scene is equal to the product
of the contrast ratio tolerance Cy and the background light
level B, ie., Py=C,>xB,

The desired reflectance R(z) of a variable reflectance
mirror for each zone is that reflectance level which reduces
a peak light level P(z) to a value equal to the maximum
tolerable peak light level P_, i.c., P=R,(z)xP(z) or Riz
P,/P(z), and substituting the expression for Py, RAZAXx
BYP(Z). However, the maximum tolerable contrast ratio
varies across the population due to aging and other factors;
accordingly, a sensitivity factor S may be used to accountfor
this variation in contrast tolerance sensitivity so that R,,(2)=
(SxCxB)/P(z). Selecting the desired reflectance R,(z) for
each zone provides maximum information from the rear-
ward scene viewed in cach mirror or mirror segment while
reducing discomforting or disabling peak light levels totolerable levels.

The mirror contro) signal V_(Z) required to obtain the
desired reflectance R,(z) depends on the particular variable
reflectance mirror element that is used. For electrochromic
mirrors, a volage-refiectance relationship can be approxi-
mated and generally defined. In general, an electrochromic
mirror has a reflectance level R having a maximum value of
R, with an applied voliage Vapp Of O volts. As the applied
voltage V.,.., is increased, the reflectance level R. percepru-
ally remains on the orderofR, until Vaopp Teaches a value of
approximately V,. As V,,,, is further increased, the reflec-
tance level R decreases approximately linearly until a mini-
mum reflectance ofapproximately R, is reached at a voltage
Vz Thus, the applicd voliage Vapp Can be approximatelydefined as:

Vanp=V,~(R=RIX(V.-V,RR)

Substituting desired reflectance R,(z) for the reflectance R
results in the mirror control signal, the voltage of which isdetermined as follows:

VeeVyHRSxCMB/P(z(VV, VORRp).

To obtain a digital value V_.-(z), V{z) is scaled by a factor
that is the ratio of the maximum digital valueto the value V.:
thus, for cight-bit data resolution Vp4-(2)=255 Vez)/V.,
and substituting for V_{Z):

Voactt255(Virik,SxCSB/PizK(Ve-V,MRR).
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FIG, BA provides further detail on the steps 5150 and
$160 where the logic circuit 46 determines the background
and peak light signals, More particularly, steps S151, $152,
S159 and S160 provide two processing loops for scquen-
Wally determining the digital values indicative of the pho-
tosensor element signals, Val RA(n,m), in the RAM array
RA(N,M)for each of the photosensor elements 32a of the
Pholosensor array PA(N,M).

In step 5153, a lens correction factor LC(n,m) is applied
to each digital value indicative of the photosensor element
signal, Val RA(n,m), to correct for the effects of lens 30,
which results in a lens corrected digital value of the photo-
sensor element signal Va] RA,,{n,m). These effects are
typically referred to as cosine effects or Lambert's Law
effects. The lens correction factor LC(n,m) depends on the
radial distance of the photosensor element 32a from a
central axis of the lens 30, and is typically in the range of 1
to 15 but will depend on the geometry ofthe lens and the
selected photosensor array, The lens correction factor LC(n,
m) applied to each Val RA(n,m) may be calculated accord-
ing to Lambert's Law each time Val RA(n,m) is processed.
More preferably, the logic circuit 46 initially stores an array
of values LC(n.m) in the RAM 50 for each photosensor
element 322 of the photosensor array PA(n,m) during an
initialization routine, Aliernatively, the size of the photosen-
sor elements 32@ of the pholosensor array 32 may be
adjusted 10 correct for the lens effects at each pholosensorelement 32a.

As discussed, it has been found that light levels for
headlights generally result in an eight-bit digital valuc
greater than a peak threshold value F having a value ofabout
245. Correspondingly, during non-daylight operation of the
automatic rearview minor system 20, background light
levels generally result in cight-bit digital values indicative of
the light levels incident on the photosensor elements 32a
that are Iess than or equal to the peak threshold value F,

Accordingly, the lens corrected value Val RA,-(n,m) is
compared in step $154 to the peak threshold value F. If Val
RA,(n,m)is Jess than or equal toFitis used to increment
a counter Beouan in the logic circuit 46, by | in step S157
(thereby indicating thet a value Jess than or equal to F has
been identified) and by increasing a value By,,,, by the value
of Vai RA,(n,m) in step $158, where Bon 38 the sum ofall
the values of Val RA,-(n.m) which are less than or equal to
F. The background light signal B,is then determined in step
S161 as follows: B=By./Beoun Lf Val RA,¢{n,m) is
greater than F in step 5154, then the logic circuil 46 uses a
counterP(z) indicative ofthe peak light levels for each of the
zones or sub-arrays S(X) of the photosensor array PA(N.M)
which is incremented by 1 as previously described. More
particularly, Val RA,¢{n.m) is tested in step S155 to deter-
mine whether it originates from a particular zone or sub-
array SOO, where X=to Z. If Val RA,-(n.m) does not Fall
within a defined zone or.sub-array 8(X), then P(z) is not
incremented; otherwise, P(z) is incremented in step $156 forthe late Zone.

If the photosensor array 32 is arranged wo view the
rearward area throughthe active layer of the variable reflec-
tance element la, then a color correction factor CC is applied
in step $162 to B, and P(z) to compensate for any reduction
in transmittance when the reflectance level (and transmit-
lance) of the rearview minor1 is reduced. The value of CC
is determined from the last calculated value indicative of the
digital mirror control signal V,,, (2) applied to the rearview
mirror 1. In step S163, a change-limited background light
signal B,, is determined as has been described previously,

FIG. 8B provides further detail on step S180 where the
logic circuit 46 determines the appropriate digital mirror
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control signal V,,,-(z) for each zone or sub-array S(2<) and
corresponding mirror 28. In steps S181 and $182. V,4<(z)
is calculated for each mirror 28. In step S183, the logic
cirevit 46 reads a state [NJ of the reverse-inhibit switch 38
and if the vehicle is in zeverse gear so that IN] is high, then
all digital mirror control signals V,,,-{z) are set to 0 in step
$184 forcing the mirror 28 to its maximum reflectance level.
In step S185,a state IN2 of the switch 36 is read
and if IN2 is high, then all digital mirror contro! signals
Voaclz) are set to 0 in step 186 forcing the mirror 28 to its
maximum reflectance level.

Finally, in step S187, a state IN3 of the force-to-night
switch 40 is read and if IN3 is high, then all digital mirror
control signals V,,-{z) are set to 255 (the maximum digital
value for eight-bit data resolution) in step S188 forcing the
mirror 28 to its minimum refiectance level.

FIG. 9 shows another view of the logic flow whereby the
rearview mirror, the left side view mirror and the right side.
view mirror (or alternatively three mirror segments) are
independently driven to their desired reflectance levels by
the independent and separate control anddrive signals using
photosensor element signals from three photosensorelement
sets (Le., the sub-arrays S(1), S(2) and S(3) of photosensor
elements 32a in the photosensor array PA(n,m)). The spe-
cific subroutines shown in FIGS. 8A and 8B corresponding
to the general steps shown in FIG. 7 are also used with the
general steps shown in FIG. 9.

In step S201, light incident on the lens 30 is focused in
step SZ10 onto the photosensor array 32 comprising the first,
second and third sets of elements 32a in zones
a,b and c, respectively. Next, in step S211, the light incident
on the first photosensorelement set in zone agenerates a first
set of photosensor element signals, which, in step S211’, are
then stored in RAM andlater used bythe logic circuit 46 to
determine a first peak light signal in step S212,

In step 5221, the light incident on the second photosensor
element set in zone b generates a second set of photosensor
element signals, while in step $231, the light incident on the
third photosensor element sct in zone c generates a third set
of photosensor element signals. The second set of photo-
sensor element signals, generated in step S22 arc also
stored in step 221'in RAM and then used by the logic circnit
46 to determine a second peal light signal in step $222.
Similarly, the third set of photosensor clement signals,
generated in step S231, is next stored in step $231' in RAM
and then used by the logic circuit 46 10 determine a third
peak light signal in siep S232.

In step S213, photosensor element signals generated from
selected photosensor elements on whichlight is incident in
step $210 are used to determine the background lightsignal.

In step S214, the logic circuit 46 uses the background
hight signal determined in step 5213 and the first peak light
signal determined in step S212 to determine a first control
signal. Similarly, the jogic circuit 46 uses the background
light signal of step S213 and the second peak light signal
determined in step $222 to determinea second controlsignal
in step 3224. In the same mannez, the background light
signal of step S213 and the third peak light signal of step
$232 are used by the logic circuil 46 to determine a third
control signal in step $234.

The first control signal determined in step S214 is used by
the drive circuit 24a lo generate a first drive signal in step
S215. This first drive signal drives the rearview mirror 28a
to a desired reflectance level in step S216. Likewise, the
second control signal determined by the logic circuit 46 in
step 5224 is used by the drive circuit 245 to generale a
second drive signal in step $225, which is then used to drive
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the left side view mirror 28to a desired reflectance Jevel in
step 5226. Finally, the third control signal determined by the
logic circuit 46 in step S234 is used by the drive circuit 24c
lo generate a third drive signal to drive the right side view
mirror 28c to a desired refiectance level in step S236. Of
course, the first, second and third control signals may also be
used to contro] the segmeats of a mirror 28.

Finally, as previously discussed, one advantage of the
present invention is that it is able to use a single pholosensor
array 32 to determine both a background light level and a
peak light level for controlling the reflectance level of a
mirror, This is especially advantageous where the sensor
must be placed outside the interior of the vehicle to view the
Tearward scene, This may be required, for example, in
certain truck type vehicles where only exterior side view
mirrors may be used and automatic operation is desired.
Accordingly, the photosensor array 32 may be located with
each side view mirror. The other electronics for the auto-
malic rearview mirror system 20, described previously, may
be located either with the photosensor array 32 in each side
view mirror, inside the vehicle cab or elsewhere in or on the
vehicle. A desired reflectance level for each exterior side
view mirror may then be accurately determined using bath
the determined background light level and peak light level
using only a single photosensor array 32 for each mirror.
VL Integrated Headlight Control System

It is generally important for driver safety reasons that the
headlights and sidelights of operating vehicles are turned on
48 night approaches or when background lighting levels fal!
below approximately 500 lux. More particulariy, it is desir-
able to have the vehicle's headlights and sidelights auto-
matically turn on when background lighting levels full to a
sufficiently low level and automatically um off when back-
ground lighting levels rise sufficiently,

While there are other automatic headlight control sys-
tems, such systems require that the photocells, which are
used to control the headlights, be located and positioned so
that they generally face upward cither to avoid the effects of
oncoming headlights for generally forward fecing is
or to avoid the effects of following headlights for generally
rearward facing photocells.

An advantage of the automatic rearview mirror system 20
is that the background light signal B,, may be used to
automatically tum on and off a vehicle's headlights and
sidelights by conwolling the vehicle lighting switch 45.
Impomantly, since B,, is determined regardless of the pres-
ence of peak light sources, such as oncoming or following
headlights, the directional constraints on how and where the
sensor is located or positioned are avoided. Accordingly,
using the photosensor array 32 of the present invention to
provide additional vehicle lighting contro) functions results
in lower costs and improved reliability over other headlight
control systems.

The limited background light signal B,, has been
described for the purpose of controlling the refiectance
levels of an automatic rearview mirror system 20. Addition-
ally, the logic circuit 46 may use B,, 10 generate a vehicle
lighting control signal to control the vehicle lighting switch
45 to tm on and off automatically the vehicle's headlights
and sidclights. The ability to usc B,,isimporiant because the
vehicle lighting switch 45 should not be responsive to rapid
orsmall fluctuations in background light levels in the region
of the desired point at which the vehicle lighting switch is

* lumed on oroff, Le., the switch point Such fluctuations can
be caused by the shadowingeffect of overhanging trees or
structures or the lighting differences between the castern and
western skylines at dawn and dusk which may be encoun-
tered when turning the vehicle.
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Additionally, hysteresis is also provided between the
switch-on and switch-off conditions of the vehicle lighting
switch 45 to further stabilize operation of the switch 45 in
such fluctuating light conditions. More specifically, if the
required switch point for falling light levels is SP. then the
switch point for rising light levels is SPx(1+H), where H is
a hysteresis factor typically in the range of about 0.005 to
0.5, but is preferably 0.2. Thus, if B,, is less than SP, then
the vehicle lighting contro! signal to the vehicle lighting
switch 45 is sct high to num on the vehicle's headlights and
sidelights, If B,, is greater than SPx(1+H), then the vehicle
lighting control signal to the vehiclelighting switch 45 is set
low to tum off the vehicle’s headlights and sidelights.

Additionally, ifthe photosensor array 32 and logic circuit
46 are both powered directly by the vehicle's clecirical
system through the ignition switch, then a time delay ty may
be provided such that if the ignition switch is umed off
when the headlight control signal is set high, the vehicle
lighting control signal will remain high for a time t, and
thereafter fall to a low value to trm off the vehicle's
headlights and sidclights. A manual contol may also be
provided to allow the driver to adjust the time delay t,,

Finally, the vehicle lighting control signal and, more
specifically, the lighting control switch 45 may also be used
to inhibit automatic contol of the automatic rearview mirror
system 20. For example, if the vehicle lighting control signal
indicates that the vebicle lighting should be tumed off, then
the logic and control circuit 34 may be used to enable
sensitivity switch 42 or some other switch allowing the
driver to manually adjust the reflectance level ofthe mirrors
28. Thus, the driver may manually select a lower reflectance
level during daylight conditions to Provide protection
against peak light sources, such as a bright setting sun. As
background lightlevels fall or during non-daylight condi-
tions, the vehicle lighting control signal would indicate
non-daylight conditions and the logic and control circuit 34
may then be used to disable manual control and return the
automatic rearview mirror system 20 to full automaticcontrol.

VIL The Automatic Rearview Mirror System
FIG. 10 also shows the automatic rearview mirror system

20 ofthe presentinvention. The system 20 is powered by the
vehicle's electrical system (not shown) to which the system
20 is connected. A voltage regulation and transient protec-
ion circuit 22 regulates power and protects the system 20
from voltage transients as is well known in the art. The
circuit 22 is connected to the vehicle's electrical system and
to ground, end outputs 4 vollage of up to about 5 volts lo
power the mirror drive circuits 24 and the light sensing and
logic circuit 26. The circuit 22 also has a ground line
connected to the light sensing and logic circuit 26,

The 5 volt linc is also connected to the force-to-day switch
36 and the reverse-inhibit switch 38 (connected in parallel to
the light sensing and logic circuit 26) which are used to force
the mirrors 28 to their maximum reflectance level. More
particularly, when either of these switches is closed, they
generate a high level signal V,, such as a3 volt signal, which
is input to the light sensing and logic circuit 26. This high
level signal overrides the normal operation of the light
sensing and logic circuit 26 causing it to OuLput a control
signal to the drive circuits 24 to drive the mirrors 28 to their
maximum reflectance level, Conversely, when these
Switches are open, they cach generate a low level signal V,
such as a signal of less than 3 volts, thereby permitting
normal operation of the light sensing and logic circuit 26, as
has been discussed with respect to FIGS. 7, 8A and 8B. The
force-to-day switch 36 and the reverse-inhibit switch 38 may
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be alternatively configured to generate a Jow level signal
when closed and 2 high level signal when open. The
foree-lo-day switch 36 is a manually operated switch and is
Preferably placed on the rearview mirror 28a and may be
switch 3. The reverse-inhibit switch 38 is connected to a
reverse inhibit line in the vehicle's electrical system (not
shown) so that the reverse-inhibit switch 38 is actuaied
automatically whenever the vehicle is in reverce pear,

‘The force-lo-night switch 40, vsed Lo force the mirrors 28
to their minimum reflectance level, generates a high level
signal V,, when closed and a low level signal V, when
opened. The signal V,,or V, is then input to the light sensing
and logic circuit 26, The high level signal may, for example,
be between 3 to 5 volts and the low level signal may be
below 3 volts. The high level signal overrides the normal
Operation of the light sensing and logic circuit 26, as
discussed with respect to FIGS. 7, 8A and 8B, causing the
circuit 26 to output a control signal to the drive circuits 24
to drive the mirrors 28 to their minimum reflectance Jevel.
Thelow Jevel signal, on the other hand, permits normal
operation of the light sensing and logic circuit 26. Alterna-
lively, the force-to-night switch 40 may be configured to
generate a low level signal when closed and 2 high level
signal when open. The force-to-night switch 40 is also a
manually operable switch, preferably located on the rear-
view mirror 28a, and may alsa be switch 3.

Thelight sensing and logic circuit 26 is also connected to
the sensitivity control circuit 42. The circuit 42 enables the
Operator to Manually adjust the sensitivity of the mirrors 28
using the switch 3 (shown in FIGS. 1A and 1B). The
sensitivity control circuit 42 (switch 3) may comprise a
potentiometer whose voltage may be variedfrom zero to five
volts. Allemnatively, a single resislor may be used to provide
a single preset sensitivity setting thal carmot be changed bythe driver.

As previously discussed with respect to FIGS. 5 and 6, the
light sensing and logic circuit 26 comprises the photosensor
array 32 (or other light sensing device) and the logic and
controlcircuit 34. These two devices may be either separale
or commonly located on a single semiconductor substrate,
Thelight sensing and logic circuit 26 is preferably a singleVLSI CMOScircuit.

Also shown in FIG. 10, the light sensing and logic circuit
26 outputs analog mirror control signals having voltages
varying from zero to imately 5 volts to the mirror
drive circuits 24 and a vehiclelighting control signal of 0 wo
5 volts to the vehicle lighting switch 45. Altematively, a3
Previously discussed the light sensing and logic circuit 26
may output a5 volt pulse-width-modulated (PWM) signal to
the mirror drive circuits 24. The mirror drive circuits 24 then
generate and apply drive voltages varying from a low
voltage on the order of 0 voits to a high voltage on the order
of 1 volt to drive the mirrors 28. The actual driving voltage
(or current) may, of course, be significantly lower or higher
depending on the variable reflectance mirror element 1aused,

Each of the mirrors 28 preferably comprises a reflective
electrochromic (EC) cell whose reflectance level may be
varied from 4 maximum ofanythere from approximately 50
to 90 percent to a minimum of approximately 4 wo 15
percent, and having a maximum driving voltage on the order
of about 1 to 2 volts. As is well known in the art, eleciro-
chromic devices change their reflectance level when a
voltage or other appropriate drive Signal is applied to the
electrochromic device. The mirrors 28 altematively may
comprise any other suitable variable reflectance mirror.

As previously discussed,it is also within the scope of the
present invention for the light sensing and Jogic circuit 26 to
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be iocated remotely from the mirrors 28 of the system 20.
However, it is preferred that the light sensing and logic
circuit 26 be imegral with the rearview mizror 2¢ such that:
(1) the center line of the field of view of the photosensor
array 32 is substantially i to the reflective
surface of the rearview mizror 28a; and (2) the horizontal
field of view of the photosensor array 32 is aligned with the
horizontal axis of the rearview mirror 28a. As 2 result, the
photosensor array 32 receives the light that will be incident

on the rearview mirror 28a as shown in FIG.aThe individual presenied by blocksshown in the SchexmaicMockSapeuncs of FIGS. 6 and 10
are well known in the art relating to automatic rearview
mirrors, and their specific construction and operation is not
critical to the invention or the bestmode for carrying out the
present invention. Moreover, the logic flow charts discussed
in the specification and shown in FIGS. 7, 8A and 8B may
be implemented in digital hardwired logic or programmed
into well-known signal processors, such as microprocessors,
by persons having ordinary skill in the art. Since such digital
circuit construction or programming per se is not part of the
invention, no further description thereof is deemed neces-sary.

While the present invention has been described in con-
nection with what are the most practical and preferred
embodiments as currently contemplated, it should be under-
stood that the present invention is not limited to the dis-
closed embodiments. Accordingly, the present invention is
intended to cover various modifications and equivalent
arrangements, methods and structures that are within the
spirit and scope ofthe claims.

What is claimed is:
1. An automatic rearview mirror system for an sutomotive

vehicle comprising:
at least one variable reflectance rearview mirror,
an array of sensing elements to sense light levels in an

area rearward of said at least one variable reflectance
rearview mirror, each of said sensing elements adapted
to sense light levels of light incident thereon and to
Output an electrical signal indicative of szid sensed
light levels;

signal processor, connected to said array of sensing
elements, receiving and using the electrical signals
indicative of the sensed light levels from said sensing
elements to determine a first electrical signal indicative
of a background lightlevel in the area rearward of said
at least one variable reflectance rearview mirror and to
determine 2 second electrical signal indicative of at
least one peak light level in the ares rearward of said at
least one variable reflectance rearview mirror,

wherein said signal processor determines at least one
control signal indicative of a desired reflectance level
of the at least one variable reflectance rearview mirror
from the first electrical signal indicative of the back-
ground light level and the second elecirical signal
indicalive of the at least one peak light level; and

al least one drive circuit connected to said signal proces-
sor and to said at least one variable reflectance rearview
mirror for receiving said at least one contro! signal and
Senerating and applying al least one drive signal lo said
at least one variable reflectance rearview mirror to
drive said al least one variable reflectance mirror to the
desired reficctance level,

2. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by claim
1, further comprising an imaging system to focus an image
of the area rearward of said at least one variable reflectance
rearvicw mirror onto said array.
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3. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by claim
2, wherein said imaging system comprisesalens.

4. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by claim
3, further comprising a semiconducior substrate on which
said array of sensing elemenrs is formed.

5. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by claim
4, wherein said imaging system is constructed integrally
with said array of sensing elements.

6. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by claim
5, wherein sald array of sensing elements and said signal
processor are constructed on said semiconductor substrate as
an integrated circuit

7. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by claim
i, wherein said at least one variable reflectance rearview
mirror is an electrochromic mirror.

8, The automatic rearview mirror system defined by claim
1, wherein said signal processor is an integrated circuit,

9. 'The automatic rearview mirror system defined by claim
ater SeeSey anto signal processor, receiving and storing the electri
signals output by said sensing elements, wherein said signal
Processor receives the electrical signals stared in said
memory.

10. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 9, wherein said memory is a random-access-memory,

Hi. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
said signal processor is a microprocessor.

automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 1, further a memory that is connected to
said array and said signal processor, wherein said memory
Teceives and stores the electrical signals output by said
sensing elements and outputs the electrical signals to the
signal processor,

wherein said signal processor uses the electrical signals
output from said memory to determine the first and
second electrical signals and stores the first and second
electrical signals in said memory,

wherein said signal processor uses the first and second
electrical signals output from said memory to detcr-
mine the atleast one control signal.

13. The aulomalic rearview mirror sysiem defined by
claim 1, wherein said signal processor determines said
second electrical signal indicative of at least one peak light
level in at least one zone ofsaid ares rearward ofsaid at least
one variable reflectance rearview mirror.

14. The automatic rearview mirror system defined byclaim 13,

wherein said signal processor determines a plurality of the
second electrical signals indicative of 2 plurality of
peak light levels, wherein each of the second electrical
signals correspond to at least one zone of the area
rearward ofsaid at least one variable reflectance mirror,and

wherein said signal processor determines and outputs 5
corresponding plurality of the control signals based on
the first and the plurality of second electrical tignals,

15. The auiomatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 1, wherein ssid signal Processor samples the electrical
signals indicative of the sensed light levels at a substantially
conslant sampling rate and varies the exposure time relative
to the background light level.

16. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 1, wherein ssid array of sensing elements is a photo-

. S€nsor array and said sensing elements are photosensor
elements arranged in a two-dimensional array of rows and
columns, wherein each of said photosensor elements gen-
erates a photosensor elementsignal indicative of the light
levels of light incident thereon.
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17. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 16, wherein said signal Processor determinesthe first
electrical signal indicative of the background light level by
calculating an average of the pholosensor element signals
indicative of the light levels of light incidem on said
pholosensor elements in the lowest X rows of said photo-
sensor array, wherein X is a positive integer less than the
tumber of rows in said photosensor array.

using X percent of the photosensor element Signals indica-
tive of the light levels of light incident on said photosensor
elements, wherein X is a positive number not greater than
100, and averaging said X percent of the photosensorclement signals,

19. The automatic rearview misor system defined by
claim 18 wherein X is approximately 100.

20. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 16, wherein said signal processor the first
electrical signal indicative of the background light level by
using X percent of the photosensor element signals indica-
five of the lowest light levels of light incident on said
photosensor elements, wherein X is a positive number not
greater than 100, and averaging said X percent of the
photosensor element signals,

21. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 20, wherein X is between approximaicly 5 and 100.

22. The sacatiei¢ rearview mirror system defined byclaim 20, wherein X is approximatcly 75.
23. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by

claim 16, wherein said signal Processor ines the
second elecirical signal indicative of the at least one peak
light level by using Y percent of the photosensor element
signals indicative of the highest light levels of light incidentOn a4 predetermined

24, The automatic rearview mirror System defined by
claim 23, wherein Y is in the Tange of from approximatelylto 25.

25. The awiomatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 23, wherein Y is approximately 10,

26, The amomatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 16, wherein said signal Processor determines said
control signal according to the formula:

VelaeVHRSxpRB)Va—-V, WORK),

wherein V- is the voltage of the at least one control signal
by said signal processor, V,is the approximaie

voltage which, when applied to said at least one variable
reflectance tearview mirror, causes said at least one variable
reflectance rearview mirror to begin perceptibly decreasing
its reflectance from its maximum reflectance level R,, S is
a sensitivity factor, C,is the maximum contrastratio of the
peak light level 10 the baekground light level, B is the
background light level, P(z) is the at least one peak light
level, and V. is the approximate voltage which, when
applied to said at least one variable reflectance Tearview
mirror, causes said at Jeast one variable reflectance rearview
mifror to decrease its reflectance ro approximately its mini-
mum reflectance level R,.

27. The automatic rearview minor system defined by
claim 16, wherein said signal Processor tests the pholosensor
element signal output from each photosensor element to
dctermine whether the photosensor element signal output
from each photosensor elementis indicative of a peak light
Jevel or a background light level.
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28. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 27, further comprising an imaging System comprising
a lens to focus an image of the area rearward ofsaid at least
one variable reflectance rearview mirror onto said photo-
sensor array of pholosensor elemenis, mentee! said syslemfurther comprises means for applying a lens correction
factor to cach photosensor element signal output from eachphotosensor element.

29. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 28, wherein the lens correction factor is in the range
of approximately 1 10 15.

30. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 27, wherein said signal or determines a value
indicative of the light level sensed by each photosensor
element end compares each determined value with a prede-
termined peak threshold value to determine whether the

signal output from each photosensor
elementis indicative of a peak light level or a backgroundlightlevel.

3L The awtomatic rearview mirror system defined byclaim 1,

sensed light level of said one of said photosensor
elements is not greater than the peak threshold value,and

wherein said signal procesior determines thal a photo-
sensor element signal ontput from said one of said
photosensor elementsisindicative of a peak light level
when the determined value indicative of the sensed
light level of said one of said photosensor elements is
greater then the peak threshold value,

32, The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 31, wherein the peak threshold value is in the range ofapproximately 200 to 255,

33. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
31, wherein said signal processor counts the furmber

of determined values greater than the peak threshold value
in @ predetermined set of determined values corresponding
io a predetermined set of pholosensor elements and deter.
mines the second electrical signal indicative of the at least
one peak light level in the area rearward ofsaid al least one
Variable refiectance rearview mirror as @ function of the
ournber ofdetermined values greater than the peak threshold
Value in the predetermined set of determined values.

34. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 30, wherein said signal Processor determinesthe first
electrical signal, indicative of a background light level by
sunuming the determined values determined to be not preater
than the peak threshold value and dividing the resulting sum
by the number of determined values determined to be not
greater than the peak threshold value,

35. The automatic rearview mirror system defined byclaim 30,

wherein said pholosensor array means is Jocated in said at -
least one variable reflectance rearview mirror so as to
receive light through an active layer of said at least one
variable Tearview mirror from the area
rearward of said al Jeast one variable rearview reflec-
tance,mirror, and

wherein said signal processor applies a color correction
factor to each value indicative of the sensed light level
for cach pholosensor element to compensate for the
reduction in transmitted light levels when the refiec-
tance level of said at Jeast one variable feflectance
Tearview mirror is reduced,
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36. The automatic rearview mixror
claim 16,

wherein said signal processor uses the first electrical
signal to determine a third electrical signa) indicative of
a change-limited background light level in the area
rearward of said at least one variable reflectance rear-
view mirror, and

wherein said signal processor determines the al least one
control signal from the second and third electrical
signals.

system defined by37. The automatic rearview mirror

wherein the automotive vehicle further comprises vehicle

system defined by

claim 36,

wherein said signal processor determines a vehicle light-
ing control signal using the third electrical signal,

wherein said system further comprises at Jeast one vehicle
lighting switch, connected to said signal Processor and
to the vehicle lighting, receiving the vehicle lighting
control signal from said signal processor and turning on
or turning off the vehicle lighting in Tesponse thereto.
i rearview mirror system defined by

claim 1, wherein said at least one variable reflectance
searview mirror comprises a plurality of segments each of
whose reflectance is independently controllable by said
Sigaal processor, and wherein said signal processor controls
each ofthe segments of said at least one variable reflectance
rearview mirror using the electrical signals from a come-
sponding set of sensing elements of said array.

39. The automatic tearview mirror system defined by
claim 1, wherein the light levels in the area rearward of szid
at least one variable reflectance rearview mirror comprise
light levels from a rear window area, at least a portion of a
tight side window arca andat icast @ portion of a lefi sidewindow area, and

wherein said photosensor array has a two-dimensional
field of view comprising said rear window ares, said at
least a portion ofa right side window area and said at
least a portion of a left side window area.

40. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 39, wherein said photosensor array comprises 40 rows
of said photosensor elements, each row comprising 160 of
said photosensor elements.

41. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 1, wherein the systern comprises a plurality of said
drive circuits and the variable reficctance rearview mirrors,

wherein said signal processor determines and outpuls a
plurality of the control signals to said plurality of said
drive circuits, each of the control signals comesponding
lo a desired refiectance for each of said plurality of
variable reflectance rearview mirrors, and

wherein said plurality of said drive circuits, in response to
the contro] signals, generate and apply a plurality of
said drive signals to said plurality of variable reflec-
tance rearview mirrors causing each of said variable
reflectance rearview mirrors to assume a desired reflec.
lance leyc) associated therewith.

42. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
clatm 41, wherein said photosensor @ray comprises a plu-
tality of photosensor elementsets, each of ssid sets corre-
sponding to each of said plurality of variable reflectance
rearview mirrors,

wherein said signal processor determines and outpuls a
Plurality of said second electrical signals indicative of
the at least the one peak light level,

wherein said signal processor uses the first electrical
signal indicative of the background light level and the
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plurality of said second electrical signals to determine
and output the conrol signal for each ofsaid plurality
of said drive circuits and said variable reflectance
Tearvicw mirrors associated therewith.

43. The automatic rearview mirror sysicm defined by
claim 41, wherein said photosensor array comprises a firs!
photosensor element set and a second photosensor element
set, anda lens for focusing light from a rear window area and
from at least a portion of a side window ontu said photo-sensor array,

wherein said signa) processor determines 8 first peak light
signal indicative of a peak light level of light incident
on the first photosensor elementset,

wherein said signal processor determines a second peak
light signal indicative of a peak light level of light
incident on the second photosensor elementset,

wherein said signal processor determines and oulputs a
first control signal indicative of a desired reflectance
level for one of said plurality of variable reflectance
Tearview mirrors using the first peak light signal and the
first electrical signal indicative of the background lightlevel,

wherein said signal processor determines and outputs a
second control signal indicative ofa desired reflectance
level for another ofsaid plurality of variable reflectance
Tearview mirrors using the second peak light signal and
the first electrical signal indicative of the backgroundlight level,

wherein said first control signal is received by one of said
plurality of drive circuits which generaies and applies
a first drive signal to one of said plurality of variable
reflectance rearview mirrors causing it 10 assume (he
desired reflectance level associated therewith, and

wherein said second control signal is received by another
of said plurality of drive circuits which generates and
applies a second drive signal to another of said pharality
of variable reflectance rearview mirrors causing it to
assume the desired reflectance level associated there-with.

44. The automatic rearview minor sysiem defined by
claim 43, wherein said plurality of variable refiectance
rearview mirrors comprise a rearview mirror, alefi side view
mirror and a right side view mirror,

wherein said photosensor array further comprises a third
Photosensor elementset,

whercin said light focused from said at least a portion of
& side window area comprises light from al least a
portion ofa lefi side window areaand light from at least
@ portion of a right side window ares,

wherein said signal processor determines a first peak light
signal indicative of 2 peak light level incident on the
first photosensor element set,

wherein said signal processor determines a second peak
light signal indicative of a peak light level incident on
the second photosensor element set,

wherein said signal processor determines a third peak
light signal indicative of a peak light level incident on
the third photosensor elementset,

wherein said signal processor determines and outputs
first, second and third control signals indicative of a
desired reflectance for said rearview mirror, said left
side view mirror and said fight side view mirror,
Tespectively, using each ofthe first, second, and third
peak light signals and the first electrical signal indica-
live of the background light level,
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live of a background light level in response to receiving the
Photosensor clement signals from at least one ofthe photo-sensor elementsets,

27

wherein eachofthe first, second and third control siguals
are output to cach of said drive circuits associated
therewith to generate and applya first, second and third
drive signal to said rearview mirror, said left side view
mirror, and said right side view mirror, respectively,
causing said mirrors to assume the desired reflectance
level associated therewith.

45. The automatic rearview mirror system defined by
claim 1, wherein said array of Sensing elements comprises
an analog photosensor array of photosensor elements, each
of said phoiosensor elements generating analog photosensor
element signals in response to light incident thereon,

wherein said system further comprises an analog-to~
digital converter connected to said analog photosensor
array and said signal processor to convert the analog
photosensor element signals to digital photosensor ele-
ment signals,

wherein said contro] circuit determines a plurality ofpeak
light signals, each of said peak light signals being
indicative of a peak light level incident on each of the
Photosensor element sets,

wherein said control circuit determines a plurality of
control signals, each of the control signals determined
by using the background light signal and one of the
plurality of peak light signals, associated with each of
the plurality photosensor element sets,

wherein said control circuit applies each of the plurality of
control signals to a drive circuit associated therewith,
each of said drive circuits generating and applying a
drive signal ro each of said variable reflectance mizrors
associated therewith.

wherein said signal determines the first electri- 48. The control system defined by claim 47, wherein said
cal signal indicative ofthe background light level using photosensor array comprises a first set and a second set of
the digital photosensor clement signals, 20° photosensor elements, and a lens for focusing light from a

wherein said signal processor determines the second
electrical signal indicative of at least one peak light
level using the digital photosensor element signals,

wherein the control signal determined by said signal

rearward area onto said photosensor array,
wherein said contro! circuit determines a first peak light

signal indicative.of a peak light Jevel incident on the
first photosensor element set in response to receiving

Processor is a digital control signal, = photosensor element signals from the first photosensor
wherein said system further comprises a digital-to-analog element set, . : Xconverter connected to said signal processor and to said ‘wherein said control circuit determines another peak lightat least one drive circuit to convert the digital control signal indicative ofanother peak light level incident on

signal to an andlog control signal, and 40 the second photosensor element set in ic to
wherein said at least one drive circuit receives the analog receiving photosensor element signals from the second

contro] signal and in response thereto generates and Photosensor clement set,applies a drive signal to said at least one variable Wherein said contro! circuir determines a first control
reficctance rearview mirror to vary its reflectance level. signal indicative ofadesired reflectance foront of said

46. A control system for controllingaplurality ofvariable 35 plurality of variable reflectance mirrors using the first
reflectance mirrors, each of which change their reflectance peak light signal and the background light signal,
level in response to a drive signal from an associated drive wherein said control circuit determines a second controlcircuit, for an automotive vehicle, comprising: Signal indicative of another desired reflectance for

a plurality of variable reflectance mirrors; another of said plurality of variable refiectance misrors
40 using the another peak light signal and the backgrounda photosensor array mountable to face substantially

towards a rearward area, wherein said photosensor
array COmprises a plurality of photosensor element sets,
each set comprising a plurality of photosensor ele-
ments, each of said photosensor elements generating a
photosensor clement signal indicative ofalight level of #9 driven to the desired reflectance associated therewith,light incident thereon, and each ofthe sets correspond- and
ing to one of said plurality of variable reflectance wherein said second contol signal controls a second drive
mirrors, circuit to generate a second drive signal in response to

@ contro! circuit, connected to said photosensorarray, for an which said another of said plurality of variable reflec-determining and applying a plurality of control signals, tance mirrors is driven to the desired reflectance asso-each of the contro) signals indicative of a desired Giated therewith.
tefiectance level for each of said plurality of variable 49.The contro! system defined by claim 48, wherein said
reflectance mirrors in response to receiving the photo-_plurality of variable reflectasice mirrors comprise a rearviewsensor clement signals from each of the plurality of ss Muror,a left side view mirror and a tight side view mirror,
photosensor element sects, wherein said light from said rearward area comprises light

a plurality of drive circuits connected to said como] from a rear window area, light fromaleft side window
circuit, each of said plurality of drive circuits being area and light from a right side window area,
connected to different ones of said Plurality of variable wherein said photosensor array further comprises a thirdreflectance mirrors associated therewith, 60 Photosensor clement set, cach of said photosensor

wherein each of the control signals is ouputto said drive clemeals generating a photosensor element signalcircuit associated therewith, to generate and apply a indicative of a light level incident thereon,
drive signal to each of said plurality of variable reflec- wherein said contro! circuit determines a first peak lightlance mirrors causing each of said mirrors to assume a signal indicative of a peak light level incident on the’
Teflectance level. 65 first pholosensor element set in response Lo receiving47, The control system defined by claim 46, wherein said

control circuit determines a background light signal indica-

light signal, .
wherein the first control signal controls a firstdrive circuit

to generate a first drive signal in response to which said
One of said plurality of variable reflectance mirrors is

photosensor clemem signals from the first photosensorelement set,
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wherein said control circwit determines a second peal
light signal indicative of 2 second peak light level
incident on the second photosensor element set in
Tesponse (o receiving photosensor element signals from
the second photosensor elementset,

wherein said contro] circuit determines a third peak light
signal indicative ofa third peak light level incident on
the third photosensor element se! in responseto receiv-
ing photosensor element signals from the third photo-
sensor element set,

wherein said control circuit determines a first control
signal indicarive of a desired reflectance level of said
rearview mirror using the first peak light signal, and the
background light signal.

wherein said contol circuit determines .a second control
signal indicative of a desired reflectumce level of said
left side view mirror using the second peak level signal
and the background light signal,

wherein said control circuit determines a third control
signal indicative of a desired reflectance level of said
right side view mirror using the third peak light signal
and the background light signal,

wherein said first contro) signal controls a first drive
circuit to generate 2 first drive signal in response to
which said rearview mirror is driven to the desired
reflectance level associated therewith,

wherein said second contro] signal controls asecond drive
circuit to generate a second drive signal in response to
which said left side view mirror is driven to the desired
reflectance level associated therewith, and

wherein said third control signal contols a third drive
circuit to penerate a third drive signal in response to
which said right side view mirror is driven to the
desired reflectance level associated therewith.

30. A control system for controlling ar least one variable
reficctance mirror for an automotive vehicle, comprising;

photosensor array means forsensing light levels in an area
rearward ofsaid at least one variable refiectance mirror
and gencrating photosensor array signals,

means for determining a background light signal from the
photosensor array signals;

means for determining a peak light signal from the
photosensor array signals; and

means for controlling a reflectance level ofthe at leastone
variable reflectance mirror using the background and
peak light signals.

31, The control system defined by claim 50, wherein said
controlling means comprises:

desired reflectance level determining means for determin-
ing a desired reflectance level for the al least one
vaniable refiectance mirror by using said backeround
and peak light signals; and

desired reflectance control means for controlling the
reflectance level of the ai least one variable reflectance
mirror using the determined desired reflectance level.

32. The control system defined by claim 51,
wherein said photosensor array means comprises a plu-

vality of photosensor elements arranged in a two-
dimensional array of rows and columns, cach ofsaid
plurality of photosensor elements generating a photo-
sensor clement signal indicativeofalight level incident
thereon,

wherein said means for determining a background light
signal determines the background light signal by cal-
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culating an average of the photosensor element signals
corresponding to the light levels incident on said pho-
tosensor elements in the lowest X rows of said
Sensor airay means, wherein X is a positive integer less
than the number of rows in said photogenusor arraymeans.

53, The control system defined by claim 51,
wherein said photosensor array means comprises a plu-

tality of pholosensor elements, each photosensor cle-
ment generating a photosensor element signal indica-
tive ofa light level of light incident thereon,

wherein said means for determining a background light
sigual determines abackground light signal by using X
percent of the photosensor element signals, whercin X
is @ positive number not greater than 100, and averag-
ing said X percent of the photosensor element signals.

54. The control system defined by claim 53, wherein X is
approximately 100.

55. The control system defined by claim 51, whercin said
photosensor array means comprises a plurality of photosen-
sor elements, each pholosensor clement generating a pho-
losensor element signal indicative of a light level of light
incident thereon,

wherein said means for determining a background light
Signal determines a background light signal by using X
percent ofthe photosensor element signals indicative of
the lowest light levels incident on said photosensor
elements, wherein X is a positive number not greater
than 100, and averaging said X percent of the photo-
sensor clement signals.

56. The contro] system defined by claim 55, wherein X is
between approximarely 5 and 100.

57, The contro] system defined by claim 55, wherein X is
approximately 75.

58_The contro! system defined by claim 51, wherein said
pholosensor array means comprises a plurality of photosen-
sor clements for sensing light Ievels in an area rearward of
said at least one variable refiectance mirror, each photosen-
sor clement generating photosensor element signals indica-
tive of a light level incident thereon, :

wherein said means for determining a peak light signal
determines a peak light signal by determining the
average value of Y percent of the photosensor element
signals indicative of the highest light levels of light
incident on a predetenmined set of said photosensor
elements, wherein Y is a positive number not greater
than 100, and averaging said Y percent of the photo-
sensor clement signals.

59. The control system defined by claim 58, wherein ¥ is
in the range of approximately ] to 25,

60. The control system defined by claim 58, wherein ¥ is
approximately 10.

61. The control system defined by claim 51, wherein said
desired reflectance level determining means determines a
control signal indicative of the desired reflectance level
according to the formula:

VetsVHR-SxCcB/Piz)Va-V) WIR)Ra)

wherein V- is the voltage of the af least one contro] signal
determined by said sipmal processor, V, is the approximate
voltage which, when applied to said af least one variable

_ Teflectanes mirror, causes said at least one variable reflec-
lance mirror to begin perceptibly decreasing its reflectance
from its maximum reflectance Ievel R,, S is a sensitivity
factor, Cy is the maximum contrast ratio of the peak light
level to the backgroundlight level, B is the background light
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icvel, P(z) is the at least one peak jight level, and V. is the
approximate voltage which, when applied to said at least one
variable reflectance mirror, causes said at least one variable

mirror 10 decrease its reflectance to approxi-
mately its minimum reflectance level R

62. The control system cated by ee 51, wherein saidmeans for determining a peak light si tests the photo-strane ucky eguale todeephotosensor
array signal is indicative of a peak light level, and

wherein said means for determining # background light
signa) tests the phowsensor array signals to determine
whether each photosensor array signal is indicative of
a background light level,

63. The control system defined by claim 62, further
comprising an imaging system comprising a lens to focus an
image of the area rearward of said at least one variable
reflectance mirror onto said array means, and
means for applying a Jens correction factor to each photo-
sensor array signal,

64. The control system defined by claim 63, wherein the
Jens correction factor is in the range of approximately 1 to15.

&5. The comrol system defined by claim 62, wherein said
mans for determining a peak light signal determines a value
indicative of the second light level
photosensor array signal and Compares cach determined
Value with a predetermined peak threshold value to deter-
mine whether each photosensor array signal is indicative of
a peak light level, and

wherein said means for determining a background light
signal determines 2 value indicative of the sensed light
level corresponding to each phatosensor array signa)
and compares cach determined value with a predeter-
mined peak threshold value to determine whether each
photosensor array sigmal is indicative of a backgroundlight level. "

66. The control system defined by claim 65,
wherein said means for determining a background light

signal determines that a photosensor array signal is
indicative of 2 background light Jevel when the deter-
mined value indicative of the sensed light level corre-
sponding to one of the photosensor array signals is not
Qreater than the peal threshold value, and

wherein said means for determining a peak light signal
determines thata photosensorarray signal is indicative
Of a peak light level when the determined value indica-
live of the sensed light level corresponding to the one
of the photosensor array signals is notless than the peakthreshold value.

67. The control system defined by claim 66, whercin the
peak threshold value is in the range ofapproximately 200 to255.

68. The contro! system defined by claim 66, wherein said
means for determining the background light signal deter-
mines the background light signal by summing the deter-
mined values determined to be nol greater than the peak
threshold value and dividing the resulting sum by the
number of determined values determined to be not greater
than the peak threshold value,

69, The control system defined by claim 66, wherein said
means for determining the peak light signal counts the
number of determined values not less than the peak thresh.
old..value in a predetermined set of determined values
corresponding to a predetermined set of photosensor ele-
ments of said photosensor array mans and delermines the
peak light signal in the area rearward of the at least one
Variable refelctance mirror as a function of the number of

corresponding to each.
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determined values notless than the poak threshold value in
the predetermined se! of determined values.

70. The control system defined by claim 65, further
comprising a means for applying a color comection factor,

wherein said photosensor array means is located in the at
least one variable reflectance mirror so 85 [oO reccive
light through an ective layer of said at least one variable
reflectance mirror from the area rearward of said at
least one variable reflectance mirror, and

wherein said means Jor applying a color correction factor
applies a color comection factor to each value indica-
live of the sensed light level for each pholosensor array
signa) to compensate for the reduction in transmived
light levels when the reflectance Jevel ofthe at least one
variable reflectance mirror is reduced.

71. The control system defined by claim 51,
wherein said desired reflectance level determining means

uses the backgroundlight signal to determine a change-
limited background light signal, and

wherein said desired reflectance level determining means
uses the change-limited background signal to deter-mine the desired reflectance level.

72. The control system defined by claim 51, further
comprising means for ining & plurality of peak light
signals, wherein said means for determining a desired refiec-
tance determines the desired reflectance for a plurality of
variable reflectance mirrors using the background light
signal and the plurality of the peak light signals, and

wherein said desired reflectance control means controls
each of said plurality of variable reflectance Mirrors
using the desired reflectance for each ofsaid pluralityOf variable reflectance mirrors.

73. The control system defined by claim 72, wherein said
photosensor array means comprises first set and a second
set of phoiosensor elements, and a lens for focusing light
from a rear window area and from at leasta portion of a side
window onto said photosensor array means, each photosen-
sor element generating a photosensor element signal indica
tive of a light level incident thereon,

wherein said means for determining a plurality of peak
light signals determines apeak light signal indicarive of
a peak lightlevel of light incident on the first photo-
Scusor elementset from photosensor element signals of
the Grst set and determines another peak light signal
indicative of another peak light level of light incident
on the second photosensor element set from photosen-
sor element signals of the second set,

wherein said means for determining a desired reflectance
determines the desired reflectance for one of said
variable reflectance mirrors using the peak light signal
corresponding to the first photosensor element sct and
the background light signal, and

wherein said means for determining a desired reflectance
determines the desired reflectance for another of said
variable reflectance mirrors using the peak light signal
corresponding to the second photosensor element set
and the background light level.

74. The contro] system defined by claim 73, wherein the
plurality of variable reficctance mirrors comprises a rear-
view mirror, a left side view mirror and a right side view
mirror, wherein said light from a side window area com-
prises light from ar least s portion ofa lefi side window area
and light from at least a portion ofa right side window area,

wherein said photosensor array means comprises a third
set Of photosensor elements, each of said photosensor
elements generating a photosensor element signal
indicative of a light level incident thereon,
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wherein said means for determining 2 plurality of peak
light signals determines a first peak light signal indica-
tive of a peak light level of light incident on the first
phowsensor element set, 2 second peak light signal
indicative of a peak light Jevel of light incident on the
second photosensor element set and a third peak light
signal indicative of a peak light level of light incident
on said third photosensor element set from photosensor
element signals associated, respectively, with the first,
second and third photosensor element sets,

wherein said means for determining a desired reflectance
determines a desired reflectance of said rearview mirror
using the first peak light signal and the background
light signal,

wherein said means for determining a desired reflectance
determines a desired reflectance of said left side mirror
using the second peak light signal and the background
light signal,

wherein said means for determining a desired refiectance
determines a desired reflectance of said right side
mirror using the third peak light signal and the back-
ground light signal, and

wherein said desired reflectance contro] means controls
the rearview mirror, the left side mirror, and the right
side mirror, respectively, using the desired refiectance
of the rearview mirror, the left side misror, and the rightside mirroc

75. The control system defined by claim 51, wherein said
photoscnsor array signals are analog signals,

wherein said system further comprises analog-to-digital
conversion means for converting the analog photosen-
Sor array signals to digital photosensor array signals,

wherein said means for determining a background light
signal determines a background light signal from the
digital photosensor array signals, and

wherein said means for determining a peak light signal
determines a peak light signal from the digital photo-
scusoT array signals,

wherein said desired reflectance level detcrmining means
determines the desired reflectance level and produces a
digital conirol signal indicative thereof,

wherein said system further comprises digital-to-analog
conversion means to convert the digital control signal
to an anelog control signal, and

wherein said desired reflectance control means controls
the reflectance level of the at least one variable reflec-
tance mirror using the analog controlsignal.

76, A method of controlling the reflectance ofat least one
variable reflectance mirror comprising the stops of:

sensing light levels in an ares rearward of the at least one
variable reflectance mirror with an array of sensing
elements;

determining 2 background light level from the sensed
light levels;

ining a peak light level from the sensed lightlevels; and

controlling a reflectance level of the al least one variable
reflectance mirror using the determined background
and peak light levels.

TT. The methed defined by claim 76,
wherein the array has a pluraliry of rows of sensing

elements, and

wherein said step of determining a background light level
comprises the slep ofdetermining the background light

3
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level by calculating an average of the sensed light
levels in the lowest X rows of the array, wherein X is
Q posilive integer less than the number of rows in the
array.

78. The method defined by claim 76, wherein said step of
determining a background light level comprises the step of

@ background light level by using X percent of
the sensed light levels, wherein X is a positive number not
Sreater than 100, and averaging said X percent of the
photoseasor clement signals.

79. The method defined by claim 76, wherein said step of
determining a background light level comprises the step of
determining a background light level by using X percent of
the lowest sensed light levels, wherein X is a positive
number not greater than 100, and averaging said X percent
of the photosensor clementsignals.

80. The method defined by claim 76, wherein said step of
determining a peak light level comprises the step of deter-
mining a peak light level by using Y percent of the sensed
light levels indicative of the highest sensed light levels,
wherein Y is a positive number not greater than 100, and
averaging saidY percent ofthe photosensor element signals.

81. The method defined by claim 76,
wherein the st least ons variable reflectance mirror

changes it reflectance in response to the application of
8 Voltage thereto,

wherein said controlling step determines a desired reflec-
tance level for the al least one variable reflectance
Mirror according to the formula:

VeGEVHRSeeB/PibV,—V,VOR,-R,),

wherein V_-(z) is a voltage representing the desired refiec-
tence Jevel, V, is the approximate voltage which, wheo
applied to the al least one: variable reflectance mirror, causes
the at least one variable reflectance mirror to begin percep-
Ubly decreasing its reflectance from its maximum reflec-
tance level R,, S is a sensitivity factor, Cis the maximum
contrast ratio of the peak light level to the background light
Jevel B is the determined background light level, P(z) is the
determined peak light level, and V, is the approximate
voltage which, when applied to the at least one variable
reflectance mirror, causes the at least one variable tefiec-
tance mirror to decrease its reflectance to approximately its
minimum refiectance level R5,

wherein said controlling step comprises the step ofapply-
ing the voltage Vz) to the ast least one variable
reflectance mirror to cause the at least one variable
Teflectance mirror to assume the determined desired
reflectance level.

#2. The method defined by claim 76,
wherein said sensing siep comprises the step of sensing

the light leveloflight incident on cach sensing clement
of the array, and

wherein said method further comprises the step of testing
the light level sensed by cach sensing element of the
array to determine whether eachlight level is indicative
of a peak light Jeyel or a background light level.

83. The method defined by claim 82, wherein said testing
slep Comprises the step of comparing each sensed light level
of cach sensing element of the array with a predetermined
peak threshold value to determine whether each light level

"is indicative of a peak light level or a background light Jevel.
#4. The method defined by claim 83,
wherein said testing step comprises the step of determin-

ing that a sensed light level of a sensing clement is
indicative of a background light level when the sensed
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light level is not greater than the peak threshold value, rearward of the at least one variable reflectance mirror as 2
and function ofthe numberof sensed light levels greater than the

wherein said testing step further comprises the step of peak threshold value in the predetermined set.
determining that a sensed light level of a sensing 87. The method defined by claim 76, firther comprising
element is indicalive of a peak light level when the 5 the step of: -
sence pee ved Ta: cesses: ar ok pee sree determining a plurality of peak light levels for a plurality

ne: fareas rearward ariable reflectance85, The method defined by claim 84, wherein said back- ee Sees
level ini ises the of a :SinsagatentenDalign iewesbybaaiiegMiseoeet 10 whereiin said controlling step comprises thestep ofdeter-

light levels sensed by each sensing element that are deter- mining 4 desired reflectance for exch of a plurality of
mined to be not greater than the peak threshold value and variable reflectance mirrors using the determined back-
dividing the resulting sum by the number of sensed light ground light level and the plurality of peak light levels,
levels determined to be not greater than the peak threshold and
value. 5 wherein said convolling step further comprises the step of

86. The method defined by claim 85, wherein said peak controlling the reflectance of each of the plurality of
light leve! determining step comprises the steps of counting variable reflectance mirrors using the determined
the number of sensed light Jevels greater than the peak desired reflectance for each of the plurality of variable
threshold valuc in a predetermined set of sensed light levels Teflectance mirrors.
corresponding to a predetermined set of sensing elements of 20
the array, and determining a peak light level in the area «eo « #
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[57] ABSTRACT

The present invention relates to electrochromic solu-
tions and devices manufactured therefrom. More pre-
cisely, the invention relates to electrochemichromic
solutions, und those devices manufactured with the
same, that demonstrate superior responsiveness to those
solutions known heretofore when an applied potential is
introduced thereto. That is, the responsiveness ob-
served in terms ofsolution coloringis ofagreater rapid-

, intensity and uniformity than those electrochemich-
romic solutions of the prior art. Preparation of these
solutions involve the novel process of pre-treating at
least one ofthe electrochemichromic compounds with »
redox agentprior to placing it in contact with the other
electrechemichramic compound. Moreover, the pres-
ent invention relates to methods of Preparing such
novel solutions and processes for using these solutions
to provide devices that exhibit and benefit from the
aforementioned superior characteristics.

133 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet
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ELECTROCHEMICHROMIC SOLUTIONS,
PROCESSES FOR PREPARING AND USING THE
SAME, AND DEVICES MANUFACTURED WITH

THE SAME

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Technical Field of the Invention
The present invention relates to electrochromic solu-

tions and devices manufactured therefrom, Morepartic-
ularly, the present invention relates to electrochemich-
romic solutions, and devices using the same, that dem-
onstrate superior responsiveness to those solutions
known heretofore when an applied potential is intro-
duced thereto. Thatis, the responsiveness observed, in
terms ofsolution coloring,is ofa greater rapidity, inten-
sity and uniformity than those prior art electrochemich-
romic solutions. In addition, the present invention re-
lates to processes for preparing such novel solutions and
processes for using these solutions to manvfacture de-
vices that exhibit the aforementioned superior charac-
teristics and accordingly benefit therefrom.

2. Brief Description of the Prior Art
Such solutions, and the devices manufactured there-

from, are known [see, e.g. U.S. Pat. Nos, 3,806,229
(Schoot), 3,280,701 (Donnelly), 3,451,741 (Manos) and
4,902,108 (Byker), commonly assigned U.S. Pat. Nos.
5,140,455 (Varaprasad), 5,142,407 (Varaprasad) and
5,151,816 (Varaprasad), and IV, Shelepin, Blectrok-
himva, 13(3), 404-08 (Mar. 1977)).

Typically, in the context of such devices, anodic
compounds and cathodic compounds are placed to-
gether in a solvent to form a solution which is then
placed within a cell housed by the device, When an
applied potential is introduced 10 the device, the solu-
tion contained within colors thereby reducing the
amountoflight that is transmitted therethrough.

Although prior endeavors have proven satisfactory,
an improvementin the rapidity, intensity and unifor-
mity of the solution coloring would be advantageous
inasmuch as the amount of light transmitted there
through would further be decreased and the glare re-
sulting from the face of those devices housing the solu-
tions would also be decreased, Such an event would
benefit those commercial applications currently em-
Ployingsolutions of this nature and would create new
pportunities for commercial activity.

Thus, it would be desirable for an electrochemich-
tomic solution to demonstrate an enhanced rapidity,
intensity and uniformity of solution coloring when the
solution is influenced by the introduction of an applied
potential thereto, It would also be desirable to provide
& process for preparing these solutions. It would further
be desirable to provide a process for using these solu-
tions. Finally, it would be desirable to provide a device
manufactured with the electrochemichromic solutions
of the present invention that benefits from the above-
noted advantages of these solutions when employedtherewith.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly,it is an object of the present invention
to provide electrochemichromic solutions that demon-
strate enhanced rapidity, intensity and uniformity of
solution coloring when the solution is influenced by the
introduction of an applied potential thereto.
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It is also an object of the present invention to provide
processes for preparing these solptions.

dt is & further object of the present invention to pro-
vide processes for using these solutions.

It is a final object of the present invention to provide
devices manufactured with the electrochemichromic
solutions of the present invention that benefit from the
advantages provided by these solutions when employedtherewith.

The present invention solves the aforementioned
shortcomings of the prior art by providing for the first
time electrochemichromic solutions capable of demon-
strating enbanced rapidity, intensity and uniformity of
solution coloring. Preparation of these novel solutions
involve the process of pre-treating an electrochemich-
romic compound with a redox agent prior to use.

More specifically, the electrochemichromic solutions
Of this invention are comprised of an anodic
—having been previously contacted with a redox agent
to alter its valence state—, a cathodic compound and a
solvent such that the redox potential of the anodic com-
pound if an altered valence state is greater than the
redox potential of the cathodic compound while each of
these compounds is contacted with that solvent. In
addition, ultraviolet stabilizing agents and electrolytic
materials and the like may be optionally added thereto
to modify the physical characteristics ofthesesolutions.

The process for preparing these solutions comprises
solubilizing the anodic compound in » solvent; contact-
ing this solubilized anodic compound with a redox
agent to alter its valence state; removing that amount(if
any) of redox agent that has remained unreacted; intro-
ducing a cathodic compound to the solution containing
the anodic compound having a valence state different to
that when it was initially placed in solution; and intro-
ducing an applied potential to this solution to cause
coloring thereof. .

It is this initial pre-treatment of the anodic com-
pound, which alters its valence state and its redox po-
tential such that the pre-treated anodic compound bears
8 more positive redox potential than the cathodic com-
pound with which it is to be placed in solution, wherein
the point of novelty of the present invention lies.

Capitalizing on this, the electrochemichromic solu-
tions of the present invention, and the processes for
Preparing and using the same, show utility in the manu-
facture of devices containing the solutions. The devices
so manufactured benefit from the enhanced coloring
capability of these solutions which not only affects the
amount of light transmitted therethrough, but also the
extent to which glare is reflected from such devices.
This enhanced coloring capability may be continuously
varied by controlling the magnitude, duration and po-
larity ofthe applied potential introduced thereto. Exam-
ples of such devices are mirrors—¢.g., vehicular, archi-
tectural or specialry mirrors, such es those useful in
periscopic or dental applications—, glazings—e.g., ur-
chitectural, aeronautical or vehicular glarings like win-
dows, sun roofs, sun visors or shade bands—, privacy or
security partitions, information displays, optically atten-
wating contrast filters, lenses and the like.

Thus, the present invention exemplifies a further
advance in the art that will become readily apparent and
more greatly appreciated by a study of the detailed
description taken in conjunction with the drawingswhich follow hereinafter.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG.1 depicts a sectional view ofan electrochemich-

romic cell housing an electrochemichromic solution
according to the present invention.

FIG, 2 depicts a perspective view of an electro-
chemi ic mirror essembiy—ie., an interior rear-
view sutomobile mirror—according to the present in-vention,

The depictions in these figures are for illustrative
purposes and thus are not drawn to scale.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

In order 10 fully appreciate the teaching of the pres-
ent invention, the following terms are defined herein.
These terms and expressions employed herein are used
as terms of expression only and are not meant to be
construed to limit the instant teaching.

“Anodic Compound"—is meant to refer to a com-
pound capable of undergoing a reversible color change
when its valence state is altered duc to oxidation.

“Bleaching"—is meant to refer to the affirmative
steps of either (1) removing the applied potential, (2)
applying zero potential or (3) momentarily reversing
the polarity of the applied potential before performing
either steps (1) or (2) so as to cause electrochemich-
romic compounds to revert back to their respective
substantially colorless valence states.

“Cathodic Compound"—is meant to refer to 2 com-
pound capable of undergoing reversible color change
when its valence state is altered due to reduction.

“Color™ or “Coloring"—is meant to refer to the abil-
ity of an electrochemichromic solution to decrease the
amount oflight transmitted therethrough thereby caus-
ing @ colorto fonm that is different than the color, or the
lack of color, initially present in the solution. Thus,
coloring may refer to color formation from an initially
substantially colorless state or color change from one
initially colored state to a substantially different colored
state. It is of course to be understood that different
anodic compounds and cathodic compounds, individu-
ally or in combination, may generate different color
spectrums in the context of the present invention when
their respective valence states are altered by an applied
potential which is mtroduced to a solution containing
those compounds.

“Electrochemichromic Compound"—is meant to
refer to either an anodic compound or 4 cathodic com-pound, as defined hereinabove.

“Electrochemichromic Solution"—is meant to a solu-
tion comprising at least one electrochemichromic com-
pound.

“Iris effect"—is meant to refer to the observation of
non-uniform coloring or bleaching of an electro-
chemichromic solution when an applied potential is
introduced to a cell housing that solution. This effect is
typically due to the potential drop across the surface of
the transparent conductive coatings present on the sur-
faces of the substrates of the electrochemichromiccell
which results in the applied potential being highest
adjacent to the bus bar and lowest at the center ofthis
cell as the electrical current passes through the solution.
Accordingly, it is not surprising that the solution will
typically display non-uniform coloring by initially col+
oring the perimeter of the cell where the bus bars are
located—i.e., closest to the point where the applied
potential comes in contact with the clectrochemich-
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romic solution —and thereafter coloring toward the
center of the cell. .

“Redox Agent”—is meantto refer to any material, or
means, capable of altering the valence state of an elec-
trochemichromic compound—e.g., a reducing agent or
an oxidizing agent—that hes a compatible redox poten-
tial to that electrochemichromic compound being acted
upon. More specifically, when the redox agent is a re-
ducing agent, this agent should possess a lower redox
potential than that of the compound being reduced
thereby driving the reduction process. Contrariwise,
when the redox agent is an oxidizing agent, this agent
should possess a higher redox potentia] than that of the
compound being oxidized thereby driving the oxidation
process. Regarding » means for altering the valence
state of an electrochemichromic compound, an electro-chemical means is suitable.

“ResponseTime”—is meant to refer to that pericd of
time required for the electrochemichromic compound
Present in solution to change initially from a valence
state that is substantially colorless to a valence state
bearing color, or vice.versa (see Bleaching). Alterna-
tvely, this time may refer to that period of time re-
quired for an electrochemichromic compound to
change from @ valence state bearing one color to a
valence state bearing a substantially different color.
This period of time will often vary depending on the
Specific physical characteristics and concentrations o
the constituents present in the electrochemichromic
Solution and the operating conditions and physical con-
struction of the clectrochemichromic system. In addi-
tion, the response time may not be, and often is not, the
same for the reverse processes of solution coloring and

“Valence State"—is meant to refer to a state ofoxida-
tion or reduction of a given elec: i ic Com-
pound. In that regard, an altered valence stare is merely
an alteration in valence state. The gain of one or more
electrons (reduction) will lower the valence state
whereas the Joss of one or more electrons (oxidation)
will raise the valence state of the electrochemichromic
compound. “Self-erasing”"—is meant to refer to the
substantially spontaneous fading ofsolution color—i.c.,
an increase of light transmittance—hwen the applied
potential is removed from the solution. This feature is
provided by the spontaneous reactions of oxidized an-
odic compounds with reduced cathodic compounds to
afford anodic compounds and cathodic compounds in
their ive valence states—i.e., those valence states
which display the lesst, or substantially no, color.

in eccordance with the teaching of the present inven-
tion, the anodic compound and the cathodic compound
may each comprise one pr more individual electro-
chemichromic compounds. Further, while the number
of individual electrochemichromic compounds com-
prising the anodic compound is independentofthe num-
ber of individual electrochemichromic compounds
comprising the cathodic compound, that is not to say
that the anodic compound and the cathodic
may not comprise the same number ofdifferent individ-
ual electrochemichromic compounds. Rather, it merely
indicates that the number ofdifferent individual clectro-
chemichromic compounds comprising either the anodic
compound or the cathodic compound does not depend
on the identity of those individual electrochemichromic

. Compounds chosen.

With this in mind, the anodic compound, prior to
sontacting with a redox agent, may be selected from the

es
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class of chemical compounds represented by the follow-
ing formula

 
wherein

Ais O, NRRy; wherein R and R may be the same or
different and each may be selected from the group con-
sisting of H or any straight-chain or branched alkyl
constituent having from sbout one carbon atom to
about six carbon atoms, such as CH;, CH2CH;,
CH2CH2CH;, CH(CH3)2 and the like, provided that
when A is NRRi, Q is H or OH;

Dis Os;

re+ COOH, CONH:2, phenyl, 2,4-dihydroxyphe-nyl;

 

15 gen may be

6
Gis H;
J is phenyl, 2,4-dihydroxyphenyl, or G and J, when

taken together, Tepresent en aromatic ring structure
having six ring carbon atoms when viewed in conjunc-

5 tion with the ring carbon atoms to which they are at-
tached;

L is H, OH; and
Q is H, OH, NRR , provided that when L and Q are

OH, L and Q may also be any salt thereof.
10=Those salts include, but are not limited to, alkali metal

salts, such as lithium, sodium, potassium and the like, In
addition, when A is NER, tetrafluoroborate (BF4),
perchlorate (CIO4), trifluoromethane sulfonate

(CF3S03-—), PilarWearyences (PF¢—) and any halo-associated therewith. Moreover, the ring
nitrogen stom in this chemical formula may slso appearas an N-oxide.

Preferably, the anodic compound represented by
formula I, prior 10 contacting with a redox agent, may
be selected from the group consisting of the class of

anew compounds represented by the following for-m
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continued

Pi

NoxcL
methylene violet

(Bemthsen)

and any combination thereof.
Most preferably, the anodic compound,prior to con-

tacting with a redox agent, is MVTB.
Similarly, a choice of cathodic compound should be

made. The cathodic compound may be selected from
the class of chemical compounds represented by the 25
following formulze

x

wherein
Rz and Ry may be the same or different and each may

be selected from the consisting of H or any
straight-chain or branched alkyl constituent having

from about one carbon stom bo about six carbon atoms; .and
X is selected from the group consisting ofBF,, ClO,,

CF3;503, PF, any halogen and any combination
thereof.

Preferably, Rz and Ry in these chemical formulee
which represent the cathodic compound are esch ©
CH2CHs3. Thus, when X is ClOw a cathodic
compound is ethylviologen perchlorate (EVCIOs).

The redox agent that is employed in the present in-
vention to pre-treat the anodic compound may be
chosen from x» host of materials that demonstrate the ©
ability to alter the valence state ofsuch an anodic com-
pound. While not intending to be bound by theory, the
redox agent should possess 2 compatible redox potential

Par mer Lew fram the

35
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to thatelectrochemichromic compound with which it is
to be placed in contact. Although the redox agents may
be in any physical form—i.c., a solid, liquid or gaseous

stale—, pone er ae is typically preferred be-case of its ease of handling and use. Moreover, solid
redox agents having a fine particle size—e.g., about 50mesh to about 400 mesh —are also because of
the lerger surface area provided, Alternatively, when in
the gaseous state, the redax agent may advantageously
bepassed through a solution ofan anodic compound by,
for example, bubbling the gaseous redox agent through
an airstone disperser.

When the chosen redox agent is a reducing agent,
suitable materials that are representative candidates for
use therefor may be drawn from the following nov-
exhaustive recitation including zinc, ascorbic acid, so-
dium hydrosulfite, vanadium (I) chloride, chromium
(I) acetate, sulfur dioxide and any combination thereof,
Preferred among these reducing agents, however, iszinc. When an electrochemical means is chosen as the
reducing agent, a conventicoaal electrochemical appara-
tus capable of providing a negative electrochemical
potential may be used.

The redox agent for use in the instant invention mey
also be an oxidizing agent. In such a case, cuitable mate-
cials include, but are not limited to, air, oxygen, sodium
persulfate, MVTB and any combination thereof. Also,
when an electrochemical means is chosen as the oxidiz-
ing agent, a conventional electrochemical apparatus

capebls of providing a positive electrical potential mayused.

The solvent of choice for solubilizing the aforemen-
tioned anodic compounds and cathodic compounds
should remain substantially inert to those compounds,

33 as well as to anyother constituentinitially presentin the
electrochemichromic solution, ar formed as a by-
product thereafter, 30 a5 not to interfere with the clec-

pounds.
vent chosen should be capable of solubilizing those
snedic compounds and those cathodic compounds
while each isin its ground valence state as well as when
each is in its altered valence state, or for that matter,
when the two electrochemichromic compounds are not
in the same valence state—ie., ground valence state, B
high energy valence state or different high energy va-
lence states. Thos, the different Jevels of solubility for
different electrochemichromic compourids present in

aoe Nata
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different valence states should be considered when
chooring a colvent for thesolutions ofthe subject inven-
tion. Further, the solvent should. remain homogenous
while preparing, using and storing the electrochemich-
romic solutions. Put another way, the solvent chosen
should: not encourage the constituents of the electro-
chemichromic solutions, or by-products thereof, to
salt-out or precipitate from the solution, for such an
event would interfere with the appearance and the ef-
fectiveness of the electrochemichromic cell and is thus
obviously disadvantageous.

In that regard, any solvent that remains in its liquid
form over the range of temperatures that the devices
manufactured with the electrochemichromic solutions
of the present invention will likely be subjected to ix’
suitable for use as = solvent herein [for 2 nonexhaustive
recitation of suitable materials, see, ¢.g. commonly as-
signed U.S. Par. Nos- 5,142,407 (Varaprasad) and
5,151,816 (Varaprased). Practically speaking, those sol-
vents should be stable to electrolysis and other phenom-
ena likely to be encountered during the practice ofthisinvention.

Although any of those solvents identified above are
Suitable, preferable solvents may be selected from ace-
tonitrile, ionitrile, methoxypropionitrile,
S-cthoxypropionitrile, 2-acetyIbutyro! propy-
lene carbonate, cyanoethyl sucrose, +y-butyrolactone,
2-methylglutaronitrile, N,N‘-dimethylformamide, 3-
methylsulfolane, glutaronitrile, 3,3'-oxydipropionitrile,
methylethyl ketone, cyclopentenone, cyclohexanone,
benzoy! acetone, 4-hydroxy~4-methyl-2-pentanone, ace-
tophenone, 2-methoxyethyl ether, triethylene glycol
dimethyl ether and any combination thereof. Particu-
larly preferred solvents among that groupare the com-
bination of 3-cthoxypropionitrile with 2-acetyl-
butyrolactone in about 50:50, 75:25 and 80:20 ratios
(v/v) and the combination of 3-cthoxypropionitrile
with 2-acetylbutyrolactone and cyanoethyl sucrose in
about a 55:15:30 ratio (v/v).

Additions] particularly preferred solvents include,
but are not limited to, solvents comprising = combina-
tion of propylene carbonate and glacial acetic acid, a
combinstion of 3-hydroxypropionitrile and glacial
acetic acid, a combination of giutaronitrile and glacial
acetic acid, a combination of3,3'-oxydipropionitrile and
glacial acetic acid, a combination of 3-methylsulfolane
and glacial acetic acid, « combination of propylenc
carbonate, cyancethyl sucrose and glacial acetic acid
and the like. Specifically, those solvents include the
combination of 3-hydroxypropionitrile with gluteroni-
trile and glacial acetic acid in about 74:25:1 and about
49.5:49.5:1 ratios, the combination of 3-hydroxypro-
Pionitrile with 3,3‘-oxydipropionitrile and glacial acetic
acid in about s 69:30:1 ratio, the combination ofpropy-
lene carbonate with glacial acetic acid in about a 99:1
Tatio, the combination of propylene carbonate with
cyanoethyl sucrose and glacial acetic acid in about 2
64:35:1 ratio and the like. And, the glacial acetic acid or
acidic solvent component may be added while the com-
bination is being prepared as a percentage ofthe totalvolume of that solvent.

To that end, it is believed that such acidic solvents
not only catalyze the initial pre-treatment reaction—i.e.,
the reaction between the redox agent and the anodic
compound—but also assist to keep the pretreated an-
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odic compound, in its altered valence state, from acting _
as a redox agent toward the cathodic compound when
the two electrochemichromic compounds are combined

10
in solution at the outset. In the event that a cathodic
compound possesses a more negative redox potential
than that of the anodic compound, these compounds
may be employed in the absence of an acidic solvent.

Notwi ing this event, in addition to glacial
acetic acid, almost any acidic solvent component, such

as hydrogen halide= solution, ee acid,2-acetylbutyrolactone, 3-hydroxypropionitrile and any
combinstion thereof, may suffice provided that it is
substantially anhydrous and further provided thatitis
chemically and electrochemically inert toward the elec-
trochemichromic compounds engaged in the present
invention. Alternatively, acidic solvents such as weak
organic acids, like citric acid solutions, may be added to
otherwise non-ecidic solvents to render those solvents
acidic. Preferably, however, glacial acetic acid should
be employed. For a further recitation of suitable acidic
solvents, see, ¢.g. Lenge’s Hondbook ofChemisiry, wble
5-8, J. A. Dean, ed., 13th ed., McGraw-Hill Co., N.Y.
(1985). In general, the solvent may be selected with an
eye toward having the anodic compound, bearing an
altered valence stale, possess a greater redox potential
than that of the cathodic compound while each is insolution.

The acidic strength ofthe solvent should be sufficient
to bring the redox potential ofthe anodic compound to
a more positive value than that of the cathodic com-
pound. Where at [east a binary solvent is employed, the
amount of the more acidic solvent com chosen
should be in the range of about 0.01% (v/v) to about
15% (v/v). However, when glacial poetic acid is chosen
as the acidic solvent component, about 1% (v/v) is
preferred. It is worth moting, that a higher scidic
strength ofthe solventin theelectrochemichromic solu-
tion may cause a different solution coloring spectrum
or, for that matter, a different degree of intensity of thecolor so formed.

In addition to altering the valence state of the anodic
compound by means ofa redox agent, preferably in the
presence of an acidic solvent, electrochemical means
may also be employed to accomplish this objective.
This electrochemical reaction may be performed, both
with and withoutthe presence of an acidic solvent com-
ponent, employing 4 conventional multi-compartment
electrochemical cell equipped with a working elec-
trode, such es a platinum electrode or the like.

Other components may also be added to the Eubject
electrochemichromic solutions including, but not lim-
ited to, an ultraviolet stabilizing agent, an electrolytic
material and any combination thereof. Because many
tlectrochemichromic compounds, particulatly anodic
compounds, chow a substantial ultraviolet absorbance
in the ultraviolet region from about 250 nm to about 350
nm, it is often desirable ta shicid the electrochemich-
romic compounds from ultraviolet radiation. Thus, by
introducing an ultraviolet stabilizing agent to the sub-
ject solution, or a solvent which acts 2s an ultraviolet
absorber,the lifetime of the electrochemichromic solu-
tion may be extended. Although any materia) known to
absorb ultraviolet radiation, and thereby prevent or
retard the ultraviolet degradation of the constituents
presently in solution, may be employed to achieve the
desired stabilizing result, provided that it is inert ta
those constituents and stable over the conditions of
operation of the subject electrochemichromic solutions,
an Ultraviolet stabilizing agent, such as “LTVINUL
400", “UVINUL D+49", “TINUVIN P", “TINLIVIN
327", “TINUVIN 328", “Cyzsorb 24”, benzotriazole or

reeTaowmeem
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conventional benzotriazole derivatives, benzophenone
or conventional benzophenone derivatives, or many
sterically hindered amine complexes known in the art
and any combination thereof, is preferred. In fact,
“UVINUL 400” is a most preferred ultraviolet stabiliz.
ing agent and it may be advantageously used in the
range of about 0.1% (w/v) to about 109% (w/v), with
about 3% (w/v) being preferred.

An electrolytic material may also be employed in the
i ic solutions to assist or enbance the

conductivity of the electrical current passing there-
through, and particularly when no clectrochemich-
romic compound ofthe electrochemichromic solution
or any other solution componentexists in an ionic state.
That material may be selected from a host of known
materials inert to the comstitents and stable over the
conditions of operstion of the subject solutions. Pre-

chemichromic compounds is preferred.
Again, without intending to be bound by theory, an

understanding of the triggering events which make this
invention operational is instructive in the context of =
preferred embodiment for preparing these electro-
chemichromic solutions and in s device manufactured
with the same. In this connection, an anodic compound,
such as MVTB, initially provided in its higher valence
State as compared with the valence state that it will
reach when contacted with a redox agent may be dis-
solved in any of the solvents identified herein, such as
the combination of 3-eth ionitrile with 2-acety!-
butyrolacione in about an 80:20 ratio (v/v), so thar a
colored solution of that compoundis formed.

The resulting solution may then be contacted with a
redox agent, particularly a» reducing agent, such as zinc,
so that the anodic compound is reduced to a lower
valence state and to a less colored form in solution. This
reduction causes the anodic compound to gain at least
one electron thereby causing the now reduced anodic
compound-containing solution to lose substantially allofits color.

The preferred redox agent should be substantially
insoluble in the preferred solvent used in the electro-
chemichromic solution of the present invention —ie,
being only soluble to the extent necessary to act upon
the anodic compound—so that it may be easily removed
by conventional separation means, sch as filtering,
decanting or the like. When the redox agentis substan-
tially insoluble in the solvent employed therewith, it
may alternatively be advantageous to solubilize the
redox agent and the anodic compound in water and,
once the redox reaction has occurred, thereafter extract
the anodic compound (now bearing an altered valence
State) from the aqueous solution with a substantially
water-immiscible electrochemichromic solvent. Alter-
natively, the redox agent may indeed be soluble in that
solvent, provided that it may be readily removed by
other conventional Separation means—such as, centri-
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fuging, precipitating, extracting, fractionating, osmosis,
vacuum or other separation means known to one of
ordinary skill in the art Althongh it is generally prefer-
able to use a molar excess of an insoluble redox agent,
when a soluble redox agent is employed, it may be
advantageous to use onlyabouta stoichiometric amount
thereof so that no excess redox agent is permitted to
remain and thus interfere with subsequentreactions that
the electrochemichromic compounds present in solu-
tion may undergo. q

While the redox agentto be used in the context of the
present invention will typically be a reducing agent, it is
within the scope of the present invention for the redox
agent to be an oxidizing agent 2s weil. In this connec-
ton, an i componnd may be con-
tacted with an oxidizing agent to alter its valence sta-
te—ie., the compound assumes a higher valence state.
than its valence state prior to having been contacted
with the oxidizing agent. For cxample, a viologen com-
pound, such as EVClO4, provided in its reduced col-
ored form, mey be employed. To a solution ofthis com-
pound, an oxidizing agent, suchas air oroxygen, may be
introduced as a stream ofbubbles to oxidize the reduced
viologen compound to its substantially colorless. form
so that it serves as @ cathodic compound. Excess oxidiz-
ing agent should thereafter be removed. Where « pase-
ous oxidizing agent is employed, the application of a
vacuum—ie., a reduced atmospheric pressure—or the
introduction of a stream of bubbles of an inert gas
should drive the excess gaceons oxidizing agent fromthe solution.

After removing that amount (if any) of redox agent
remained unreacted, an anodic compound may

be introduced to this solution, The anodic compound
chosen should bear a redox potential in the solvent that
is greater than the redox potential of the eathodic com-
pound in that solvent. Once combined in solution, these
two electrochemichromic compounds now act in con-
cert like redox indicators. :

The anodic and the cathodic compound
Qboth typically present in solution initially in their re-
spective substantially colorless or Jeast colored forms),
Should reach a total electrochemichromic compound
concentration in solution ofabout 0.005 M to about0,5
M,with a level of about 0.04 M being preferred. The
Fatio of total anodic compound to total cathodic com-
pound may be in the range of about 5:1 to about 1:5,
with a ratio ofabout 1:1 being preferred. In addition, as
discussed supra, it is contemplated by the present inven-
tion that this range be inclusive of the fact that the
anodic compound may be comprised of different indi-
vidual anodic compounds and that the cathodic com-
pound may be comprised of different individual ca-
thodic compounds in these electrochemichromic solu-
Gons or, for that matter, different individual anodic
compounds and different individual cathodic com-
pounds may -be employed simultaneously within an
electrochemichromic solution of the instant invention.

Tt is further contemplated that, alternatively, the ca-
thodic compound may be contacted with a redox agent
to alter its valence state. This (now bearing
an altered valence state) may then be introduced to a
solution containing the anodic compound, wherein the
anodic compound is in its ground valence state or a
lower valence state than the valence state that it will
reach nt steady state equilibrium. For instance, when
the cathodic compound is EVCIO., it may be placed in
solution and thereafter contacted with a redox ageni—
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¢g.. a reducing agent—to alter its valence state thereby
producing a solution bearing intense color. A solution
of an anodic compound, in this case, MVTB, may then
be added dropwise to the solution containing the re-
duced cathodic compound so as to act as a redox agent
itself—i.e., un oxidizing agent—and oxidize the reduced
cathodic compound (in what amounts to a titration) to
form, at its stoichiometric end-point, a substantially
colorless solution. In this way, the electrochemich-
romic compounds also act in concert similar inbehavior
to redox indicators. The resulting solution may then be
used as the electrochemichromic solutions described
sbove to manufacture devices capable ofcoloring when
an applied potential is introduced thereto,

Since, after contscting the anodic compound with 2
redox agen!—e.g., a reducing agent, such as zinc—sub-
stantially none of that redox agent will remain in the
tolution (cither in a soluble form or an insoluble form),
the cathodic may become solubilized wi
out itselfbecoming (and subsequently changing

may remain in a
reduced form, also substantially free of color. Thus,
when noapplied potential is introduced to this solution,
theanodic compound is presentin solution in a reduced,
substantially colorless form and the cathodic compound
is present in solution in an oxidized, substantially color-
less form—ie., es it was when initially introduced imtothe solution.

The electrochemichromic solutions of the present
invention, and the constituents thereof, may be flushed
with anhydrous nitrogen, or any other anhydrous inert
gas, prior to; and doring; use and in order to
minimize the concentration of oxygen and, if the sol-
vent is non-aqueous, water present therein, Conven-
tional techniques may be employed to reduce and limit
the concentrations of those above-noted materials that
are deemed undesirable for the instant invention. For
example, anhydrous nitrogen gas may be bubbled
through an electrochemichromic solution to decrease
the oxygen concentration therein. Solvents or liquid
electrochemichromic constituents may alternatively, or
additionally, be contacted with activated alumina or the
like, in the preparation of the electrochemichromic
solution. Solid electrochemichromic compounds, and
other solid constituents of this electrochemichromic
solutions, may be dried prior to use by elevating the
temperature of their immediate environment to about
110° C., or to a temperature not to exceed its melting or
decomposition temperature, withanAbderhalden dry-
ing apparatus using « suitable anhydrous solvent, such
as toluene [commercially available from Aldrich Chem-
ical Company, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis, (1986)]. Other
than any of these aforementioned measures that might
be employed in an attempt to reduce and limit the con-
centrations of oxygen and water im the solutions of the
present invention, these solutions may be prepared in
acco with conventionally known methods, typi-
cally at room temperature, by simply placing the appro-
priate amounts ofelectrochemichromic Compounds, or
other constituents described in the instant teaching, ina
disclosed solvent to achieve the desired concentrations.

Reference to FIGS. 1 and 2 will now be made in
order to more faithfully describe the operation of the
cell containing these electrochemichromic solutions.It
ean be seen that the cell 1 includes two substantially
planar glass substrates 2,3 positioned substantially paral-
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lel to one another, It is preferable that these glass sub- ~
Sirates 2,3 be positioned as close to parallel to one an-

anny Orr
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other as possible so as to avoid double imaging, which
is particularly noticeable in mirrors, especially when ina colored state.

Inasmuch as a source ofan applied potential need be
introduced to the cell 1 so thet solution coloring in «
rapid, intense and uniform manner may be observed,
that source may be connected by electrical leads 9 to
conducting strips known in the art as “bus bars”. The
bus bars 8 may be constructed of copper, aluminum or
silver and should be affixed to the conductive coatings

portion ofthe conductive ings 4mayfas petroBar in CeeeeensSay
spaced-apart relationship and the displacement in direc-
tions relative to one another—i.e., opposite directions
relative to one another—i.c., laterally from, bot paralle|
to the cavity which is created in the cell by the glass
substrates 2,3 and the sealing means 5—of the coated
glass substrates 2,3.

As stated above, on each of the interior faces ofthese
glass substrates 2,3 is coated = transparent conductive
coating 4. While the conductive coatings 4 should be of
substantially uniform thickness, they may each have the
same uniform thickness or different uniform thicknesses
relative to each other. The conductive coatings 4 are
generally from about 300 521 to about 1600 A in thick-
ness, with a thickness of about 1200 A being preferred.
The conductive coatings @ should also be highly and
uniformly conductive in each direction to provide a
substantially uniform response once anapplied potential
is introduced to the solution, And, the conductive coat-
ings 4 should be inert to the constituents of the electro-
chemichromic solutions so that the constituents thereof
do not anodically oxidize or cathodically reduce in
Preference to the electrochemichromic compounds
Present in the solution. To this end, the conductive
coatings 4
or different materials, including tin oxide, indium tin
oxide (“ITO”), antimony-doped tin oxide, fluorine-
doped tin oxide, antimony-doped zinc oxide, aluminum-
doped zinc oxide, with ITO preferred. However,
where the ultraviolet stability ofthe device isa concem,
tin oxides or zinc oxides are preferred.

The sheet resistance of these ITO-coated plass eub-
strates 2,3 may be between about 1 to sbout 100 ohms
per square, with sbout 6 to about 15 ohms per square
being preferred substrates may be obtained
commercially, for instance, fram Donnelly Corpora-
tion, Holland, Mich. or, alternatively, tin oxide-coated
substrates may be obtained commercially as TEC-
GLASSproducts from Libbey-Owens-Ford Co., LOF
Glass Division, Toledo, Ohio).

As stated the spaced
substrates 2,3, have sealing means 5 positioned therebe-
tween to define the cell cavity. The sealing means 5 may
be comstructed of any material inert to the constituents
of the ic solutions and any subse-
quently formed by-products thereof. To that end, the
sealing means may be chosen from the following materi-
als including, but not limited to, various thermosettiniz
materials, such as epoxy resins and silicones, various
thermoplastic materials, such es Plasticized polyvinyl
butyral, polyvinyl chloride, paraffin waxes, ionomer
resins, various inorganic materials and the like. For a
further tecitation of suitable scaling materials, see U.S,
Pat. No. 4,761,061 (Nishiyama),

The thickness of the sealing means 5 may vary from
about 10 pm to about 1000 Mm. Preferably, however,
this thickness is about 50 um to abour 100 jim. The

may be constructed from the same materia].
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thickness of the sealing means 5 determines the thick-
ness of the interpane space created between the glass
substrates 2,3 by the sealing means 5—i.c, the cell gap.
Thus, it is the sealing means 5 which spaces or separates
the ITO-caated glass substrates 2.3 from one another. In
addition, sealing means 5 may prevent escape of the
electrochemichromic solution 6 from the cell cavity or,
for that matter, penetration of environmental contami-
nants into the cell cavity.

In order to fill the cell 1, « small gap—e.g., about
2mm X Imm X 1504m—may be allowed to remain in the
sealing means 5 so that an electrochemichromic salution
6 may be placed into the cell cavity during a conven-
tional vacuum backfilling process, In the vacuum back-
filling process, the empty electrochemichromic device
may be placed in a chamber having reduced atmo-
spheric pressure therein—ie., about | mm Hg or lower.
A container—e.g., a dish or small cup—of the solution
6should also be placed in this chamberso that it mayfill
the cell cavity through the fill bole.

The fill hole of the device may then be lowered just
beneath the surface of the solution in the container.
When the chamber is vented to atmospheric pressure,
the solution 6 is thereby forced into the cell cavity and
consequently fills it.

Alternatively, the cell cavity may be formed by pasi-
tioning «a thermoplastic sheet, constructed of an iono-
mer resin, 8 plasticized polyvinyl butyral or the like,
onto the interior surface ofone of the [TO-coated glass
substrates 2. This sheet may be trimmed to size about
the outer periphery of one of the glass
substrates 2 after it is placed. thereover. The interior
portion of the thermoplastic sheet may thereafter be
timmed so that only a border of this sheet remains
about the periphery of the ITO-costed glass substrate 2.
Before curing the thermoplastic sheet so that it forms
the sealing means 5, an electrochemichromic solution 6
according to the present invention may be dispensed
onto the surface of one of the ITO-coated glass sub-
strates 2. It is of no momentthat a portion of the solu-
tion may escape under or over the sheet, because the
other ITO-coated glass substrate 3 is thereafter placed
in contact therewith so that the thermoplastic sheet is
positioned between the ITO-coated glass substrates 2,3
andthe cell cavity which is created as a result becomes
filled with the solution 6.

This construction is then temporerily clamped to-
gether and thereafter baked in an oven at a temperature
ofabout 25° C. to about 120° C. to cure the thermoples-
tic sheer into the sealing means 5 that will keep intact
the integrity of the cell housed in the device,

Once assembled and filled, an applied potential may
be introduced to the device by the bus bars 8 in order to
induce solution coloring. The applied potential may be
supplied from a variety of sources including, bur not
limited to, any source of alternating current (AC) or
direct current (DC) known in the art, provided that, if
an AC source is chosen, control elements, such as di-
odes, should be placed between the source and the
conductive coatings 4 to ensure that the potential differ-
ence between the conductive costings 4 docs not
change polarity with variations in polarity of the ap-
plicd potential from the source. Suitable DC sources are
storage batteries, solar thermal cells, photovoltaic cells
or photoelectrochemical cells.

The applied potential generated from any of these
sources may be introduced to this solution in the range
of about 0.001 volts to about $.0 volts. Typically, how:
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ever, an applied potential of about 0.2 volts to about 2.0
volts is preferred to permit the current to flow across
the solution 6 thereby oxidizing and reducing the elec-
trochemichromic compounds to cause solution colorin-
g—i-c., to change the amountoflight transmitted there-
through.

A means for controlling the currentcreated by the
spplied potential and delivered to the conductive coal-
ings 4 is suggested so that the current, which thereafter
disperses the potential uniformly throughout the solu-
tion 6, does not exceed the potential difference at which
imeversible reactions occur—e.g., solvent electrolysis,
redox reactions involving the inert electrolytic material,
or reactions which degrade the electrochemichromic
compound. The means for controlling the current deliv-
ered to the conductive coatings 4 may be manually or
automatically operated. ,

The solutions of the present invention, once pre-
pared, may be advantageously employed to mannfac-
ture devices using electrochemichromic cells, such as,
mirrors—e.g., vehicular, architectural or specialty mir-
rors, such as those useful in periscopic ordental applica-
Goms—, window:—e.g., architectural or automotive
glazings like sun roofs, sun visors or shade bands—,
information displays, optically attenusting contrast fil-
ters, privacy or security partitions, Jexses and the like.

In the context ofa mirror assembly, a reflective coat-
ing 7, baving a thickness in the range of 250 A to about
2000 A, preferably about 1000 A, should thereafier be
applied to the exterior face of one of the [TO-coated
glass substrates 3 in order to form a mirror. Suitable
materials for this layer are aluminom, palladium, plati-
num, titanium, chromium, silver and stainless steel, with
silver being preferred. As an alternative to such metal
thin film reflectors, multicoated thin film stacks of
dielectric materials or a high index single dielectric thin
film coating may be used as a reflector. The reflective
coating 7 serves not only to assist in reflecting incident
light but also in conducting an applied potential to the
conductive coatings 4,

It is clear from the teaching herein that should a
window, sun roof or the like be desirably constructed,
the reflective coating 7 need only be omitted from the
assembly so that the light which is transmitted through
the transparent panel is not further assisted in reflecting
back therethrough.

It is algo clear, that only one of the substrates that
comprise the device need be at least substantially trans-
parent. That is, provided that a surface ofa conductive
coating 4 of the other substrate is in contact with the
electrochemichromic solution 6, a functioning device in
accordance with the teaching herein may be furnished.
Specifically, in a mirror device, a polished metal plate
or a metal-costed glass substrate may be used or, in a
display device, a conductive ceramic material mey be

ectrochemichromic solutions themselves.
Having stated the relationship between a mirror as-

sembly and a window sssembly inconnection with the
teaching of the present invention, it should also be
readily understood by the art-skilled that the term
“transmittance” refers to the amountof light that may
pass through—ie. transmitted through—an electro-
chemichromic solution that is comained, for cxample,
within an electrochemichromic window assembly. On
the other hand, the term “reflectance” refers to the
amount oflight that may pass through—i.e., transmitted
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through—an electrochemichromic solution and thereaf-
ter reflect offa reflective coating placed on the back of
one of the glass substrates of, for example, an electro-
chemichromic mirror assembly and thereafter pass back
through the sojution in substantially the same direction
from which it originated.

In addition, one of the ITO-coated glass substrates 2
should preferably be ofa laminate assembly comprising
at least two transparent panels affixed to one another by
a substantially transparent adhesive material. This lami-
nate assembly assists in reducing the scattering of glass
shards from the glass substrate 2 should the mirroras-
sembly break due to impact. While the term “glass” has
been employed throughout the instant disclosure, it is
intended by the teaching herein that that term also in-
clude optical plastics, such as polycarbonate, acrylic
and polystyrene, as well as tempered glass and Jami-
nated giuss.

Once constructed, the  electrochemichromic
device—e.g., 2 mirror or window assembly—may have
a molded casing placed therearound. This molded cas-
ing may be pre-formed and then placed about the pe-
Tiphery of the assembly or, for that matter, injection
molded therearound using conventional itechniques,

' including injection molding of thermoplastic materials, 25
such as polyvinyl chloride or polypropylene, or reac-
tion injection molding of thermosetting materials, such
as polyurethane or other thermosets. These techniques
are well-lmown in the ari [sec, eg. U.S. Pat. Nos.
4,139,234 (Morgan) and 4,561,625 (Weaver), Tespec- 30
tively, for a discussion of thase techniques in the con-
text of modular window encapsulation].

Esch ofthe documents cited in the present teaching is
herein by reference to the same extent as if
each document hed individually been incorporated by 35reference.

The superior rapidity, intensity and uniformity of
solution coloring and the redox pre-treatmentofat Jeast
one of the electrochemichromic compounds distin-
guishes the present teaching from the electrochemich-
romic solutions known heretofore and sets the present
invention separate and apart therefrom.

In view of the above description of the instant inven-
lion, itis evident that a wide range ofpractical opportu-
nities is provided by the teaching herein, The following
examples of electrochemichromic assemblies are pro-
vided to illustrate the utiliry of the present invention
Only and are not to be construed so as to limit in any
way the teaching herein.

EXAMPLES

The constituents identified in the present invention
may be obtained commercially from Aldrich Chemical
Company, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis. or many other chemi-
cal suppliers, unless otherwise indicated.

EXAMPLE |

To demonstrate the difference between an electro-
chemichromic solution of the present invention from
those electrochemichromic solutions of the prior art 60
with respect to uniform coloring and the concomitant
Ins effect, two solutions were formulated and were
Used in interior rearview automotive mirrors con-
structed as depicted in FIGS. 1 and 2. These mirrors
each havea cell gap of about 80 ym with ITO—coated 65
glass substrates having about 8 ohms per square sheet
resistance and the following approximate dimensions: 6em 25cm x 2mm.

35

18
In the first mirror, we placed an electrochemich-

romic solution comprising about 0.02 M of EVD1Qu(as
the cathodic compound) and about 0.02 M of 5,10-dihy-
dro5,10-dimethylphenazine ("DMPA") (as the anodic

+ compound), both dissolved in the solvent propylenecarbonate.

In the second mirror, we placed an electrochemich-
romic solution prepared according to the present inven-
tion comprising about 0.02 M of EVCLO, (as the ca-
thodic compound) and about 0.02 M of MVTB (as the
anodic compound), both dissolved in @ solvent compris-
ing about 999 propylene carbonate and about 19 gla-
cial acetic acid (v/v).

In comection with the MVTB reduction, we first
placed about 0.5 grams (0.002 moles) of MVTB into
about 100 mis of a solvent comprising the combinatoin
ofabout 99% propylene carbonate and about 19% acetic
acid (v/v) under substantially inert conditions at about
ambient temperature to about 50° C. to form a blue
colored solution. We then added, with stirring, about 2
grams of zinc dust (325 mesh) thereto for a period of
about 15 minutes to about 45 minutes after which period
Of time the solution became substantially colorless by
teaching a pale yellow color. We performed this reac-
tion under substantially the same conditions as those
recited above. We removed that quantity of zinc dust
which remained onrescted byfiltration and thereafter
contacted the substantially colorless MWTB solution
(now im o reduced valence state) with the EVCLO, to
reach a pale bluish green solution color.

Weintroduced an applied potential of about1.0 volt
to cach of the filled mirrors, and thereafter observed
that the second mirror, filled with an electrochemich-
romic solution of the present invention, colored rapidly
and uniformly with a negligible Iris effect as compared
with the first mirror, filled with an electrochemich-
romic solution of the prior art.

In addition, we observed that the high reflectance at
the center portion of the secand mirror decreased from
about 66% to about 139% in a response time ofabout 1.5
seconds as compared with a decrease to only about 37%
in the first mirror as determined by a reflectometer—set
in reflectance mode—equipped with a light source
(known in the art as Illuminate A) and a photopic detec-
tor attached to a strip chart recorder, What's more, we
observed that the second mirror bleached from about
16% reflectance to about 60% Teflectance in a response
time ofabout 1.2 seconds. Since the first mirror colored
to only about 37%, a fair comparison with the second
mirror could not be made.

EXAMPLE 2

We used the electrochemichromic solutions de-
scribed in Example 1, supra, to fill two interior rearview
automotive mirrors cach having about « 100 pm cell
gap and constructed from ITO-coated glass substrates
baving about 12 ohms per square sheet resistance. Upon
application of about 1.0 volt, we observed that the sec-
ond mirror, filled with an electrocbemichromic solution
of the present invention, colored uniformly and rapidly
whereas thefirst mirror,filled with an electrochemich-
romic solution of the prior art, did not color uniformly
and the electrochemichromic response obtained was
less rapid. And, the second mirror demonstrated an
intense bluish purple color 2s compared with the largely
dark green color with 2 slight purple tint demonstratedby the first mirror,
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Specifically, we observed the second mirror to ex-
hibit color formation ofabout 70% reflectance to about
20% reflectance in a response time ofabout 1.3 seconds
as compared with the first mirror which registered
substantially the same reflectance effect in about 4,3
seconds. We also observed that the second mirror and
the first mirror demonstrated a comparable rate ofblea-
ching—about 1.8 seconds as Compared with about 1.6
seconds, respectively—from about 20% reflectance to
about 609% reflectance. In addition, we noted thst al-
though the two mirrors exhibited no marked difference
with respect to their high reflectance percentage in the
bleached state—about 72.6% for the second mirror d
about 74.4% for the first mirror—, the second mirror
showed an improvement over the first mirror with re-
spect to decreased reflectance—ie., about 7.9% as com-
pared with about 16.0%, respectively. We made and
recorded these observations by the detection method
described in Example 1, supra.

EXAMPLE 3

We also used the electrochemichramic solutions de-
scribed in Example |, supra, to fill two automotive
mirrors each having about a 135 hm cell gap and con-
structed from ITO-coated glass
12 ohms per square sheet resistance to illustrate the
more intense color formation demonstrated by the
electrchemichromic solutions of the present invention.
We constructed a cell having a wider cell gap than in
the previous examples to illustrate the enhanced uni- 30
form colonng of the solution of the instant invention
when Iris cffects are lessened or eliminated. When we
introduced an applied potential ofabout1.0 volt to each
mirror, we observed that the second mirror yielded a
low reflectance of about 6.99% whereas the first mirror 35
yielded a reflectance of only about 10.8%. We made
and recorded these observations using the detection
method described in Example 1, supra.

EXAMPLE 4

We next used the electrchemichromic solutions as
described in Example 1, supra, to demonstrate the abil-
ity of the electrchemichromic solutions of the present
invention to be employed with high resistive glass—an
inferior quality and accordingly Tess expensive glass- 45
—and afford similarly superior results over those elec-
trochemichromic solutions of the prior art. To this end,
wefilled two mirrors each having about a 350 pm cell
gap and constructed from ITO-coated glass substrates
having about 80 ohms per square sheet resistance. Upon 50
introducing an applied potential of about 1.0 volt to
each of the mirrors, we observed that the second miiror
yielded a low reflectance of about 5.7% whereas the
first mirror yielded a reflectance of only about 34% and
also exhibited an Iris effect even with the larger cell 55
gap. We made and recorded these observations using
the detection method described in Example 1, supra.

EXAMPLE5

In this example, we used another preferred solvent, 60
the combination of about 799% 3-e ionitrile,
about 20% 2-acetylbutyrolactone and about 19% glacial
acetic acid (v/v), to further demonstrate the enhanced
characteristics with respect to uniform coloring and the
concimitantIris effect of the solutions of the present 65
invention over those of the prior art.

In that regard, we constracted twointerior rearview
automotive mirrors each having a cell gap of about 50
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substrates having about 25
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jm with ITO-coated piass substrates having about 6 to
about 6 ohms per square sheet resistance.

In the first mirror, we placed an electrochemich-
romic solution comprising about 0.02 M of EVCLO,

5 and about 0.02 M ofDMPA, both dissolved in a solvent
comprising about 80% 3-ethox jonitrile and about
20% 2-acetylbutyrolactone (v/v). In addition, this solu-
tion contained about 59% of“UNINUIL400" (w/v) as an
ultraviolet stabilizing agent. 4.

In the second mirror, we placed an clectrochemich-
Tomic solutionprepared according to ibe present inven-
tion comprising about 0.02 M of EVCLO, and about
0,02 M of reduced MVTB,both dissolved in a solvent
comprisnig about 799 3-ethorypropionitrile, about
20% 2-acetyibutyrolsctone and about 1% glacial acetic
(v/v). In addition, this solution contained about 5% of
“UVINUL 400" (w/v) as an ultraviolet stabilizing
agent. As in Example I, supra, prior to combining the
anodic and cathodic compounds, we reacted MVIB
with zinc and otherwise followed the protocol indi-cated.

After we prepared each mirror with the electro-
chemichromic solutions as described above, we intro-
duced an applied potential of about 1.0 volt to each of
the mirrors. The second mirror demonstrated an intense
purple color as compared with the light green color
demonstrated by the first mirror, In addition, in the
bleached state, the second misror displayed a clear yet
silvery appearance while the first mirror displayed an
almost clear appearance with a slightly yellow hue.
Moreover, the second mirror demonstrated a fairly
uniform coloring and a very small Iris effect in contrast
to the non-uniform coloring and large Iris effect dis-
played by the first mirror.

We observed that the high reflectance was about
75.3% as compared with 79.29% for the first mirror.
And,the reflectance at the center portion of the second
mirror decreased from about 709% to about 20% in a
response time of about 1,0 second, with an ultimate
decrease fo about 13.1% as compared with the first
mirror which decreased from about 7096 to only about
37% in about the same period of time, with an ultimate
decrease to about 23.89% after about 2.9 seconds. With
respect to bleaching, we observed that the second mir-
ror and the first mirror demonstrated comparable re-
sponse times in connection with their ability to bleach.
That is, in the range from about 20% reflectance to
about 70% reflectance, the second mirror bleached in
about 0.9 seconds whereas the first mirror achieved the
same results in about 1,0 second. We made and recorded
these observations using the detection method de-
scribed in Example 1, supra.

EXAMPLE 6

In the example, we used 2 combination ofabout 69%
3-ethoxypropionitrile, about 30% propylene carbonate
and about 1% glacial acetic acid (v/v) as # solvent as
yet another demonstration of the enhanced characteris-
tics with respect to uniform coloring and the concomi-
tant Iris effect of the solutions of the present invention
over those of the prior art.

We constructed two interior rearview automotive
mirrors as in Example 5, supra. In the first mirror, we
placed an electrochemichromic solution comprising
about 0.02 M of EVCIO, and sbout 0.02 M of DMPA,
both dissolved in a solvent comprising about 70% 3-
ethoxypropionitrile and about 30% propylene carbon-ate.
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In the second mirror, we placed an electrochemich-

romic solution prepared according to the present inven-
tion comprising about 0.02 M of EVCIO and about 0.02
M ofreduced MVTB dissolved in a solvent comprising
about 9% 3-ethoxypropionitrile, about 30% propylene 5
carbonate and about 195 glacial acetic (v/v). As in
Exempie |, supra prior to combining the anodic and
cathodic compounds, we reacted the MVTB withzinc
and otherwise followed the protocol indicated,

After we prepared each mirror with the electro- 10
chemichromic solutions as described above, we intro-
duced an applied potential of about 1.0 volt to each of
the mirrors. The second mirror demonstrated intense
purple color ss compared with the light green color
demonstrated by the first mirror. In addition, in the 15
bleached state, the second mirror displayed a clear yet
silvery appearance while the first mirror displayed an
almost clear appearance with a slight yellow hue, More-
over, the second mirror demonstrated « fairly uniform
coloring and 2 very small Iris effect in contrast to the 20
non-uniform coloring and large Iris effect displayed bythe first mirror.

Wefarther observed that the high reflectance at the
center portion of the second mirror was about 76.5% as

with about 78.79% for the first mirror. And, 25compared
the reflectance decreased from about 70% to about 20%
in a response time of about 1.0 second, with an ultimate
decrease to about 13.1%, as compared with the first
mirror which decreased from about 70% to only about
41% in about the same period of time, with an ultimate 30
decrease to about 24.39% after about 22 seconds, We
also observed that the second mirror and thefirst mirror
demonstrated comparable times in connection
with their ability to bleach. We made and recorded
these observations using the detection method de- 35
scribed in Example 1, supra.

EXAMPLE 7

in order to demonstrate the enhanced intensity of the
color formed by the electrochemichrom:
the present invention which thereby effectively de-
creases the reflectance ©, We constructed two
interior rearview automotive mirrors each having a cell
Bap of about 135 pm with ITO-coated glass substrates
having about 12 to about 15 ohms per Square sheet 45Tesistance-

In the first mirror, we placed an electrochemich-
Tomic solution comprising about 0.01 M of EVCIO and
about 0.01 M solution of DMPA,both dissolved in a
solvent comprising about £09 3-ethoxypropionitrile 50
and about 20% 2-acetylbutyrolactone (v/v). In addi-
tion, this solution contained about 3% of “LTVINUL.
400" (w/v) as an ultraviolet Stabilizing agent,

In the second mirror, we placed an electrochemich-
romic solution prepared according to the present inven- 55
tion comprising about 0.01 M ofEVCIOand about 0.01
M solution of reduced MVTS,both dissolved in a sol-
vent comprising about 809% 3-ethoxypropionitrile and
about 20% 2-acetylbutyrolactone (v/v). In addition,
this solution contained about 5% of “UVINUL 400" 60
(w/v) as an ultraviolet stabilizing agent. We dissolved
the MVTBin a solvent comprising about 80% 3thox-
ypropionitrile and about 20% 2-acetylbutyralactone
(v/v), then reacted the solubilized MVTB with zinc
dust and otherwise followed the protocol indicated in 65
Example 1, supra.

After we prepared each mirror with the electro-
chemichromic solutions as described above, we intro-

ic solutions of 40

22
duced an applied potential of about 1,0 volt to each of
the mirrors. The second mirror demonstrated an intense
bluish purple color as compared with the light to dark
green color demonstrated by the first mirror. In addi-
tion, in the bleached state, the second mirror displayed
a clear yet silvery appearance while the first mirror
displayed an almost clear, yet slightly yellow, non-sil-
very, appearance. Moreover,the second mirror demon-
strated uniform coloring and no appreciable Iris effect
in contrast to the non-uniform coloring with a lighter
green color which formed in the center of the mirror
and a small Iris effect displayed by the first mirror.

‘Wefurther observed that the high reflectance at the
center portion of the second mirror was about 73.59 2s
compared with about 80.2% for the first mirror, And,
the reflectance decreased from about 70% to about 209%
in a response time ofabout 1.4 seconds, with an ultimate
decrease to about 10.2%, es compared with the first
mirror which decreased from about 70% to only about
40% in about the ame period of time, with an ultimate
decrease to about 20.2%, We made and recorded these
observations using the detection method described in
Example 1, supra.

EXAMPLE 8

in Examples 8 and 9, we used combinations of 3
bydrozypropionitrile and glutaronitrile in the solvent to
still further demonstrate the benefits of the solutions of
the present invention.

We constructed two interior rearview automotive
mirrors each having » cell gep of about 100 pm with
TTO-coated glass substrates having about 12 to about 15
ohms per square sheet resistance,

In the first mirror, we placed an electrochemich-
Fomic solution comprising about 0.035 M of EVCIO,
and about 0.035 M of DMPA, both dissolved in a sol-
vent comprising about 75% 3-hydroxypropionitrile
combined with about 259% pluteronitrile (v/v). In addi-
tion, we placed about 5% of “UVINUL 400" (w/v) inthis solution.

In the second mirror, we placed an electrochemich-
romic solution comprising about 0.0175 M of EVCIO4
and about 0.0175 M ofreduced MVTB,both dissolved
in a solvent comprising about 749% 3-hydroxypropioni-
trile, about 25% glutaronitrile and about 1% glacial
acetic acid (v/v). In addition, we placed about 5% of
“UVINUL 400" (w/v) in this solution. As in Example
1, Supra prior to combining the anodic and cathodic
compounds, we reacted MVTB with zinc and other-
wise followed the protocol indicated,

Wethen introduced an applied potential of about 1.0
volt to each of the mirrors, and thereafter observed that
the second mirror, filled with an electrochemichromic
solution of the present invention, colored Tapidly with
excellent uniformity and without an appreciable [ris
effect as compared with the first mirror. We observed
an intense bluish purple color as compared with the
largely dark green color demonstrated by the first mir-ror

In addition, we observed thet the high reflectance at
the center portion of the second mirror was about
79.5% as compared with 74,79 in the first mirror. And,
the reflectance decreased from about 709% to sbout 20%
ina response time ofabout 1,7 seconds, with an ultimate
decrease to about 8.69%, while thefirst mirror decreased
from about 70% to only about 37% in about the same
period of time, with an ultimate decrease to about
13.7% after about 5.3 seconds. We also observed that
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the second mirror bleached from about 20% reflectance
to about 60% reflectance in a response time ofabout1.9

‘seconds as compared with the first mirror which
bleached to about the same degree in about 2.2 seconds.
When in the bleached state, the second mirrordisplayed
a clear and silvery appearance while the first mirror
displayed a clear appearance with a slight yellow hue.

The numerical values obtained in connection with
these observations were made using the detection
method described in Example 1, supra.

EXAMPLE 9

In this example, we used a combination of about
49.59 3-hydroxypropionitrile, about 49.596 glutaroni-
trile and about 19% glacial acetic acid (v/v) to construct
an interior rearview automotive mirror having 2 cell
gap of about 100 um with ITO-corted glass substrates
having about 12 to about 15 ohms per square sheetresistance,

We constructed this mirror with an electrochemich-
romic solution comprising about 0.02M ofEVC1Og and
about 0.02M of reduced MVTB, both dissolved in a
solvent comprising about 49.5% 3-hydroxypropioni
trile, about 49.5% glutaronitrile and about 1% glacial

\ acetic acid (v/v) placed between the substrates. In addi-
tion, we placed about 5% of “UVINUL 400" (w/v) to
this solution, As in Example 1, supra, prior to combin-
ing the anodic and cathodic compounds, we reacted
MVTB with zinc and otherwise followed the protocolindicated,

Wethen introduced an applied potential of about 1.0
volt to the mirror, and Observed that the
mirror colored rapidly with excellent uniformity and
without an appreciable Iris effect. We thereafter ob-
served the formation of an intense bluish purple color.

In addition, we observed that the high reflectance at
the center portion of the mirror was about 74.3%. And,
the reflectance decreased from about 7096 to about 20%
in & response time ofabout 1.5 seconds, with an ultimate
decrease to about 7.7%. We also observed that the
mirror bleached from about 10% reflectance to about
60% reflectance in a response time ofabout 4.7 seconds.
When in the bleached state, the mirror displayed a clearappearance.

- The numerical values obtained in connection with
these observations were made using the detection
method described in Example 1, supra.

EXAMPLE 10

In this example, we used the combination of about
69% 3-hydroxypropionitrile, about 30% 3,3"-oxydipro-
pionitrile and about 1% glacial acetic acid (v/v) as a
solvent in connection with the construction of an elec-
trochemichromic interior rearview automotive mirror.
This mirror was constructed from ITO-costed glass
substrates having a cell gap ofabout 100 pm with about
12 to about 15 ohms per square sheet resistance.

Weplaced an electrochemichromic sojution compris-
ing about 0.02M ofEVCIO and about 0,02M of reduced
MVTB,both dissolved in a solvent comprising about
69% 3-oxydipropionitrile about 30% 3,3'-ocydipro-
pionitrile and about 1% glacial acetic acid (v/v). In
addition, we placed about 5% of “UVINUL 400" (w/v)
to this solution. As in Example 1, supra, prior to com-
bining the anodic and cathodic compounds, we reacted
MVTB with zinc and otherwise followed the protocolindicated.
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We then introduced an applied potential of about 1.0

volt to the mirror, and thereafter observed that the
mirror colored rapidly with excellent uniformity and
without an appreciable Iris effect. We thereafter ob-
served the formation of an intense bluish purple color.

In addition, we observed that the high reflectance at
the center portion of the mirror was about 73.29%. And,

Ateerenip a response time ofabout 1.5 seconds, with an ultimate
decrease to about 6.94%. What's more, we observed that
the mirror bleached from abont 10% reflectance to
about 60% reflectance in s response time of about 4.7
seconds. When in the bleached state, the mirror dis-
played « clear and silvery appearance.

The numerical values obtained in connection with
these observations were made using the detection
method described in Example 1, supra.

EXAMPLE 11

In this example, we used the combination of about
69% 3-tho: ionitrile, about 30% 3-hydroxypro-
pionitrile and about 19 glacial acetic acid (v/v) as a
solvent in connection with the construction of an elec-
trochemichromic interior rearview automotive mirror.
This mirror was constructed from ITO-costed glass
substrates having a cell gap ofabout 100 pm with about
12 to about 15 ohms per square sheet resistance.

We an electrochemichromic solution compris-
ing about 0,02M ofEVCiO and about 0.02M ofreduced
MVTB, both dissolved in 2 solvent comprising about
69% ethoxypropionitrile, about 30% 3-hydroxypro-
pionitrile and about 1% glacial acetic acid (v/v). In
addition, we placed about 5% of“UVINUL 400" (w/v)
to this solution. As in Example 1, supra, prior to com-
bining the anodic and cathodic compounds, we reacted
MVTB with zinc and otherwise foliowed the protocolindicated.

Wethen introduced an applied potential of about 1.0
volt to the mirror, and thereafter observed that the
tairror colored rapidly with excellent uniformity and
without an appreciable’ Iris effect, We thereafter ob-
served the formation an intense bluish purple color.

In addition, we observed that the high reflectance at
the center portion of the mirror was about 72.4%. And,
the reflectance decreased fromabout 70% 10 about 20%
in 8 response time ofabout 1.7 seconds, with an witimate
decrease to about 9.4%. Moreover, we observed that
the mirror bleached from about 10% reflectance to
about 609% reflectance in a response time of about 3.2
seconds, When in the bleached state, the mirror dis-
played « clear appearance.

The numerical values obtained in connection with
these observations were made using the detection
method described in Example 1, supra.

EXAMPLE 12

In this example, we used the combination of about
99% propylene carbonate and about 19% piacia) acetic
acid (v/v) as a solvent in connection with the construc-
ton of an electrochemichromic interior rearview auto-
motive mirror. This mirror was constructed from ITO-
coated glass substrates having a cell gap ofabout 50 pm
with about 6 to about 8 ohms per square sheet resis-tance.

Weplaced an clectrochemichromic solution compris-
ing about 0.025M of EVCIO, and about 0.025M ofre-
duced MVTB,both dissolved in a solvent comprising
about 99% propylene carbonate and about 1% glacial
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acetic acid (v/v), In addition, we placed about 5% of
“UVINUL 400” (w/v) to this solution. As in Example
1, supra, prior to combining the anodic and cethodic
compounds, we reacted MVTB with zinc and other-
wise followed the protocol indicated.

Wethen introduced un applied potential of about 1.0
volt to the mirror, and thereafier observed that the
mirror colored rapidly with excellent uniformity and
without an appreciable Iris effect. We thereafter ob-
served the formation of an intense bluish purple color.

In addition, we observed that the high reflectance at
the center portion of the mirror was about 76.39%. And,
the reflectance decreased from about 70% to about 20%
in 2 Tesponse time ofabout 1.1 seconds, with an ultimate
decrease to about 14.5%. What's more, we observed
that the mirror bleached from Jow reflectance to about
60% reflectance in » response time ofabout 0.7 seconds.
When in the bleached state, the mirror displayed a clear
and silvery a)

The numerical values obtained in connection with
these observations were made using the detection
method described in Example 1, supra.

EXAMPLE 13

A window assembly or a sun roof assembly may also
be constructed using the el mic solutions
of the present invention. To that end, we constructed a
sun roof assembly employing the subject solutions.’

We constructed an automotive sun roof from tin
oxidecoated glass having about 10 ohms per square
sheet resistance [commercially available as TEC-Glass
products from Libbey-Owens-Ford Co., LOF Glass
Division, Toledo, Ob.]. The dimensions of the sun roof
were approximately 38 cm60 cm, with a cell gap of
about 380 tm between the two tin oxide-conted glass
substrates. The integrity of this cell gap was keptintact
by 4 sealing means constructed of plasticized polyvinyl
butyral which also ensured that the electrochemich-
romic solution remained therein.

We prepared an electrochemichromic solution ac-
cording to the present invention whose constituents
included about 0.01M of MVTB,that was previously
reacted with zinc as in Example 1, supra, sbout 0.015M
of EVCIO4, about 0.05M oftetracthylammonium per-
chlorate and about $% of “UVINUL 400" (w/v). We
Prepared solutions of these constituents with a solvent
comprising about 64% propylene carbonate, about 359%
cyanoethyl sucrose and about 1% acetic acid (v/v).

Afier filling the cell in the sun roofwith this solution,
we introduced an applied potential of about 1.0 volt
thereto and observed over a time period of about 2
minutes a change from about 74.5% to about 1796 in the
amount of light transmitted through the sun roof. When
we applied zero potential, the electrochemichromic
solution self-crased such that the amount of light trans-
mitted therethrough was first observed at about 5%) and
then over a period ofabont 2 minutes the colorlessened
to the paintthat about 25% ofthe light wes being trans-
mitted through the solution. After a period of about 7
minutes, this solution completely self-erased. We made
and recorded these observations using the detection
method described in Example 1, supra, except that the
reflectometer was set in transmission mode.

In gencral, we observed good cycle stability, heat
stability and ultraviolet stability of the solutions of the
Present invention when contained within the devices
described herein, Specifically, when MVWTB ic em-
ployed in conjunction with EVC1O,in any of the sol-
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vents herein recited, a solution of even more ultraviolet
stability is observed when compared with the combina-
ton of DMPA and EVC1!0,in that same solvent. We
also observed greater rapidity of response times, espe-
cially when bleaching, with solutions having 3-ethoxy-
Propionitrile as e solvent component.

While we have provided the above exemples for
illustrative purposes employing preferred electro-
ehemichromic compounds ami solvents, it is 10 be un-
derstood that each of the electrochemichromic com-
pounds and solvents identified herein will provide suit-
able, ifnot comparable, results when viewed in connec-
tion with the results pleaned from these examples.

Although we have described the foregoing invention
in some detail by way ofillustration and example, it will
be clear to one ofordinary skill in the art that changes
and modifications may be practiced within the spirit of
the claims which define the scope of the present inven-
tion. Thus, the art-skilled will recognize or readily 2s-
certsin using no more than routine experimentation,
that equivalents exist to the embodiments of the inven-
tion described herein. And, it is intended that buch
equivalents be encompassed by the claims which followhereinafter.

‘What we claim is:

1. An electrochemichromic solution capable of color
change when an applied potential is introduced thereto,
said electrochemichromic solution comprising:

(a) at least one anodic componnd, said anodic com-
pound having been previously contacted with a
redox agent suchthat said anodic compound exists
in a different Valence state than Prior to having
been contacted with said redox agent:

(b) at least one cathodic compound; and
(c) a solvent

wherein the redox potential ofsaid anodic compound in
said different valence state is greater than the redox
potential ofseid cathodic compound while each is con-tacted with ssid solvent. ;

2. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 1, wherein said anodic compound is representedby the formula below:

E

N : 2 J
Q D SyL

wherein

Ais 0, NRRi;
wherein R and R may be the same or different and

each may be selected from the group consisting
of H or any straight-chain or branched alkyl
constituent having from about one carbon atom
to sbout six carbon atoms, provided that when A
is NRRi, Q is H or OH:

Dis 0,5; “
Eis R , COOH, CONHz, phenyl, 2,4-dihydroxyphe-nyl;
Gis H;

40 Aromatic ring struc-
Ting atoms when Viewed in

conjunction with the ring carbon atoms to which
they are attached;
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Lis H, OH; and selected from the group consisting ofany alkali metal is
Q is H, OH, NRR). associated therewith.
3. The electrochemichromic solution according to 3. The electrochemichromic solution according to

claim 2, wherein each A ofsaid anodic compound is_—claim 2, wherein said anodic compound is a member
NRRy, @ salt selected from the group consisting oftetra- § selected from the class of chemical compounds consist-
fluoroborate, perchlorate, trifluoromethane sulfonate, ing of the following formulae:

HO, OH

-
OH

o a

HO

Hy

N

Te es
NaO o *o

HO. ‘OH

‘ :
N

HO OH

HO’ o 25

(CH3CH))N oO So
0
il

H)}N—-Cc
N

ae

eioy oO N(CH2CHy)2;
Ln

NiO 5 o 3 So
oO
iiC—OH

N

Mee ssEY ° Sect
OH

(CHy)z ° o

hexafluorophosphate and any halogen is associated 65therewith.

4. The electrochemical solution accordingto claim 2,
wherein when Q ofsaidanodic compoundis OH, a salt and any combination thereof,
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6. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 2, wherein said anodic compound is represented
by the formula below:

HO, OH

N

HO On
H, o ‘a

20
N

7. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 2, wherein said anodic compound is represented ~by the formula below: (CH3CH2)2! o °

25

12. The electrochemichromic solution according toN . : cf .
claim 2, wherein said anodic compound is representedCr us by the formula below:

(CHa:N s So
30 o

8. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 2, wherein said anodic’compound is represented N

by the formula below: cy iL35 Nad o 25HO OH

4 13. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 2, wherein said anodic compound is representedby the formula below:

HO OH a ‘=
HO Oo o 9

Il
9. The electrochemichromic solurion according to ¢c—OHn

claim 2, wherein said anodic compound is represented N

by the formula below: 45 i aa _ HO ° SHiCHS)s

oe =
Nao o oa = 14. The electrochemichromic solution according to

claim 1, wherein said cathodic compound is selected
10. The electrochemichromic solution according ta©from the group of chemical compounds consisting of

claim 2, wherein said anodic compound is represented _'the following formulae:
by the formula below: 55

o

R. +N n+ ‘| ors
N a 60 . 25-

i iHO o N(CH3CH35)> R3
OH .és :

11. The electrochemichromic solution according to iaclaim 2, wherein said anodic compound is representedby the formula below:
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-continued

o
ll

6
wherein

Rzand R3 may be the same or different and each may
be selected from the group consisting of H or any
straight-chain or branched alkyl constituent having
from about one carbon atom to about six carbon
atoms;

is selected from the group consisting oftetrafluoro-

Eomencatan trifluoromethane sulfonate,hexaflu osphate, any halogen
and any combination thereof.

15, The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 14, wherein said cathodic compound is

as:SHmone
2C104~—

16. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 14, wherein said cathodic compound is

0

CHCH;

iio

17. The clectrochemichromic solution according to
claim 14, wherein said cathodic compound is

=O

io

18. The electrochemichromic solution according 10
claim 1, wherein said redox agent of (a) is in a solidform.

19, The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 18, wherein said redox agent has @ particle size of
about 50 mesh to about 400 mesh.

20, The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 1, wherein said redox agent of(a) is a reducing
agent capable of causing an electrochemichromic com-
pound to essume a decreased valence state upon con-
tacting therewith as compared with that valence state
possessed by said electrochemichromic compound prior
to having been contacted with said reducing agent.

21. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 20, whercin said reducing agent is a member se-
lected from the group consisting of zinc, ascorbic acid,

id
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sodium hydrosulfite, vanadium (II) chloride, chro-
mium (II) acetate, sulfur dioxide and any combination
thereof.

22. The electrochemichromic colution according to
claim 21, wherein said reducing agent is zinc.

23. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 1, wherein said redox agent of (a) is an oxidizing
agent capable of causing an electrochemichromic com-
pound to assume an increased Valence state upon con-
tacting therewith as compared with that valence state
possessed by said electrachemichromic compound prior
to having been contacted with said oxidizing agent.

24. The electrocbemichromic solution according to
claim 23, wherein said oxidizing agent is a member
selected from the group consisting of air, oxygen, 50-
dium persulfate, methylene violet (Bernthsen) and anycombination thereof.

25. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 1, wherein ssid solventof(c) is a member selected

propiontite, mesial Sethe eekoxypropioni-
tile, propylene carbonate, 2-acetylbutyrolactone, cya-
noethyl sucrose, 7-butyrolactone, 2-methylglutaroni-
tle, N,N'-dimethylformamide, 3,3’-cthylsulfolanc,
methylethyl ketone, cyclopentanone, cyclohexanone,
benzoyl acetone, 4-hydroxy—-methyl-2-pentanone, ace-
topbenone, glutaronitrile, 3,3-oxydipropionitrile, 2-
methoryethyl ether, triethylene glycol dimethyl ether

i thereof.
26. The electrochemichromic solution according to

claim 1, wherein said solvent of (c) is acidic.
27, The electrochemichromic solution according to

claim 26, wherein seid solvent is rendered acidic by
employing as a solvent component an acidic material
selected from the group consisting of acetic acid, any
hydrogen halide ges in solution, perchloric acid, 2-
acetylbutyrolactone, 3-hydroxypropionitrile and anycombination thereof. r

28. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 27, wherein said solvent component is acetic acid.

29, The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 28, wherein said solvent componentis acetic acid
employed in the range of about 0.01% (v/v) to about
715% (v/v).

30. The electrochemichromic solution accarding to
claim 28, where said solvent componentis acetic acid
employed at about 19% (v/v).

31, The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 26, wherein said solvent is comprised of about
74% 3-hydroxypropionitrile, about 25% glutaronitrile
and about 1% acetic acid (v/v).

32. The clectrochemichromic solution according to
claim 26, wherein said solvent is comprised of about
49.5% 3-hydrox: ionitrile, about 49.59% glutaroni-
tile and about 19% acetic acid (v/v).

33. The electrochemichromic eolution according to
claim 26, wherein said solvent is comprised of about
64% propylene carbonate; about 35% cyanoethy! su-
crose and about 1% acetic acid (v/v).

34, The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 26, wherein said solvent is comprised of about
699% 3-hydroxypropionitrite, 3095 3,3'-oxydipropioni-
trile and about 1% acetic acid (v/v).

35. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 26, wherein said solvent is comprised of about

mw carbonate and abowt 1% acetic acidviv. 5
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36. The electrochemichramic solution according to
claim ‘1, further comprising (d) 4 constituent selected
from the group consisting of an ultraviolet stabilizing
agent, = electrolytic materia] and any combination

37. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 36, wherein said ultraviolet stabilizing agent is 2
member selected from the group consisting of “UVI-
NUL 400", “UVINUL D-49", TINUVIN P, “TINU-
VIN 327", “TINUVIN 328", “Cyasorb 24”, benzotriaz-
ole, benzophenone and any combination thereof.

38. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 37, wherein said ultraviolet stabilizing agent is“UVINUL 400”

39. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 36, wherein said electrolytic material is a member
selected from the group consisting of tetrabutylam-
monium hexafluorophosphate, tetraethylammonioum
perchlorate, tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate,
tetrabutylammonium trifluoromethane sulfonate, any
halogen alkali metal salt and any combination thereof.

40. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 39, wherein said electrolytic materia) is tet-
rabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate.

41. The electrochemichromic solution uccording to
claim 1, wherein the total concentration of said first
electrochemichromic compound and ssid second elec-
trochemichromic compound im said electrochemich-
romic solution is in the range of about 0,001M to about0.1M.

42. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 41, wherein the total concentration of said first
electrochemichromic compound and said second elec-
trochemichromic compound im said electrochemich-
romic solution is about 0.04M.

43, The-electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 1, wherein said applied potential is introduced to
said solution in the range of about 0.001 volts to about5 volts,

44. The electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 43, wherein said applied potential is introduced atabout | volt,

45. A process for preparing an electrochemichromic
solution, said process comprises:

(a) solubilizing an electrochemichromic compound
with a solvent;

(b) contacting said solubilized electrochemichromic
compound with a redox agentto alter the valence
state of said electrochemichromic compound such
that an anodic compound is created in solution
which has a different valence state than said solubi-
lized electrochemichromic compound possessed

34
prior to having been contacted with said redox
agent,

(c) contacting 2 cathodic com with said solubi-
lized anodic compound of (b) to form said electro-

5 chemichromic solution; and
(c) introducing an applied potential to said electro-

chemichromic solution such that a current passes
through said electrochemichromic solution
thereby causing a color change thereof.

46. The process according to claim 45, wherein said
anodic compound is represented by the formula below:

E c

Q BD A
L

wherein

A is O, NRRj;
wherein R and Ry may be the sameor different and

each may be sclected from the group consisting
of H, any straight-chain or branched alkyl con-
stituent having from about one carbon atom to
about six carbon atoms, provided that when A is
NRRi, Q is H or OH;

Dis 0,5;

Eis zi COOH, CONF), phenyl, 2,4-dihydroxyphe-
Gis

10

15

20

23

30

nyl;
H;

J is phenyl, 2,4-dihydroxyphenyl; or G end J, when
taken together, represent an aromatic ring struc-
ture having six carbon ring atoms when viewed in
conjunction with the ring carbon atoms to which
they are attached;

Lis H, OH; and
40' Qis OH, NRR).

47. The process according to claim 46, wherein when
A of ssid anodic compound is NRRy, a salt selected
from the group consisting ofterrafluoroborate, perchlo-
rate, trifluoromethene sulfonate, hexafluorophosphate
aod any halogen is essociated therewith.

48. The process according to claim 46, wherein when
Q of said anodic compound is OH, a salt selected from
the group consisting of any alkali metal is associatedtherewith.

49, The according to claim 46, wherein said
anodic compound is selected from the group consisting
of the chemical compounds represented by the follow-
ing formulas

35

45

30

HO OH

Z ;

HO oH

Hy ° o

N

Orte
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continued
HO, OH

‘ ;

HO OH

HO oO So
o

i

CI:ro
(CH3CH;)2N o So

oO
ic—oH

N
=

je
HO o NCHS)

OH

°
tl

HyN—C
“oN

ye

Lk. :HO °o N(CHyCH))
on

(CH) s So

and any combination thereof.
50. The process according to claim 46, wherein said

anodic compoundis represented by the formula below: 3°

52. The process according to claim 46, wherein said
N

CT de 54 ®0Odic compound is represented by the formula below:
(Cis s o

51, The process according to claim 46, wherein said
anodic compoundis represented by the formula below: 60 _R

N (CH;CHy).N7 fe o So
LY ik S* 53. The process according to claim 46, whercin said

Nad’ oO o anodic compound is represented by the formula below:
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o
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Le moLoeN 3an

HO ° N(CH3)z 7 72 ,OH

10 ma
54. The process according to claim 46, wherein said ;

anodic compoundis represented by the formula below:
i]°

9 15
HyN—c - eN

cr

ieai a
HO ° N(CH2CHin ir.OH o

55. The process according to claim 46, wherein said__wherein
anodic compound is represented by the formula below: 25  R2and Ry may be the same ordifferent and each may

be selected from the group consisting of H or any

HO, ou

oN

HO OH

HN o So

56. The process according to claim 46, wherein said straight-chaia or branched alkyl constituent having
anodic compound is represented by the formula below: from = one carbon atom to about six carbon40 atoms;

X is selected from the group consisting oftetrafluaro-
borate, perchlorate, trifluoromethane sulfonate,
hezafluorophosphate, any halogenand any combination thereof.

N 45 59. The process according to claim 58, wherein said
eemooi compound is represented by the formula be-

Nad o op ase

57. The process according to claim 46, wherein said 50
anodic compoundis represented by the formula below: (CH3CH,—+N N+—CH)CH,

20104

HO. OH

N

HO OH

HO o °

58. The process according to claim 45, wherein said 65
cathodic compoundis selected from the group consist- 60. The process according to claim 58, wherein said
ing of the chemical compounds presented by the follow- - cathodic compound is represented by the formula be-ing formulae: low: ,
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9

ooo
I)o

61. The process according to claim 58,
cathodic compoundis represented by the formula be-low:

=0

qa

62. The process according to claim 45, further com-
prising after (b) removing that quantity of said redox
agent of (b) which has remained unreacted.

63, The process according to claim 62, wherein said
redox agent is removed by « means selected from the
group consisting of filtering, decanting, osmosis, frac-
Uonating, precipitating, extracting, centrifuging, vac-
uum and any combination thereof.

64. The process according to claim 45, wherein said
redox agent of(b) is in a solid form.

65. The process according to claim 64, wherein said
redox agent has a particle size ofabout 50 mesh to about400 mesh.

66. The process according to claim 45, whérein said 22
redox agen!of(b) is a reducing agent capable ofcausing
an ¢electrochemichromic compound to assume a de-
creased valence state upon contacting therewith as
compared with that valence state possessed by saidelectrochemi

ichromic compound prior to having been *?
contacted with said reducing agent.

67. The process according to claim 66, wherein said
reducing’ agent is a member selected from the
consisting of zinc, ascorbic acid, sodium hydrosulfite,

vanadium (III) chloride, chromiuma acetate, sulfur 45dioxide and any combination thereof.
68. The process according 10 claim 67, wherein said

reducing agent is zinc.
69. The process according to claim 45, wherein said

redox agent of(b) is an oxidizing agent capable ofcaus- 50hemichronsting an elec compound to assume an
increased valence state upon contacting therewith as
compared with that valence state possessed by said
electrochemichromic compound priar to having been
contacted with said oxidizing agent.

70, The process according to claim 69, wherein said
oxidizing agent is a member selected from the greup
consisting ofair, oxygen, sodium persulfate, methylene
violet (Bernthsen) and any combination thereof.

71, The process
electrochemichromic solution further comprises a con-
stituent selected from the group consisting ofan ultravi-
olet stabilizing agent, an electrolytic material and anycombination thereof.

72. The process according to claim 71, wherein said 65
constituent is an ultraviolet stabilizing agent.

73. The process according to claim 72, wherein said
ultraviolet stabilizing agent is selected from the group

wherein said 10

25

30

53

ing to claim 45, wherein said 60

40
consisting of “UVINUL 490"; “UVINUL D-39",
“TINUVIN P", “TINUVIN 327", “TINUVIN 328",
“Cyasorb 24", benzotriazole, benzophenone and anycombination thereof,

3-74. The process according to claim 73, wherein said
ultraviolet stabilizing agent is “UVINUL 400".

75. The process according to claim 71, wherein said
constituent ts an electrolytic material.

76. The according to claim 75, whercin said
electrolytic material is selected from the group consist-
ing of tetrabutylammonium hexsfluorophosphate, tetra-
ethylammonium perchlorate, tetrabutylammonium tet-
rafluoroborate, tetrabutylammonium trifluoromethane
sulfonate, any halogen alkali metal salt and any combi-nation thereof.

77. The process according to claim 76, wherein ssid
electrolytic material is tetrabutylammonium hesa-
fluorophosphate.

78. The process according to claim 45, wherein said
solvent of (a) is a member selected from the group con-
sisting Ofacetonitrile, }-hydroxypropionitrile, methoxy-
propionitrile, 3-ethoxypropionitrile, propylene carbon-
ate, 2-acety ne, cyanoethyl sucrose, y-
butyrolsactone, 2-methylglutaronitrile, N,N'-dimethyl-
formamide, 3-methylsulfolane, methylethy] ketone, ey-
clopentanone, cyclohexanone, benzoyl acetone, 4+
hydroxy-~4-methyl-2-pentanone, acetophenone,
glutaronitrile, 3,3'-oxydipropionitrile, 2-methoxyethyl
ether,triethylene glycol dimethyl ether and any combi-nation thereof.

79. The process according to claim 45, wherein said
solvent of (a) is acidic.

80. The process according to claim 79, wherein said
solvent is rendered acidic by employing as a solvent
Component an acidic material selected from the group
consisting of acetic acid, any hydrogen halide gas in
solution, perchloric acid, 2-acetylbutyrolactone, 3-
hydroxypropionitrile and any combination thereof.

81. The process according tn claim 80, wherein said
solvent componentis acetic acid.

82. The process according to claim 81, wherein said
solvent componentis acetic acid employed in the range
of about 0.01% (v/v) to about 759% (v/v).

83. The process according to claim 82, wherrin said
solvent componentis employed at about 1% (v/v).

84. The process according to claim BO, wherein said
solvent is ised of about 74% 3-hydroxypropioni-
ee24% glutaronitrile and about 19% acetic acid(v/v

85. The process according to claim 80, wherein said
solvent is comprised of about 49.3% 3-hydroxypro-
Pionitrile, about 49.5% glutaronitrile and about 19%
acetic acid (v/v),

86. The process according to claim 80, wherein said
solvent is comprised of about 6499 Propylene carbon-
ate, about 35% cyancethyl sucrose (v/v) and about 19%
acetic acid (v/v).

87. The process according to claim 80, wherein said
solvent is comprised of about 69% 2-hyd: ioni-
trile, about 30% 3,3'-oxydipropionitrile and about 1%
acetic acid (v/v).

88. The process according to claim 80, wherein said
solvent is comprised ofabout 9995 propylene carbonate
and about 19% acetic acid (v/¥),

89. A process for using an clectrochemichromicsolu-
tion according to claim 1, said process comprises:
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(a) inserting said electrochemichromicsolution into a
sealing said cell co that said electrochemichromic

solution is prevented from escaping therefrom; and
(c) introducing an applied potential to said electro-

chemichromic solution contained in said cell such
that a current passes therethrough to cause a color
change thereof.

90, An electrochemichromic device comprising:
(a) a first substantially transparent substrate coated

with 2substantially transparent conductive coating
on its interior face;

(b) asecond substantially transparentuibatrate coated
with a substantially transparent conductive coating
on its interior face, said second substrate positioned
in substantially parallel spaced-apart relationship
with said first substrate and being Iaterally dis-
placed therefrom;

(c) a sealing means positioned toward the peripheral
edge of each ofsaid first substrate and ssid second
substrate and sealingly forming a cell cavity there-
between;

(d) the electrochemichromic solution according to
claim 1 having been dispensed into and confined
within said cell cavity; and

{e) a means for introducing an applied potential to
said clectrochemichromic solution to controllably
cause 4 Variation in the amountof light transmitted
through said device.

91. The eléectrochemichromic device according to
claim 90, wherein said transparent conductive coating
may be constructed from a material selected from the
group consisting of indium tin oxide, tin oxide, antimo-
ny-doped tin oxide, fluorine-doped tin oxide, antimony-
doped zinc oxide and aluminum-doped zinc oxide.

92. The clectrochemichromic device. according to

claim 90, wherein said device is a member selected from
the group consisting of mirrors, glazings, partitions,
filters, displays and lenses.

93. The electrochemichromice device according to
claim 92, wherein said glazing is a window assembly.

$4. The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 92, wherein said glazing is a sun roof assembly.

95. The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 92, wherein said device is a mirror assembly fur-
ther comprising a reflective coating on a face of either
one of said first substrate or said second substrate.

96. The electrochemichromic mirror assembly ac-
cording to claim 95, wherein said reflective coating is
constructed of a material selected from the group con-
sisting of aluminum, silver, platinum, palladium, tita-
nium, chromium and stainless steel.

97. The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 90, wherein said first substrate of(a) is a laminate
assembly comprising at least two substantially transpar-
ent panels affixed to one another by a substantially
transparent adhesive layer.

98. The electrochemichromic device according to

claim 90, further comprising (g) a molded casing
formed about the periphery of said device.

99. The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 98, wherein said molded casing is constructed of
injection molded polyvinyl chloride.

100, The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 98, wherein said molded casing is constructed of
a moldable material that is reaction injected molded.

101. The electrochemichromic device according to

a
10

20

to 30

35

65
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constructedfrom a member sélected from the group
consisting of thermosetting materials and thermoplastic
materials.

102. The electrochemichramic device according to
claim 101, wherein said sealing means is constructed
from a thermosetting material.

103, The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 101, wherein said sealing means is constructed of

thermoplastic material.
104, The electrochemichromic device according to

claim 90, wherein said first substrate of (a) and said
second substrate of (b) are constructed from 2 material
selected from the group consisting ofglass, optical plas-
tics, laminated glass and tempered glass.

105. The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 90, wherein said first substrate of (n) and said
second substrate of (b) are each constructed of the same
materia).

106, The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 90, wherein said first substrate of (a) and second
substrate of (b) are each constructed ofdifferent materi-als,

107. An clectrochemichromic device comprising:
(s) a first glass substrate coated with a conductive

coating on its interior face;
(b) a second glass substrate coated with a conductive

coating on its interior face, said second glass sub-
strate positioned in substantially parallel spaced-
apart relationship with said first glass substrate;

(c) a sealing means positioned toward, but inward
from, the peripheral edge of each of said first sub-
strate and said second substrate and sealingly form-
ing 2 cell cavity therebetween;

(@) an electrochemichromic solution capable of color
change when an applied potential is introduced
thereto, said electrochemichromic solution com-
prising;
q) methylene violet’ (Bernthsen), wherein said

methylene violet (Bernthsen) has previously
been reduced;-

(2) an alkyl-substituted viologen salt, wherein said
alkyl substituent is a member-selected from the
group consisting of any straight-chain or
branched alkyl group having from sbout one
carbon atom to'about six carbon atoms; and

(3) a solvent, wherein said solvent is'a member
selected from the group consisting of the the

combination of Shyvenaypropioaiale,glutaronitrile end acetic acid, the combination of
je carbonate and acetic acid, the combi-

nation of 3-cthoxypropionitrile and 2-acetyl-
butyrolactone, the combination of 3-cthoxypro-
pionitrile, glutaronitrile and acetic acid, the com-
bination of 3-hydroxypropionitrile, 3,3'-oxydi-
propionitrile and ascetic acid, and the combina-
tion of propylene carbonate, cyancethyl sucrose
and acetic acid, wherein said solution has been
dispensed into and confined within said cell cav-
ity; and

(e) a means for introducing an applied potential to
said electrochemichromic solution to controllably
cause 6 variation in the amountoflight transmitted
through said solution.

108. The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 107, wherein said device is selected from the
" group consisting of mirrors, glazings, partitions,filters,

claim 90, wherein said sealing means of (c) may be displays and lenses.
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109. The BEBaronts device according to
claim 108, wherein said device is a mirror further com-
prising a reflective coating on a face ofsaid second glass
substrate.

110. The process for using an clectrochemichromic 5
solution according to claim 89, wherein said anodic
compound of said electrochemichromic solution is a
memberselected from the group consisting ofchemical
compounds of the following formulae:

OH

on.

Geos?
Xe

eeeox!eae:
ome ° So
i

AXpag
Js Fo

and any combination thereoi.

Opy provi iv
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111. The process for using an electrochemichromic

solution according to claim 89, wherein said anodic
compound of said electrochemichromic solution is

etTk
112. The process for using an electrochemichromic

solution according to claim 89, wherein said cathodic
of said electrochemichromic solution is a

member selected from the group consisting ofchemical
compounds of the following formulae:

woVLeeea

lloO

wherein
Rz and R3 may be the sameor different and exch may

be selected from the group consisting of H or any
straight-chain orbranched alkyl constituent having
from about one carbon stom to about six carbon
atoms; and

X isselected from the group consisting oftetrafluoro-
borate, perchiorate,. trifluoromethane sulfonate,
hexafluorophosphate, any halogen

and any combination thereof.
113. The process for using an electrochemichromic

solution according to claim 89, wherein said solvent of
siad electrochemichromic solution is a member selected

from the poeoeconsisting of acctonitrile, -hydroxy-propionitrile, metho: ioni~
trile, propylene carbonate, 2-acetyIbutyrolactons, cya-
noethy) sucrose, ‘y-butyrolactonc, Senethlighaiescek.
tile, N,N‘dimethylformamide, 3-methylsulfolane,
methylethyl ketone, cyclopentanonc, cyclohexanone,
benzoy! acetone, 4-hydroxy-4-methyl-2-pentanone, ace-
tophenone, glutaronitrile, 3,3’-oxydipropionitrile, 4-
methorxyethy! ether, tricthylene glycol dimethy! ether
and any combination thereof.

114, The process for using an electrochemichromic
solution according to claim 89, wherein said solvent of
siad electrochemichromic solution is acidic,

115. The process according to claim 114, wherein
seid solvent is rendered acidic by employing as a sol-
vent component an acidic material selected from the
group consisting ofacetic acid, any hydrogen halide gas

eon 5 
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in solutior§—-chloric acid, 2-acetylbutyrolactone, 3-
hydroxyp. upanitrile and any combination thereof.

116. The process for using an electrochemichromic
solution according to claim 89, wherein the total con-
centration of said anodic compound and said cathodic
compound in said electrochemichromic solution is in
the range of about 0.005M to about 0.5M.

117, The process for using an electrochemichromic
solution according to claim 89, wherein said redox
agent which has previously contacted said anodic com-
pound of said electrochemichromic solution is a reduc-
ing agent capable of causing an electrochemichromic
compound to assume a decreased valence state upon
contacting therewith as compared with that valence
State possessed by said electrochemichromic compound
prior to having been contacted with said reducingagent.

118. The process according to claim 117, wherein |
said reducing agent is zinc.

119. The process for using an electrochemichromic
solution according to claim 89, wherein said electro-
chemichromic solution further comprises a constituent
selected from the group consisting of ultraviolet Stabi-
lizing agents, electrolytic material and any combinationthereof.

120. The process of using an electrochemichromic
solution according to claim 89, wherein said applied
potential is introduced to said electrochemichromic
solution in the range of about 0.001 volts to about 5volts.

121. The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 90, wherein said anodic compound ofsaid electro-
chemichromic solution of said device is a member se-
lected from the group consisting of chemical com-
pounds of the following formulae:

o oH

oH oH
Ha ° So

t

A

5

30

35

4

So

55

46

“continued

ssid
N ci~

HO o oea
OH

ysf }
(CHsCH2) ° So

oOo
il
c—on N

ac

S ;XEThese
OH

psCaisey
(CHa)3) Ce °

and any combination thereof,

122. The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 90, wherein said anodic compound ofsaid electro-
chemichromic solution of said device is

N

(CHiN ak s ek
123. The electrochemichromic device according to

claim 90, wherein said cathodic compound ofssid elec-
trochemichromic solution of said device is a member
selected from the group consisting of chemical com-
Pounds of the following formulae:

HO OH

R2-*N Nt+—R;
N : ms" 60

OH ‘OH
HO o > t

R

N -fee a OF )i iNaQ o So o
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9

wherein

Rzand R3 may be the came or different and cach may
be selected from the group consisting of H or any
straight-chain or branched alkyl constituent having
from about one carbon atom to about six carbon
atoms; and

% is selected from the group consisting of tetrafiuoro-
borate, perchlorate, trifluoromethane sulfonate,
hexafluorophosphate, any halogen

and any combination thereof,
124. The electrochemichromic device according to

claim 90, wherein said solvent of said electrochemich-
romic solution of said device is member selected from
the group consisting ofacetonitrile, 3-hydroxypropioni-
trile, methoxypropionitrile, 3-ethoxypropionitrile,
propylene carbonate, 2-acetylbutyrolactone, cyano-
ethyl sucrose, ‘y-butyrolactone, 2-methylgluteronitrile,
N,N‘-dimethylformamide, 3-methylsulfolane, methyl-
ethyl ketone, cyclopentanone, cyclohexanone, benzoyl
acetone, 4-hydroxy—4+-methyl-2-pentanone, acetophe-
none, gluizronitrile, 3,3'-oxydipropionitrile, 2-methox-
yethyl ether, triehtylene glycol dimethy] ether and anycombination thereof.

125. The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 90, wherein said solvent of said clecirochemich-
Fomic solution ofsaid device is acidic.

126. The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 125, wherein said solvent is rendered acidic by
employing as a solvent component an acidic material
selected from the group consisting of acetic acid, any
hydrogen halide gas in solution, perchloric acid, 2-

10
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acetylburyrolactone, 3-hydroxypropionitrile and anycombination thereof.

127, The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 90, wherein the total concentration ofsaid ancdic
compound and said cathodic compound in said electro-
chemichromic solution of said device is in the range ofabout 0.005M to about 0.5M.

128, The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 90, wherein ssid redox agent which has previ-
ously contacted said anodic compound ofsaid electro-
chemichromic solution of said device is a reducing
agent capable of causing an electrochemichromic com-

agents, electrolytic materials and any combinationthereof.

131. The electrochemichromic device according 1o
claim 90, wherein said applied potential is introduced to
said electrochemichromic solution ofsald device in the
range Of about 0,002 volts to about 5 vollts.

132, The process for using an electrochemichromic
solution according to claim 89, wherein that quantity of
said redox ageot which bas remained unreacted after
having previously contacted taid anodic compound of
said electrochemichromic solution has been removedtherefrom.

133. The electrochemichromic device according to
claim 90, whercin that quantity of ssid redox agent
which has remained unreacted after having previously
contacted said anodic compound of said device has
been removed from said electrochemichromic solution.* = . .
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENT NO, : 5,239,405 Page 1 of 8
RATER August 24, 1993
INVENTOR(S): DesARAJU V. VARAPRASAD ET AL.

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Parentis herebycorrected as shown below:

On the title page:
AT[56]REFERENCEDCITED

Other Publications, under I.v. Shelepin et al.
(first occurrence) "Electrokhima," should read
--Electrokhimya,--.

AT[57]ABSTRACT

Line 11, "involve" should read --involves--.

COLUMN1. .
Line 31, “himva," should read --himya,--.

COLUMN 2 ,
Line 15, "involve" should read --involves--.

COLUMN3

Line 51, "to a" should read --to refer to a--.

Line 1, “solution —and" should read --soOlution—and--.
Line 42, "Self-erasing" should read --1 “Self-erasing"--.
Line 44, "hwen" should read --when--.
Line 53, "pr" should read ~-or--.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION

PATENTNO.:5 939 405 Pa ee
DATED August 24, 1993
INVENTOR(S): Decarasy v. VARAPRASAD ET AL. ,

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby
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ships between the position of the observer, the viewed
objects, and the mirror. The mathematical relationships
are designed to minimize bi-ocular distortions while
producing the desired field of view.
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REARVIEW MIRROR

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

This a i2 8 continuation-in-part of my appli-
cation Ser. No. 916,598 filed June 19, 1978 now U.S.
Pat. No. 4,264,144,

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to rearview mirrors of the type
employed by automotive vehicles, and more specifi-

soRad meeni sPoacccnrbacya bebe Saatoscertain structural, geometrical and mathematical rela-
tionships to provide a wide field of view of objects in
the rear and along side of the vehicle by providing a
controlled distortion of the viewed objects, and mini-

ing the effects ofbi-ocular vision of the image of an
object in a mirror having a compound curve of variable
raclius.

Many rearview mirrors in sutomotive vehicles, asbetween

10

as well as along both sides of the observer's vehicle 25
obviously calls for a relatively large mirror, the larger

rar deywc sapsraggrbabe However, largemirrors interfere with the observer's forward vision
through the windshield, as well as oblique vision be-

Another problem is that 2 flat mirror provides only a
limited view ofvehicles slong side the observer's vehi-
cle. One answer is to provide a convex mir-
ror having a relatively flat primary viewing surface for
viewing objects to the rear of the vehicle, and incress-
ingly curved mirror ends for extending the observer's
view of side objects. This approach, however, presents
several Since the mirror ends are convex,
there usually is considerable image distortion i
upon the curvature of the mirror, and other geometric
considerations. Some of thedistortion has been reduced

in the prior art, but by sacrificing image size, for exam-
ple U-S. Pat. No. 4,012,125 issaed to Philip J. Hart.
Other spproaches have otilized various conic sections
curves and other empirically derived curves in attempts
to make enacceptable transition between the primary

curvatures of the mirror. These basic problems occur m
some mirrors having a compound curvature when one
eye of the observer is viewing an object through one
curvature, and his other eye is viewing the same object
through a portion of the mirror having a different cur-
vature. This bi-ocular problem becomes aggravated
when the observer is viewing 2 moving object having

nctensa petiamoniveny pecans Eacieeaih: povetal SBEvee
My co-pending application, Ser. No. 916,598, utiliz-
ing a connuons function modified cycloidal geometry,
provides a solution for this type of mirror in which the
mirror has a relatively flat primary central viewing
surface for viewing objects to the rear of the observer,
and a peripheral curved end portion having a curvature
continuously decreasing from the primary mirror por-
tion surface, Such a mirror, with properly selected and

30

35

“5

55

2
joned geometric curvature sections, provides a

useful balance between a unit image or zero distortion
image and 2 wide field of vision.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The broad purpose of the present invention is to pro-
vide an improved mirror having a controlled image
distortion and a wide field ofview while minimizing the
distortions caused by the bi-ocular vision of the ob-
server in accordance with defined structural, geometri-
cal and mathematical relationships between the position
of the observer, the position of the mirror, the position
of the viewed objects, and the field of view. The pre-
ferred embodiment of the invention employs a mirror
that may or may not have a continuously decreasing
radius ofcurvature from the central or primary viewing
portion of the mirror toward the mirror ends. Prefera-
bly the primary viewing surface is relatively flat, being
either a Jerge spherical redius or a truly non-distorting
geometry. On full rearview mirrors, the opposite ends
of the mirror are curved downward to provide saddi-
tional surface area for viewing objects along either side
of the vehicle. Side mounted mirrors employ primary
and peripheral viewing surfaces, the primary surface
being nearest the observer.

The preferred mirror bes a transition between the
primary viewing curface and the end curved peripheralsurface in which the instantancons radius of curvature
of the primary surfaceis tangent to the curvature of the
peripheral ares In addition, the instantaneous radius of
curvature of the two areas at the transition point may be
made substantially equal to one another to minimize any
distortions caused by the observer's bj-ocular vision,

Sa peeenets Seapets ae elinge aeesaid transition poin'
Dt cite othonts, and witvaicnais Wf tiec ovimetion

will become readily apparent to those skilled in the art
to which the mvention’ pertains upon reference to the
following detailed description.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The description refers to the accompanying drawings
in which like reference characters refer to like parts

the several views, and in which:
FIG. 1 is a schematic plan view of an observer m an

automotive vehicle illustrating the field of view of a
rearview mirror representing the preferred embodiment
of the invention;

FIG.2 is a view illustrating typical images observed
in the preferred mirror,

FIG. 3 is an Mlustration of the reflective surfaces of
the preferred mirror;

FIG.4 is a diagram illustrating the basic geometric
relationships between the observer, the mirror, the di-
fection of observation and reflection, and the field of
view by the mirror relative to the observer,

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating the geometric rela-
tionships defining the curvature of the mirror;

FIG.6 is « chart which illustrates typical modifying
factors. Embodiment | exclusively employs V=< and
Y=(1+/). Embodiment 2 exclusively employs
P'=(n/N\2X) and F=(14-V), Embodiment 3 employs
V=[h+(n/NM2Y¥—2A)] and ¥=(1+ P);

FIG. 7 compares the curvature of the preferred mir-
ror to a flat plane mirror and to a prior art geometry;
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FIG.8 is another diagram illustrating the geometric

eSSereneeeeebonythe invention:
FIG. 9 illustrates another embodiment of the inven-

tion;
FIGS. 10-13 show various outside mirrors and geom-

etries illustrating curvatures derived from the preferredfi

FIG. 14 showsSeRenee rer eye mngto aidviewing adjustments; and
PIG. 15 shows an outside mirror having an additional

concentric arc to aid distance perception and to locate
observed objects.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

Referring to the drawings, FIG.1 illustrates a vehicle
10 having 8 passenger compartment 12 and an observer
14 disposed in the driver's seat. A rearview mirror 16 is
mounted in the conventional position adjacent wind-
shield 18 of the vehicle.

Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, mirror 16 has a primary
central viewing surface 20, a left peripheral area 22, and
a right peripheral area 24. The left peripheral area is
connected by a transition line 26 to the primary viewing
surface. The right periphery area is connected by a
transition line 28 to the primary viewing surface. Lines
26 and 28 arecircular arcs of an imaginary circle 30.

Mirror 46 is elongated with a somewhat bananna

i viewing surface. The advantage of
such a shape is illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2 which show
that the objects viewed directly to the rear, in the sector
illustrated in FIG. 1 at “A", are somewhat higher than
those objects in the sdjacent lanes, viewed in opposite
ends of the mirror. Further, transition lines 26 and 28,
coincide approximately with rear posts 32 and 34 of the
vehicle. The observer observes the image of the objects

the sector of the mirror illustrated at “B", and the image
of those objects viewed through the rightside windows
in sector “C”, Sector “B" gives the field of view
through the left peripheral ares of the mirror, and sec-
tor “C” gives a field of view for the right peripheralarea of the mirror.

The bottom of the mirror, as viewed in FIGS. 2 and
3, 28 curved to reduce interference with the observer's
forward vision, while eliminating 2 portion of the mir-
ror that would only view backseat structure. The verti-
cal height of the mirror’s primary viewing surface is
chosen to accomodate the vertical height of the image
of the rearview window, any further height being un-
necessary for viewing objects rearward ofthe vehicle.

The basic geometry necessary to develop any of the
mirrors herein described is shown in FIG. 4. A defini-
Hon of symbols and strocture is now put forth, being
followed by a typical design example.

The convex curve (Foo, Py) is an approximation of
the right half of the surface of mirror 200. Poo, Po, Pi,

Po, Ps, Prredpsd and Py are points on the mirror’ssurface. Line Rop=(0, Pog) is the instantaneous radius of
curvature at point Poo, and is a meesure of the spherical
Tadius of the primary viewing surface 202 of the mirror,
which extends from point Poo to point Py. The transition
between the primary viewing surface and the peripheral
viewing surface 206 occurs at point Pj. The focal cen-
ter, design center, and manufacturing center of the mir-

40

45

30

65

4
ror, is Poo. Roois the axis ofrotation of the mirror geom-etry.

The mirror surface is defined by a set of planar co-
ordinates (xq, Ya). The line (x—X) is the “x” axis, and is
perpendicular to Rog at Poo. The “y” axis is coincident
with Roo. (W/2) is the right half width of the mirror.

(Poo Poo) & an extension of Roo from which “x”
values are measured to the right. “y” values are mes-
sured from the “x" axis toward point “0” and parallel toRoo

Ry is the imstamtancous radius ofcurvature at point P},
and is equal to Roosincesaid spherical radius is inclusive
of these two points.

Point E is midway between the cyes of an observer,
and is the design point of observation. Line 36Am(E,
F), and is the Ime of direct forward si Line
36B=(Poo, Gop) is the reflected line of direct rearward
sight, toward an object (not shown), as viewed by the
observer from point E and reflected from the mirror’s
surface st point Poo. Lines 364. and 368 are parallel to
each other. Point Poois hereby constructed as the focal
center of the mirror.

For reflected light, the angle of incidence (Spa, Poo,
Pog) is equal to the angle of reflection (poo, Poo, E), 25
measured from line (Poo, pool which by constructionis
perpendicular to the instantaneous radius of curvature
of the mirror at point Poo. Said angles are designated asG00. Therefore, angle (80s, Poo, E)=200, by addition.
By further geometric principles, angle (Poo, E,
F)=2600 2s well. Line (E, G) is now drawn parallel to

angle(, EsFosyangle(E,FnpoenThe forces:forgeing totence tathe geometric relationships between
the vehicle's attitude and the design geometry of themirror.

Angle (Poo. B, Pi)=(61—800)=0.—6, is the vision
angle across the spherical viewing surface of
the mirror. A series of equal A@ increments ore gener-
ated for the purpose ofestablishing uniform vision angle
elements. Therefore, by definition,
401=A462=403=A0,=A6y are all equal vision angle
differential increments, These equal A@ vision angleincrements subtend arc/chords (Pp, Pi), (P1, P2), (P2.

P:) Po—» P,), and (Pjw—1, Py), respectively, alongthe mirrors convex curve (Poo, Pw), which are normally

aCitiaek iewitkGothe right halfof the mirror, and is: =0=(0.n—00)=6,symbols are defined as follows: a ee
meral values are specific points of interest. The letter
(N) defines the final point at the right peripheral edge of
the mirror, The Jetter (n) defines any random point of
interest along the mizror’s curvature.

8, and oc» are internal obtuse and acute angles, respec-
tively, of oblique triangles of interest. €,
values are the short side of said respective triangles, and
are chordal segments along the mirror’s curvature. All
symbols with “s” subscriptsin FIG.4 refer to spherical
sections of the mirror. ly, Beicz., and ex) are
elements of triangles (Poo, E, P1). Similarly, 6), ai, and
€; are elements of triangles (Po, E, P)); and 8», a,, and
x are elements oftriangle (P(n—1). E, Pp); and Bn, an,
and eware elements oftriangle (P(w—1), E, Pw). Coo, Co,
Ci, Cz, Cz, Cy, Cuv—t), and Cw are typical vision ray
lengths from the observer at point E to their respective
points on the mirror’s surface. Typically, Cp—(E, P2)

R, values are radii of curvature at respective pointsPq. For the spherical primary surface only, the origin of
all Rx value is ai point “0”. Atall other random points
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ofinterest P,, the origin of the respective R,, values does
not lie at point “O" nor at any other point of defined
interest. The origins ofsaid instantancous radii of curva-
ture are of no interest, only the d, angles and their Ads
increments are of interest. By definition, $, is con-
structed i to a tangent line drawn to the
instantaneous radius of curvature of the mirrar at point
P,. dn is the angular displacementof Ra from the axis of
rotation of the mirror Ro. Also, because perpendicular
lines form equal angles with respective elements of
other i lines, }, is also a measure of the
slope angle of instantaneous tangents to the mirror’s
curvature through point Pp, with respect to the (x—x)
axis, which slope controls the angle ofreflection oflight
rays incident thereupon; those reaching the observer at
point E being ofprinciple interest in this invention. Ad,
is the differential increment between $(n—1) ond $2-

ym not to be confused with >,, is a measure of the
instantaneous slope angle of the chord €n=(Pin—1) Pads
with respect to the (x—x) axis.

Finally, all 5 and Aé values are representations and-
/ormeasurements of field angle components, which this
invention compares to respective constant 40 values
according to well defined mathematical relationships of
said invention. The 4@ increments are
equal to each other, while the AG increments are usually
continuously increasing in value based upon said for-
mula(s). The basic relationships between @ and 6 are:

AB,=(404+2Ad,), is the incremental angulerrelationship;

By=(On+2hni=[On+270-+(OyN/2), is the fieldangle relationship.

B=(S0+-A51-+Ad7+483+ .. . +AGn), is motherfield angle relationship.

The composition of the preferred embodiment is
shown in FIG.5, and is applicable to both

5

10

always taken 25

30

35

full-rearview

and side-view types. For full-rearview types, three dis- 40
tinct viewing areas are distinguished: primary viewing
area 20, left peripheral viewing area 22, and cight pe-

area 24. For side view types, either the
22 or the right viewing ares 24 is

primary viewing area consists of a relatively
ical radius producing little image size reduc-

tion. Theintentis to limit image reduction. The periph-
eral areas and curvature interfaces

closed.
The geometry of the preferred embodimentis defined

by the following mathematical relationships which
apply to the curvature of the right and left
viewing areas for generating a constant rate of optical
distortion from the primary viewing area to the end of
the mirror.

The basic principal of all of the following formulas,
(1) through (©, is that the ever changing field angle
differentials (AS,) are always derived in relationship to
constant vision angle differentials (A@;=Ad2=A@n. « -
=AQn).

ASq= {AB pe—1yCl +X}i a wo

when (1-+-.2)=(F) then:

mirrors, respec- 45

peripheral *

FORMULA 63

AB ={48—1)H¥) FORMULA(2)

Formula (2) is the general formula for a “constant
rate” of optical distortion for these mirror applications.

This expression states that “Y"is the constant multi-
plying factor which develops a constantrate of change
for the A5, value with to each respective field
angle increment(A8(.—9) for the field ofview (8), rela-
tive to a constantly and uniformly changing field of
vision 0,

“x” is a constant value and is chosen by trial and
error until all physical conditions for a particular appli-
cation, including total field angle (£5)=S,, are satisfied.
In FIG.6, the horizontal line ¥=(1-+.X) illustrates this
constant multiplying factor.

A second ‘erred mathematical relationship for
defining the curvature ofthe periphery areas generates
a constantly changing rate of optical distortion and is
iDustrated in the following formola:

ABp=LABgn —1H! +2)—¥4+(aA) rman

combining:

AB,={A8qe— yHI-+(n/N) an

when (n/N) (2X)=(V) then:

A8y= (A8j_—1+} OS

The “K™ value of this ion is defined the same
as that in Formolse 1 and 2 and is derived in the same
manner. In this formula, the (n/N) (2X) factor defines
and produces a constantly changing rate of change for
the A&, value with respect to each respective field angle
increment (ABq,—1)), thus controlling the optical distor-
tion factor, and is illustrated in FIG. 6 as the diagonal
straight line function F={(n/N}H2X)}.

Referring again to FIG. 6, » multiplying factor may
be generated to vary between those used in formula (1)
ond in formula (4), a5 follows:

FORMULA
(6)48q=(A8(n—1+[h+(n/N2—2h))}

Because the formulas are based upon the relationship
of the observer's eyes to the mirror, the right and left
peripheral viewing areas are not symmetrical.

With further reference to FIG. 5, the basic curvature
of the left and right hand viewing areas is revolved
about an axis 40 passing through the geometric center of
the mirror. The result is a compound curvature having
a relatively flat midsection, andleft and right peripheral
viewing areas each having a unique compound convex
curvature, usually with a decreasing radius of curva-
ture, from the primary viewing area to the ends of themirror.

FIG. 13 illustrates a mirror 50 having the same pe~
ripheral border as mirror 16, but in which the surface of
the peripheral ends are developed independently along
a plurality of radial lines 50A, 50B, 50C, etc, which
extend completely around the axis of the mirror in

relationship, being generated per
either Formula (1), (2) or (6). The surface of the mirror
is smoothly generated from each radial line to its neigh-
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boring radial lines. This differs from mirror 16 in which
a single curvature is developed for ane end of the mir-
ror which is then revolved around the focal axis to
generate the surface of that mirror end and a second
curvature is developed for the opposite end, which is
then also revolved around the focal axis to develop the
opposite peripheral viewing surface.

FIG. § illustrates another mirror 140 embodying the
invention in which there is no primary or central view-
ing area,the left and right periphery areas being joined
along the center of the mirror 140. The mirror is sym-
metrical about the line ofjoinder. The curvature of the
right peripheral viewing area is defined according to
Formula {1), the curvature ofthe left peripheral view-
ing area is also defined according to Formula (1), and
then the values of corresponding points on opposite
sides of the central axis are averaged to define a final
curve that is revolved about the axis of rotation. This
type of mirror having av averaged peripheral area can
also be made with a central viewing area.

FIG. 13 illustrates a peripheral curvature developed
in which none of the A5 components are equal. This
mirror is an outside mirror having a curvature 60. The
eye of the observer is located at 62.

FKG. 10 shows a mirror 64 in which the generated
curve is not revolved about a central axis, but has a
curvature 66 extended along a linear border 68.

It is to be understood that the inventive mirror may
be molded from a prismatic glass blank, thus giving the
vehicle observer the option ofa silvered second surface
providing maximum light reflection for normal daylight
driving conditions, or a plain first surface providing
minimum light reflection for a night driving condition.See FIG. 14.

In addition, anti-glare type glass or glass treatments
may be applied to any of the mirror disclosed herein,such as a tinted mirror.

Mirrors developed in accordance with the prefeired
formula are illustrated in FIGS. 11A, 11B, and 11C.
FIG. 11A shows a mirror 70 generated with a curvature
72 along line 74 thst is revolved about an axis 76 ta
develop the reflective surface. Axis 76 is displaced from
the edge of the mirror.

PIG. 115 illustrates a mirror 78 developed by gener-
ating a curvature along line 80 which is then revolved
about an axis 82 that extends through the edge of themirror,

FIG, 11C illustrates a mirror 84 developed by gener-
ating a curvature along line 86 which is then revolved

25

35

50

about an axis 88 which extends through the surface of ;the mirror.

FIG. 12 shows a method for developing a mirror 90
having a curvature 92 developed along line 94. Curva-
ture 92 shows the cross section of the mirror as seen
along section line A—A. This mirror has a second cur-
vature along its Y axis, as illustrated at 96, In this case,
the reflective surface of the mirror has a decreasing
radius ofcurvature and forms a segment ofa non-circu-
jar torus section. Radius r is determined by the height
“h" of the mirror and by the required total vertical
field-of-view of the mirror. This geometric concept is
Particularly applicable to an eighteen-wheeler commer-
cial trailer and some commercial bus type vehicles,
where the mirror is mounted very high above the road
surface, which demands & substantially increased verti-
eal field of view. The horizontal curvature selected is
rotated about a different horizontal axis, which is dis-

55

&
placed from the primary curvature by the dimension ofradius —

Optional locations of the focal center with respect to
the horizontal curvature shown in FIG. 12, agree with
the concept shown in FIGS. 11A, 11B, and 11C. A
plane, whichis tangent to the horizontal curvature atits
focal center, is parallel to the axis of rotation and isnormal to a radius line therefrom.

FIG.14 shows a preferred rearview mirror 98 having
2 thin bull's eye ring 98A effixed preferably to the rear
surface of the mirror priorto silvering. Ring 98A aids
the user in adjusting the mirror.

FIG. 15 illustrates a side view mirror 99 having the
preferred curvature with a pair of concentric rings 99A

‘and 996, The larger ring aids the user in judging dis-
tance and the relative position of trailing or passingvehicles.

FIG.7 illustrates the problem ofbi-ocular vision with
respect to compound mirrors 100 and 101, having a
primary viewing surface 102 which extends from point
“D” to point “E" and then curved peripheral viewing
areas 104 or 105 that extend from point “E” to point
“Fy” and “F4”, respectively. The bi-ocular vision ofthe
observeris the result of the uscr having two cyes 106
and 108 spaced a distance “‘d"_'The + angles illustrated
are 4 measure ofbi-ocular astigmatism. The relationship
is: y=(8—a). Note: These o,8 and y symbols do not
relate to FIG. 4. The greatest -y value represents the
greatest astigmatic problem, since it is the result of a
proportionately smaller instantaneous radius of curva-
ture which in turn produces a more reduced image size
that cannot be comfortably compared to the larger
image size observed by the left eye at the point “E”.
Assuming the cross sections of mirrors 100 and 101 are
superi on the cross section of a planar mirror
116,if the user views an object through the planar mir-
ror, the ling-of-sight 112 of bis left eye will be reflected
off the reflective surface of the mirror to a continuation
ofhis line-of-sight 114, Since the compound mirrors 100
and 101 ere constructed tangent to the planar mirror
110 at point 128, and all three have coincident surfaces
between points “D" and “E”, the viewer's line-of-sight
112 and 114 for his left eye 106 are identical. Three
conditions are then illustrated for the lines-of-sighi of
the observer's right eye 103, as follows:

For the planar mirror 110 his line-of-sight 116 is re-
flected to 2 continuation ofhis line-of-sight 118 toward
the viewed object 130. For the peripheral surface 104 of
mirror 100 having a radius of curvature at the point af
tangency 128 substantially equal to that of the primary
viewing surface 102 and gradually reducing as the cur-
vature proceeds from the point of tangency 128, his
line-of-sight 120 is reflected to  continustion of his
line-of-sight 122 converging upon viewed object 130.
For the peripheral surface 105 of mirror 101, having a
radius of curvature at the point of tangency 128 signifi-
cantly smaller than that of the primary viewing surface
102, his line-of-sight 124 is reflected to a continuation of
his line-of-sight 126 toward the object 130.

YL 72 and ‘y3, respectively, represent the three fore-
going astigmatic factors for the three conditions just
described for right eye 108. For planar mirror 110, no
astigmatism exists since -yy equals zero. For mirror 101,
y3 is very large and unacceptable, causing preat eye
discomfort and blurred images. For mirror 100, which
agrees with the preferred embodiments and concept of
this invention, ‘y2 is small and controlled within accept-
able limits of distortion. This condition is affected by
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rwo principel factors of this invention, namely causing
the instantaneous radius ofcurvature of the primary and
peripheral viewing surfaces to be substantially equal at
their point of tangency 128 and by controlling the re-
ducing radius of curvature of the peripheral viewing
surface according to the mathematical relationships of
Formulse (1) through (6).

Summarizing, if the viewer is looking at a compound
mirror so that his left eye is looking at the primary
viewing surface of the compound mirror, but the right
eye is looking at the image through the peripheral view-
ing ares, having a significantly reduced radius of curva-
ture, the sudden change in the curvature of the periph-
eral viewing area from the primary prea produces 8
reflected line-of-sight that produces an unscceptable
astigmatic factor with a great difference in image size
observed by the two eyes. On the other hand, by using

factor (which is the angle ‘2 illustrated in FIG. 7) is
relatively small

The result is a gradual change in the image size ob-
served by the observer's two eyes so that he can com-
fortably observe an image crossing the transition be-
tween the two curvatures of the mirror, and crossing

10

10
unchanged; and A@ is the constant vision angle incre-
ment to which all AS, values are related.

2. A mirror having a viewing surface, whose crass-
section is generated according to the structural, geo-
metrical and mathematical relationships as defined in
claim 1, and which cross-section is revolved about an
exis which is located (r) distance from a point on the
mirror’s surface, which point lies on a plane passing
through the center of rotation, said plane being at night
angles to any other plane which is tangent to the mir-
ror’s surface at its focal point. :

3. A mirror having a viewing surface with 2 curva-
ture substentially in accordance with the following

‘ ical relationshi iin i
field angular relationships:

Gydell(O/NAE)

in which (n) defines the pointofinterest along a substan-
tially horizontal line of the mirror’s surface, beginning
at the optical design axis at which pointthe line ofsight
ofan observer located substantially in the normal opera-

: if irecti " interface with a primarytbe pats i 25 direction; ar, beginning at thehel Spartons viewing surface, where: (n—1) defines the point of
In summary,it is to be understood that I bavede-=sree preceding (n); 8,defines the accu-

surface of the mirror, and across the peripheral areas as
well. ‘

It is to be further understood that I have described a
mirror having a relatively common height, but in which
the mirror ends are formed so-as to be lower than the
midsection of the mirror in order to optimize the view-
ing area through the rearview window of a conven-
tional vehicle, as well as to provide a line-of-sight

tive and wide field of view about the sides and rear of
the vehicle.

Having described my invention, I claim:
1. A mirror having a viewing surface with a curva-

ture substantially in accordance with the following

40

45

mirror, or from the interface with a primary
surface, to the point of interest (n); 45, defines
cremental field angle between (n) and (n—1); N repre-

X is the constant factor controlling horizontal optical
distortion, which is chosen to produce a desired total
field ofview across the variable-radius surface, all other
factors remaining unchanged; and the (n/N) ratio gen-
erates a constantlychanging rate ofchange of AS, with
respect to AS(,—1); and A@ is the constant vision angle
increment to which all A8, values are related.

4. A mirror having a viewing surface with 3 curve-
ture substantially in accordance with the following
mathematical relationship, expressed im incremental
field angular relationships:

ABp=AG(e— nll+h(oNEY—24))

mathematical relationship, expressed in incremental in which (n) defines the pointofinterest along a substan-
field angular relationships: tially horizontal line of the mirror’s surface, beginning

at the optical design axis at which point the Hne ofsight
A5,=bbee—9l +X) 50. ofan observer located substantially in the normal opera-

in which (n) defines the paint ofinterestalong a substan-
tially horizontal line of the mirror’s surface, beginning
at the optical design axis at which pointthe line ofsight
ofan observer Jocated substantially in the normal opera-
tor’s position with respect to the mirror is reflected
straight rearward with respect to the vehicle's forward
direction; or beginning at the interface with a primary
viewing surface, Wherein: (n—1) defines the point of
interest immediately preceding (n}; 5, defines theaccu-
mulated field angle from the optical design axis of the
mirror, or from the interface with = primary viewing
surface, to the pointof interest (n); AG, defines the in-
cremental field angle between (n) and (n—1); X is the
constant factor generating a constant rate ofhorizontal
optical distortion with respect to ABS(n—1> Which is
chosen to produce a desired total field of view across
the variable-radivs surface, all other factors remaining

35

tor’s position with respect to the mirror is reflected
straight rearward with respect to the vehicle's forward
direction: or, beginning at the interface with a primary
viewing surface, wherein: (n—1) defines the point of

wulated field angle from
mirror, or from the interface with a primary viewing
surface, to the point of interest (n); A6, defines the in-
cremental field angle berween (n) and (a—1); (N) repre-
sents total iterations across variable-radius surface, .
(QO is the constant factor controlling horizontal optical
distortion, which is chosen to produce a desired total
field of view across the variable-radius surface, all other
fectors remaining unchanged; (b) is a value chosen be-
tween zero snd (X) and becomes theinitial value for the
multiplying factor at the beginning of the variable-
radius curve where (n=1) and is subtracted-from (2X)
at the final iteration point where (ua=N), thus altering
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the rate of change characteristics of the constantly

clasging saiitioiying factor across the variable-radiussurface as well as changing its magnitude at both the
beginning and ending points of said variable-radius
curve; the (n/N) ratio generates 2 constantly changing
rate ofchange ofAS, with respect to A5(,— 1); and Aé@ is
the constant vision angle increment to which all 46,
values are related.

5. A mirror having a viewing surface with a final
curvature revolved about « central axis of curvature to
form a right mirror half and a left mirror half, said final
curvature being developed by generating 2 first curve
for the right mirror half and a second curve for the Ieft
mirror half and then ing ssid final curvature as

an average of the first and second mirror halves, said

as defined in claim 1, wherein the aver-
process is carried out by independently generat-

ing the right half and left half (x, y,) curvature coordi-
mate pairs, wherein the right and lefi (x,) values are
equal to each other, and then for each pair adding the
respective (y_) off-set components and dividing them by
@) to produce new (y,) values for each respective (xp)
pair, thus completing the averaging process.

6. A mirror having a spherical primary viewing sur-
face with a circular border, the diameter of which is
considerably larger than theheight of the mirror’s cen-
tral structure, and having right and left edge viewing
surfaces with a curvature revolved about a central axis
thus forming a right mirror segment and a left mirror

being developed by

curve for the left mirror segment, each segment ofcur-
vature being rotated 180 degress about the common
central axis and tangentially joming the spherical pri-
mary surface, said curvature being generated in accor-
dance with the structural, and mathemsti-
ca] relationships as defined in claims 1.

7. A mirror heving a viewing surface with a curva-
tore developed about 2 central axis having = predeter-

line of
mined angle with mae = 8sight of an observer and generated along a plurality of
radial lines radiating from the intersection of said lines
with said central axis and extending 360 degrees about
said axis, the curve developed along each of said radial
lines being in accordance with the geometri-
cal ond mathematical relationships defined in claim 1.

8. A mirror as defined in claims 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7, in
which the mirror has a primary viewing surface, said
primary viewing surface having a border merging sub-sactially tangentially mto said first-mentioned viewing

%.SeaApaleacic wa Gedo tuo; i wich Hw pe
mary viewing surface is flat.

10, A mirror as defined in claim 8, in which the pri-
mary viewing surface is curved.

LL. A mirror as defined in claim 8, in which the pri-
mary viewing surface is spherical.

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

2. A mirror as defined in claim &, in which the pri- 60
mary viewing surface is generated by a non-distorting
geometry. .

13. A mirror as defined in claim §, in which the pri-
mary viewing surface bes an instantaneous radius of
curvature at said border, and said first-mentioned view-
ing surface has an instantancous radius of curvature at
said border substantially equal to the instamtancous ra-

cy

12
points of tangency; so that the instantaneous slope an-
gies ofsaid surfaces, with respect to common reference
axis (x—zx), are equal to each other at said point of tan-
gency.

4. A mirroras defined in claim 8, in which the view-
ing surface of the mirror forms a segment of a surface of
revolution developed by revolving said curvature about
an axis.

15. A mirror as defined in claim 8, in which the view-
ing surface of the mirror forms an elongated structure.16, An inside mounted rearview murror for an auto-
motive vehicle, as defined in claim 8, said mirror having
a reflective surface being elongated and having opposite
end sections curved downward in a common direction
parallel to a plane which is normal to the focal axis of
the mirror.

17. A mirror as defined in claim 8, in which the first-
mentioned viewing surface forms a segmentof a surface
of revolution developed by revolving said curvature
about an axis normal to said primary viewing surface
and ing through the center thereof.

18. A mirror as defined in claim 8, in which the mir-
tor is formed by extending the curvature along a linear
axis such that the curvature defines the cross section of
said mirror.

19. A mirror as defined in claim 14, in which the axis
of revolution is spaced from the mirror.

20. A mirror as defined in claim 14, in which the axis
of revolution extends through the edge of the viewing
surface.

21. A mirror as defined in claim M4, in which the axis
extends through the mirror.

22. A mirror as defined in claim 8, in which the mir-
ror is formed of an anti-glare glass means.

23. A mirror 2s defined in claim 8, in which the mir-
ror has the shape of « prismatic wedge producing maxi-
mum light reflection from a silvered second surface and

SNISer aN mE EN Ae
24. A mirror ss defined in claim 14, and having a

silvered surface, upon which a narrow but visible bull’s
eye ringis permanently affixed to the silvered surface oflocated

edge viewing surface; and to which one or more addi-
tional concentric ring(s) may also be affixed, being con-
centric with said first mentioned ring.

25. A mirror as defined im claim &, constructed of a
transparent plastic material.

26. A mirror having a viewing surface with a finalcurvature revolved about a central axis of curvature to
form a right mirror half and a left mirror half, said final
curvature being developed by generating a first curve
for the right mirror half and a second curve for the left
mirror half and then generating said final curvature as
an average of the first and second mirror halves, said
first and second curvatures being generated in accor-
dance with the structural, geometrical and mathemati-
cal relationships as defined im claim 3, wherein the aver-
aging process is carried out by independently generat-
ing the right half and left half (x,, yq) curvature coordi-
nate pairs, wherein the right and left (x,_) values are
equal to each other, and then for each pair adding the
respective right and left (y,,) off-set components and
dividing them by (2) to produce new (ya) values for
each respective (x,) pair, thus completing the averaging

dius ofcurvature ofthe primary viewing surface at their process.
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27. A mirror having a viewing surface with a final
curvature revolved about 2 central axis of curvatnre to
form s right mirror half and left mirror half, said final
curvature being developed by generating a first curve
for the right mirror halfand 2 second curve for the left

produce new (ya) values for
each respective (x,) pair, thus completing the averaging

mirror having a spherical primary viewingsurface with«chonlat border the diameter of which ©

3

14
central axis and tangentially joining the spherical pri-
mary surface, said curvature being generated in accor-denice with the vernctoral, peomerticalancl reathersati-
cal relationships as defined in claim 4.

30. A mirror having a viewing surface with a curva-
ture developed about a central axis having o predcter-
mined angle with respect to a predetermined line of
sight ofan observer and generated along a plurality of
radial lines radiating from the intersection of said lines
with said central axis and extending 360° about said axis,
the curve developed along each of said radial lines
being im accordance with the structural,
and mathematical relationships defined in claim 3.

31. A mirror having « viewing surface with 2 curva-
ture developed about a central axis having a predeter-
mined angle with respect to a predetermined line of
sight of an observer and generated along « plurality of
tadial lines radiating from the intersection of said lines
with said central axis and extending 360° about said axis,
the curve developed along each of said radial lines
being in accordance with the structural, geometrical
and mathematical relationships defined in claim 4.

32._A mirror having a viewing surface, whose cross-
section is generated according to the structural, geo-
metrical and mathematical relationships as defined in
claim 3, and which cross-section is revolved about an
axis which is located (r) distance from a point on the
mirror’s surface, which point lies on a plane passing
through the center of rotation, said plane being at rightbeing accor- 30

dance with the geometrical and at ji angles to any other plane which is tangent to the mir-
cal as defined in claim 3. ror’s surface at its focal point.

29. A mirror having a spherical primary viewing
surface with a circular border, the diameter ofwhich is
considerably larger than the height of the mirror’s cen-
tral structure, and having right and left edge viewing
surfaces with a curvature revolved about a central axis

thus forming a right mirror segment and a left mirrorsaid curvature

vature being rotated 180 degrees about the common

35

45

35

33. A mirror having a viewing surface, whose cross-
section is generated according to the structural, geo-
metrical and mathematical relationships as defined in
claim 4, and which cross-section is revolved about an
axis which is located (r) distance from a point on the
mirror’s surface, which point lies on a plarie passing
through the center of rotation, said plane being at right
angles to any other plane which is tangent to the mir-
ror’s surface at its focal paint.. « . .
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PKetaim(e)__|—es are subject to restriction or election
requirement.

Application Papers ‘«
. © See the attached Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948.
C The proposed drawing correction, filedon__ ig QQ approved CO disapproved.
1 The drawing(s) filedon___ is/are objected to by the Examiner.
C1 The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

CX Theoath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 (a)-(d)

0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 11 9(a)-(d).
C1 All (Some* CO None of the CERTIFIED copiesofthe priority documents have been
O] received.

CO received in Application No. (Series Code/Setial Number)
C] received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 1 7.2(a)).
“Certified copies not received:

Attachment(s)

C1 Information Disclosure Statement(s), PTO-1449, Paper No(s)._______ Interview Summary, PTO-413
O Notice of Reference(s) Cited, PTO-892 ONotice of Informal Patent Application, PTO-152

* 2 Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948 1 Other
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Art Unit: 2872

1. This application contains claims directed to the following patentably distinct species of the

claimed invention:

A). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5A;

B). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5B;

C). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5C;

D). The mirror species depicted by Fig. SD;

E). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5E;

F). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5F;

G). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5G; and

H). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5H.

Applicantis required under 35 U.S.C. 121 to elect a single disclosed species for

prosecution ©n the merits to which the claimsshall be restricted ifno generic claim is finally held

to be allowable. Currently, claims 1 and 44 are generic,

In addition to the above, Applicant is further required to elect one ofthe following

patentably distinct sub-species ofthe claimed invention:

1), The mirror assembly being a fixedly attached exterior side view mirror assembly;

2). The mirror assembly being a break-away exterior side view mirror assembly; and

3). The mirror assembly being a power-folded exterior side view mirror assembly.
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Applicant is required under 35U.S.C. 121 to elect a single disclosed sub-species

consistent with the elected mirror species for prosecution on the merits to which the claims shall

be restricted if no generic claim is finally held to be allowable.

Applicant is advised that a reply to this Tequirement must include an identification of the

species that is elected consonant with this requirement, andalisting ofall claims readable thereon,
including any claims subsequently added. An argument that a claim is allowable or that all claims

are generic is considered nonresponsive unless accompanied byan election.

Uponthe allowanceofa generic claim, applicant will be entitled to consideration of claims

to additional species which are written in dependent form or otherwise includeall the limitations

ofan allowed generic claim as provided by 37 CFR 1.141. If claims are added after the election,
applicant must indicate which are readable uponthe elected species. MPEP § 809_02(a).

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the species are not patentably distinct,
applicant should submit evidence or identify such evidence now of record showing the species to
be obviousvariants or clearly admit on the record that this is the case. In either instance, ifthe
examiner finds one ofthe inventions unpatentable overthe prior art, the evidence or admission
may be usedin a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103 (a) of the otherinvention.

2. Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirementto be complete must include an

election of the invention to be examined even though the requirementbe traversed (37
CFR 1.143).
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Application/Control Number: 09/478,315 : Page 4

Ast Unit: 2872

3. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to R.D. Shafer whose telephone numberis (703) 308-4813.

RDS Lypl
S ti b 18 2000 Fietang PPA
“eremar PnyWick saey 2d 72.
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 PATENT

DONO1 P-793

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Examiner : R. Shafer .

Applicant ; Niall R. Lynam y
Serial No. : 09/478,315

Filed ; January 6, 2000 /
Group : 2872 a Vc eA vfFor ; EXTERIOR MIRROR PLANO-AUXILIARY eeOv “I

REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY en(d= — yalO/ v4Box Non-Fee Amendment i es
Assistant Commissioner for Patents = 3< ae
Washington, D.C. 20231 AeoOo

DearSir: 5 ae eo

ELECTION"

In responseto the Office Action mailed September 19, 2000, the Applicant
wishesto elect the following species. ‘Aputicant elects the mirror species depicted in FIG.
5B, and the sub-species of themirror assembly incorporating the break-away exterior
sideview mirror assembly. The claims readable thereon include: Claims 1-31, 33, 35-73, 75,

and 77-83.

REMARKS

The Examiner requires an election between the species illustrated in: FIG. 5A,

FIG. 5B, FIG, 5C, FIG. SD, FIG. 5E, FIG. F, FIG. 5G, and FIG. 5H. In addition, the

Examinerrequires election between sub-species identified as: 1) a fixedly attached exterior

rearview mirror assembly; 2) a break-away exterior sideview mirror assembly; and 3) a

power-fold exterior sideview mirror assembly.

As noted above, Applicant identifies Claims 1-31, 33, 35-73, 75, and 77-83 as

being readableon the elected species, namely FIG. 5B and the sub-species of the break-away

exterior sideview mirror assembly. The Examinerstates Claims 1 and 44 are generic. Itis
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Applicant : Niall R. Lynam
Serial No. : 09/478,315
Page : 2

respectfully submitted that Claims 2-17, 19-31, 35-59, 61-74, and 78-83 are generic with

respect to these species as well.

An early and favorable action on the merits is respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

NIALL R. LYNAM

By: Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart, LLP

Date: Apfrbesr Il, 2000.
Catherine S. Collins

Registration No. 37 599
2851 Charlevoix Drive, S.E.
Suite 207

P.O. Box 888695

Grand Rapids, MI 49588-8695
(616) 975-5500

CSC:Imsc
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PATENT

DONO01 P-793

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Examiner : R. Shafer

Applicant ; Niall R. Lynam
Serial No. 09/478,315 Do
Filed January 6, 2000 2 3 rl
Group 2872 a = £9
For EXTERIOR MIRROR PLANO-AUXILIARY = oe NS

REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY a ee TS
v > ; ia

Box Non-Fee Amendment 6 -
Assistant Commissioner for Patents =.
Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

CERTIFICATEOFMAIL

I certify that the attached return postcard and Election are being deposited

with the United States Postal Service as first class mail an envelope addressed to:

on

CSC:Imse
Enclosures

Box Non-Fee Amendment

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

, 2000.

)

Lynette M. S, Clark
Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart, LLP
P.O. Box 888695

Grand Rapids, MI 49588-8695
(616) 975-5500
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Ze UNITED STATEs DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE*

Patent and Trademark Office
f Addrass;, COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

 

aeal Washington, D.C. 20231 ge
FIRST NAMED INVENTOR

Oo/478, 315 o1/06/00 LYNAM DONC -F~793

- ; 7
MMcS/ O10

VAN DYRE GARDNER LINN & BURKHART LLP
2851 CHARLEVOIX PRIVE. SE PAPER NUMBER

SUITE 207 e
GRAND RAPIDS MI 49546 ° 2872

: , DATE MAILED:

oisoaso4

Please find below and/or attached afiOffice communication concerning this application or
proceeding. Qae

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

PTO-90€ (Rev, 2/95)
"U.S, GPO: 2000-473-000/44602

1> File Copy
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 Office Action Summary 
 —The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet beneath the correspondence address— 
 

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE tmewTH MONTH(S) FROM THE MAILING DATEOF THIS COMMUNICATION.  
 
 

- Extensions of time may be available underthe provisions of 37 GFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication. ‘
- If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimumof thirty (30) days will be considered timely.
~ If NO period for reply is specified above, such period shall, by default, expire SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication .
~ Failure to reply within the set or extended poriod for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C.§ 133).

Status

JXResponsive to communication(s) filed on 6/16/00
OO This action is FINAL.

1) Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits Is closed Inaccordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 1 1; 453 0.G. 213.

   
   

     

    
  Disposition of Claims

SRRa)8he“pending in the application.
Of the above eal(gyis/are withdrawn from consideration.   

   
  
  
 

C) Claim(s) is/are allowed.
QO Claim(sy——__ is/are rejected.
oOais/are objected to.
ittSa=e5are subject to restriction or election

requirement,Application Papers  

 C] See the attached Notice of Drafisperson’s Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948.,
OC The proposed drawingcorrection,filed on is OCapproved O disapproved.
QO The drawing(s)filed on is/are objected to by the Examiner,
C1 The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
Cl The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 (a)-(d)

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

     
 01 Acknowledgmentis made ofa claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 11 9(a)-(d).

O All (Some* Ci None of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been
C] received.

0 received in Application No. (Series Code/Serial Number)
O received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 1 7.2(a)).
*Certified coples not received:

Attachment(s)

  
  
  OU Information Disclosure Statement(s), PTO-1449, PaperNo(s). Interview Summary, PTO-413

0 Notice of Reference(s) Cited, PTO-892 CiNotice of informal Patent Application, PTO-152
“(C1 Notice of Oraftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948 O Other   
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 Office Action Summary U. 8, Patent and Trademark Office

(Rev. 9-97) Part of Paper No. : 2
“U.S. GPO: 1998454-457/97505
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Application/Control Number: 09/478,315 Page 2

Art Unit: 2872

l. Therestriction requirement set forth in Paper No. 3 is withdrawn. Accordingly, a new

restriction requirement follows. The examiner apologizes for any inconvenience.

2. Restriction to one ofthe following inventionsis required under 35 U.S.C. 121:

L

 

Claims 2-15, drawn to an exterior side view mirror system comprising an exterior

side view mirror assembly including a reflective element having a plano reflective

element and a multiradius reflective element, an actuator and a demarcation

element with particular demarcation details, classified in class 359, subclass 864.

Claims 16-36, drawn to an exterior side view mirror system comprising an exterior

side view mirror assembly including a reflective element having a plano reflective

element and a multiradius reflective element and an actuator with particular |
attachment, arrangement andsize details, classified in class 359, subclass 864.

Claims 37-43, drawn to an exterior side view mirror system comprising an exterior

side view mirror assembly including a reflective element having a plano reflective

element and a multiradius reflective element and an actuator, wherein at least one

of the reflective elements comprises an electro-optic reflective element, classified

in class 359, subclass 265.

Claims 45-57, drawn to an exterior side view mirror system comprising an exterior

side view mirror assembly includinga reflective element having a plano reflective

element and an auxiliary reflective element, an actuator and a demarcation element

with particular demarcation details, classified in class 359, subclass 866.
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Application/Control Number: 09/478,315 Page 3

Art Unit: 2872

V. Claims 58-77, drawn to an exterior side view mirror system comprising an exterior

side view mirror assembly includinga reflective element having a planoreflective

element and an auxiliary reflective element, an actuator and a demarcation element

with particular attachment, arrangementandsize details, classified in class 359,

subclass 866.

VI._—_‘Claims 78-83, drawn to an exterior side view mirror system comprising an exterior

side view mirror assembly including a reflective element having a plano reflective

element and an auxiliary reflective element, an actuator and a demarcation element,

wherein at least one of the reflective elements comprises an electro-optic reflective

element, classified in class 359, subclass 265.

3. Claim 1 link(s) inventionsI, II and III. Therestriction requirement between the linked

inventions is subject to the nonallowanceofthe linking claim(s), claim 1. Upon the allowance of

the linking claim(s), the restriction requirement as to the linked inventions shall be withdrawn and

any claim(s) depending from or otherwise includingall the limitations of the allowable linking

claim(s) will be entitled to examination in the instant application. Applicant(s) are advised that if

any such claim(s) depending from or includingall the limitations of the allowable linking claim(s)

is/are presented in a continuation or divisional application, the claims of the continuation or

divisional application may be subject to provisional statutory and/or nonstatutory double patenting

rejections over the claims of the instant application. Wherearestriction requirementis
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withdrawn, the provisions of35 U.S.C. 121 are no longer applicable. See In re Ziegler, 44 F.2d

1211, 1215, 170 USPQ 129, 131-32 (CCPA 1971). See also MPEP § 804.01.

Claim 44 link(s) inventions IV, V and VI. Therestriction requirement between the linked

inventions is subject to the nonallowanceofthe linking claim(s), claim 44. Upon the allowance of

the linking claim(s), the restriction requirement asto the linked inventions shall be withdrawn and

any claim(s) depending from or otherwise includingall the limitations of the allowablelinking

claim(s) will be entitled to examinationin the instant application. Applicant(s) are advised thatif

any such claim(s) depending from or includingall the limitations of the allowablelinking claim(s)

is/are presented in a continuation or divisional application, the claims of the continuation or

divisional application may be subject to provisional statutory and/or nonstatutory double patenting

rejections over the claims of the instant application. Where a restriction requirementis

withdrawn, the provisions of 35 U.S.C. 121 are no longerapplicable. See Jn re Ziegler, 44 F.2d

1211, 1215, 170 USPQ 129, 131-32 (CCPA 1971). See also MPEP § 804.01.

4. The inventionsare distinct, each from the other because of the following reasons:

InventionsI, II and III are related as subcombinations disclosed as usable together in a

single combination. The subcombinationsare distinct from each otherifthey are shown to be

separately usable. In the instant case, each ofthe inventionsI, II and III has separate utility such

as an exterior side view mirror system with the separate details of the other invention. For

example, the exterior side view mirror system ofinvention I has separate utility as an exterior side

view mirror system withoutthe particular attachment, arrangementandsize details of invention II
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or the particular reflective element(s) comprises an electro-optic reflective element of invention

Ill; the exterior side view mirror system II has separate utility as an exterior side view mirror

system without a demarcation element with particular demarcation details of inventionI or the

particular reflective element(s) comprises an electro-optic reflective element of invention IIT;

and ...etc.. See MPEP § 806.05(d).

Inventions [V, V and VI are related as subcombinations disclosed as usable together in a

single combination. The subcombinationsare distinct from each other if they are shown to be

separately usable. In the instant case, each of the inventions IV, V and VI_ has separate utility

such as an exterior side view mirror system with the separate details of the other invention. For

example, the exterior side view mirror system of invention IV has separate utility as an exterior

side view mirror system without the particular attachment, arrangementandsize details of

invention V orthe particular reflective element(s) comprises an electro-optic reflective element of

invention VI; the exterior side view mirror system V has separate utility as an exterior side view

mirror system without the particular demarcation details of invention IV or the particular

reflective element(s) comprises an electro-optic reflective element of invention VI;

and ...etc.. See MPEP § 806.05(d).

Inventions I and IV are related as combination and subcombination. Inventionsin this

relationship are distinctif it can be shown that (1) the combination as claimed does not require the

particulars of the subcombination as claimed for patentability, and (2) that the subcombination has

utility by itself or in other combinations (MPEP § 806.05(c)). In the instant case, the combination
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as claimed does not require the particulars of the subcombination as claimed because ofthe

omission ofthe details that the auxiliary reflective element is a multiradius reflective element

having a multiradius curvature, as evidenced by claim 1. The subcombination has separate utility

such as an exterior side view mirror system without the auxiliary reflective element being a

multiradius reflective element having a multiradius curvature.

Inventions V,VI and [LIT are related as combination and subcombination. Inventions in

this relationship are distinct if it can be shownthat (1) the combination as claimed does not

require the particulars ofthe subcombination as claimed for patentability, and (2) that the :

subcombination has utility by itselfor in other combinations (MPEP § 806.05(c)). In the instant

case, the combination as claimed does not require the particulars of the subcombination as

claimed because of the omission ofthe details that the auxiliary reflective elementis a multiradius

reflective element having a multiradius curvature. The subcombination has separate utility such as

an exterior side view mirror system without a demarcation element.

5. Becausethese inventions are distinct for the reasons given above and have acquired a

separate status in the art because of their recognized divergent subject matter or have acquired a

separate status in the art as shownbytheir different classifications and/or the search required for

one of the Inventions I-VI is not coextensive with the search for any of the remaining Inventions

I-VI as stated below. Therefore, restriction for examination purposesasindicated is proper.

Invention II would further require a search in class 359, subclass 872 which would not be

required for inventionsI, II, [V and VI.
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Invention I would further require a search in class 359, subclass 864 which would not be

required for inventions [V-VI.

Invention V would further require a search in class 359, subclass 872 which would not be

required for inventions [V and VI.

Invention VI would further require a search in class 359, subclass 866 which would not be

required for inventions I-III.

6. This application contains claims directed to the following patentably distinct species of the

claimed invention:

A). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5A;

B). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5B;

C). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5C;

D). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5D;

E). The mirror species depicted by Fig, 5B;

F). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5F;

G). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5G; and

H). The mirror species depicted by Fig. 5H.

Applicant is required under 35 U.S.C. 121 to elect a single disclosed species for

prosecution on the merits to which the claims shall be restricted if no generic claim is finally held

to be allowable, Currently, claims 1 and 44 are generic.
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In addition to the above, Applicantis further required to elect one of the following

patentably distinct sub-species of the claimed invention:

1). The mirror assembly being a fixedly attached exterior side view mirror assembly;

2), The mirror assembly being a break-awayexterior side view mirror assembly; and

3). The mirror assembly being a power-folded exterior side view mirror assembly.

Applicant is required under 35 U.S.C. 121 to elect a single disclosed sub-species

consistent with the elected invention for prosecution on the merits to which the claims shall be

restricted if no generic claim is finally held to be allowable.

Applicant is advised that a reply to this requirement must include an identification of the

species that is elected consonantwith this requirement, andalisting ofall claims readable thereon,

including any claims subsequently added. An argument that a claim is allowable or that all claims

are generic is considered nonresponsive unless accompanied by an election.

Upontheallowance of a generic claim, applicant will be entitled to consideration of claims

to additional species which are written in dependent form or otherwise includeall the limitations

of an allowed generic claim as provided by 37 CFR 1.141. If claimsare addedafter the election,

applicant must indicate which are readable upon the elected species. MPEP § 809,02(a).

Should applicant traverse on the ground that the species are not patentably distinct,

applicant should submit evidenceor identify such evidence now of record showing the species to

be obvious variants or clearly admit on the record that this is the case. In either instance,if the
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examiner finds one ofthe inventions unpatentable over the prior art, the evidence or admission

may be usedin a rejection under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) ofthe other invention.

T Applicant is advised that the reply to this requirement to be complete must include an

election of the invention to be examined even though the requirement be traversed (37

CFR 1.143).

8. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to R.D. Shafer whose telephone numberis (703) 308-4813.

January 1, 2001 am ai PF 32
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PATENT g:
DONO1 P-793 ty w

“Wrs TRS :
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Examiner : R. Shafer

Applicant a Niall R, Lynam
Serial No. : 09/478,315

Filing Date: January 6, 2000
Group Art : 2872
For . EXTERIOR MIRROR PLANO-AUXILIARY &

REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY =
a Zz

Assistant Commissioner for Patents a cS,
Washington, D.C. 20231 . =

Dear Sir:

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 

In accordance with.37 CFR 1.51, 1.56, 1.97 and 1.98, Applicant submits
herewith patents, publicatiorisa other information listed on attached Form PTO-1449 for
consideration by the Examiner in connection with examination of the present application.

This Supplemental Information Disclosure Statementis beingfiled: (a) within

three monthsofthe filing date of the national application; (b) within three months of the date

of entry ofthe national stage as set forth in 37 CFR § 1.491 in the corresponding international

application; or (c) before the Applicant is aware of any mailing date of a first Office Action

on the merits, whichever occurslast.

This Supplemental Information Disclosure Statementis not intended to

constitute an admission that any patent, publication or other information referred to herein is

“prior art" for this invention unless specifically designated as such.

Under 37 CFR 1.97(h), the filing of this Supplemental Information Disclosure

Statement shall not be construed to mean that a search has been madeor that no other

material information as defined in 37 CFR 1.56(a)exists.
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Applicant : Niall R. Lynam
Serial No. ; 09/478,315

Page . 2

An early and favorable action on the merits is respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

NIALL R. LYNAM

By: Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart, LLP

LOO,
ate Catherine S. Collins

Registration No. 37 599
P.O. Box 888695

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49588-8695
(616) 975-5500

CSC:imsec
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EP0310261Al

cusopatac Patentamt  
& O European Patent Ottlce ©) Publication number: 0 310 261

Office européen des brevets Al

@ EUROPEAN PATENT APPLICATION

@) Application number: 88308482.4 ©) int. c+ BEOR 1/08

©) Dateoffiling: 14.09.88
 

) Priority: 30.09.87 GB 8723010 @) Applicant: BRITAX WINGARD LIMITED
KIngsham Road :

®) Date of publication of application: Chichester, West Sussex P0139 2AQ(GB8)
05.04.89 Bulletin 83/14

. @) Inventor: Bottrill, John
©) Designated Contracting Sta‘2s: "Moelfre" 9 Langdale Avenue

DE ES FR GB . Chichester West Sussex(GB)

G@) Representative: Hollinghurst, Antony
Britax Limited Patent Department

Chichester West Sussex PO19 240(GB8)
 

@) Exterior rear-view mirror assembly for a vehicle.

@) An exterior rear-view mitror assembly for a ve-
hicla has a housing (10) arranged to be mounted at
4 predetermined orientation on a vehicle body and a
mirror (30) mcunted in tha housing (10) on means
(28) permitting its orientation to be adjusted relative
to the housing (10). A second mirrar (36), which is
convex and of smaller radius of curvature than the

first mirror (30), is mounted in the housing (10) sither
above or below the first mirror (30) sa that no part”
thereof is further from the vehicle than the outboard

edge of the first mirror (30). F 
Xerox Copy Cantre
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! EP 0310 261 Al

, EXTERIOR REAR-VIEW MIRROR ASSEMBLY FOR A VEHICLE

(MS invention faies {9 an ealerme: rear-vwew
mifcor assembly for a venicia of the ryea in whicn a
housing is arranged to be mounted at a pradeter-
mined orientation cn a vehicle body and a mirror is
mounted in the housing on means permitting its
Orientation to be adjusted reiative to the housing.

The mirrors of such mwuror assemcilies are
commorly ether plane mirrors of convex mirrors

having a relatively large radius of curvature. Con-
sequently, although a driver using such @ mirror is
able (o form a relatively accurate imoression of the
distance between his venicte and a follewing ve-
hicla, iC +s probable that such 2 mirror will leave a
So-Called “blind spect” in whieh another vehicle
Passing the vehicla to which the murror is fitted
Moves Out of the driver's fiald of wew in the mirree

before it enters the peripnery of (he driver's field of
view by direct vision. The present inventon aims to
provide a mirror assembly which is net subject to
this disadvantage.

According to the invention, a mirror assemoty
of the foregoing typa has a second convex muwror
of smaller radius of curvatura than the first mirror
mounted inthe housing either above or below the
first mirror so that mo part thereol is further fram
the vehicle than the outcodia edge of the firstmirror.

An embediment af the invention will naw be
Cescobed, by way of axample, with reference to
the accompanying drawings, in whicn:

Figure | is an elevational view of a rear view
mirror in accordance with the inventien from the
side from which (he mirror is wewed:

Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view taken on
the line 2-2 in Figure 1:

Figure Jis a partially brcken away clan view
Of tha mirror shown inFigure 2.

Retarring to Figura 1, a rear view murror as-
semb:ty comprises a housing 10 meunted at one
side on a basa member 12, tha surface 14 of «which
'S acapted to abut against and be secured to the
body of a moter vehicle (not shown), The connec-
tion batween the housing 10 and the basa member
12 comprises mechanism allowing the housing 10
‘0 Se displaced forwardly of rearwardly in the 2vent
that the housing is subjected to impact. This
mechanism which. in Figura 1 is covarad by a
sleevo 16 of llexible material. is of known tyee end
will therefore not be described in detail.

As can be seen from Figures 1 and 2. the
housing 10 camprisas an ugper chamber 20 and a
lower chamber 22 which are separated by a par-
titition wall 24. A first mirror carriar 26 1s mounted

wm

's

20

2s

43

Gn @ Sall-and-socket jcint 28 which is secured to
ine intenor oi the chamoer 2G. A ciane mirror 30 1s
mounted on the murror carmer 26.

Similarly, a mirror carrier 32 1s mounted on a
bail-ana-socket joint J4 which is sacurad to (he
sntercor of (he lower chamber 22. Thw mirror carrier
32 cares a convex mirror 36. The relative cur-
vatures of |ha mirrors 30 and 36 can best bea seen
from Figuee 3.

AS 15 wall known, will 5@ necessary lor dil-
ferent crivers to adjust the orentation of the plane
mrsor 30 ta su ther requirements. If cesired,
mechanism al knewn type may be provided for
making (his adjustment remotely fromm theinterior
ol the vehicte. It will usually be unnecessary for the
crentation of the convex mirror 36 to be altered.

only two settings being necessary depending cn
whe'lher ihe vencie with whicn fis ta ba used has
‘elt Hand drive of right hand drive. Consequenily.
the ball-and-socket ;oint J may be replaced oy a
mounting whicn can Ge set to either of two pre-
Getermined positions at the time when the mirror is
fitted to a vanici!e.

Claims

1, An aaterior rear-view mirror assembly tor a
vehicle having a housing (10) arranged to ce
Mounted at a precetermined orientation on a ve-
hicle body and @ mirror (30) mounted in the hous-
ing (10) on means (28) permitting ts crientaten to
be adjusted relative to the housing (19), charac-
terised by a second mirror (36) which is convex
and cf smatler radius of curvature than the first
mirror (30) mounted in the housing (10) aither
above or below the first murrar (30) sa that no part
thereof ts further from the vehicle than the outboard
edge of the first mirror (30).

2. An axterior rear-view mirror assembly ac-
cording to clam 1, wherein the second mirror (36)
'S Mounted on means (34) permitting its oriantation
to be adjusted relative to the housing (10).
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I certify that the attached return postcard, Information Disclosure Statement,

Form PTO-1449, and copies of information referenced herein are being deposited with the
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Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

on i , 2001.7
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Examiner : R. Shafer

Applicant : Niall R. Lynam af
Serial No. : 09/478,315 o

Filing Date: January 6, 2000 iF x
Group Art : 2872 :
For : EXTERIOR MIRROR PLANO-AUXILIARY

REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY GaAig0au
Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231
Woo!weet”

Dear Sir:

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

In accordance with 37 CFR 1.51, 1.56, 1.97 and 1.98, Applicant submits
OH

herewith patents, publications or other informationlisted on attached Form PTO-1449 for
mo.

consideration by the Examiner in connection with examination of the present application. SASSY= ms

This Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement is being filed=:{a) ‘withinSo

three months ofthe filing date of the national application; (b) within three months a the date

of entry of the national stage as set forth in 37 CFR § 1.491 in the corresponding international

application; or (c) before the Applicant is aware of any mailing date of a first Office Action

on the merits, whichever occurs last.

This Supplemental Information Disclosure Statement is not intended to

constitute an admission that any patent, publication or other information referred to herein is

"prior art" for this invention unless specifically designated as such.

Under 37 CFR 1.97(h), the filing of this Supplemental Information Disclosure

Statement shall not be construed to mean that a search has been madeor that no other

material information as defined in 37 CFR 1,56(a)-exists.
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Applicant : Niall R. Lynam
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An early and favorable action on the merits is respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

NIALL R. LYNAM

By: Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart, LLP

anuary 1%, ZOD
Date Catherine S$. Collins

Registration No. 37 599
P.O. Box 888695

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49588-8695
(616) 975-5500
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REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231
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Dear Sir:

CERTIFICATE OF MAIL

I certify that the attached return postcard, Supplemental Informationc>
al m3 -

Disclosure Statement, and copies of information referenced herein are being deposited with a
we SS‘ Po

the United States Postal Service as first class mail an envelope addressed to: or SS ay= ma

~ no OP]

Assistant Commissioner for Patents fei SH) As
Washington, D.C. 20231 <3

on : , 2001.

dalle Ma. &
Lynette M.S. Clark
Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart, LLP
P.O. Box 888695

Grand Rapids, MI 49588-8695
(616) 975-5500
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PATENT
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE,
S

Examiner : R. Shafer Zz = a
Applicant Niall R. Lynam SB =z OQ
Serial No. 09/478,315 e = mH
Filed January 6, 2000 oO, a
Group ; 2872 & 3 co
For “ EXTERIOR MIRROR PLANO-AUXILIARY aS

REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY S— Ga

Box Non-Fee Amendment

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

ELECTION

In responseto the Office Action mailed January 3, 2001, having a one month

period of response ending February 3, 2001, the Applicant wishesto elect the following

invention. Applicant elects Group II, namely Claims 16-36 and linking Claim 1

Furthermore, in response to the election of species, Applicant elects the mirror species

. ’

and 35.

depicted in FIG. 5B, and the sub-species of the break-away exterior sideview mirror

assembly. The claims readable thereon in the elected invention include: Claims 1, 16-31, 33

REMARKS

The Examiner requires restriction between six groups of claims, namely

Group I represented by Claims 2-15; Group II represented by Claims 16-36; Group II

represented by Claims 37-43; Group IV represented by Claims 45-57; Group V represented

by Claims 58-77; and Group VI represented by Claims 78-83. The Examineridentifies

Claim 1 as a linking claim between GroupsI, II, and II]. The Examineridentifies Claim 44

as a linking claims for Groups IV, V, and VI. As indicated in the Office Action, upon the
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Applicant : Niall R. Lynam
Serial No. 4 09/478,315 !
Page : 2

allowance ofa linking claim, the restriction requirementas to the linked inventions shall be

withdrawn and any claims depending from or otherwiseincludingall the limitations of the

allowable linking claims will be entitled to examination in this application,

The Examineralso requires election between the species depicted in FIGS.

SA, 5B, SC, 5D, SE, 5F, 5G, and 5H. The Examinerindicates that Claims 1 and 44 are

currently generic. Furthermore, the Examiner requires election between the following sub-

species, namely; a fixedly attached exterior sideview mirror assembly; a break-away exterior

sideview mirror assembly; and a powerfolded exterior sideview mirror assembly.

As noted above, Applicant provisionally elects Group 0, which includes

Claims 16-36 and, further, Claim 1, as the linking claim and,further elects the species

illustrated in FIG. 5B and sub-species of the break-away exterior sideview mirror assembly,

with Claims 1, 16-31, 33, and 35 being readable thereon.

‘ An early and favorable action on the merits is respectfully requested.

Respectfully submitted,

NIALL R. LYNAM

By: Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart, LLP

Date: _LAnuany, | 2001. oll
Catherine S. Collins

Registration No, 37 599
2851 Charlevoix Drive, S.E.
Suite 207

P.O. Box 888695

Grand Rapids, MI 49588-8695
(616) 975-5500

CSC:lmsc
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Filed : January 6, 2000
Group : 2872
For EXTERIOR MIRROR PLANO-AUXILIARY

REFLECTIVE ELEMENT ASSEMBLY

Box Non-Fee Amendment
Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

DearSir:

CERTIFICATE OF MAIL

I certify that the attached return postcard and Election are being deposited

with the United States Postal Service as first class mail an envelope addressedto:

Box Non-Fee Amendment

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

on , 2001.

Up otto mS. Cle ke
Lynette M. S. Clark ra
Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart,LP =x
P.O, Box 888695 = S Mm
Grand Rapids, MI 49588-8695 ey ca
(616) 975-5500 a 2 =
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OF

fw UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
7 United States Patent and Trademark Office pd% é Address; OOMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Staves OF Washington, D.C, 20231  
   APPLIGATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR

ea Tsay JD? is TMA =PS TH
ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

¥ wht

VAN DYKE GARDNER LINN ® ralBUREHART  |LP SRMAPrE.

2851 CHARLEVOIX DRIVE SE
SUITE 207

GRAND RAPIDS MI 45546 ae fae 1

DATE MAILED: O4/24/ol

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerningthis application or
proceeding.

Commissionerof Patents and Trademarks

— PTO.
— PTO-90G (Fev. 11/00) 1- Fila Copy
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Office Action Summary

Applicant(s)

Mg. CTMAm
Examiner Group Art UnitLoSaver[Sera|_|

—The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet beneath the comespondence address—

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE S770-THS_ MONTH(S) FROM THE MAILING DATE
OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

~ Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). in no event, however, may a reply be timely filed after SIX (6) MONTHS
from the mailing date of this communication. .

~ If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely.
~ If NO period for reply is specified above, such period shall, by default, expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, causa the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133),
- Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely, may reduce any samed patent

term adjustment. Sea 37 CFR 1.704{b).

Status

P&Responsive to communication(s)filed oni
0 This action is FINAL.

| Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits Is closed In
accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 1 1; 453 O.G. 213. i

  
 
  

  
  
  
  

  
  
 

Disposition of Claims

"lcis/are pending In the application.
Of the above claim(s)_2- 15, 32 nO 36- 63 is/are withdrawn from consideration.  

 ©) Clears)$$isfara allowed.

‘yfcui)|I=B)BSAwSS rejected.
Ch Chad)aAisvare objected to.
O Ctaim(s)___ —__________ are subject to restriction or election

Application Papers requirement
QO The proposed drawing correction, filed on ___________ is 1 approved 1 disapproved.JXThe drawing(s)filed on “Yepoo is/are objected to by the Examiner
C1 The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

O The oath or declaration Is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 (a}{d)

11 Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 (@)}{d).
OC AllO Some* 2 Noneof the:

0 Certified copies ofthe priority documents have been received.

0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received

in this national stage application from the international Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a))
“Certified copies not received: :

Attachment(s)

 
  
   

  
  

  
  
  

   *
 

  
 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 
  

34 Information Disclosure Statement(s), PTO-1449, Paper No(sir,S&7C1 Interview Summary, PTO-413
“XK Notice of Reference(s) Cited, PTO-892 C Notice of Informal Patent Application, PTO-152
PENotice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948 C1 Other

Office Action Summary

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-326 (Rov. 11/00) Part of Paper No,
"U.S, GPO: 2000-472-990/43204
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Art Unit: 2872

1. Applicant's election ofInvention II (claims 16-36), species “B”, depicted by fig. 5B and

subspecies “2", the mirror assembly being a break-away exterior side view mirror assembly, in

Paper No,8 is acknowledged. Because applicantdid not distinctly and specifically point out the

supposed errors in the restriction requirement, the election has been treated as an election without

traverse (MPEP § 818.03(a)).

2. Claims 2-15, 32, 34 and 36-83 withdrawn from further consideration by the examiner, 37

CFR 1.142(b) as being drawn to a non-elected invention and/or species. Election was made

without traverse in Paper No. 8.

3. Claims 1, 16-31, 33 and 35 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.

In claim 1, line 1, the use ofthe language “in an automobile” is vague, indefinite and/or

confusing. It is unclear to the examiner how the exterior side view mirror system is suitable for

use in an automobile.

4. The following is a quotation ofthe appropriate paragraphs of35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or
on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date ofapplication for patent in the United States.

Claims 1, 16-18, 20, 21 and 23 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b)as being anticipated

by Van Nostrand (‘294).
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Art Unit; 2872

Van Nostrand discloses an exterior side view mirror system comprising an exterior side

view mirror assembly (1) including a planoreflective element (3 or 4), a multiradius reflective

element (9), an actuator (24, 31), a control (20A) and a backing plate (21), note figures 1-6C,

wherein said reflective elements are attached to said backing plate by mechanical attachments (12,

13, 15, 16).

5. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which formsthe basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described asset forth in
section 102 ofthis title, ifthe differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious atthe time the invention was madeto a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

Claims 24-31 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as anticipated by or, in the alternative,

under 35 O86. 103(a) as obvious over Van Nostrand (‘294),
Van Nostrand disclosesall of the subject matter claimed, note the above explanation,

exceptfor explicitly stating the angle in which the multiradiusreflective elementis orientated such

that a particular rearward field of view ofinterest is obtained.

However, the examineris of the opinion dueto the fact that the multiradius reflective

element of Van Nostrand is adjustable via elements (15, 16 and 31), the assembly of Van

Nostrandis inherently capable ofobtaining the selected range (s) recited by applicant.

However,it this is not the case, it would have been obvious and/or within the level of one

of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was madeto adjust the multiradiusreflective

element of Van Nostrandto the selected range(s) recited by applicant in order to view of
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Art Unit: 2872

particular rearward field of view ofinterest, since it has been held that where the general

conditionsofa claim are disclosed in the prior art or discovering an optimum or workable ranges

involves only routine skill in the art. NoteInreAller, 105 USPQ 233 andInreBoesch,,617

F.2d 272, 205 USPQ 215 (CCPA 1980).

6. Claims 19, 22, 24-32, 33 and 35 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Van Nostrand (‘294) as applied to claims 1, 16-18, 20, 21 and 23 above, and

further in view of Jonsson (‘802).

Van Nostrand (‘294) discloses all ofthe subject matter claimed, note the above

explanation, exceptfor explicitly stating the radii ofcurvature and the downward angle of the

multiradius reflective element.

Jonsson teachesit is well known to use an auxiliary (multiradius) reflective element having

the radii ofclirvature and downward angle range recited by applicant in order to optimize the

identification of objects.

Therefore, it would have been obvious and/or within the level of one of ordinary skill in

the art at the time the invention was made to modify the auxiliary multiradius reflective element of

Van Nostrandto include the auxiliary multiradius reflective element of Jonsson in order to

optimize the identification of objects,

As to the limitations of claim 22, it would have been obvious and/or within the level of one

ofordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the size of the multiradius

and/or plano reflective elements of Van Nostrand in order to obtain a desirable ratio ofinterest.
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Since such a modification would have involved a mere change in the size ofa component. A

changein size is generally recognized as being within the level of one of ordinary skill in the art.

NoteinreRose, 105 USPQ 237 (CCPA 1955).

As to the limitations ofclaims 33 and 35,it is well known to useelectrically operable

actuators in the samefield ofendeavor for the purpose of adjusting and/orfolding the position

and/or orientation of a mirror. Therefore, it would have been obvious and/or within the level of

one ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to modify the bracket and/or

actuator(s) ofVan Nostrandto includeelectrically operable actuator(s) as is well known and

commonly used and/or employedin the mirror art in order to adjust and/or fold the position

and/or orientation ofthe reflective element(s).

Moreover,it has been held that providing automatic means to replace manual activity

which accomplishes the same result involvesonly routine skill in the art.

NoteInReVenner, 120 USPQ 192.

7: The drawings are objected to under 37 CFR 1.83(a). The drawings must show every

feature ofthe invention specified in the claims. Therefore, the break-away exterior side view

mirror assembly must be shown orthe feature(s) canceled from the claim(s). No new matter

shauld be entered.

8. The prior art made ofrecord andnotrelied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure. King teaches it is known to employ a multiradius reflective element having applicant’s

recited radii of curvature in order to optimize the identification of objects.
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9. Any inquiry concerning this communication should be directed to R. D. Shaferat

telephone number(703) 308-4813.

Shafer/ds 7  
04/12/01
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Form PTO 948 (Rev, 8-98)
U.S. DEPARTMENTOF COMMERCE- Patent and Trademark Office©Application No.

NOTICE OF DRAFTSPERSON'S
‘ PATENT DRAWING REVIEW

 

 
The drawings) filed (insert date) are:

 1. DRAWINGS. 37 CFR 1 Bafa): capeeneres careBlack-ink. Color ' - fi
____ Color drawings are not iecepiable until petitonis granted.ota!
*and non black ink not permitted. Fig(s)

+, PHOTOGRAPHS. 37 CFR 1.84 (b)1 full-tone set is required. Fig(s)
__ Photographs not properly mounted (must use hrystol board or

photographic double-weight paper), Figs)
___ Foor quality (half-tone). Figs)

+ TYPE OF PAPER. 37 CFR 1.84(e)
____ Paper not flexible, strong, while, and durable, -
~~ Figgs)
= Erasures, alterations, overwrigings, Interlinealions,

folds, copy machine marks nat accepted. Fig(s)
__ Mylar, velum paper is nal acceptable (ton thin).

Figs)
4, SIZE OF PAPER. 37 CFR 1.84{f): Acceptable sizes:

21.0 em by 29.7 cm (DIN size Ad)
____ 21.6 em by 27.9 cm(8 1/2 x TL inches)

All drawing sheels not the same size,
Sheets)

___ Drawings sheets not an acceptable size. Fig(s)
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 6. VIEWS. 37 CFR LRA4(h) ,
REMINDER: Specification may require revision to
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1

3,104,274
SAFETY ATTACHMENT FOR REAR VIEW

VEHICLE MIRRORS
Garner W. King, 15609 Van Buren, Gardena, Calif.

Filed Mar. 5, 1963, Ser. No. 263,384
3 Claims. (Ci. 88—87)

This is a continuation-in-part of my copending applica-
tion for Safety Attachment for Rear View Vehicle Mir-
rors, Serial No. 163,465, filed January 2, 1962, nowabandoned.

The present invention relates to rear view vehicle mir-
rors and more particularly to a mirror having generally a
convex configuration, which is adapted to be applied to a
presently existing flat rear view vehicle mirror to provide
a mirror combination which simultaneously affords un-
distorted rear view vision of limited angular scope and
wide angle rear view vision.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a
generally convex mirror which is adapted to be fixedly
secured to the planar front face of a presently existing flat
rear view vehicle mirror to enlarge the rear view field
of vision so that a sufficiently large portion of the road
may be viewed in order to avoid hazards which may
develop from the approaching and passing vehicle and 3
further to obtain an adequately enlarged field of Vision
so that passing of another vehicle and turning corners
may be accomplished with a maximum degree of safety.

Another object is to provide a convex mirror attach-
ment for a flat rear view mirror which, when attached,
Produces a combination mirror atrangement having the
combined advantages of undistorted rear vision with ac-
curate depth perception in the flat part, and increased
field of vision in the convex part, so that a vehicle operator
Can more readily avoid hazards to the rear and close fo
the side of the vehicle while the vehicle is traveling either
forwardly or in reverse, and so that the operator can
even see obstructions which might be in the path of the
wheels of the vehicle when the vehicle is being backed up.

A further object of this invention is to provide a convex
mirror of the character described wherein the mirror has
applied to the back side thereof a pressure sensitive ad-
hesive which facilitates the application and removal of
the convex mirror to the flat vehicle mirror and which
provides a feature whereby the operator of the vehicle
may apply the concavo-convex mirror to the flat mirror in
a position of his choice: this attachment of the convex
mirror to the flat mirror by adhesive bonding completely
eliminating the need of separate mounting brackets for

convex mirror which would othe. wise add to the
expense of the installation, reduce the stability of mount-
ing and add impediments to visibility at the sides of thevehicle.

A yet further object of this invention is to provide a
convex mirror of the character described wherein tenacityof adherence of the mirror to the flat vehicle mirror is
enhanced by a flat adhesive covered back which is affixed
to the back of the concavo-convex mirror.

A more specific object of this invention is to provide
& convex rear view mirror of the character described
Wherein the radius of curvature and diameter of the
mirror are such that vision to the rear is not unduly
distorted and the reflection of objects to the rear is suffi-
ciently large so that relatively instant recognition is ob-
tained #5 to the identity, nature and numberof the objects,

A still more specific object of this invention is to pro-
vide a mirror of the character described wherein the
convex mirror is applied to the side mirrors located out-
Side the vehicle, and pariicularly to the right-hand side
mirror, and in se applying the convex mirror the hori-
zontal and vertical fieldof vision. of the vehicle operator

2=

60

55

~ With the inirror body 10 having a radius of curvature o!

0 inches and optimum, identification of objects is achiev

2
is enlarged so that the usual blind spots along the sides
and immediately to the rear of the vehicle which are not
visible in the flat mirrors are eliminated, enabling the
driver to see the wheels on the right-hand side of the
vehicle, and affording a substantial reduction in certain
types of accidents, such as running over pedestrians or
children or bicycles or tricycles, squeeze and sideswipe
accidents involving small vehicles, driving over curbs or
other objects when making right turns, and other similaraccidents.

An additional object is to provide a novel combination
of a flat rear view vehicle mirror and a convex rear view
mirror wherein the convex mirror is rigidly bonded to the
exposed planar face of the flat mirror so as to position
the convex mirror in an optimum exposed viewing posi-
tion immediately forward of the forwardmost surface of
the flat mirror, and so as to provide the convex reflecting
surface with the samé mounting stability as the flat mirror,
with the convex and fiat mirror reflecting surfaces sup-
ported in the same relative positions regardless of changes
in position of the flat mirror on its supporting structure.

Further objects and advantages of this invention will
appear during the course of the following part of this
specification wherein the details of construction and mode
of operation of a first and a second embodiment are de-
scribed with reference fo the accompanying drawings, in
which:

FIG. 1 is a top plan view of a truck having the present
invention installed on the exterior side mirrors thereof,
and illustrating the relatively restricted horizontal rear
view field of vision obtained with the flat vehicle mirror
defined by the dolted lines and the enlarged, horizontal
tear view field of vision provided by the present invention
as defined by the solid lines;

FIG, 2 is a side view of a truck having the present in-
vention installed on the exterior side mirrors thereof and
again providing @ comparison between the vertical field
of vision obtained with a flat mirror again identified by
dotted lines, and the enlarged ficld of vision achieved
with the present invention, identified by solid lines;

FIG, 3 is a perspective view illustrating the present in-
vention applied to a fiat exterior rear view vehicle mirror;

FIG. 4 is a fragmentary front elevation view showing
one form of the present invention applied to a flat vehicle
rear view mirror;

FIG, 5 is a vertical sectional view taken on linc 5—5
of FIG, 4;

FIG,6 is a vertical sectional view similar to FIG. 5,
but illustrating a second form of the invention;

G. 7 is a fragmentary section illustrating a third
form of the invention;

FIG. 8 is a front elevation view showing a fourth form
of the convex mirror structure of the present invention;

FIG, 9 is a vertical sectional view taken on line 9—9
of FIG. 8;

FIG. 10 is a fragmentary vertical section showing the
convex mirror structure of FIGS, 8 and 9 affixed to a flat
vehicle rear view mirror; and

FIG. 11 is a rear elevation view of the form of convex
mirror structure shown in FIGS. 8, 9 and 10.

Referring initially to FIGS. 4 and 5 of the drawings
wherein may be seen one form of a circular rear view
vehicle mirror 8 baving a concayo-convex body 10 which
is applied to an exteriorly-located flat, rear view mirror
12 of a truck, bus, automobile or other vehicle 14, Pref-
erably, the mirror 8 is removably applied to mirror 12.
In order to achicve rapid identification of objects asviewed in the mirror @, it is c i
10 have i  

 

  when the body has a radius ofcurvature of about 5 inches
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backing 54, a resilient foam plastic cushioning sheet 56
bonded to the rear surface of the metal backing 54, and
a layer 58 of pressure sensilive adhesive on the rear sur-
face of the cushioning sheet. A paper covering sheet 60
is provided over the adhesive layer 58 as shown in FIG.
9 prior to mounting of the mirror unit 50 on a flat mirror,
but this sheet 60 is peeled off for pressure adhesion of
the mirror unit 50 onto the exposed or front planar sur-
face 62 of a flat rear view vehicle mirror 64 as shown in
FIG, 10, When the convex mirror unit 50 is adhesively
secured to the flat mirror 64, the central axis of the con-
vex mirror will be normalto the flat mirror, whereby the -
enlarged field of vision of the convex mirror unit will
completely overlap thefield of vision of the flat mirror.

The sheet metal backing 54 is preferably made of a
light-weight metal such as aluminum which is readily
formed and has good weather resisting qualities. Other
suitable material may, of course, be used. As best seen
in FIGS. 9 and 10, the backing 54 hasaflat, disc-shaped
central portion 66 occupying most of the rear portion
of the mirror unit 50, with a narrow, flat annular periph-
eral portion 68 that is parallel and slightly rearwardly
offset with respect to the central portion 66. At the outer
edge of the peripheral portion 68 the backing is formed
forwardly in a peripheral flange 70. This flange 70 en-
compasses and extends forwardly of the peripheral edge
72 of the body 52 of the mirror, and ils outer edge is
spun or crimped over in front of the periphery of the
convex forward face of body 52 in a retaining lip 74. By
this means, the backing 54 and body 52 are permanently
secured together, with the generally irregular and often
sharp-cornered peripheral edge 72 of the mirror body 52
completely encompassed by the wrap-around type pe-
tiphery of the backing 54.

While the backing 54 with the retaining lip 74 spun or
crimped directly over the periphery of the forward sur-
face of body 52 is preferred, an alternative construction
can be employed, if desired, wherein the lip is slightly
Jarger in diameter than the peripheral edge 72 of the
body, and the body is retained in the lip by means of a
snap ring.

There are several important advantages to wrap-
around type backing 54 shown in FIGS. 8-1], in addi-
tion to its economy and simplicity. One advantage is that
by recessing the flat, central portion 66 of the ‘backing,
the foam plastic cushioning sheet 56 may be employed,
while the mirror unit 50 maystill be mounted very close
to the exposed forward surface 62 of the flat mirror 64.
The cushioning layer 56 is helpful in obtaining a full-
surface bond of the pressure sensitive adhesive layer 58
against the flat mirror surface 62, andit will distort suffi-
ciently to accommodate any slight irregularities between
the opposed surfaces of the backing 54 and flat mirror
surface 62.

The wrap-around type backing 54 has a further, un-
obvious advantage in the application of the convex mirror
unit 50 to a flat mirror surface. Thus, the turned-in
flanged edge, while securely holding the body 52 therein,
nevertheless permits a gradual equalization of the air
pressure within the mirror unit and the external atmos-
pheric pressure, whereby the flat back portion 66 will not
tend to bow outwardly as the vehicle climbs from one
elevation to a higher one. This can be a serious problem
with a fully bonded connection between the body andthe metal backing.

The sheet metal backing of the mirror unit 50 shown
in FIGS. 8-11 has the further advantage of sealing the
periphery of the body 52 sufficiently against the weather
so that the mirror finish on the concave side of the body
52 will not tend to flake off. Also, this metal backing
only touches the body 52 at the periphery thereof, so that
it does not come into contac’with the mirror coating on
the concave surface of the body 52 and will not damage

Si Pe Mw
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the mirror coating by chemical action, abrasion or other-wise.

It will be noted from FIGS. 9, 10 and 11 that the foam
plastic cushioning sheet 56 and pressure sensitive ad-
hesive layer 58 are in the shape of a flat ring. This will
normally provide adequate bonding area for good ad-
hesion to the flat mirror, although a full disc foam sheet
and adhesive layer may be employed, if desired.

It is to be understood that the entire back surface of
the metal backing may be made in one plane, if desired,
without having a recessed central portion of the backing,
and in such case the foam cushioning may be employed if
desired, or it may be eliminated, with the pressure sensi-
tive adhesive layer being applied directly to the metal
backing in the manner shown in FIG. 5 of the drawings.While the instant invention has been shown and de-
scribed herein in what are conceived to be the most prac-
tical and preferred embodiments, it is recognized that de-
partures may be made therefrom within the scope of the
invention, which is therefore not to be limited to the de-
tails disclosed herein, but is to be accorded the full scope
of the claims as to embrace any and all equivalentdevices.

What I claim is:
1, A safety mirror device comprising in combination

a flat rear view vehicle mirror comprising an exposed
continuous flat front viewing surface, a convex mirror
unit including a circular concavo-convex mirror body
having a convex reflecting surface and also including a
generally flat circular sheet metal backing covering the
back portion of said body, said sheet metal member be-
ing peripherally attached to said body, said attachment

being air permeable to permit pressure equalization be-
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tween the concavity within said convex mirror unit and
3 the atmosphere externally of said convex mirror unit, a

thin annular sheet of cushioning material affixed to the
rear surface of said backing and covering at least a sub-
stantial area thereof, and an adhesive material applied
to the rear surface of said annular sheet for securing said
annular sheet to said flat front surface of the vehicle
mirror in full contacting engagement so as to rigidly se-
cure said convex mirror unit to said vehicle mirror with
said convex reflecting surface disposed in fixed position
in front of said flat front surface of said vehicle mirror,
the portion of said vehicle mirror not covered by said
convex mirror unit affording a vehicle operator an un-
distorted rear view field of vision, and said convex mirror
unit affording the operator a field of vision which over-
laps said vehicle mirror field of vision but is materially
larger both horizontally and vertically.

2. The device of claim 1 wherein said annular sheet of
cushioning material is substantially entirely recessed in a
depressed central portion which comprises substantially
the entire rear surface of said sheet metal backing.

3. The device of claim 1 which includes a forwardly
extending peripheral flange extending from said sheet to
surround the periphery of said body, said peripheral
flange including an inturned outer lip portion extendingacross the peripheral edge of the front surface of said
body to secure said body to said backing.
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about 4 inches, a 3-foot object can be readily and rapidly
identified 100 feet to the rear of the vehicle. If the
curvature is too flat, or the radius of curvature is too
great, the operator of the vehicle is deceived into believ-
ing that distances can be accurately judged when in
reality they cannot. Within the dimensions given the
radius of curvature of the mirror body 10 depends on the
size of the flat vehicle mirror 12 to which the concavo-
convex mirror is applied.

It is further preferred that the diameter of the mirror
body 10 be between about 2 inches to 4 inches, The
diameter of the mirror body 10 depends on the size of
the flat vehicle mirror 12 to which it is applied. For
example, for a flat, round vehicle mirror having a diam-
eter of 4 inches, a mirror 8 applied thereto which has
about a 2-inch diameter will be satisfactory, If the fiat
vehicle mirror 12 has dimensions between 3 inches to 4
inches wide and 4 inches to 8 inches high, a suitable
mirror 8 may have a diameter of about 3 inches, On
the other hand, if the flat vehicle mirror 12 has a width
between 4 inches to 5 inches and a height of about 16
inches, then a concavo-convex mirror 8 having a diam-eter of about 4 inches will be suitable,

In the form of the invention shown in FIGS. 4 and 5
a flat back 16 is applied to the mirror body 10 as best
secn in FIG, 5, The application of the flat back 16 to the
mirror body 10, in effect, converts the mirror body from
@ concavo-convex configuration to a planar-convex con-
figuration. The back 16 has a circular configuration de-
fined by an outwardly flared annular flange 18 which
encircles the mirror body 10 and is in full contacting
engagement with the circumferential edge 20 thereof.
Affixing of the back 16 to the mirror body 10 is achieved
by applying an adhesive cither to the circumferential
edge 20 or to the flange 18, and it is preferred that the
adhesive be weather resistant and particularly moistureor water resistant.

To achieve the affixing of the mirror 8 to the existing
vehicle mirror 12, which in many instances will already
be mounted on a vehicle, it is preferred that a pressure
sensitive adhesive 22 be employed, and this may be dis-
tributed over the entire exterior surface of the back 16,
and in this manner a firm face-to-face bonding between
back 16 and mirror 12 is accomplished. By using a
suitable pressure sensitive type of adhesive, the attach-
ment of mirror 8 to the face of mirror 12 may be releas-
able for removability of the mirror 8 from the mirror
12 for moving the mirror 8 to a more desirable position
on the face of mirror 12, or to replace mirror 8.

Although the mirror body 10 may be fabricated of any
suitable material having a mirror finish, such as brightly
polished metals, or plastics which have applied thereto
a substance to produce a mirror surface, it is preferred
that the mirror body 10 be fabricated of glass which has
been “silvered” to produce the desired mirror surface,
The back 16 also may be fabricated of many materials,
but metal, such as aluminum,is preferred.

Referring now to FIG. 3 wherein it may be seen that
the mirror 8 is applied to the lower portion of vehicle
mirror 12, positioning of mirror 8 on the vehicle mirror
12 is entirely optional with the vehicle operator, but it
has been found that the position illustrated in FIG. 3 is
preferred. However, the pressure sensitive adhesive 22
which imparts the property of being able to remove
mirror & from mirror 12 at the discretion of the vehicle
operator, provides the operator the opportunity of select-
ing, by trial and error, the position most desirable from
his view point.

FIGS. 1 and 2 serve to illustrate the advantages
achieved by applying mirror 8 to mirror 12. In FIG.1,
which is an overhead or an aerial view of a truck, the
dotted lines define the limited horizontal rear view field
of vision achieved with the.flat vehicle mirror 12; where-
as the solid lines in FIG. 1 illustrate that mirror 8 con-
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siderably enlarges the horizontal field of vision to the
rear and side to afford a more accurate and completedetermination of road conditions.

The enlarged horizontal rear view field of vision
achieved with mirror 8, as illustrated in FIG. 1, provides
the vehicle operator with the opportunity of quickly and
accurately ascertaining the conditions adjacent the side
of the vehicle with respect to vehicles approaching and
passing wide from the rear; whereas the flat vehicle
mirror 12 fails to provide this information, In other
words, mirror 8 would eliminate certain “blind areas”
which heretofore were present. Therefore, the flat mirror
12 in combination with the convex mirror 8 provides the
vehicle operator with a greatly extended horizontal rearview field of vision.

FIG. 2 is a side view of a truck which serves to illus-
trate by representative dotted and solid lines the vertical
rear view field of vision achieved with the flat vehicle
mirror 12 and the convex mirror 8, respectively, the
latter not being seen in FIG. 2, due to the position of the
mirror 12. It may be seen that the vehicle operator can
only see as low as the tops of the rear trailer wheels
when mirror 12 is used and the top of the truck cannot
be seen st all. But mirror 8 enlarges this vertical field
of vision to such an extent that the operator can see the
rear wheels of the tractor portion of the truck and the
top of the truck adjacent the cab. This enlarged vertical
rear view field of vision is of great benefit to vehicle
operators because it removes critical “blind spots" to
such an extent that compact automobiles and the like
can be morereadily seen. Of particular importance, with
the present invention the operator is able to see pedes-
trians or children on bicycles and tricycles near the right-
hand rear tractor and trailer wheels, and is also able to
see curbs, fire hydrants and the like at the right-handside of the vehicle.

FIG.6 illustrates a second form of a circular rear view
vehicle mirror 28 having a concavo-convex body 30 which
may be removably applied to a flat vehicle mirror 12.
The body includes a flat annular surface 32 which is
perpendicular to the axis of said body. When preferably
a pressure sensitive adhesive 34 is applied to surface 32
and the body 30 is removably affixed to flat vehicle
mirror 12, a reliable face-to-face bond will be achieved
between surface 32 and the vehicle mirror 12. With
body 30 shaped in the manner defined, the peripheral
edge 36 thereof blends or tapers into the mirror 12,

In all other respects mirror 30 is substantially identical
to mirror 8 and produces substantially identical results,

FIG. 7 shows a third form of the invention wherein
the mirror body 10 is attached to a flat rear view mirror
-38 by providing a circular recess 40 in the face of mirror
38, and seating the circumferential edge 20 of mirror
body 10 therein, with a suitable bonding material being
distributed about the edge 20. The circular recess 40
has an outwardly flaring outer defining edge 42 that is
complementary to and slightly larger than the circum-
ferential edge 20 of mirror body 10, and preferably the
mirror body 10 is composed of substantially thinner glass
than the mirror 38 so that the circumferential edge 20
can be completely recessed within the circular recess 40
so that the surface of mirror body 10 blends smoothly
into the surface of mirror 38. Although the circular
recess 40 is shown in FIG.7 as a circular channel, it is
to be understood that the recess 20 could be enlarged to
include the entire area circumscribed by the outer edge 42.

Although it is preferred to employ a pressure sensitive
type of adhesive to secure mirror 8 or mirror 28 to the
flat existing vehicle mirror 12,it is to be understood that
any other suitable bonding material May be employed
within the scope of the invention,

FIGS. 8-11 illustrate a further form ofthe convex rear
view vehicle mirror unit 50 which comprises a circular
concavo-convex body 52, a generally flat sheet metal
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(57) - ABSTRACT
A rear view mirror assembly mounted to one side of a
given vehicle is disclosed herein and includes a mir-
rored surface supported in a fixed position relative to a
predetermined observation point for viewing a second
trailing vehicle. This mirrored surface includes a first
segment horizontally and/orvertically curved in accor-
dance with changing magnification ratios, preferably in
a way which defines a substantially linear relationship
between the position of the trailing vehicle and the
horizontal and/or vertical position of its image on the
curved surface segment. In this way, as the trailing
vehicle approaches the lead vehicle from behind, hori-
zontal and/or vertical movementofits image across the
curved segment is controlled, preferably to a speed
linearly proportionate to the speed of thetrailing vehi-
cle relative to the lead vehicle. At the same time, the
mirrored surface provides a view incorporating the rear
section of the lead vehicle includingits rear tires on the
mirror supported side.
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REAR VIEW MIRROR ASSEMBLY

BACKGROUNDOF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to rear. view
mirrors for vehicles and more particularly to an im-
proved rear view mirror assembly (1) which eliminates
the blind spot that normally occurs just before the pass-
ing vehicle comes abreast of the lead vehicle (2) which
more accurately reflects the position and movement of
the passing vehicle as the latter approaches the lead
vehicle, and (3) which in one embodiment provides a
field of view that not only eliminates the blind spot but
also incorporates the rear tires on the mirror supportingside of the lead vehicle.

In the past, it has been general practice by most driv-
ers, especially. drivers of tractor-trailers and recre-
ational vehicles to use two rear view mirrors on one
side of the vehicle, a main mirror and a secondary mir-
ror. Typically, this main mirroris large and planar for
providing a view back down the road a substantial
distance behind the driver, especially since its usual
field of view is limited to about 10°. On the other hand,
the secondary mirroris typically smaller and consists of
a convex section of a sphere, generally referred to as a
“bulls eye” mirror. This latter mirroris utilized to elimi-
nate the blind spot located to oneside of the driver of
the lead vehicle andits use is limited to that general field
of view. As a result, the driver is required to move his
eyes from one mirror to the other in order to keep track
of the other vehicles on the road. Moreover, because
the “bulls eye” mirror is spherical in nature and typi-
cally defines a relatively small radius of curvature the
image reflected is badly distorted both inits vertical and
horizontal planes.

The general effect of the “bulls eye” mirroris to give
a distorted view of the size and speed of the oncoming
vehicle. More specifically, as this latter vehicle ap-
proaches the blind spot of the main mirror, the image in
the secondary “bulls eye” mirror is quite small (in all
dimensions) relative to the actual size of the vehicle.
However, as the oncoming vehicle moves forward and
comes nearly abreast of the driver, the image appears to
growin size and “jump out” from the mirror at such a
rapid rate as to exaggerateits forward speed. The prob-
lem is that the imageis at first so small as to make the
approaching vehicle appear to be at a considerable
distance behind the driver's vehicle until the “jumping
out” effect which occurs only when the approaching
vehicle is already at an unsafe nearness. Because of this
“jumping out" effect and movement of the eyes from
one mirror to the other, safety to the drivers of the lead
vehicle and passing vehicle as well as others in the near
vicinity are threatened by the inability of the driver of
the lead vehicle to quickly and accurately judge the
situation as it relates to the passing vehicle. Because of
these difficulties many drivers choose to ascertain the
presence of a passing vehicle by turning their heads for
a fraction ofa second just before starting to pass another
vehicle themselves. This, of course, causes a momen-
tary distraction of the driver's view ahead where new
hazards may suddenly occur.

There have been some suggestions in the prior art for
eliminating some of the problems discussed above. For
example, German Pat. No, 1,921,076, dated Nov. 19,
1970 discloses a rear view mirror including an overall
mirrored surface having a planar section and an integral
curved section which together presumably provide the
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same field of view as the planar mirror and separate
convex mirror discussed above. While this patent ap-
pears to eliminate the problems associated with using
two distinct mirrored assemblies for eliminating the
blind spot and for viewing substantial distances rear-
wardly, it does not address itself to the problem ofdis-
tortion (of speed and size) discussed previously. Specifi-
cally, this reference does not teach or suggest any
means or method for eliminating the exaggerated way
in which the on-comingortrailing vehicle is viewed as
the latter approaches the lead vehicle.

Another prior art reference which combines two
mirrored surfaces for increasing the field of vision is
U.S. Pat. No. 4,012,125 (Hart), dated Mar. 15, 1977.
However,like the German patent, this reference does
not address itself to the problem of image distortion
with respect to size and speed (jumping out effect) as
the passing vehicle approaches the lead vehicle. In fact,
this patent specifically teaches the utilization of mir-
rored surfaces each having a constant magnification
(which includes demagnification) ratio M, at least in
horizontal planes through the mirrored surfaces. One
object of the patent was to eliminate angular distortion
and this was achieved by maintaining a constant magni-
fication ratio. However, Applicant has found that as the
image of an approaching vehicle moves horizontally
across the mirrored surface of the lead vehicle it does so
at a speed which, by virtue of the constant magnifica-
tion ratio of the mirrored surface, seems grossly dis-
torted relative to the speed of the oncoming vehicle. In
this regard, Applicant has found that a linear relation-
ship between movementofthe trailing vehicle and its
image across the mirror eliminates such distortion.
However, since each of the mirrored surfaces disclosed
in the Hart patentis designed with a constant magnifica-
tion ratio in the horizontal plane, Applicant has also
found that there cannotbe a linear relationship between
the position of the passing vehicle and the horizontal
position ofits image on the mirrored surface, as viewed
from a given observation point, specifically the eyes of
the driver of the lead car. This does not mean however,
that any mirrored surface having a magnification ratio
which varies across its horizontal extent automatically
defines the linear relationship just discussed. As will be
seen hereinafter, the mirrored surface must be of a par-
ticular curvilinear configuration to provide this type of
linear relationship as will be described hereinafter. Ap-
plicant has discovered that distortion of the type de-
scribed can thus be reduced by providing a curved
surface based on a changing magnification ratio (to be
described hereinafter). The rear view mirror assembly
constructed in accordance with the present invention
includes such a mirrored surface, thereby reducing and
preferably eliminating the distortion described above, as
will also be seen.

In addition, the assembly of the present invention
eliminates the aforedescribed blind spot and,in a partic-
ular embodiment, it provides a relatively wide field of
view including the rear tires of the mirror-mounted side
of the vehicle as well as a tailgating vehicle. This wide
field of view is attained even for mirrors mounted rela-

tively high onlargetrailer trucks andthe like by provid-
ing a vertical curvature similar to the horizontal curva-
ture described above, as will be seen.
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OBJECTS AND SUMMARYOF THE
INVENTION

One object of the present invention is to provide a
rear view mirror assembly which is uncomplicated in
design, economical to provide and yet one which over-
comes the various drawbacks discussed previously.

A morespecific object of the present invention is to
provide a rearview mirror assembly which is adapted
for connection to one side of a vehicle and which elimi-
nates the blind spot typically located on that side while,
in a particular embodiment, at the same time providing
an undistorted field of view to the rear including the
rear tires located on the mirror-mounted side of the
vehicle, even if the assembly is mounted relatively far
from the ground as onalargetrailer truck or the like,
and the top front edge of the trailer when one is being
pulled.

Anotherspecific object of the present invention is to
provide a rear view mirror assembly which allows the
driver to more reliably judge the position and speed of
an oncoming vehicle as the latter approaches from be-hind.

As will be seen hereinafter, the rearview mirror as-
sembly disclosed herein is one which is adapted for
mounting to one side of a given vehicle in a fixed posi-
tion relative to a predetermined observation point in the
vehicle for viewing a secondtrailing vehicle when the
lead vehicle is in one lane and the second vehicle is in
the next adjacent lane in a position along a substantially
straight line path behind the lead vehicle. As will also be
seen, this assembly includes a mirrored surface and a
mounting structure adapted for connection to the side
of the lead vehicle in the fixed position recited so as to
view the oncomingvehicle.

In accordance with one aspect of the present inven-
tion, the mirrored surface of one assembly disclosed
herein when in the position described provides a rear-
ward field of view including the previously described
blind spotat the front edge ofthe field and also a view
of a tailgating vehicle. This is accomplished by design-
ing the mirrored surface to provide a rearward view
which, in a horizontal plane through this surface, ex-
tends from a forwardmost point about 15° to 20° rear-
ward of a line extending normal to the path of move-
ment of the vehicle and through the mirrored surface to
a rearward point about 91° to 93° and preferably about
92° from the same normalline. ;

In accordance with another aspect of the present
invention, the mirrored surface of the one assembly
disclosed herein includes a segment which is curved in
any horizontal! plane therethrough in accordance with
decreasing magnification ratios M (to be described) for
reducing the previously described image “jumping out
effect”. In a preferred embodiment this surface segment
defines a substantially linear (that is straight-line) rela-
tionship between (1) the position of the second vehicle
(actually a given point on the second vehicle) when the
vehicle (actually the given point) is located along the
aforedescribed straight-line path, within a predeter-
mined range of distances from the mirrored surface
segment, and (2) the horizontalposition ofits image on
the mirrored surface segment as viewed from the obser-
vation point. In this way, the image moves horizontally
across the surface segment at a speed substantially lin-
early proportionate to the speed of the oncoming vehi-
cle relative to the speed of the first vehicle. This in turn
allows the driver of the first vehicle to more accurately
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judge the position and speed of the oncoming vehicle,
specifically when the latter is within a predetermined
distance range behind the driver. The mirrored surface
Just recited preferably includes a second segment which
is preferably planar and thus has a magnificationratio,
M, of | and provides an undistorted image of an ap-
proaching vehicle that is behind the lead vehicle. The
magnification ratio of the first segment varies over a
range of values and approaches as a limit at the edge
nearest the second segmenta valueof1. Thus the image
of the trailing vehicle is seen continuously and with
magnification decreasing smoothly from a value of 1 to
a lesser value (preferably greater than 1/100) until it
reaches the unaided peripheral vision of the driver of
the lead vehicle.

In accordancewith still another aspect of the present
invention, the mirrored surface of another assembly
disclosed herein not only includes the horizontally
curved segment and a planar segment just recited but
also a vertically curved segment along a bottom edge
portion of the mirrored surface. This latter segment is
preferably curved to define the same type of linear
relationship,that is, a linear relationship between (1) the
position of a given point on a second trailing vehicle
when the latter is located along the aforedescribed
straight line path, within a predetermined range ofdis-
tances from the vertically curved segment and (2) the
vertical position of its image on this latter segment as
viewed from the observation point. This particular fea-
ture is especially suitable for mirror assemblies to be
mounted relatively far from the ground which is typi-
cally the case’ when used with trailer trucks or the like.
in this way, the driver cannotonly see his rear tires on
the mirror mounted side but he can also see a relatively
small vehicle such as a Volkswagen, even when the
latter is to one side of the driver. This is to be distin-
guished from the situation which exists when a verti-
cally planar mirroris utilized with a large vehicle such
as a trailer truck or the like. In this latter case, it has
been found that a typical vertically planar mirror, for
example one having a vertical span of 16 inches and
mounted, for example, 7 feet from the ground will not
provide a view of a compact vehicle, for example, a
Volkswagen, which is 5 feet high and which has its
front edge :3 feet back from the mirror, as will be seenhereinafter.

In accordance with yet another aspect of the present
invention, the mirrored surface just described is also
vertically curved along a top edge portionandis partic-
ularly suitable for use with the large vehicle just recited.
The particular curvature provided along the top edge
portion is one which would include the top front edge
of a trailer being pulled and in a preferred embodiment
also provides the linear relationship described previ-
ously. This is quite helpful for vehicles pulling trailers
under a bridge or other such obstructions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG.1 is a schematicillustration, in plan view, of two
vehicles moving in the same direction ona roadway, the
first lead vehicle including a rear view mirror assembly
constructed in accordance with the present invention
and a secondtrailing vehicle attempting to pass the leadvehicle.

FIG.2 is a schematic illustration, in plan view, show-
ing the trailing vehicle in a numberof positions behind
the lead vehicle and showing the rear view mirror as-
sembly of the lead vehicle exaggerated in size to illus-
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trate how the imageofthetrailing vehicle moves across
the mirrored surface of the assembly.

FIG.3 schematically illustrates the mirrored surface
of the assembly in horizontal cross-section, particularly
showing how the image of the approaching vehicle is
reflected off of the mirror towards a fixed observation
point, specifically the viewing point of the driverin thelead vehicle.

FIG.4 is a horizontal sectional view of the mirrored
surface similar to the view in FIG, 3 but showing spe-
cific geometric considerations which are necessary to
design the specific curvature of the mirrored surfacein
accordance with the present invention.

FIG.5 is a graphicillustration representing the angles
of view (object angles) presented by an approachingvehicle as a function of distance,

FIG.6 is a diagrammaticillustration of the mirrored
surface illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4, particularly show-
ing the overall field of view provided by the mirrored
surface as it relates to a passing vehicle whichis located
in what would otherwise be the blind spot and as it
relates to the lead vehicleitself and especially the fact
thatthefield of view includes points directly behind thelead vehicle.

FIGS.7a, 6 and ¢ are graphic illustrations of the way
in which the image of the passing vehicle moves hori-
zontally across the mirrored surface in two specific
embodiments, as this latter vehicle approaches the leadvehicle.

FIG.8a is a horizontal sectional view of a mirrored
surface designed in accordance with an actual preferred
embodiment of the present invention and illustrating
actual object and image angles.

FIG.84 is a horizontal sectional view similar to FIG.8a but of another embodiment.

FIGS.9a and 9b are graphic illustrations specifically
illustrating the way in which the image of the approach-
ing vehicle moves across the mirrored surface designed
in accordance with a number ofembodiments including
the preferred embodiment (FIGS. 7a and 8a) as com-
pared to the way in which the image moves across a
curved mirrored surface designed in accordance with
the prior art and one whichis fully planar (if this were
large enough).

FIG.10is a frontal view ofa rear-view mirror assem-
bly constructed in accordance with another embodi-
ment of the present invention.

FIG.11is a vertical sectional view of the assembly of
FIG.10, taken generally along line 11—11 in FIG. 10.

FIG,12 is a schematic illustration in side elevational
view, of a relatively large vehicle, specifically a trailer
truckor thelike utilizing the rear-view mirror assembly
of FIGS. 10 and 11 and particularly illustrating the
vertical field of view obtained by this assembly as com-
pared to a planar mirror of the prior art.

FIG.13is a vertical graphicillustration similar to the
horizontal illustration of FIG.5, but specifically for the
rear view mirror assembly utilized with the vehicleillustrated in FIG. 12.

FIG.14 is a vertical graphic illustration similar to the
horizontalillustrations of FIGS. 7a and 6, but specifi-
cally for the assembly utilized with the vehicle of FIG.12.

FIG. 15 is a vertical sectional view of a mirrored
surface designed in accordance with an actual embodi-
mentofthe present invention, specifically the one espe-
cially suitable for use with the vehicle illustrated inFIG.12.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION AND PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

Turning now to the drawings, wherein like compo-
nents are designated by like reference numerals
throughoutthevariousfigures, attentionis first directed
to FIG. 1. This figure diagrammatically illustrates two
vehicles 10 and 12 moving in the same direction on a
roadway, as indicated by arrows 14 but in different
lanes generally indicated at 16 and 18. As seen in FIG.
1, lead vehicle 10 includes a rear view mirror assembly
20 whichis constructed in accordance with the present
invention. This assembly is mounted on the driver's side
of the vehicle by means of a conventional mounting
structure 22 and includes a mirrored surface 24 whichis
maintained in a fixed position relative to a predeter-
mined observation point OP within the vehicle, specifi-
cally the viewing pointofthe driver for viewing vehicle
12. In this regard, the mirrored surface is preferably
adjustable (by conventional means, not shown) to suit
the observation points of different drivers. In addition,
the horizontal field of view provided by mirrored sur-
face 24 is specifically illustrated in FIG. 1 as extending
between vertical planes P1 and P2 and end at Opposite
sides of the mirrored surface. As specifically seen in
FIG.1, plane P1is located at an angle ©; rearwardly of
a vertical plane P3 extending through mirrored surface
24 normalto the vehicle's direction of movement. Plane
P2 is located at an angle ©, behind plane P3.

As stated previously, mirrored surface 24 is designed
in accordance with the present invention to provide
two special features. First, the overall field of view of
this mirrored surface is sufficiently wide horizontally to
not only include what is normally thedriver's blind spot
but also the rear of the mirror-mounted side of vehicle
10 and directly behind thelatter. This is accomplished
by specifically designing mirrored surface 24 so that
plane Pi (which limits the forwardmost field of view)is
between about 15° and 20° rearward of plane P3 and
preferably about 17.5*. This clearly includes the previ-
ously described blind spot. Plane P2 on the other hand
is located between approximately 91* and 93° rearward
ofplane P3, preferably 92° since this is normally all that
is required to extend beyond a vertical plane coinciding
with the side of vehicle 10 including assembly 20.
Hence, as illustrated in FIG. 1, the field of view in-
cludes the rear of the mirror-mounted side ofvehicle 10
and a portionoftailgating vehicle (not shown). More-
over, the mirrored surface may be of sufficient length
vertically or vertically curved as in another embodi-
ment (as will be seen) to incorporate the reartires on
that side within the field of view as seen from point OP.

The second special feature of mirrored surface 24
discussed previously can be initially illustrated best in
FIG.2. As seenin this figure, vehicle 12is illustrated in
a numberofdifferent positions as it approaches the lead
vehicle 10, In this regard,as stated previously, the over-
all rear view mirror assembly is shown exaggerated in
size. In addition, the arrows 26 extending horizontally
across mirrored surface 24 represent the movement of
the image of vehicle 12.as viewed at point OP as the
on-coming vehicle moves from position 1 to position 2
and so on until it passes beyond plane P1 (not shownin
FIG.2). As will be seen hereinafter, this second special
feature of mirrored surface 24 resides in the use of a
segment whichis specifically designed to minimize the
previously described “jumping out effect” by defining a
substantially linear relationship between the position of
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vehicle 12 as it moves from position 1 to position 2 and
so on and the horizontalposition ofits image as it moves
in the direction of arrows 26. In this way, the image
moves horizontally across the surface segment, as indi-
cated by arrows 26, at a speed substantially linearly 5
proportionate to the speed of vehicle 12 as the latter
moves through the various positions shown. As will be
seen in a preferred embodiment,this speciallinear rela-
tionship between the oncoming vehicle and its image
occurs only when the oncoming vehicle is within a
predetermined range ofdistances from the lead vehicle.
The second horizontal segmentof the mirrored surface
provides rearward viewing beyond this range and spe-
cifically includes the rearward section of vehicle 10, asdescribed above.

In order to more fully understand the nature of mir-
rored surface 24 from a structural standpoint certain
positional relationships must be assumed and certain
definitions must be provided. With regard to the for-
mer,it is to be assumed,at least for the purpose of de-
scribing a specific embodimentof the mirrored surface,
that vehicle 12 (the trailing vehicle) is relatively small,
specifically six feet wide and 12 feet long, which is
about the size of a Volkswagen or similar compact
automobile. The right side of vehicle 12 (the side closest
to vehicle 10) is 3 feet to the left of mirror assembly 20
measuring from the outermost point of the mirrored
surface. Moreover the mirrored surface itself in this
embodimentis assumed to have a horizontal extent of 7
inches and in some embodiments a vertical extent of 10
inches or more, andit is positioned approximately 30
inches from the driver's eye (the observation point OP).
In this way, the maximum angular extent across the
mirrored surface from one vertical edge to the other as
measured from point OP is approximately 10°, as best
seen in FIG,6. In this regard, for purposes oflimited
drawing space, the rays (lines) to point OP have been
broken awayin this figure and in FIG.3. Obviously, the
size of vehicle 10 is not relevant with respect to viewing
oncoming vehicle 12 except thatit is to be assumed that
vehicle 10 contains no obstruction to the rearward field
of view other than its rear side illustrated and discussed
with respect to FIG. 1. In addition, it should be noted
that the rear view mirror assembly ofthe present inven-
tion is especially suitable for use with large vehicles
suchas tractor-trailer and recreational vehicles. More-
over, whether the rear view mirror assembly is located
to the driver's left as illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2 orto
his right just outside the passenger side of the vehicle,
the various positional relationships just described would
be the same, except of course that the vehicle being
viewed would be located to the rightofthe lead vehicle
and the position of the observation point (the driver's
view) would change and hence changethetotal image
angle, and therefore, require adjustmentof curvature of 55
the mirror to achieve the same object angle relationship.

With regard to specific definitions which are neces-
sary to more fully understand the present invention,
attention is directed to FIGS, 3 and 4. FIG, 3 diagram-
matically illustrates mirrored surface 24 in horizontal
cross-section as it is located relative to plane P3 and
observation point OP. This latter figure specifically
illustrates a number ofobject angles ©}, 2, and so on
through 6,,and a numberof image angles aj, a2, and so
on through an. Anyofthe object angles may be defined
as that angle subtended by plane P3 andaline extending
from the object point being viewed to the particular
point on mirrored surface 24 at which the image ap-
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pears from observation point OP (in the counter-clock-
wise direction). On the other hand, the image angle can
be defined as that angle subtended by a straight line
between the. image on the mirrored surface and the
observation point OP and plane P3 (in the clockwise
direction). As illustrated in FIG. 3, each object angle
8}, ©2, and so on includes its own associated image
angle, a), a2, and so on.It should be apparent that each
object angle and associated image angle represent a
particular position of a given point on vehicle 12 rela-
tive to the mirrored surface and observation point OP in
vehicle 10. The horizontal “magnification ratio" (M) at -
any given section along the mirrored surface is ALA/-
AOAalong thatsection,i.c., the change in image angle
over change in object angle.

Referring to FIG. 4, there are other positional rela-
tionships which must be defined. As seen in this latter
figure, the particular object angle line and its associated
image angle line are shown impinging on a curved seg-
ment of mirrored surface 24 at a particular point. A
tangent T to the curved surface can be drawn at that
point along with a line n normalto the tangentline. In
this way,it can be seen that the object angle line and the
tangentdefine an incident angle “i” and the image angle
line and the tangent define an equalreflection angle “r’”.

Based on the foregoing positional relationships and
definitions, it will become apparent that a mirrored
surface can be designed which meets certain criteria. It
will also be seen that the mirrored surface of the present
invention is specifically designed to include the various
features discussed previously. However, it should be
equally apparent from the discussion to follow that a
mirrored surface which includes these various features
can be readily provided even if the positional relation-
ships described should be different, of course, assuming
these relationships are known ahead oftime, Moreover,
this:is true whether the surface being designed is to have
a specific horizontal curvature, a specific vertical cur- -vature or both.

As stated above, based on the positional relationship
between vehicles 10 and 12 and mirrored surface 24,
each ofthe object angles ©), and @2 and so on represent
the actual position oftrailing vehicle 12 in lane 18 rela-
tive to vehicle 10. Object angle 0) represents the closest
position at which the entire vehicle 12 can be viewed by
mirrored surface 24 from observation point OP. Note
that the outermost part ofthe front of the vehicle posi-
tion seen in FIG. 6 is observed at the extreme outer
edge of the mirrored surface. Angle ©, on the other
hand represents the rearwardmost limit of view pro-
vided by mirrored surface 24 from observation point
OP which,as noted, is at the nearest edge of the mir-
rored surface. The various object angles between these
extremes obviously represent the positions of the vehi-
cle 12 therebetween. This is best seen in FIG. 5 which
shows objects angles as a function of distance for three
different points on vehicle 12 as indicated on the figure.
As stated above, each object angle has an associated
image angle. Hence, image angle a, whichis seen at an
extreme far edge of the mirrored surface represents the
closest position of vehicle 12 while a, which is seen at_,
the closest edge of the mirrored surface represents the
Tearwardmost point of view. As seen in FIG. 6, the
entire horizontal extent of mirrored surface 24 in the
embodimentillustrated includes a 10° image angle span.

Referring to FIGS. 7a and 6, the general way in
which the image angle a varies with the position of
vehicle 12 relative to mirrored surface 24 (based on the
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positional relationship described above) is graphically
illustrated for two embodiments, specifically for a mir-
ror assembly “B" (FIG, 7a) and an assembly “C" (FIG.
76). While the horizontal extent of mirrored surface 24
spans 10° from an image angle standpoint, as just stated,
the horizontal axis represented in FIGS. 7a and 6 in-
cludes only 8° of the mirrored surface. More specifi-
cally, while the maximum extent of the viewing image
on mirrored surface 24 may be separated into 10° as seen
in FIG.6, only 8° are required for the graphic illustra-
tions of FIGS. 7a and 6. The vertical axis represents
distance between mirrored surface 24 and the front end
of vehicle 12. Lines L1 and L2 represent the way in
which the image of the front left and the rear right,
respectively, of vehicle 12 (the driver’s side and passen-
ger side, respectively) move across the mirrored surface
from rightto left as the vehicle moves closer to vehicle
10. Referring to FIGS. 8¢ and 6, in conjunction with
FIGS.7a and 4, in accordance with the present inven-
tion, mirrored surface 24 while preferably being an
integral surface can be functionally separated into at
least two segments 24a and 246. In this embodiment,
both of these segments are preferably planar in any
vertical plane therethrough, thereby eliminating verti-
cal distortion of the image shape (as opposed to distor-
tion in speed and movement). Moreover, segment 246 is
preferably planar or substantially planar in any horizon-
tal plane therethrough, particularly as this segment
extends further from section 24¢. Thus, section 245
which comprises the near horizontal side of the mir-
rored surface provides substantially or entirely undis-
torted rearward viewing of shapes at far distances, spe-
cifically at positions between object angles O4 and ©, in
FIG.3. In a preferred embodiment, surface section 244
comprises approximately 36% of the overall mirror.
This section is particularly designed so that the maxi-
mum rearward viewing angle @, is greater than 90",
specifically between 91* and 93° and preferably 92° as
illustrated in FIG.6. In this way, the backside ofvehicle
10 can be viewed. Before proceeding with the detailed
description of the invention it will be helpful to examine
the geometric relationship of an approaching vehicle to
the driver's observation of this in a rear view mirror.
This was done graphically up to distances of about 100
feet and mathematically thereafter up to 500 feet rear-
wards of the driver's mirror. The approaching vehicle
was a small vehicle 6 feet wide and 12 feet long withits
forward left corner being used as one reference angle,
called object angle (OA)andthis pointis 9 feet to left of
driver's mirror. Another reference angle is for front left
corner 12 feet to left of driver's mirror. A third is the
rear right corner3 feet to left and 12 feet back. FIG. 5
shows how the object angle (OA) follows curves rap-
idly changing in slope upto a distance back of between
50 and 150 feet. This rapid change in slope is the cause
of the “jumping out"effect previously mentioned. Note
from FIGS, 9a and 96 how a planar mirror would have
to be approximately 50 inches wide to include the
“jumping out" part of the image and the practical im-
possibility of this is what causes the blind spot or zone
near the driver's vehicle. Also note in FIGS. 9a and 95
how the prior art method offixed magnification ratio,
designed in this case to provide the same angular range
of object angle, while solving the blind zone problem,
would have the “jumping out” problem.

In a preferred embodiment of this invention desig-
nated as Mirror B in FIG. 96, a smooth transition is
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obtained from planar to curved mirror surface startingat about 300 feet back.

Thus it may be seen that the method taughtis to
provide controlled curvature and magnification ratio
(M value) so as to offset the geometric “jumping out”
effect caused by the rapid increase in object angle (OA)
as the passing vehicle approaches the driver's mirror.
One could say that a special curvature is created so as to
balance or offset the increase in OA. In the prior art
methods, on the other hand, the constant M naturally
leads to the “jumping out" effect which results from
rapid change in OA as the pursuing vehicle approaches.
In the prior art method using a constant M value means
that the curve for image angle (IA) merely parallels the
planar curve, at a scale reduced so as to eliminate theneed for a mirror 50 inches wide.

FIG. 96 offers two additional embodiments, specifi-
cally Mirror A and C. Mirror A has no planar part
while Mirror C is 54% planar. Both Mirrors A and B
have the linear relationship up to about 35 feet rear-
wards. Mirror C has thelinear relationship up to about150 feet rearwards.

Wheresection 246 is planar, its M at any point along
its length (horizontally) is constant, specifically equal to
one. This of course is the reason this section provides
undistorted viewing of shapes. However,as stated pre-
viously, a constant M, even one equal to unity as in a
planar mirror, results in excessive image distortion or
exaggeration with respect to speed and movement gen-
erally of the object being viewed, .especially at close
range. Therefore, section 24a which is provided for
close range viewing has a continuously decreasing M,
as will be seen, to reduce and preferably eliminate this
type of distortion. Mirrored surface 24a which, as
stated, is responsible for viewing-vehicle 12 at close
range, specifically as it approachesvehicle 10 (between
aboutobject angle 6; and 64), is curved in the horizon-
tal plane. However, as also stated, this latter mirrored
section is not curved injust any way but rather in accor-
dance with decreasing Ms (from right to left in FIGS.
Ja and 6) so as to define the linear relationship between
the position of the second vehicle when the latter is
within a predetermined range ofthe first vehicle and the
horizontal position of the image on surface segment 24a,
as described previously. This is best illustrated in FIGS.
Ta and 5 by means ofthe straightline section L1'ofline
LI. Note that as the object point on vehicle 12 repre-
sented by line L1' moves toward vehicle 10 (down the
vertical axis) its image moves linearly across surface
segment 24a (along the horizontal axis). Also note that
this is the only segment ofcither line (in both figures)
which does this. In other words, until the object point
being viewed moves into the view of the right position
of surface segment 24a, represented by L1' in FIGS. 7a
and 4, its position/image relationship is not a linear or

straight-line relationship. It should be apparent that
because ofthis linear relationship as the object actually
moves, its velocity and the velocity of its image are
linearly proportionate. Hence, the driver of vehicle 10
can readily judge the speed and position of the passing
vehicle as the latter comes within the view offered by
the right portion of segment 24a.

It should be apparent from FIGS. 7a and 6 that the
straight-line relationship illustrated has a fixed slope
which is dependent upon the amount of mirrored sur-
face 24 thatis linear for a given length of actual move-
ment oftrailing vehicle 12, for example the last 30 feet.
Where the slope is at 15°, for example, the image in
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section 24¢ moves horizontally at a particular speed that
is proportional to the speed of the approaching vehicle.
On the other hand, where the slope is greater than 15°
for the same distance (e.g. 150 feet), the image moves
slower while for slopes less than 15°, the image moves
faster. However, in each of these cases image move-
ment is always linearly proportionate to movement of
the approaching vehicle. Hence,if the latter moves at a
constant speed, image speed will be constant. If the
approaching vehicle accelerates or decelerates, the
image movementwill accelerate or decelerate propor-
tionately. This allows the driver to use section 24a not
only for observing the approaching vehicle but also as a
tool for gaugingits speed and position as it approaches.

It should also be apparent from FIGS. 7a and 6 in
conjunction with FIGS. 3 and 8a and 6 that the entire
mirrored surface 24 is comprised of curved section 24a
and planar or nearly planar section 246. In this regard,
it is to be understood, as stated previously, that the
presentinventionis not limited to this straight-line rela- 2°
tionship (althoughit is preferred) but rather one which
is closer to this type of relationship than is obtained
whenthe M ofthe curveis constant. In any event, this
results in decreased M’s at successive points along the
horizontal extent of the curved surface.

Asstated above, mirrored surface 24 is designed with
specific parameters in mind,as dictated by the aforedes-
eribed positional relationships including the particular
size of the mirrored surface recited. First, angle 0,is
approximately 17.5", as stated. This would just include
theleft front point ofvehicle 12 whenthe latter is 3 feet
behind plane P3 (9 feet from the mirrored surface),
clearly eliminating the aforedescribed blind spot. Angle
©, is approximately 92°, thereby allowing the mirror
mounted side of vehicle 10 to be readily viewed. In this
regard,if the mirroris sufficiently long vertically, it can
provide a view of the rear tires on this same side which
is of particular advantage to the driver of a tractor-
trailer, recreational vehicle or other such large vehicle.
However, in the specific embodiment described above,
the length of mirrored surface 24 is approximately 10”,
which is not sufficient to provide this particular view,
unless the tires are about 30° back or unless the mirrored
surface is also vertically curved, as will be discussed
hereinafter. Object angle @4 separates the mirrored
surface into the segments 242 and 24d.

In view of the foregoing, it should be readily appar-
ent that mirrored surface 24 can be designed to provide
the various parameters recited by means of reverse
engineering, that is, by starting with the desired object
angles and associated image angles based on mirror
dimensions, positional relationships and the definitions
discussed previously. The graphic illustration of FIGS.
7a and 6 as well as one for object angles (relative to
distance)as illustrated in FIG.5 is helpful to this end. In
this regard, attentionis specifically directed to FIGS. 8a
and 6 whichillustrate two actual mirrored surfaces 24
one of which is constructed in accordance with the
preferred embodiment including the various features
discussed above. Also, for purposes of comparison,
FIGS.9a and 9billustrate the image angle versus dis-
tance for a mirrored surface which is constructed in
accordance with a constant M (suchas the priorart) but
which has the same dimensions and positional relation-
ship as surface 24, as described previously. This prior
art type of surface has been specifically designed to
have a magnification ratio of about 1/7.45 throughout

25
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its horizontal extent whereas this ratio is continuously
changing along segment 24a ofsurface 24.

With respect to FIGS.7a and 4, it is worthy to note
first that the lines L1 and L2 represent the horizontal
bounds ofthe image in the mirrored surface constructed
in accordance with the present invention. Moreover,it
can be seen that line L1 includes a substantially straight
section Li’ which represents the linear relationship
across at least a part of surface segment 24a. Note that
in FIG. 7a this section extends from about 7° across the
mirrored surface to the 10° mark which represents the
outermost horizontal edge of the mirrored surface.
From a distance standpoint, it also extends between
about3 feet and 30 feet back from previously described
plane P3. Hence when a vehicle 12 moves through this
range,its image is seen movinglinearly across mirrored
section 24a. A similar linear relationship is clearly ab-
sent in the prior art mirror as seen in FIGS. 9a and 9b.
In fact, it can be seen that, as the trailing vehicle moves
within the range of 3 to 50 feet from the leading vehicle,
its image horizontally is clearly nonlinear. This image
increases substantially with distance as it moves closer
to the lead vehicle, enlarging in size at a rather high
nonlinear rate. As a result, the driver of the lead vehicle
may easily misjudge the position and speed of the pass-ing vehicle.

As stated at the outset, one of the chief purposes of
the present invention is to improvethe drivers’ ability to

39 Judge the position and speed of an approaching vehicle
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in the adjacentlane, especially when this vehicleis close
to the driver's vehicle. It has been amply shown herein
that this may be achieved by a mirror design which
provides a linear relationship between the Position of
the approaching vehicle and the position ofits image on
the drivers’ mirror. However, it has been found that
another feature of the subject mirror that can easily be
overlooked concernsthesizé of the imagelaterally, that
is, from right to left, as this image moves across the
mirror. Ideally, the size should increase in a continuous
and predictable manner,preferably the image being at a
maximum size just before the approaching vehicle
reaches the unaided peripheral vision ofthe driver.

Referring again to FIG. 7a and FIG. 7b, as stated
previously, L1 and L2 show the extreme edges of the
image as the vehicle moves from 500 feet back to the
closest position of 3 feet back. In these figures it may be
observed, therefore, how thelateral size of the image
varies as it moves across the mirror by simply noting the
lengths of the horizontal lines terminating at L1 and L2
on these curves. In this regard note the considerable
difference between FIG. 7a and FIG. 7b, the former
whichis for Mirror B appearing to come muchcloserto
the above stated ideal condition, that is the size of the
imageincreasing continuously as the distance decreases
and reaching a maximum size at the closest position.
Referring now to FIG.7e, this is simply a presentation
of data from FIG. 7a and 76 butit Provides a more
easily visible comparison of the image size relationship
to distance. Morespecifically, FIG. 7c illustrates image.
width (horizontalaxis) as taken from FIGS. 7a and 7b as
a function of distance (vertical axis). Not only does
Mirror B meet the above stated ideal condition butit
has one further important advantage. In about the clos-
est 50 feet, the size of the image increases at a faster but
still linear rate across the mirror. This greater and linear
rate of size increase corresponds in the close range of
distance to the L1' part of the curve in FIG. 7a.
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Mirror C on the other hand, as seen in FIG. 7b, has a
steeper slope in L1 than that of FIG. 7a. In this same
closest range of distance in whichthesize of image for
B in FIG,7e js rapidly and nearly linearly increasing,
the size of image for C in FIG. 7c is rapidly and nearly
linearly decreasing, reaching a size at 3 feet back about
the same as that size for the same mirror found in FIG.
Te at 300 feet back.

The reason for the marked differences in image
size—distance relationship between Mirror B and Mir-
ror C lies in the difference in M values for the two
Mirrors and one indication of this is the considerable
difference in slope of Li’ between FIGS. 7a and 7h,
Since M is equal to AIA/AQA,naturally a more grad-
ual slope in L1’ means 2 more gradual change in curva-
ture of the mirror which in turn means a higher mini-
mum M value at the mirror's outer-left-edge. Note in
Tables I and If which follow that minimum M value for
Mirror B is 1/60 whereas for Mirror C minimum M
value is 1/183. Thus it is apparent that minimum M
value should probably be greater than 1/100 and prefer-
ably greater than 1/70 or about 1/60.

Two other differences between Mirror B and Mirror
Care (1) the length of L1’ and (2) the percent of Mirror
width thatis planar. [t appears that LI’ should represent
about 30 or 35 feet distance back and certainly less than
100 feet. Similarly, the percent of mirror that is planar
should be about 30 to 40. This is because it is desirable
for the mirror to offer a smooth and continuous transi-
tion from planar to maximum curvature as the imagemoves across the mirror.

The actual numerical values set forth in FIGS.8a and
6 should be self-explanatory. For purposes of simplicity,
the image angles of 43" to 33° have been converted to
the 0° to 10° illustrated. The various calculations associ-
ated with FIGS. 7a and 5, Ba and 4, 9¢ and 95 for Mir-
rors B, C and A are set forth in Tables I, IJ and III
below. Table IV offers complete data on object angles
generally as used herein, which angles have either been
discussed or will be. Table V presents complete data on
object and image angles for mirrors B and C.

TABLE I
MIRROR B 36% PLANAR

ns Mag.grees Degrees* Ratio Degrecs*
Feet to Object Image ALA ‘Angle of Degrees***
Rear Angie Angle s0A4 Incidence Tangent

 

(9 our) (OA) (IA) M Reflection Angle
J 17.8 10.0 25,25 7.75isn
i 29.5 95 31.45 =37ae
6B 37.0 96 452 +181730
“7 3.0 a4 38,3 +4.71/25

10.6 46.0 a2 49 +7412a
jis 52.6 9.0 434 +94120
45 36,8 aa 415 1g17
16.5 60.2 8.6 ana 2.9via
44 63.0 i+ 488 l42Wis
20.3 65.) Ra 50.05 13.25Vas
223 eno A. 51,0 lou17.6
27.0 70.4 5 Sd05 17.65176.2

5

35

45

30

55

65
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TABLE I-continued

MIRROR 5B 36% PLANAR
Mag.

Degrees Degrees* Ratio Degrees*
Feet 10 Object Image IA Angle of Degrees***
Rear=Angle Angle AOA Incidence  Tungent

 

(9 oul) (OA) (LA) M Reflection Angle

175.6
39.6 16,7 65 56.6 20.1

46
46,5 79.0 60 58.0 21.0

175.6
63,0 ate 5.5 59,65 22.15154
96.0 Ba § 50 61.25 23,25

Vea
iy 6.3 45 624 235

2.6
213 a7 40 63.3 243

VL
das 88.5 5 64.0 243

!
516 89.0 30 645 a51
1031 89.5 as 65,0 24.51
00 90.0 2.0 65.5 24.5

"Numbers | 10 10 used for simplificationActually 10.0 = 33-0 and 20 = 41.0

*TAngie of Incidence and Reflection =a““Tangent Angle = OA — Angle of Incidence and Reflection

TABLE II

MIRROR C 34% PLANAR
De- De- Mag.
gress ogressSsRatio. Degrees*

Feet to Object Image _AIA Angle of Degrees
Rear Angle Angle AOA Incidence “Tangent

(our) (OA) (TA) M Reflection Angle (AT)pialekSEiteeake
3 18.0 10.0 BS wt =—Ts

1/183 5.47
5 29.0 9.04 31.03 —2.03

Via 5.21
73 5 9.86 436,32 +35.18

1/106 42)
10.0 48.0 978 40.61 +739

1/100 2.97
5 54.0 O71 43.64 + 10.36

1/55 245
15.0 39.0 9.62 46.19 +1281

1/30 1.72
ins 62,5 9,55 470.97 +1453

1437.5 1.46
20.0 65.5 947 49.51 +15.99

1/26 1.41
25.0 69.4 9.32 31.354 +1786

1/22.5 L7z
300 73.6 9.16 53.42 + 19,58

1/16 L.13
35.0 75.4 901 34.69 +20.71

1/12 AT
0 773 85 58.72 +2158

173 62
45,0 78.7 £70 36,5 +22.20

L/6.25 40
soo 8679.7 8.34 $7.08 422.62

175.67 70
60.0 Ald aad 58.08 +273.32

12.96 at
75.0 83,3 7.76 39.27 +2405

I/LB3 ad
100.0 A484 6.92 60.46 +2438

Wiad ale
las.0 AS.87 6.20 61.3 +2444

04
150.0 A656 544 62.06 + 24.50
200.0 87.42 5K i 62.92 +2450 0 i300.0 WIR (72 ' 63,74 +1450 0 '
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TABLEII-continued TABLEIII-continued

MIRROR C 545% PLANAR MIRROR A 0% PLANAR
De- De- Mag. Mag-*
grees grees Ratio Degrees* Degrees Degrees Ratio Degrees

Feet to Object Image AIA Angleof Degrees 5 Feet to. Object Image Al Angle of Degrees
Rear Angle Angle 404 Incidence Tangent Rear=Angle Angle A0A Incidence Tungeni(out) (OA)—(TA) M Reflection Angle (AT) (9 out) (OA) (1A) M Reflection AngleOO

400.0 #HIE 3,29 i 64.21 +2450 0 200 a7.4 348 615 +ELgSOO 8897 #303 «| 64.47 +2450 0 Via
1 o 300 Aa.28 3.0 64.1 +242‘Actually (0=3\0und 20=41,0 a Va“Actually (1.0 = 35,0 a =

400 SB.71 2.8 44 +243"Angle of Incidence and reflection = SAS t/26
“*"Tangent Angle = OA — Angle of Incidence and Reflection, 500 45.97 27 4.6 144“Sev footnotes for Tables fund [1

TABLEIl 5

MIRROR A 0% PLANAR TABLE IV
Mag.* OBJECT ANGLES OF APPROACHING VEHICLE

Degrees Degrees Ratio Degrees (Based on Mini-car (2 ft, long. 6 ft. wide and 5 fi. high)
Feet to Object Image ola Angle of Degrees Distance ;Reor Angle Angle A Incidence Tangent 39 of ——HorizontalAngles*
(9 auty (OA) (WA) M Reflection Angle Vehicle 3 Fee!
3 12.5 10.0 25.25 —TI5 Front Out—WetlicalAngles**__

1457.5 Behind and 12 9 W2 2 4.5 7
§ 29.0 28 314 =21 Driver Feet Feei Feet Feet Feet Feet

1/319 Mirror Back ‘Out Out Down Down Down
10 47,5 9.22 40.6 +69 25__(Feet) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg) (Deg)

17a2) 3 5 7S 140 335 360 67.0- = x via os aes 5 775 290 25 220 420 545
1S 81 39.5 4S 150 31.0 43.020 55.5 82 ia 30.1 +154 10 82 420 400 1S 230 350

: Is 83.5 $9.0 SLS5 1.64 17.0 25,025 03.4 m4 Gan 53} +10 32g 75 655590
35 85.6 6.4 64.0 458 103 15.5

30 73.0 TAT on 54.4 + 18.6 w 86.05 73.0 68.0 4.82 8.5 13.2
35 B64 5.4=(710 ma. NS. ila

is 154 Si pay 45.6 einlk 40 8695 773 73.0 28% 8663) (10.0
‘ 45 8703 787 75.0 255 «57 8940 77.3 a4 wea 369 +2004 3550 873 979.7 «765002285. 79

15 88.0 83.3 80.8 L530 34g 3.35
45 78.7 o18 Wan 31.8 ras 100 BEAT=84,84 83.12 LS 257 0

rs 125 88.74=BS.B7) BAS 092 2.06 ut30 19.7 9 bis aa +213 10 BB94 866.560 B54 G72
200 89.19 8742 8657 0,57 1.29 2.01om aA s3 as ak +220) ig 00 49.45 BR2R ETT! «38863

Wa, 4 = 400 89.58 88.7) 8828 029 0.64 1.00* = = Wa. - - 500 89.66 BEST 88.63 023052080
100 4.84 45 61.7 423.1 “Angle io line normal to vehicles motion1726 “*Angle 19 horigonial tine

TABLE V

OBJECT AND IMAGE ANGLES FOR MIRRORS B AND C, Distance of

Vehicle Front MIRRORBOMIRROR C
Behind Driver's_9Fr,Qut12 Ft. Back 9 Ft Out 12 Fi. Back

Mirror (Feet) OA IA OA IA AIA OA 1A OA IA AIA
3 715° 100 785 613 387 17-5 100 BS 8.72 Las
5 9.0 98 7975 59 3.9 19.0 494 79.75 #54 1.40
i) 39.5 953 810 565 388 39.5 G86 81.0 6.32 1.54
10 48.0 925 820 547 3,78 48.0 978 820 B12 1:66
Is 59.0 8.73 835 5.25 3.48 59.0 9.62 BS Tes 1.97
20 65.5 82 8475 495 325 65.5 947 Ba75 7.01 247
25 6O4 767 85.6 4.71 296 694 932 85.6 647 285
0 73.0 7.15 8605 457 258 73.0 G16 8605 609 1.07
By WS4 675 864 449 2.26 754 9.01 Rod 4.75 4.26
40 73 64 8695 4.27 2.13 773 8.85 B69S S10 4,75
as 77 66.08 A703 4.2 18H 78:7 8,70 8703 4.95 1.75
30 9.7 59 873 40 18 77 B54 B13 475 479
i W330 5.3 680 377 153 833 7.76 BRO 40) (476
toa 84.84 495 8847 35 145 84.84 6.92 BB47 15% 3.39
(25 85.87 47 8874 33 14 8587 6.20 BB74 3260 1,04
{30 W636 447 8894 3.05 1.42 R656 5.44 BR4 20h LAR
200 AT42 41 8979 28) 1.29 8742 4.58 8919 281 [77
100 BE2K8 167 8945 255 1.12 BB2M 272 A945 2s8 4.22
400 ABT) 3.29 89.58 242 O87 BBTI 3.29 ROSH 242 O87

.
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TABLE V-continued bai)
OBJECT AND IMAGE ANGLES FOR MIKRKORS 6 AND c ; bee! anes

Distince wf i“ as .
Vehicle Front MIKROR A MIRROR C t

Behind Diver's 9 Fi. Gut 12 Fi. Back 9 Fi Our 12 Fi. Buck rf reaMirror (Feet) OA IA OA {A AIA OA 1A OA 1A ATA
500 RE9O7 32.03 89.66 2.34 0.67 HRY? 3.0) 8946 234 0.49

Note that Table I shows the data developed for the 10 the entire length of each edgesection or only along
trailing vehicle which is 12 feet long and 6 feet wide and
which is 3 feet to one side of the mirror (embodiment
B). The specific point on this vehicle measured is at the
left front fender which is actually 9‘ from the mirror
(the 3’ spacing plus the 6' width of the vehicle). There
are 6 columns in Table [, The first column sets forth the
various positions of the trailing vehicle in feet, the sec-
ond and third columns set forth the object and image
angles at these positions, the image angle being con-
verted to a0" to 10° span. The fourth column showsits
magnification ratio. The fifth column illustrates the
angle of incidence “i” and angle of reflection “r" shown
in FIG. 4. The next adjacent columnlists the tangent
angles of the tangentlines illustrated in FIG.4, specifi-
cally that angle T formed between the tangent and
plane P3 in FIG.4.

Tables IJ and E11 give similar information for a second
and third embodiment whichare illustrated in FIGS. 9a
and 94 as Mirror A and Mirror C.

Having described the overall mirror assembly and
specific embodiments thereof,it is to be understood that
these assemblies can vary in size and position relative to
an observation point or to the object being viewed and
yet can be readily designed to include the various fea-
tures recited above, based on the teachings herein. For
example, the assembly could be located on the oppositeside of vehicle 10, as stated. The mirrored surface can
be larger than the surface described previously and
segments 24¢ and 246 can vary in size relative to one
another. These are of course only examples of the
changes which can be provided so long as these changes
are compatible with the features of the present inven-
tion described previously.

The foregoing has been a description of a rear view
mirror assembly including a mirrored surface, specifi-
cally surface 24, which is planar in vertical section.
While the mirror described provides a view directly
behind the vehicle supporting the assembly unless it is
very large vertically and/or relatively close to the
ground, it does not provide view of the driver's rear-
view tires (on the mirroy mounted side). More impor-
tant, when the assembly is utilized in a conventional
position on a relatively large vehicle, as stated, it does
nol provide a View of smaller vehicles as the latter pass,
as will be best seen in FIG. 12. In order to overcome
these problems, a rear view mirror assembly generally
designated by the reference numeral 20‘ in FIG. 10 may
be provided. This assembly includes a mirror surface 24!
which may be identical to previously described surface
24 in honzontel section and hence may be divided into
two segments 24q' and 246’. The segment 240° corre-
sponds to the horizontally curved segment 24¢ and
segment 244’ corresponds to the planar segment 240.
However,as illustrated best in FIG. 11 in conjunction
with FIG. 10, mirrored surface 24’ is not entirely planar
in vertical section but is slightly curved along a bottom
edge portion 30 and may also be curved along a top
edge portion 32. Each vertical curve may extend along
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portions thereof depending upon the field of view de-
sired. As will be seen from the graphic illustrations and
tables to follow, these curves provide the same type of
linear relationship discussed with respect to the hori-zontal curvatures.

Turning specifically to FIG. 12, mirror 20' is shown
mounted to a typical large truck 34 at a point 7 feer
above the ground and, while no shown,it is mounted 34
inches from the driver's eye (the observation point). In
the embodimentillustrated, the mirroris 16 inches high
from its bottom edge to its top edge. It has been found
that if this assembly were entirely planar vertically it
would provide the vertical field of view indicated by
the dotted field of view lines V1 and V2. Note that each
of these field of view lines extends at an angle ofapprox-
imately 13° with the horizontal. Also note that it does
not include any part of a compact vehicle generally
indicated by the box (dotted) at 36 when the latter is
located in the position shown,that is, to one side of the
mirrored assembly and 3 feet back therefrom. In addi-
tion, if the back of the truck is higher than that shown,
for example, 10.5 feet from the ground, as illustrated by
dotted lines, the front edge would not be seen atall.
However, assembly 20’ is not planar vertically in its
entirety, but rather includes previously recited curve
section 30 and 32. Vertically curved section 30 increases
the field of view downward to 67° from the horizontal
(as compared to 13") as seen by view line VI' and it also
increases the field of view upwards to 42", from the
horizontal (as compared to 13") as seen by view line
V2". Thus, it can be seen from FIG, 12 that an object 5'
high such as the front ofvehicle 36 begins disappearing
from the driver's view in a planar mirror (at ground
level) at a distance of 30 feet back from the assembly.
From 30 feet to 9 feet back the view becomes more and
more limited until at 9 feet, the smaller vehicle leaves
the view entirely, However, utilizing mirrored surface
24’, the rear view mirror assembly will continue to
show a full frontal view of the smaller vehicle until its
front edge is 3 feet back from the mirror assembly and
even the smaller vehicle passes this point, much ofits
body will still be in view. Note also that the rear tires
(on the same side of the assembly) can now be seen
where they could not with the planar mirror, of course
unless the tires were more-than 30 feet back from the
mirror assembly. It should also be noted that mirrored
surface 24’ can readily show the top of vehicle 24 at a
point 3 feet back up to a height of 10.5 feet. This view
is often very important to the driver of a high vehicle
that is passing under s low object such as a wire,
branch, a tunnel or a bridge member.

The assembly just described was designed to give a
straight-line relationship between ihe distance back of
the ,-ailing vehicle and vertical position ofits image. To
more fully appreciate this, FIGS. 13 and 14 are graphic
illustrations of abject angle (VOA) and image angle
(WLA), respectively, as a function of distance for half of
mirrored surface 24’ including bottom curve 30 and are
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based on Table VI below. The lowerhalfof an actual
vertical section of this part of the mirror is shown in
FIG.15. The centerline is horizontally aligned with the
driver cye (observation point).

TABLE VI
MIRROR 20’ 51.59% PLANAR VERTICALLY

Feet De- De-
to grees Degrees Mag. Ratio Degrees grees**
Rear Object’ Image 1A Angle of Tan-
oe Angle Angle A Incidence—gent
out) (OA) (TA) M Reflection Angle (AT)
3 67.0 13.0 40.0 27.0

1/125 62
i 54.5 12.9 347 20.8

1/27 4.1
7 45.0 12.55 28.8 16.7

29 5.3
10 35.0 12.2 23.6 14

1/18 37
15 25.0 11.65 18.3 6.7

Wi4 L6
18 21.5 14 16.4 5.1

VW 2.2
23.3 16.5 10.72 13.6 29

1/48 1.2
29.2 13.5 10.05 11.8 17

W335 O8
36 Lo 9.28 10.1 09

M23 03
40 10.0 £8 9.4 0.6

Vig 0.2
45 9.0 8.27 B.6 a4

2.3 o4
50 rT I 17 Oo

1 0
60 63 65 65 oO

1 0
70 3.7 37 37 0

' o
80 3.0 3.0 5.0 0

1 0
90 4.45 445 4.45 0

1 0
100 4.0 4.0 4.0 o

I oO
125 3.2 32 3.2 o

I 0
150 27 at 27 9

1 0
200 2.0 2.0 2.0 o

1 0
300 1.3 13 13 o1 0
400 1.0 Lo 1.0 Oo

I 0
500 0.8 O8 0.8 0v
“Angle of Incidence & Reflection = ©
“*Tungent Angle = VOA — Angle of Incidence & Reflection

It should be noted that approximately 50% (actually
51.1%) of the vertical section illustrated is planar and
that the curved section provided the straight-line rela-
tionship discussed above but only for a certain distance
back. This is best illustrated in FIG. 14, where this
straight-line relationship is represented by the Segment
L3' comprising part of the curve L3. Curve L3 repre-
sents the vertical image angle as a function ofdistance at
a point on the approaching vehicle 7 feet down,that is,
at the bottom of the approaching vehicle and the second
curve L4 provides the same graphic illustration at the
top of the approaching vehicle, thatis, at a point 2 feet
downfrom the assembly. Note that at a distance back of
about 50 feet or less, curve segment 30 offers an image
of the bottom extremities which follows a Straightlinedown to 3 feet back,

It is to be understood that the particular mirror 20’ (as
well as 20) are provided for exemplary purposes only

and not to limit the invention. The mirrored surfaces of
the present invention are ones which can be provided
with the horizontal curvature discussed previously in
conjunction with the vertical curvature at its bottom
edge and it may or may not include a vertical curvature
at its top edge or, as discussed initially, the mirrored
surface may not be curved at all vertically. In this re-
gard it should be apparentfrom the respective discus-
sion of horizontal and of vertical image relationships,

© that in a mirror which is to “see" up and down as wellPp
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as sideways at near objects, that there will be portions
of such a mirror, that is towards the outer corners,
where curvature will be required both vertically and
horizontally. This will mean that lower right and/or
upper left portions of such a mirror will be rounded in
such a waythat a given point on the mirrorwill reflect
an image to the O.P. that enables observation corre-
sponding to both types of curvature discussed herein.

In view of the foregoing it should be apparent that
the mirrored surfaces previously described can consist
of a single planar surface section (horizontally and/or
vertically) and a single curved section (horizontally
and/or vertically) which meets the afore described
linear relationship. However, as also described previ-
ously, a third curved section (horizontally and/or verti-
cally) can be provided intermediate the first two sec-
tions. This intermediate section would provide a
smooth transition between the first two sections and
accordingly would not necessarily follow the linear
relationships described previously or any other linear
relationship.

Whatis claimed is: -
1. A rear view mirror assembly, comprising:
(a) a mounting structure adapted for connection to

one side of a first vehicle in a fixed position relative
to a predetermined observation point within thevehicle; =

(b) a mirrored surface supported by said mounting
structure for viewing a second vehicle from said
observation point when said first vehicle is in a
given lane, said second vehicle being in a next
adjacent lane along a substantially straight path
behind said mirrored surface; and

(c) said mirrored surface including a segment which
is curved in any horizontal plane therethrough, the
horizontal curvature of said segment defining co-
Operating object and image angles associated with
each point along its horizontal extent with respect
to said observation point, said angles being selected
so as to result in a predesigned continuous decrease
in the magnification ratio of and along the entire
extent of said curvature in the direction away from
said observation point, said predesigned decrease in
magnification ratio defining a linear relationship
between .
(i) the horizontal position of the image on the mir-

rored surface segmentof a particular point on a
forward portion ofsaid second vehicle as viewed
from said observation point when said second
vehicle is located along said path within a prede-
termined range of distances from said mirrored
surface segment, and

(ii) the distance back from said mirrored surface of
said second vehicle along said path, whereby
said image point moves horizontally across said
surface segment at a speed substantially linearly
proportionateto the speed ofsaid second vehicle
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relative to said first vehicle as said second vehi-
cle moves along said path within said range.

2. An assembly according to claim 1 wherein said
predesigned decrease in magnification ratio causes the
horizontal image width of said second vehicle on said
Segment as viewed from said observation point to in-
crease in size horizontally as the distance back ofsaid
second vehicle from said mirrored surface decreases to
about 10 feet, said increase in horizontal image width
being approximately linearly related to distance from
the mirror of said second vehicle when said second
vehicle is within said predetermined range.

3. An assembly according to claim 1 wherein said
predetermined range is from about 50 feet from said
mirrored surface to about 10 feet.

4. An assembly according to claim 1 wherein said
range ofdistances is from about 30 feet from said sur-
face segment to about3 feet.

5. An assembly according to claim 1 wherein said
mirrored surface segmentis substantially straight in any
vertical plane therethrough.

6. An assembly according to claim 1 wherein said
mirrored surface includes a second segment horizon-
tally to oneside ofsaid first-mentioned curved segment,
said second segment being substantially straight in any
horizontal plane therethrough.

7. An assembly according to claim 1 wherein said
mirrored surface includes at least one horizontally ex-
tending segmentincluding a bottom edge portion which
is curved in any vertical plane therethrough so thatat
least a portion ofsaid last-mentioned segment defines a
substantially linear relationship between the position of
said particular point on said second vehicle when the
latter is located along said path within a predetermined
Tange of distances from the mirrored surface segment,
and the vertical position of the image of said point on
said edge portion as viewed from said observation
point; whereby said image moves vertically across said
edge portion at a speed substantially linearly propor-
tionate to the speed of said second vehicle relative to
said first vehicle as said second vehicle moves along
said last-mentioned path within said range.

8. An assembly according to claim 2 wherein said
mirrored surface includes a horizontally extending sec-
tion having a top portion including a segment which is
curved in any vertical plane therethrough for providing
a view of an obstruction whichis about three feet back
of said mirror and about 10.5 feet above the ground.

9. An assembly according to claim 1 wherein said
magnification ratio decreases from a value of 1 to a
lowermost value notless than about 1/100.

10. An assembly according to claim 9 wherein said
lowermost value is not less than about 1/60,

11. An assembly according to claim 1 wherein said
mirrored surface includes a horizontally extending sec-
tion having a bottom edge portion which is curved in
the vertical plane therethrough for viewing said second
vehicle along a section of said path within a predeter-
mined range ofdistance from said bottom edge portion,
and having a magnification ratio which continuously
decreases from the upper horizontalside of the bottom
edge portion to the lower horizontal side thereof.

12. An assembly according to claim 6 wherein said
mirrored surface includes a third segment located hori-
zontally intermediate said first and second segments,
said third segment being curved but not having said
predesigned decrease in magnification ratio, said third
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segment providing an intermediate smooth transition
between said first and second segments.

13. An assembly according to claim 12 wherein said
mirrored surface consists essentially of said firstmen-
tioned curved segment, said second straight segment,
and said third intermediate segment the horizontal ex-
tent of said straight segment comprising approximately
36% of the entire horizontal extent of said mirrored
surface.

14. An assembly according to claim 12 wherein said
second straight mirrored segment is located between
said curved segments and said first vehicle when said
mounting structure is in said fixed position, said seg-
ments together providing a rearward view which, in a
horizontal plane through said segments, extends from
said mirrored surface to a forwardmost point at an angle
of about 15°-20" rearward ofa line normal to said path
and through said mirrored surface and a rearwardmost
point about 92°-95* from said normal line.

15. An assembly according to claim 14 wherein said
forwardmostpointis between about 17.5° rearwardly of
said line and said rearwardmostpoint is about 92° there-from.

16. An assembly according to claim 14 wherein said
mirrored surface has a horizontal extent of about 5 to 8
inches.

17. An assembly according to claim 16 wherein said
horizontal extent is about 7 inches.

18. A rear view mirror assembly, comprising:
(a) a mounting structure adapted for connection to

oneside ofa first vehicle in a fixed position relative
to a predetermined observation point within the
vehicle;

(b) a mirrored surface supported by said mounting
structure for viewing a second.vehicle from said
observation point when said first vehicle is in a
given lane, said second vehicle*being in a next
adjacent lane along a substantially straight path
behind said mirrored surface; and

(c) said mirrored surface including a segment which
is curved in any horizontal plane therethrough, the
horizontal curvature of said segment defining co-
operating object and image angles associated with
each point along its horizontal extent with respect
to said observation point, said angles being selected
SO as to result in a predesigned continuous decrease
in the magnification ratio of and along the entire
extent of said curvature in the direction awzy from
said observation point, said predesigned decrease in
magnification ratio
(i) causing the horizontal image width ofsaid sec-

ond vehicle on said segment as viewed from said
observation point to increase in size horizontally
as the distance back of said second vehicle from
said mirrored surface decreases to about 10 feet,and

(ii) defining a linear relationship between the hori-
zontal position of the image on said curved mir-
rored surface segmentof a particular point on a
forward portion ofsaid second vehicle as viewed
from said observation point when said second
vehicle is located along said path within a prede-
termined range of distance from said mirrored
surface segment, and the distance back from said
mirrored surface of said second vehicle along
said path, whereby said image point moves hori-
zontally across said surface segment at a speed
substantially linearly proportionate to the speed
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of said second vehicle relative to said first vehi-
cle as said second vehicle moves along said path
within said range.

19. An assembly according to claim 18 wherein said
mirrored surface includes at least one horizontally ex-
tending segmentincluding a bottom edge portion which
is curved in any vertical plane therethrough. :

20. An assembly according to claim 18 wherein said
mirrored surface consists essentially of said first and
second segments and wherein said first planar segment
comprises at least about 20% ofthe total horizontal
extent of said mirrored surface.

21. An assembly according to claim 18 wherein the
image of the outermost point on the front end ofsaid
second vehicle is fully visible on said mirrored surface
from said observation point when said outermost point
is a distance 12 feet laterally of said mirrored surfaceand five feet back therefrom.

22. An assembly according to claim 20 wherein said
curved segment comprises about 64% of the entire
horizontal extent of said mirrored surface.

23. An assembly according to claim.20 wherein said
first segment is planar in any vertical plane there-
through.

24. An assembly according to claim 21 wherein said
last-named image is seen from the observation point at
approximately the outer edge of the mirror when said
outermostpointis at said distance.

25. An assembly according to claim 18 wherein said
mirrored surface includes a horizontally extending sec-
tion having a bottom edge portion which is curved in
the vertical plane therethroughfor viewing said second

. vehicle along a section of said path within a predeter-
mined range of distance from said bottom edge portion,
and having a magnification ratio which continuously
decreasés from the upper horizontalside of the bottom
edge portion to the lower horizontal side thereof.

26. An assembly according to claim 18 wherein said
mirrored surface includes a horizontally extended sec-
tion having a top portion including a segment whichis
curved in any vertical plane therethrough for providing
a view of an obstruction which is about three feet back
of said mirror and about 10.5 feet above the ground.

27. A rear view mirror assembly, comprising:
(a) a mounting structure adapted for connection to

onesideofa first vehicle in a fixed position relative
to a predetermined observation point within the
vehicle; .

(b) a mirrored surface supported by said mounting
structure for viewing a second vehicle from said
observation point when said first vehicle is in a
given lane, said second vehicle being in a next
adjacent lane along a substantially straight path
behind said mirrored surface; and

(c) said mirrored surface including a segment which
is curved in any vertical plane therethrough, the
vertical curvatureof said segmept defining cooper-
ating object and image angles associated with each
point along its horizontal extent with respect to
said observation point, said angles being selected so
as to result in a predesigned continuous decrease in
the magnification ratio of and along the entire ex-
tent of said curvature in the direction away from
said observation point, said predesigned decrease in
magnification ratio
(i) causing vertical image width of said second

vehicle on said segment as viewed from said
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observation point to increase in size vertically as
the distance back of said second vehicle from
said mirrored surface decreases to about 10 feet,and

(ii) defining a linear relationship between the verti-
cal position of the image on said curved mirrored
surface segment of a particular point on a for-
ward portion of said second vehicle as viewed
from said observation point when said second
vehicle is located along said path within a prede-
termined range of distances from said mirrored
surface segment, and the distance back from said
mirrored surface of said second vehicle along
said path, wherebysaid image point moves verti-
cally across said surface segment at a speed sub-
stantially linearly proportionate to the speed of
said second vehicle relative to said first vehicle
as said second vehicle moves along said path
within said range.

28. A rear view mirror assembly, comprising:
(a) a mounting structure adapted for connection to

one side ofa first vehicle in a fixed position relative
to a predetermined observation point within the
vehicle;

(b) a mirrored surface supported by said mounting
structure for viewing a second vehicle from said
observation point when said: first vehicle is in a
given lane, said second vehicle being in a next
adjacent lane along a substantially straight path
behind said mirrored surface; and

(c) said’ mirrored surface including a first segment
which is planar in any horizontal plane there-
through and a second adjacent segment whichis
further from said observation point than said first
segment and which is curved in any horizontal
Plane therethrough, the horizontal curvature of
said second segment defining cooperating object
and imageangles associated with each point along
its horizontal extent with respect to said observa-
tion point, said angles being selected so as to result
in a predesigned continuous decrease in the magni-
fication ratio of and along the entire extent ofsaid
curvature in the direction away from said observa-
tion point, said predesigned decrease in magnifica-tion. ratio

(i) causing the horizontal image width of said sec-
ond vehicle on said second surface segment as
viewed from said observation point to increase in
size horizontally as the distance back of said
second vehicle from said mirrored surface de-
creases to about 10 feet, and

(ii) defining a linear relationship between the hori-
zontal position of the image on said second seg-
mentof a particular point on a forward portion
ofsaid second vehicle as viewed fromsaid obser-
vation point when said second vehicle is located
along said path within a predetermined range of
distances from said mirrored surface, and the
distance back from said mirrored surface ofsaid
second vehicle along said path, whereby said
image point moves horizontally across said sur-
face segment at a speed substantially linearly
proportionate to the speed ofsaid second vehicle
relative to said first vehicle as said second vehi-
cle moves alongsaid path within said range.* . * * *
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(57] ABSTRACT

A back mirror has plural mirror surface areas of different
curvatures disposed side by side or plural mirror surface
areas disposed side by side to form discontiouous planes.
The back mirror includes a dividing linc having a light
diffusion effect formed along a border portion of the plural
mirror surface areas. The dividing line may be formed by
projections and depressions having a light diffusion effect
which are formed on at least one of a transparent substrate.
reflecting film and a transparent thin film formed on the
reflecting film.
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BACK MIRROR AND METHOD FOR
MANUFACTURING THE SAME

This invention is a continuation-in-part of application
Ser. No. 08/495.854 filed on Jun. 28, 1995.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a back mirror capable of having
an colarged visual field by disposing mizror surface areas of
different curvatures side by side ordisposing mirror surfaces
side by side so as to constitute discontinuous planes and.
more particularly, to a back mirror of this type in which a
border portion of the mirror surface areas can be recognized
easily at night. ‘The invention relates also to a method for
manufacturing such glass.

A back mirror of a vehicle which is generally made in a
convex mirror surface of a constant radius of curvature or in
2 flat mizror surface has the disadvantage that its visual field
is so narrow that it has the dead angle. The visual field can
be broadened by reducing the radius of curvature of the
mirror surface but this reduces the image magnification and,
as a result, it becomes difficult to accurately recognize the
distance of the image.

As a back misor which has a broader visual field and
facilitates recognition of distance of the image, there has
been proposed a back mirror which has mirror surface arcas
of different curvature disposed side by side or has mirror
surface areas disposed side by side so as to constitute
discontinuous planes.

For example, a back mirror disclosed in Japanese Utility
Model Publication No. Sho40-6148 is shown in FIG. 2. The
mirror surface of this back mizror 10 is composed of plural
mirror surface arcas 12 having different curvatures and
disposed side by side. For another example, a back mirror
disclosed in Japanese Utility Model Publication No. Sho
62-118750 is shown in FIG. 3. The mirror surface of this
back mirror22 is composed of plural mizror surface areas 24
and 26 having different radiuses of curvature from each
other and disposed side by side. FIGS. 4A to 4D show an
example of a back mirror which has been manufactured in
the past. In this back mirror 28, the radius of curvature is
pradually changed.The mirror surface of this backmirror 2%
has a mirror surface area 30 (a spherical surface) having a
constant radius of curvature and a mirror surface area 32 (a
non-spherical surface) having a gradually changing radius ofcurvature.

Tn the prior art back mirror having plural mirror surface
areas, it will be dangerous unless a particular mirror surface
area is easily recognized at night as a mizror surface from
which an image reflected on the back mirror comes. For this
reason, it is necessary to form a dividing line indicating
division of the mirror surfacc areas along the border of the
mirror surface areas. In the example of FIG.2. for example,
dividing lines 18 to 21 are drawn with a noctilucent paint.
There is however the problem in this prior art back mirror
that the dividing lines 18 to 21 become hard to see with lapse
of time dn¢ to coming off or deterioration of the noctilucent
paint. In the example of FIG.3, dividing lincs 34 and 36 are
formed by printing. These dividing lines 34 and 36 however
are difficult to see at night. In the example of FIGS. 4A to
4D. a dividing line 38 is formed. as shown in FIGS. 4C to
4D,by cutting off a part of a reflecting film 42 formed on the
front or back surface of a glass substrate 40 along the border
of the mirror surface areas 30 and 32. In this example also.
it is difficult to see the dividing linc 38 at night. Besides, the
width of the dividing line 38 is so small that when a driver
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focuses his eyes on the rear view to look at the rear view
through this back mirror 28. the dividing linc 38 becomes
dim and hard to see. Moreover. in case an aluminum film is
used as the reflecting film 42, a portion adjacent to the
dividing line 38 is croded due to high heat gencrated by
cutting off of the portion for the dividing line 38 and back
coating cannot prevent such erosion.

It is, therefore. an object of the present invention to
provide a back mirror according to which a driver can easily
recognize a border portion between mirror surface areas at
night and a method for manufacturing such back mirror.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

For achieving the object of the invention, there is pro-
vided a back mirror having plural mirror surface areas of
different curvatures disposed. side by side or plural mizror
surface areas disposed side by side to form discontinuous
planes. said back mirror having a dividing line formed along
a border portion between the plural mirror surface areas.
wherein said back mirror has 4 transparent glass substraic
haying a front surface and a backsurface, and a reficing film
on said back surface of the transparentglass substrate. said
dividing line comprising fine projections and depressions on
the back surface of the transparent glass substrate, whereby
the fine projections and depressions constituting the dividing
line diffuse and refiect incident light entering from the front
surface of the transparent glass substrate thereby to cause the
diffused andreflected light to pass through the front surface
of the transpareot glass substrate to an eyepoint of a driver
and cause the driver to recognize the dividing line.

According to the invention, the dividing line is formed by
forming fine projections and depressions on the back surface
of the transparent glass substrate and, therefore, the dividing
line glistens at night with the fine projections and depres-
sions diffusing and reflecting head light of a vehicle running
in the rear or street light thereby causing the diffused and
reflected light to pass to an eyepoint of a driver and causing
the driver to easily recognize the dividing line. Accordingly.
a border portion between mimror surface areas can be casily
recognized and safety in driving can thereby be ensured.
Further, since the dividing line is formed by the fine pro-
jections and depressions, there is no coming off or deterio-
ration of the dividing line as in the case of the noctiluccot
paint so that the dividing line can be used for a long time.
Further, since the fine projections and depressions are
formed on the back surface of the transparentglass substrate,
the dividing line can be kept clean and, therefore. deterio-
ration in the light diffusion effect can be prevented.

In one aspect of the invention, by forming the reflecting
film on the entire back surface of the transparent glass
substrate and covering said dividing line with the reflecting
film, it becomes unnecessary to cut off the reflecting film
along the dividing line whereby corrosion of the reflecting
film at the cut partion can be prevented.

In another aspect of the invention, by cutting off the
reflecting film along the dividing linc and coating the
reflecting film continuously with a back coating on the back
surface of the refiecting film in 2 portion including the
dividing line and an area in the vicinity of the dividing linc,
the dividing line is covered with the back coating and.
therefore, deposition of dust on the projections and depres-
sions can be prevented and the dividing line can thereby be
kept clean and the function of the dividing line can be
maintained semipermanently. Further, cut portions of the
reficcting film in the direction of the width of the dividing
line are covered with the back coating and. therefore,
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corrosion of the cut portions can be prevented. Besides. by
selecting a coating material of a conspicuous color as the
back coating, the dividing Jine can be made conspicuous
even during daytime.

According to this aspect of the invention, since the
dividing line is a relatively thick onc havingthe width of0.5
mm or over, the dividing line can be clearly recognized
when the driver look at the rear view, even if the dividing
line becomes dim. Also, since the width of the dividing line
is 2 mmorless, the dividing line does not cause difficulty in
the driver’s seeing the rear view.

Tn still another aspect of the invention, there is provided
a method for manufacturing a back mixror having a dividing
line formed with projections and depressions and having a
light diffusion effect, said method comprising a step of
forming the projections and depressions by blasting.

According to this method, since the projections and
depressions are formed by blasting according to which a
surface is ground by causing small beads or the like material
to collide with the surface, a uniform light diffusion cffectcan be obtained.

Preferred embodiments of the invention will be described
below with reference to the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the accompanying drawings.
FIGS.1A and 18 are views showing an embodiment of

the invention in which FIG. LA is a front view and FIG. 1B
is a view taken along lines I—I in FIG, LA;

FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing a prior art back
mirror;

FIG. 3 is a front view showing another prior art backminor;

FIGS. 4A.4B.4C and 4D are views showing another prior
art back mirror in which FIG.4Ais a front view, Fig. 4B is
a sectional view taken along lines I—II in FIG. 4A,

FIG, 4C is a partly enlarged sectional view. FIG. 4D is a
partly enlarged sectional view:

FIG.5 is a partly enlarged scctional view showing specific
example of the structure of a dividing line in FIG. 1;

FAG, 6 is a partly enlarged sectional view showing other
example of the structure of the dividing line 56 FIG. 1; and

FIG,7 is a partly colarged sectional view showing other
example of the structure of the dividing line 56 FIG. 1.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

Figs. LA and 1B show an embodiment of the invention.
The figures show only a mirror portion. A back mirror 5@ is
of a mirror in which the radius of curvature changes gradu-
ally and is formed as a right side outer mirror (e.g. a door
mirror or a fender mirror). The invention of course is
applicable to otherback mirrors. The mirror surface of the
back mirror 5@ consists of a mimor surface area 52 (a
spherical surface) having a constant radius of curvature and
a mirror surface 54 having a gradually changing radius of
curvature (a gradually changing area or a non-spherical area)
disposed side by side. A dividing line 56 having a light
diffusion effect is formed in a border portion between the
mirror surface areas 52 and 54,

According to this back mirror 50. a normal rear view can
be seen by the mirror surface area 52 and a right sidé view
of the vehicle can be seen by the mirror surface area 54.
Since the dividing line 56 has a light diffusion effect. the
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dividing linc 56 glistens against the head light of a vehic ie
Tunning in the rear or strect light at night and, therefore. ye4
two areas 52 and 54 can be distinguished easily from e:other. ;

A specific example of the structure of the dividingline5
is shown in FIG. 3. A mirror surface is formed by 3
a reflecting surface 60 made of chromium or

deposition. After forming the reflecting film 60, the reflect.
ing film 60 is cut off in a portion where the dividing line 56
is to be formed. Alternatively, the reflecting film 60 maybe©
originally formed excluding a portion where the dividing
line 58 is to be formed, Then, the exposed portion of the rear"!
surface of the glass substrate 58 is ground uniformly by
blasting. ¢.g.. by causing fine beads to collide on the exposed
glass substrate portion, whereby fine projections and depres.)
sions 62 are formed on the exposed rear surface of the glass“
substrate 58. ‘Thus, a uniform light diffusion effect over the
entire dividing line 62 can be obtained. As the fine beadts,. |,
beads ofaluminum. silicon. iron or glass may be employed. ~
The fine beads should preferably have a diameter within a.
range between several microns and several hundred
microns.

For obtaining an excellent light diffusion effect. the dis-
tance between the peak and bottom of the projections and
depressions 62 should preferably be within a range between
several microns and several hundred microns. By setting the
width of the dividing line 56 within a range between 0.5 mm.
and 2.0 mm. the dividingline 56 can be clearly recognized
when the driver sees the rear view and, in this case, the
dividing line 56 does not become an obstacle in seeing the
rear view. The entire processing including cutting off of the
reflecting film 60 and forming of the projections and depres-
sions 62 on the glass substrate58 may be made continuously
by a sexies of blasting processes. Even if the reflecting film
60 is formed by an aluminum film, erosion which generally
occurs in cutting off the film will mot occur because the
reflecting film 60 is ground by physical collision of beads

 

20 used in the blasting process without gencrating a high heat.

50

Another example of the dividing line 56 is shown in FIG.
6, This is alsoof a type in which a mirror surface is formed
by forming a reficcting film 60 made of chromium or
aluminum on the rear surface of a glass substrate 58 by
sputtering or vapor deposition. Before forming the reflecting
film 60, projections and depressions 62 are formed by
blasting on the rear surface of the glass substrate 58 in a
portion where the dividing line 56 is to be formed. Then, the
reflecting film 60 is formed on the entire rear surface of the
glass substrate 58. According to this processing, cutting of
the reflecting film 60 is obviated so that occurrence of
erosion along the cut off portion can be prevented.

Another example of the structure of the dividing line 56
is shown in FIG. 7, This is a modified structure of the one
shown in FIG. 3 in which the back surface of the mirror is
coated with a back coating 68 from the upper end portion to
the lower end portion along the dividing line 56 so that the
dividing line 56 is coated with the back coating 68 to shield
it from the outside air. The back coating 68 is coated with a
width which is larger than the width of the dividing line 56
to cover the entire dividing line 56. A coating of any desired
color may be used as the back coating 68.

According to this arrangement, the dividing line 56 is
covered with the back coating 68 and, therefore. deposition
of dust on the projections and depressions 62 can be pre-
vented and the dividing linc 56 can thereby be kept clean and
the function of the dividing line can be maintained semi-
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permanently. Further. cut portions 60a and 602 of the
feflecting film 60 in the direction ofthe width of the dividing
line 56 are covered with the back coating 68 and, therefore.
corrosion of the cut portions 60a and 60b can be prevented.
Besides, by selecting a coating material of a conspicuous
color as the back coating 68, the dividing line 56 can be
made conspicuous even during daytime. In addition. not-
withstanding that the projections and depressions 62 con-
stituting the dividing line 56 are covered with the back
coating 68, the projections and depressions 62 still have the
light diffusion effect, glistening against head light of a
vehicle running in therear or street lightat night and thereby
enabling the mirror surface areas 52 and 54 to be distin-
guished easily from each other. The back coating 68 may be
applied not only in a portion in the vicinity of the dividing
line 56 but also on the entire back surface of the mirror to
cover the entire reflecting film 60.

In the above described embodiments, the projections and
depressions 62 are formed by blasting. The projections and
depressions 62 may also be formed by other methods such.
for example, as projection of laser beam and stamping using
a die having projections and depressions.

In the above described embodiments, the dividing line 56
is formed in the form of a solid line (i.c., a continuowsline).
Alternatively, the dividing linc 56 may be formed with a
dotted Line or other type of line. It is only essential that the
dividing line should distinguish the border between adjacent
mirror surface areas. In the above described embodiments.
adjacent mirror surface areas have different curvatures. The
invention is applicable also to a case where a mirror surface
is divided into adjacent areas which have the same curvature
but constitute discontinuous planes (i.c, constituting an
angle between the adjacent areas), The number of mirror
surface areas is not limited to two but it may be three or
more. The invention is applicable not only to an outer mirrorbut also to an inner mirror.

What is claimed is:
1. A back mirror haying plural misror surface arcas of

different curvatures disposed side by side to form discon-
tinuous planes, said back misror having a dividing linc
formed along a border portion between the plural micror
surface areas. wherein said back mirror has a tansparent
glass substrate having a front surface and a back surface. and

40
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a refiecting filmon said back surfacc of the transparent glass
substrate, said dividing line comprisingfine projections and
depressions formed on the back surface of the transparent
glass substrate, whereby the fine projections and depressions
constituting the dividing line diffuse and refiect incident
light entering from the front surface of the transparcat glass
substrate thereby to cause the diffused and reflected light to
pass through the front surface of the transparent glass
substrate to an cyepoint of a driver and cause the driver to
recognize the dividing line.

2. A back mirror as defined in claim 1 wherein said

reflecting film is formed on the entire back surface of the
transparent glass substrate and said dividing line is covered
with the reflecting film.

3. A back mirror as defined in claim 1 wherein the
reflecting film is cut off along the dividing line and the
reflecting film is continuously coated with a backcoating on
the back surface of the reflecting film in a portion including
the dividing line and an area in the vicinity of the dividing
line.

4, A back mirror as defined in daim 1 wherein the width
of the dividing line is within a range between 0.5 mm and
2 mm.

5. A method for manufacturing a back mirror haying
plural mirror surface areas of different curvatures disposed
side by side to form discontinuous planes, said back mirror
having a dividing line formed slong a border portion
between the plural mirror surface areas, wherein said back
mirror has a transparent glass substrate having a front
surface and a back surface, and a reflecting film on said back
surface of the transparent glass substrate,.said dividing line
comprising fine projections and depressions formed on the
back surface of the transparent glass substrate, whereby the
fine projections and depressions constituting the dividing
line diffuse and reflect incidentlight entering from the front
surfaceof the transparent glass substrate thereby to cause the
diffused and reflected light to pass through the front surface
of the transparent glass substrate to an eyepoint of a driver
and cause the driver to recognize the dividing line. said
method comprising a step of forming the projections and
depressions by blasting.
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(57) ABSTRACT
A rearview mirror assembly for an industrial vehicle
comprising a C-shaped supporting element, ® mirror
attached to this supporting element, hinging for
attaching the supporting element in a projecting posi-
tion to the body of the vehicle defining at least one
preferential angular position of the supporting element,
and a telescopic rod connected to a lower arm of the
supporting elementand to a bracketfixed to the vehicle
body, so as to reduce the vibrations during use of the
supporting element and equipped with clastic means
exerting a return force on the arm.
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REARVIEW MIRROR ASSEMBLY FOR A
VEHICLE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates fo 8 rearview mirror
assembly, and in particular, but not exclusively, to an
external rearview mirrorforindustrial vehicles. Exter-
nal rearview mirror assemblies for industrial vehicles
are known to generally comprise a substantially C-
shaped supporting element hinged at its ends to a side
part of the vehicle body, and a mirror attached to a
central part of the supporting element. At least one of
the points at which the supporting element is connected
to the vehicle body consists of a hinge adapted to define
at least one preferential stable position of the supporting
element in relation to the vehicle body.

Known external rearview mirror assemblies de-
scribed in brief present one drawback. When the vehi-
cle is in motion, vibrations are created and transmitted
to the supporting element by the car body;here they are
amplified due to its projecting position thus causing the
mirror and the image reflected to oscillate.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The aim of the present invention is to provide an
external rearview mirror assembly for industria) vehi-
cles, which overcomes the drawback of the known
rearview window assemblies described above.

In accordance with the present invention there is
provided a rearview mirror assembly for industrial ve-
hicles, of the type comprising a mirror, a supporting
element to which said mirror is attached, and hinging
means for the connection of said supporting elementin
a projecting position to at least 2 first area of the body
ofsaid vehicle, said hinging means defining at least one
preferential angular position of said supporting element
in relation to said vehicle body, characterized in that it
comprises at least one rod defining an auxiliary attach-
ment between said supporting element and a second
area of said vehicle body, said rod comprising elastic
means exerting a force on said supporting element
towards said second area of the vehicle body at least
when said supporting elementis located near said pref-
erential angular position.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is described in the form ofa
preferred embodiment by way of example with refer-
ence to the enclosed drawings, in which:

FIG.1 is a perspective view of a rearview window
assembly in accordance with the present invention,
applied to an industrial vehicle;

FIG. 2 is a view from above, on an enlarged scale,
and a sectional view of part of the rearview mirror
assembly shown in FIG. 1, and

FIG.3is an elevated front view, on an enlarged scale,
and a sectional view of part of the rearview mirror
assembly shown in FIG.1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THEINVENTION

In reference to the figures, the numeral 1 refers to the
rearview mirror assembly,in its entirety, adapted to be
applied to an industrial vehicle 2, illustrated in part.

Assembly 1 comprises, in a known fashion, a support-
ing element 3 hinged in a projecting position to the

$
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body ofvehicle 2, and a mirror 4 attached to supporting
element 3.

In particular, supporting element3 is made of metal
tubing bent to form a substantially C shape and com-
prises a central vertical section 5, to which murror4 is
attached in an adjustable fashion, and a couple of ap-
proximately horizontal upper and lower arms 6, 7,
which are hinged at their free ends, respectively, to a
bracket 8 and a support 9, fixed to the body of vehicle
2 and defining rotational axis A (FIG,2) ofsupporting
element3.

In particular, support 9, of a known type, is fixed to 8
first section 10 of the vehicle body, suitably below a side
window 11 of a door 12 of the vehicle, and is of the type
adapted to define at least one preferential angular posi-
tion (or for normal use) of supporting element3 in rela-
tion to the body of vehicle 2; this position, shown in the
figures,is suitably inclined towards the front, in relation
toa plane across the vehicle comprising axis A, prefera-
bly at an angle of approximately 14°,

Supporting element 3 can be rotated forwards and
backwards with respect to the preferential position, to
enable the rearview mirror assembly 1 to be blocked
against the vehicle body, accidentally in the event ofa
bomp or voluntarily should the need arise. In accor-
dance with the present invention, assembly 1 comprises
an auxiliary rod 14 attaching supporting element 3toa
bracket 15 fixed to a second area 13 of the vehicle body,
near support 9.

Rod 14 is telescopic and is comprised of stem 16
hinged to a pin 17 held by lower arm 7 of supporting
element 3 and a cylindrical tube 18 hinged at one end 21
to # vertical pin 19 housed and guided in bracket15, as
described later on.

Stem 16 slides inside an internal chamber 20 of tube
18, comprising a first section 24 with a larger diameter
to an inlet 23 of chamber 20, and a second section 25
with 6 smaller diameter, adjacent to end 21; said first
and second sections 24, 25 define between them an
intermediate shoulder 26.

‘Around the section of stem 16 housed in the first
section 24 ofchamber 20, there is a helicoidal spring 27,
interactingat its ends with respective bearing rings 28,
29 mounted free to slide along stem 16 and inside sec-
tion 24, and held along an axis respectively by a nut 33
screwed over inlet 23 and a circular stopping plate 34
secured by screw 35 on the free end of stem 16.

Rings 28, 29 present an externa] diameter substan-
tislly equal to the internal diameter of section 24, plate
«4 an external diameter substantially equal to
the internal diameter of the second section 25 of cham-
ber 20.

Bracket 15 presents a substantially C-shaped cross-
section and comprises a central vertical wall 36, fixed
by screws 37 to the vehicle body, and a couple of paral-
lel, horizontal walls 38, each of which is fitted with a
through slot 39 whose circumference has the form of an
arc with the concave section towards the outside of
vehicle 2.

End 21 of tube 18, of a flat shape, is housed between
walls 38 of bracket 15 and is crossed by pin 19, onto
whose end sections are mounted two antiwear bushes
44 that slide along respective slots 39.

Bracket 15 is mounted above support 9 in such 8
position that respective rear ends (with respect to the
direction in which the vehicle is moving) of slots 39 are
positioned on the rotational axis A of supporting ele-ment 3.
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The various parts of rod 14 and spring 27 are of such
a size that when supporting element3 is in the preferen-
tial position defined by support 9, pin 15is at the oppo-
site end of slots 39 with respect to axis A (FIG.2), and
spring 27 is compressed.

Rearview mirror assembly 1 operates in the following
manner. In the preferential position of supporting ele-
ment 3, spring 27 exerts a force on stem 16, by means of
ring 29, plate 34 and screw 35, towards the inside of
tube 18, transmitted by stem 16 to supporting element3.

Theintensity of this force is not sufficient to over-
come the stopping force exerted on supporting element
3 by support 9, but has stabilizing action on supporting
clement 3. Therefore, the further link provided by rod
14 on supporting element3 drastically limits oscillation,
thus increasing the efficiency of rearview mirror assem-
bly 1.

Rod 14 is designed so that supporting clement 3 may
be tilted forwards or backwards when forces are ap-
plied accidentally or voluntarily in these directions.

In particular, if the arm is pressed forwards with 2
force that is stronger than the stopping action of sup-
port 9, rotation ofsupporting element3 is first favoured
by the recalling action of spring 27, until ring 29 is
blocked against shoulder 26, discharging on said shoul-
der the action of spring 27. If supporting clement is
rotated yet further, stem 16 moves into the second scc-
tion 25 ofchamber 20 of tube 18,and slides freely with-
out any elastic action. Rod 14 thus has no effect, allow-
ing supporting element 3 to be pressed back completely.
In the last stage of rotation, plate 34 strikes against the
rear ofchamber 20, thus preventing a further reduction
in the length of rod 14; therefore, from this position on,
pin 19 moves along slots 39.

When forces ere applied to rotate supporting element
3 backwards, initial rotation occurs against the action of
tod 14, as stem 16 partially protrudes from tube 18
compressing spring 27 yet further, Subsequently, hav-
ing reached an angular position in which the force ex-
erted by spring 27 and transmitted by tube 18 to pin 19
presents a component that is at e tangent to slots 39
sufficient to offset friction, pin 19 begins to slide along
slots 39 and spring 27 is gradually released, until pin 19
reaches the opposite end of slots 39. During the last
stage of rotation, supporting element 3 and rod 14 are
hinged to axis A, and so the force exerted by spring 27
has no effect on this axis and does not substantially
obstruct rotation.

An examination of the features of rearview mirror
assembly 1 in accordance with the present invention
clearly shows the advantages that may be obtained. In
particular, rod 14 is an auxiliary means of attaching
supporting element 3, considerably reducing vibration
during use, yet maintaining complete freedom of rota-
tion about its hinging axis A.

To assembly 1 described above modifications and
variants may be made without exceeding the scope of
the present invention.In particular, two rods 14 may be
used by applying them to respective arms 6, 7 of sup-
porting element 3, the embodiment of rod 14 may be
modified as can its connecting means, as well as the
form of bracket 15.

We claim:
1, In a rearview mirror assembly for industrial vehi-

cles, having 6 mirror, a supporting element to which
said mirror is attached, and hinging means for connect-
ing said supporting element in 8 projecting position
with a first area of the body of said vehicle, said hinging

—_
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4 :
means defining at least one preferential angular position’
of said supporting elementin relation to said yehici¢’!
body, wherein the improvement comprises at least one -
red providing an auxiliary attachment between saig’
suporting clement and a second area of said vehicle
body, said rod comprising a tube and a stem, said stem |
sliding along an internal chamber ofsaid tube, said stem
attaching to a first pin on said supporting element to
form a first pivot, said tube attaching to a secondpin to
form a second pivot, said second pin secured to a
bracket at said second area of said vehicle body, said
bracket comprising at least one substantially horizonta)
wall with an arc-shape through-slot in which said sec-
ond pin is mounted to freely slide in a arcuate manner, .
said rod further comprising a spring disposed within —
said tube; said spring exerting a force on said stem |
urging said supporting element towards said second
area of the vehicle body when said supporting element
is located near said preferential angular position.

2. A rearview mirror assembly for industrial vehicles

comprising:a mirror;
a supporting element to which said mirroris attached;
hinging means for connecting said supporting cle-

mentin a projecting position to ai least a first sup-
port means fixed to a first lateral portion of a body
of said vehicle;

said hinging means defining at least one preferential
angular position of said supporting elementin rela-
tion to said vehicle body;
telescopic auxiliary rod connected by respective
pins ai one end to said supporting element and at
the other end to a bracket fixed to a second lateral
portion of said vehicle body, said auxiliary rod
having a tube and a stem slidingly received in an
internal chamber of said tube, said auxiliary rod
further heaving a spring coiled around said stem
inside said mube, said spring being compressed be-
tween a first stopping means sttached to an inlet of
said tube and e second stopping means attached to
the end ofsaid stem disposed within said tube, said
auxiliary rod exerting a force on said supporting
element towards said bracket when said supporting
element is located near said preferential angular
position; and

said internal chamber of said tube having a first sec-
tion with a first diameter adjacent to said inlet
section and slidably receiving said first and second
stopping means therein, and 2 second section hav-
ing a diameter smaller than the diameter of said
stopping means but larger than the diameter of said
stem, said second stopping means being slidable
along said stem.

3, The assembly as claimed in claim 2, wherein said
bracket presents at least one substantially horizontal
wall with a through slot in which said end pin of said
rod connected to said bracket is mounted free to slide.

4. The assembly as claimed in claim 3, wherein said
slot is a concave shaped slot with its concave part facing
towards the outside of said vehicle.

5. The assembly as claimed in claim 2, wherein said
supporting element comprises a substantially C-shaped
member and having a central part to which said mirror
is attached in an adjustable fashion, and an upper arm
and a lower arm attached by said hinging means to said
body of said vehicle; said hinging means attaching said
lower arm to said body of said vehicle defining said
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preferential position of said supporting element with
respect to said vehicle body.

6. The assembly as claimed in claim 5, wherein said
rod is attached to said lower arm of said supporting
element.

7. A rearview mirror assembly for industrial vehicles
comprising;

a mirror;
a supporting element to which said mirror is attached;
hinging means for connecting said supporting ele-

ment in a projecting position to at least a first sup-
port means fixed to a first lateral portion of a body
of said vehicle;

said hinging means defining at least one preferential
angular position of said supporting elementin rela-
tion to said vehicle body;

a bracket fixed to a second lateral position of said
vehicle body, said bracket having a horizontal wall
having a through slot, a rear end of said slot located
substantially on the rotating axis of said supporting
element about said hinging means;
telescopic auxiliary rod connected by respective
pins at one end to said supporting element and at
the other end to said bracket, said auxiliary rod

0
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6
having a tube and a stem slidingly received in an
internal chamber ofsaid tube; and

said auxiliary rod including resilient means for exert-
ing a force on said supporting element towards said
bracket when said supporting element is located
near said preferential angular position.

8. The assembly as claimed in claim 7, wherein said
auxiliary rod further comprises a spring coiled around
said stem inside said tube and is compressed between a
first stopping means attached to an inlet ofsaid tube and
a second stopping means attached to the end ofsaid
stem disposed within said tube.

9. The assembly as claimed in claim 8, wherein ssid
internal chamber of said tube comprises a first section
with a first diameter adjacent to said inlet section and
slidably receiving said first and second stopping means
therein, and a second section having a diameter smaller
than the diameter ofsaid stopping means butlarger than
the diameter of said stem; said second stopping means
slidable along said stem.

10. The assembly as claimed in claim 7, wherein said
preferential position of said supporting elementis tilted
forward with respect to a cross plane passing through
said rotational axis (A) of said supporting element.s * * s s
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